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Modellingg the chemical evolution of the 
Galacticc disk: basics considerations, selected 
models,, comparison with observations 
vann den Hoek, L.B., Groenewegen, M.A.T., Nomoto, K., and de Jong, T. 

Abstract t 
Wee model a large set of observational data related to the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk and halo 
usingg a comprehensive and up-to-date galactic evolution model that incorporates metallicity dependent, 
stellarr yields, lifetimes, and remnant masses. An iterative solution procedure is applied to solve the galac-
ticc chemical evolution equations in a self-consistent manner with the freedom to study complex relations 
betweenn e.g. the IMF and the SFR. We make a distinction between the enrichment contributions by AGB 
stars,, SNIa, SNIb/c, and SN1I while using state-of-the-art evolution models for the chemical evolution of 
thesee final stages of stellar evolution. 

First,, we consider some basic concepts of Galactic chemical evolution. We address the abundance inhomo-
geneitiess observed among similarly aged stars and open clusters in the Galactic disk. We analyse in detail 
thee possibility that stellar orbital diffusion in combination with radial abundance gradients in the disk ISM 
aree the main explanation for these abundance inhomogeneities. We show that in case of large errors in the 
derivedd ages and orbital parameters of the stars in the Edvardsson et al. (199.3) sample, orbital diffusion 
ass described by Wielen et al. (1996) can provide an adequate explanation for the majority of the observed 
stellarr abundance variations. At the same time, we argue that this requires several specific assumptions 
whichh may be unjustified. In order to interpret part of the observations, we discuss several basic issues 
concerningg the dynamical and chemical evolution of the Galaxy. We do not attempt to model individual 
componentss of the Galaxy (e.g. bulge, halo, disk at different galactocentric radii) but restrict ourselves to 
thee star formation history and chemical evolution of the Galaxy as a whole. 

Second,, we investigate the sensitivity of the age-metallicity relation (AMR) to specific model assumptions 
andd we select a set of models that can explain the mean [Fe/H] vs. age relation observed in the local 
Galacticc disk. We study the sensitivity of the AMR to the main parameters and assumptions involved in 
ourr models. We demonstrate that a wide range of enrichment scenarios is consistent with the observed 
AMR,, i.e. no unique model exists which is in best agreement with the observed AMR. Gonversely, the 
observedd AMR alone is insufficient to constrain tightly Galactic chemical evolution models and additional 
constraintss are needed. 

Third,, we confront the models selected on their ability to fit  the observed AMR with observational con-
straintss related to the ISM abundances and stellar content of the disk: 

 the present-day stellar mass function (PDMF) and IMF; 

 the total number and formation rates of (post) main-sequence stars; 

 the gas depletion, infall, and star formation rates in the disk ISM; 

 the enrichment history of the Galactic disk as recorded by the abundance-abundance variations 
(i.e.. the variation of the abundance of a given element as a function of the abundance of another 
element)) and the present-day abundances observed. We investigate the impact of: 1) the adopted 
stellarr yields, 2) the star formation history, 3) the IMF, 4) the delay time of SNIa, and 5) the 
upperr mass limi t for SNII, on the resulting abundance-abundance variations of the most abundant 
elementss in the disk ISM including C, N, O, Mg, Al, Si, and Fe. 

 the abundances in planetary nebulae (PNe); 
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 the luminosity function of white dwarf (WD) remnants; 

 the mass distribution of WD remnants; 

 the age and metallicity distributions of long-living stars in the local disk (i.e. the classical 
(i-dwarff  problem). 

Byy means of this comparison, we attempt to converge to a set of models for the chemical evolution of the 
Galaxyy consistent with the above constraints and we trace back eventual discrepancies between our results 
andd the observations. 

Inn particular, we aim to deduce the star formation history of the Galaxy both from the abundance-
abundancee variations observed and other independent observational constraints to the chemical evolution 
off  the Galaxy. As a shortlist of interesting results we like to emphasize the following ones: 1) we find that 
evolutionn scenarios in which the SFR gradually increases up to a given maximum in the disk and thereafter 
decreasess exponentially are clearly favoured by the observations. We argue that models which incorporate 
infalll  of gas regulating this kind of behaviour of the SFR in the Galactic disk with age are preferred over 
modelss which do not incorporate gas infall; 2) we demonstrate that the ejecta of SNIa, associated with stars 
formedd early in the evolution of the Galaxy and with initial masses in the range ~2.5—8 M ( ), need to be 
delayedd over at least 3 — 5 Gyr after the formation of their WD progenitors in order to fit the observations. 
Insteadd of such a time delay, SNIa may be associated with considerably less massive stars than previously 
thought,, i.e. with masses between ~1.5 and 2 M(:,; and 3) we show that models in which the upper mass 
limi tt of SNI1 increases as a function of galactic age during early epochs of star formation in the Galaxy 
aree consistent with the observations for variations of mu between ~20 and ~30—40 M(.] if these variations 
didd occur delayed with respect to the variation of the SFR. Such a behaviour of the upper mass limi t of 
SNIII  may be supported by the formation of massive stars both in the Galactic disk and in external galaxies 
(seee ('hap. 2). 

Fourth,, we briefly compare our main results with those presented in several other recent investigations 
dealingg with Galactic chemical evolution. We summarize the type of chemical evolution models that are in 
bestt overall agreement with the observations and we discuss what this may imply for the chemical evolution 
off  the Galaxy as a whole. 

(Combinedd with the detailed description in (.-hap. 3 of the galactic chemical evolution model assumptions 
andd ingredients involved, the extensive results for a wide range of observations presented here make that 
ourr model is one of the best documented Galactic chemical evolution models currently available. 

Introduction n 
Thee u l t imate goal of modell ing various observational characteristics of the chemical evolution of the local 
diskk ISM is to obtain information about the principal processes that have directed the star formation history 
andd chemical enrichment of the Galactic disk. In the past decade, many of such individual constraints have 
beenn modelled by numerous authors independently, using distinct galactic chemical evolution models. The 
presentt study of the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk has several important improvements over previous 
investigationss which include: 1) simuUaneous modelling of various independent observational constraints 
(e.g.. the luminosity functions of asymptot ic giant branch (AGB) stars and white dwarfs (WD), the age 
andd metall icity d istr ibut ions of main-sequence dwarfs, the abundances in planetary nebulae, the remnant 
masss distr ibut ion, abundance-abundance variations, and the present-day element abundances in the disk) 
usingg one1 and the same galactic chemical evolution model, 2) the application of a uniform, up-to-date, 
andd comprehensive metall icity dependent set of stellar evolution data, and 3) the use of a wide range of 
observationall  constraints which were not available until recently. While exploiting these improvements, both 
inn theoretical and observational fields of Galactic evolution, we aim to reconstruct the star formation history 
off  the Galact ic disk and to derive essential quantit ies such as the current gas infall and star formation rate, 
thee typical enr ichment t ime scale, and the upper mass limi t for SNII. Apart from studies that concern the 
evolutionn of our Galaxy, knowledge of these quanti t ies are of part icular interest for research on the evolution 
off  nearby systems such as the Magellanic Clouds and M31. In turn, these Local Group galaxies provide an 
impor tantt reference frame of observations to which the evolution of more distant galaxies in the universe 
cann be compared. 

Inn this chapter, we concentrate on the star formation history and chemical evolution of the local 
Galact icc disk. In Sect. 4 .1, we consider several basic issues concerning the dynamical and chemical evolution 
off  the Galaxy as a whole. In Sect. 4.2, we investigate the sensitivity of the age-metallicity relation (AMR) 
too specific model assumpt ions and we select a set of models which can explain adequately the mean [Fe/H] 
vs.. age relation observed in the local Galactic disk. In Sect. 4.3, the selected models are confronted with 
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observationall  constraints related to the ISM abundances and stellar content of the disk (e.g. the age and 
metall icityy distr ibutions of F and G dwarfs, and the abundances in planetary nebulae). In Sect. 4.4, we 
summarizee the type of chemical evolution models that are in best overall agreement with the observations 
andd we discuss what our results may imply for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy as a whole. 

4.11 Basic considerations 

Inn this section, we describe the selection criteria for a sample of stars suited to study the chemical evolution 
off  the Galactic disk and we briefly discuss some observational samples that are currently available for this 
purpose.. In particular, we address possible signatures of the effects of inhomogeneous chemical evolution of 
thee Galactic disk and stellar orbital diffusion in combination with radial abundance gradients in the disk 
ISM.. In addit ion, we discuss the evolution of the vertical structure of the stellar disk in the SNBH and the 
scalee height corrections that we wil l adopt. First, we briefly recall the conventional abundance notation and 
calibrationn used here. 

4.1.11 Notation and calibration of abundances 

Thee abundance of a given element relative to that of hydrogen is usually expressed in terms of the corre-
spondingg abundance ratio in the Sun: 

[El/H ]]  =1 0 log(El /H)o bj - 1 0 l og (E l /H)0 (4.1) 

wheree (El/H)0bj and (El/H)(;> are the abundance ratios in the object and the Sun, respectively. Unless stated 
otherwise,, we wil l refer to the abundances by m a ss so that (El/H)0bj denotes the total mass of element El 
relativee to the total mass in hydrogen for the same object. A similar expression is used for the abundance 
ratioo of any two elements P and Q. 

Forr the solar element abundances, we wil l use the data presented by Anders k. Grevesse (1989, 1991; 
hereafterr AG). For instance, solar iron and oxygen abundance ratios by mass are adopted as l 0 log (Fe/H)( . 
== - 2 . 65 5 dex and 10log ( O / H )0 = - 1 . 87  0.05 dex , respectively (see AG1) . Due to the inclusion 
off  non-LTE effects and the use of more up-to-date transition probabilities, the above value for the iron 
abundancee in the Sun differs considerably from that given by e.g. Gameron (1982), i.e. 10log (Fe/H)( ) ~ 
—2.72,, which has been used in many previous investigations. When different sets of abundance data are 
compared,, it should be verified that the solar abundance of a given element used is the same for all data sets. 
Ass an example, we note that the iron abundance da ta of Twarog (1980; described below) is calibrated using 
thee standard tfmi(H/?) —[Fe/H] relation from Grawford and Perry (1976) which implicitl y is based on a solar 
ironn abundance similar to that given by Gameron. (Consequently, direct comparison with the Edvardsson 
ett al. (1993) data, which is calibrated to the AG solar abundances, is allowed only after sett ing a common 
referencee point for [Fe/H]. Both the observational and theoretical data discussed below wil l be calibrated 
usingg the accurate da ta presented by AG (when possible). 

Wee recall several addit ional uncertainties involved with the comparison between observational and theoretical 
abundances: : 

 the observed abundance ratio [El/H] is sensitive to the total (i.e. atomic+molecular+ionized) 
hydrogenn content of the object of interest. This may introduce abundance errors if a substantial 
partt of the hydrogen is "missed". In general, we expect that the total hydrogen abundances 
predictedd by models for the Galactic disk are consistent with the observations within a few percent, 
att least during the last ~5 Gyr. We note that the effect of a large discrepancy of ~10% between 
thee predicted and observed total hydrogen abundances in the local disk ISM would be limited to 
aa shift of ~0.05 dex in [El/H] . Substantial errors can be introduced if part of the mass contained 
inn element El is undetected, e.g. because a considerable fraction of this element may be highly 
ionized,, molecular, and/or contained in solid dust grains. We expect that such errors are important 
whenn physical properties —such as temperature, density, radiation field— vary strongly among the 
objectss studied (e.g. ISM regions, stars of different spectral type, etc); 

^ hee hydrogen density in tli e Sun (by number) is usually fixed to 10log NH = 12 to provide a convenient and uniform 
abundancee scale for other elements. Element abundances by number relative to hydrogen are usually given as Ae\ — l 0 log (yVe| 
// N H ) + 12. (solar abundance scale). Conversion of the astronomical/meteoritic abundance scale (Ns\ = 106) to the solar 
abundancee scale (log Nu = 12.) involves a correction factor R ~ 35.8 with which the meteoritic abundances of all elements 
shouldd be multiplied. 
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 in many previous investigations, the theoretical [Fe/H] abundance ratio was computed using a 
conversionn between [Fe/H] and [Z/Z,:,] , such as [Fe/H] « [Z/Z (.,] + 0.07 dex (e.g. Twarog 1980; 
Tosii  1988; Rocca-Volmerange k Schaeffer 1990). We stress that such abundance conversion relations 
(becausee of a lack of appropriate observational data) may introduce considerable systematic and 
stochasticc errors. Careful analysis is needed to disentangle the artefacts caused by such errors 
andd the real t rends present in the data. As discussed in ( 'hap. 3, we compute the abundances of 
elementss M and N individually when determining [A//TV] ; 

 if iron is produced in substantial amounts by the thermonuclear explosion of intermediate mass 
starss (as is probably the case; see Chap. 3), the overall chemical evolution of the (ialactic disk is 
nott well represented by [Fe/H]. Instead, it is expected that [O/H] is a much more reliable indicator 
off  metall icity since the bulk synthesis of oxygen comes from massive stars (m<; 10 M^ ; cf. Wheeler, 
Snedenn k Truran 1989). 

 in the models discussed below, we assume that the ISM is enriched homogeneously. However, if a 
substant iall  fraction of the ISM would be unavailable for star formation and stellar enrichment, the 
remainingg part of the ISM would be enriched much more efficiently than predicted by our models. 
Similarly,, selective enrichment of preferred regions in the Galactic ISM over substantial fractions 
off  the lifetime of the disk (e.g. galactic winds, chimney material) would slow down the enrichment 
off  the global disk ISM as compared to our results. 

4.1.22 Sample selection criteria 

Ann ideal sample of stars suited to study the chemical evolution of the local disk has to meet at least two 
condit ions:: 1) the sample must be unbiased and representative for the stars born within the region of interest 
overr the lifetime of the Galactic disk, 2) the sample needs to be complete within a certain volume (e.g. the 
solarr cylinder with a radius of 50 pc). The first condition implies that the sample stars are representative 
withh respect to e.g. age and metallicity. Furthermore, this condition implies that the sample must be 
homogeneous,, i.e. not contaminated by stars formed outside the region, and is unbiased towards stars that 
aree atypical for the stellar generations formed within the volume of interest. The second condition requires 
e.g.. that corrections should be made for stars which: 1) have a relatively low detection probabil ity within the 
volumee considered (e.g. low-luminosity stars), 2) did move out of the volume during their lifetime, and/or 
3)) did evolve to other evolutionary phases (e.g. white dwarf remnants) and, therefore, are missed according 
too the usual selection criteria for stars of a given spectral type. 

I tt has been noted previously that stars nowadays observed in the solar neighbourhood (SNBH) are 
nott exclusively related to the chemical evolution of the local disk ISM but rather are associated with a much 
moree extended region of the ( ialactic disk from which these stars evolved and recently moved to the SNBH 
duee to their galactocentr ic orbits (e.g. Grenon 1989; Wielen, Fuchs k Dettbarn 1996, hereafter WIEL) . 
Ass a consequence, nearby stars do trace the evolution of the Galactic ISM over a much wider range in 
galactocentr icc distance than they are observed. Other aspects of the orbits of stars is that stars born long 
agoo in the SNBH may have travelled to regions elsewhere in the Galaxy and that even the Sun itself may 
havee formed at a galactocentr ic distance much different from its present-day position in the disk. Therefore, 
detailedd information is required about the present-day and past orbits of the sample stars (e.g. positions and 
spacee velocities), to fulfi l the selection criteria of a stellar sample suited for Galactic evolution studies. In 
addi t ionn to the effects of orbital diffusion of stars born in the Galactic disk, the stellar populat ions observed 
inn the SNBH may be contaminated by e.g. stars which formed long ago in the Galactic halo or which formed 
inn galactic systems that merged with the Galaxy in the past. If this is the case, a useful analysis of the 
starss observed in the SNBH can be made only when: 1) it is possible to trace back the star formation 
historyy and chemical evolution of each of the ( ialact ic components which are involved separately, and 2) to 
correctt for the dynamical evolution of the stellar populations associated with each component. However, if 
thee contaminat ion is small and/or the enrichment history of the contributing subsytems is similar to that 
off  the stellar populat ions in the disk, a sample of stars observed in the SNBH may be suited to constrain 
thee evolution of the local Galact ic disk. In the following, we wil l ignore any possible contaminat ion by other 
galact icc stellar components (unless stated otherwise). In particular, we wil l assume that the star formation 
historyy and chemical evolution as deduced from a sample of stars in the SNBH applies to the evolution of 
thee ( ia lact ic disk. 
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4.1.33 Inhomogeneous chemical evolution of the Galactic disk 

Elementt abundances of long-lived stars (e.g. F and G dwarfs) provide a record of the nucleosynthesis history 
off  the Galaxy since the onset of star formation therein (e.g. Twarog 1980; Carlberg et al. 1985; Meusinger, 
Reimannn & Stecklum 1991; Somrner-Larsen 1991; Pagel 1992; Edvardsson et al. 1993). Accordingly, abun-
dancee differences among such stars born at the same galactic age may trace spatial abundance variations 
throughoutt the Galaxy revealing differential rates of enrichment in distinct ISM regions while stars born at 
thethe same time and same place provide information about local ISM inhomogeneities and the efficiency of 
mixingg (and/or infall) of interstellar gas. 

Studiess related to the heavy element enrichment of the local Galactic disk have long shown that stars 
similarr in age exhibit large abundance variations (e.g. Mayor 1976; Twarog 1980; ('arlberg et al. 1985; 
Meusingerr et al. 1991; see Chap. 5). Recently, Edvardsson et al. (1993) presented accurate abundance 
dataa for nearly 200 F and G main-sequence dwarfs in the SNBH. Their spectroscopic data, analysed with 
up-to-datee input physics, confirms abundance variations as large as ~0.6 dex in A[E1/H] (where El = Fe, (), 
Mg,, Al , Si) among similarly aged stars (see Fig. 4.1). Such variations are much in excess of experimental 
uncertaintiess and demonstrate that the abundance spread among stars observed in the SNBH is similar in 
magnitudee to the overall increase in metallicity during the lifetime of the disk. 
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Figuree 4.1 Observational data on the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk: [Fe/H] vs. age. Left panel: F and G 
main-sequencee dwarfs observed in the SNBH (data from Edvardsson et al. 1993). Bars indicate the maximum range 
inn [Fe/H] observed in age bins of ~1.5 Gyr width, asterisks indicate the mean [Fe/H] ratio in each age bin. R ight 
panel:: open disk clusters (triangles: uncorrected for radial metallicity gradient, data from Boesgaard 1989; Friel fe 
Boesgaardd 1990; Friel fe Jones 1990, full circles: data corrected for radial metallicity gradient of —0.1 dex kpc- 1 in 
[Fe/H]]  from Garraro fe Chiosi 1994). 

Additionall  support for the existence of large abundance inhomogeneities in the Galactic disk has been 
providedd by studies of stars in open clusters (e.g. Nissen 1988; Boesgaard 1989; Lambert 1989; Garcia-Lopez 
ett al. 1993; Friel & Janes 1993: Garraro k Chiosi 1994) and B stars in star forming regions in the SNBH 
(e.g.. Gies k Lambert 1992; Cunha k Lambert 1992). In Fig. 4.1 we compare the abundance data for two 
sampless of open clusters in the Galactic disk: data mainly based on Friel k Janes (1993) and data from 
Garraroo k Ghiosi (1994). The main difference between the two data sets is that the latter da ta set has been 
correctedd for a radial gradient in [Fe/H] of —0.1 dex k p c- 1 when moving outwards in the Galactic disk, 
accordingg to the galactocentric distances at birth estimated for the sample clusters (see Garraro & Ghiosi 
1994).. For both samples, the abundance variations among similarly aged clusters is large, i.e. i> 0.5 dex 
inn [Fe/H]. It is evident that the scatter in [Fe/H] at a given age is much larger than any possible trend of 
[Fe/H]]  with galactic age for open clusters (Nissen, 1988). 

Correctionss for stellar orbital diffusion do not seem to affect the large abundance inhomogeneities 
observed.. However, direct comparison of the two data sets, as well as comparison of the open cluster da ta 
withh the abundances of F and G dwarfs in the SNBH, is hindered by the lack of an accurate and adequate 
methodd to determine the galactocentric distances of stars at birth from their present-day orbits (see below). 
Therefore,, the abundance data corrected for orbital diffusion from Garraro k Ghiosi still may suffer from 
considerablee systematic errors. 
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Inn any case, these studies show that the concept of a well-defined tight age-rnetallicity relation for the 
Galact icc disk ISM  is unfounded (Edmunds 1993) and that the chemical enrichment of the disk has been 
inhomogeneouss on t ime scales as short as <U0* - 10'' yr. Similar conclusions were obtained by Merehaiit-
Boesgaardd (1989) from high-quality spectroscopic da ta on selected F dwarfs in six young disk clusters. 

Inn Chap. 5, we wil l deal with the origin of the abundance variations observed among similarly aged 
objectss in the Galact ic disk. For the moment, we like to emphasize that, the AMR, of stars observed in the 
SNBHH is determined by various processes associated with: 1) the star formation history of the Galactic disk 
(e.g.. radial, longitudinal, and /or vertical variations of the SFR), 2) the occurrence of small-scale abundance 
variat ionss in the ISM, 3) the individual evolution of specific stars, and 4) the birthplaces (e.g. halo, bulge, 
outerr disk) and epicyelic orbits of stars in the Galaxy. Each of these processes may lead to considerable 
variat ionss in the abundances of stars nowadays observed in the SNBH. Therefore, to interpret the observed 
abundancee variations in a correct manner, detailed knowledge about the dynamical evolution (and mixing 
history)) of the Galaxy and its constituent components is required, 

4.1.44 Stellar orbital diffusion 

E v o l u t i o nn of s te l lar  o rb i t s in t h e Ga lac t ic g rav i ta t iona l po ten t i al 

Kinemat icc propert ies (e.g. total orbital energy and angular momentum) of stars nowadays observed in the 
SNBHH are determined by the corresponding properties of the gas clouds from which these stars formed 
ass well as by the subsequent dynamical evolution of the stellar orbits in the gravitat ional potential of the 
Galaxyy (e.g. Gi lmore et al. 1989). Therefore, for a given sample of stars in the SNBH, accurate stellar ages 
ass well as abundances, posit ions, and kinematical properties at t ime of birth, are needed to deduce the star 
formationn history and chemical evolution of the regions in the Galaxy where these stars formed. 

Directt evidence for the diffusion of stellar orbits is provided by observations which show that the 
velocityy dispersion of stars in the SNBH increases with stellar age (e.g. Wielen 1977; Wielen et al. 199*2). 
Thee observed mean radial velocity dispersion of stars in the SNBH is ~55 km s- 1 . This corresponds to a 
spatiall  dispersion of ~3—4 kpe in 10 Gyr for stars formed at a galactocentrie distance of about 8.5 kpc. An 
immediatee consequence is that, the mixture of stars at a given galactocentrie distance becomes more and 
moree contaminated by stars from distant regions in the Galactic disk with age. 

Inn first approximat ion, the mean galactocentrie distance Rm of a stellar orbit may be unchanged by 
thee diffusion process since the exponential radial density profile of the Galactic disk seems hardly affected by 
orbitall  diffusion (Fuchs et al. 1994). However, this approximation neglects local variations in the Galactic 
potent iall  which may have systematic effects on the variation of Rm with galactic age as we wil l discuss below. 

Wit hh the use of a kinematical model for the formation and evolution of the Galaxy (e.g. disk, halo, 
andd bulge), one can distinguish between stars which formed in the local disk and stars that probably did 
nott (e.g. Grenon 1989; Sornmer-Larsen 1991). This can be done on the basis of the present-day positions 
andd orbits of stars in the Galact ic disk which are then integrated back in t ime according to the kinematical 
evolutionn model. However, this method is sensitive to uncertain assumptions about the detailed evolution 
off  the gravi tat ional potential in the Galaxy, both as a function of location and t ime. Apart from this, 
kinematicall  decomposit ions with respect to stellar birthplaces often result in subsets of stars that are too 
smalll  for use in statist ical studies of the chemical evolution of the local disk (e.g. Edvardsson et al. 1993; 
hereafterr EDV). 

Byy using a ehemo-dynamical model for the Galactic disk, it is possible to derive approximate positions 
off  stars at birth on the basis of their ages and abundances. In this case, radial abundance gradients observed 
inn the Galactic disk are used to est imate the stellar galactocentrie distances at birth. This is done by 
transformingg the difference between the metall icity of the star and the mean metallicity predicted by the 
chemo-dynamicall  model at the galactocentrie distance this star is observed into a distance scale (WIEL) . 
Apart,, from the uncertaint ies involved in chemo-dynamical evolution models, use of this method may be 
furtherr complicated by abundance inhomogeneities which may occur on small scales in the local disk ISM 
(seee above; Chap. 5). Furthermore, this method is relatively sensitive to errors in the observed ages and 
metall icit iess of the sample stars and heavily depends on the radial abundance gradients in the disk assumed. 
Inn the following, we wil l compare the results obtained from the cherno-dynamical and kinematical methods 
inn more detail and discuss the main assumptions involved. Such a comparison is important to understand 
whatt the abundances of stars in the SNBH can tell us about the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. 

C o m p a r i s onn of E D V a nd W I E L ga lac tocen t r ie d i s t a n c es at b i r t h 

Inn Fig. 4.2 we compare the galactocentrie distances at birth presented by EDV and WIEL for a subsample 
off  F and G dwarfs for which accurate iron and oxygen abundances are available. 
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Thee E DV g a l a c t o c e n t r ic d i s t a n c es at b i r t h were obtained using the stellar orbits reconstructed 
fromm their present-day galactocentric distances, proper motions, and radial velocities, according to both 
theoreticall  and empirical models for the Galactic potential (see EDV). In brief, these kinematieal models 
predictt the evolution of stellar orbits in the gravitational potential of the Galactic disk which in turn is 
self-consistenlyy coupled to the distribution of stars and gas in the disk. Back integration of the orbits of 
starss with predicted kinematieal properties that are on average the same as those observed for a given sample 
star,, provides an est imate of the galactocentric distance at birth of this star. 

Mostt stars in the EDV sample were found to have peri- and apocentric distances within ~2.5 kpc from 
thee actual galactocentric distance of the Sun (R(:y = 8.4 kpc). Mean galactocentric distances at birth were 
est imatedd from Rm — (RRpo -j- Rperi)/2 where i ï a po and Rpen are the apo- and perigalactoeentrie distances, 
respectively.. However, there are two main caveats involved with this procedure. First, this est imate ignores 
thee different times spent by stars in different parts of their orbits so that Rm underestimates the mean 
stellarr galactocentric distance at birth. This suggests that stars nowadays observed in the SNBH (such as 
thee EDV sample) are biased towards stars which have their apocenters near the Sun. Secondly, this est imate 
implicitl yy assumes that Rm remains conserved over the evolution of the Galactic disk as has been argued e.g. 
byy Grenon (1989). Since changes in the disk gravitational potential probably have occurred from the onset 
off  star formation in the disk, conservation of Rm with galactic age may be unrealistic, at least for individual 
stars,, and substantial errors in Rm may be present especially for old stars. According to these assumptions, 
nearlyy 85% of the sample stars have estimated birthplaces Rm within 1 kpc from the Sun (i.e. with Rm = 
ftft ((  1 kpc). 

Thee W I E L g a l a c t o c e n t r ic d i s t a n c es at b i r t h were derived by directly translat ing the abundance varia-
tionss observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH into a spatial dispersion of the stellar orbits due to 
thee diffusion process (Wielen et al. 1996). In this case, the mean dispersion A[Z/H ] in metallicity at a given 
galactocentricc distance Ro (relative to the mean stellar metallicities at this distance) can be related to the 
meann spatial dispersion by (Fuchs et al. 1994): 

A[Z/H ]]  = <([Z/H] - <[Z/H]) f i 0 )2) i =  ([Z/H]) Ro . ((R - R0f)  ̂ (4.2) 

wheree [Z/H] and R correspond to the metallicity and galactocentric distance of a star at birth, respectively, 
andd j^( [Z/H] )R0 is the mean radial metallicity gradient at a galactocentric distance R0. 

Inn principle, this relation may be used to estimate the mean effect of orbital diffusion on the abundance 
variationss of a given element among similarly aged stars which are observed at a galactocentric radius Ro 
(butt originate from a wide range in galactocentric distance). However, application of Eq. (4.2) to individual 
starss may be erroneous because: 1) abundance inhomogeneities among stars formed at roughly the same 
t imee and position may be present (e.g. due to local gas infall or sequential stellar enrichment; see Chap. 5), 
i.e.. the initial dispersion in [Z/H] among stars formed at roughly the same t and R can be large, 2) stars 
formedd at a given galactocentric distance may show abundance variations due to tangential variations in 
metallicityy (e.g. in the regions associated with the spiral arms), 3) individual stars may have experienced 
peculiarr gravitational perturbat ions of their orbits that are uncommon to the majority of the stars observed 
att a given galactocentric radius R, and 4) both radial metallicity gradients and stellar orbits may have varied 
substantial lyy over the t ime interval needed for a given star to travel from its birthsite to the galactocentric 
distancee at which i t is nowadays observed. Another aspect which is not clearly visible from Eq. 4.2, is that 
bothh the radial dispersion velocity (or spatial dispersion) and the radial metallicity gradients itself may be 
functionss of galactocentric distance. 

Thee complete Edvarsson et al. da ta suggest that: 1) the mean metallicity {[Z/H] ) of stars of a given age 
r**  decreases with mean galactocentric distance (R\ni) at birth (see EDV), and 2) the mean metallicity {[Z/H] ) 
off  stars born at a given galactocentric distance Rtni decreases with mean stellar age {r») (see e.g. Nissen 
1995;; Joench-Sörensen 1995; however, we note that accurate quant i tat ive relations for these variations are 
stilll  lacking). If indeed true, a mean relation between stellar metallicity, age, and galactocentric distance at 
birthh can be derived from the complete Edvardsson et al. data provided that the radial metallicity gradient 
inn the Galactic disk has been constant both in t ime and space (Wielen et al. 1996): 

([Fe/H])) = 4-0.05 - 0.048 L ^ \ - 0.09 ({{R  ̂ ~ H"A ( 4 . 3 ) 

wheree {[Fe/H]) = +0.05 dex is the mean iron abundance of stars formed at the present-day galactocentric 

distancee of the Sun. A mean gradient a# ] = - 0 .09 dex kpc"1 in [Fe/H] at R = R0] was adopted (e.g. 

Friell  1995; see below). Conversely, the mean galactocentric distance at birth (Rini) of stars of a given age r 
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Figur ee 4.2 Stellar galactocentric distances at birth ftm, [kpc] for F and G dwarfs in the SNBH (data from Edvardsson 
ett al. 1993). Left panel: Comparison of R,„, (EDV) derived using a model for the gravitational potential of the 
Galacticc disk (see EDV) with /ïml (WIEL, [Fe/H]) as predicted by Wielen et al. (1996) using [Fe/H] abundance ratios 
(1788 stars). For comparison, the dotted line indicates ft,,,, (EDV) = ftini (WIEL). Right panel: same as left panel 
exceptt for values ft,„,(WIEL,  [O/H]) derived using [O/H] abundance ratios (84 stars). A present-day galactocentric 
distancee of the Sun of ft(.:. = 8 kpc was assumed here. 

andd metall icity [Fe/H], can be derived from Eq. (4.3) by: 

((ft,)) - ft,() = -11 [Fe/H], - 0.53 (~- J + 0.6 [kpc] (4.4) 

assumingg that the initial variation in metall icity among similarly aged stars born at (ft;) is relatively small'-. 

A[E1/H] ,, < o f ' / H ] . ((ft,) - Re) ( 4 .5 ) 

Inn general, each element for which Eq. (4.5) is valid can be used to constrain the galactocentric distances at 
birthh of stars observed in the SNBH. For instance, similar relations can be derived when oxygen abundances 
aree considered: 

( [O/H] )) = +0.035 - 0.038 
Gyr r 

0.07 7 ((fli )) ~ go) 
kpc c (4.6) ) 

wheree ([O/H] ) = +0.035 dex is (he mean present-day iron abundance of stars at ft ~ }{,,, ami the mean 
gradientt in [O/H] at ft ~ Re is assumed to be a[°/il]  = -0 .07 dex kpc"1 (e.g. Matteucci et al. 1992; see 
below). . 

( ( f t , ) -- ft,,) = - 1 4 .3 [O/H] . - 0 . 54 
Gyr r 

0.5 5 [kpc] ] (4.7; ; 

Wee emphasize again that Eqs. (4.2-4.7) implicitl y rely on the assumptions that: 1) the rate of enrichment 
off  the disk ISM with age is independent of galactocentric distance, and 2) the mean value of [El/H] in the 
diskk ISM increases linearly with galactic age. 

Fig.. 4.2 compares the stellar galactocentric distances at birth derived using the kinematical (EDV) 
andd chemo-dynamieal models (WIEL) both from the stellar [Fe/H] and [O/H] abundances observed. Values 
off  ft,m(E!)V) derived from the kinematical da ta range between 6 and 10 kpc for the majority of the sample 
stars.. In contrast, the range in ft,n,(WIEL) between 3 and 13 kpc as predicted by the chemo-dynamical 
modell  is much larger. It is evident that the values of ft,ni predicted by the two methods disagree (except for 
aa few stars which may be relatively young and have unperturbed orbits). 

22 We will argue in Chap. 5 that this condition probably is not fulfilled for a substantial fraction of the stars in the Edvardsson 
ett al. sample as well as for other objects in the SNBH. In principle, inhomogeneous chemical enrichment of the disk ISM may be 
importantt in determining the abundance variations observed among similar aged stars in the SNBH, ill addition to the effects 
off  orbital diffusion. 
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Figuree 4.3 Stellar galactocentric distances at birth RI!U [kpc] vs. A[0/H] for F and G dwarfs in the SNBH (data 
fromm Edvardsson et al. 1993). Left panel: 7ïini (EDV) according to a model for the gravitational potential of 
thee Galactic disk (see Edvardsson et al.), R ight panel: /t!jni (WIEL, [O/H]) vs. A[G/H] relation (similar to that 
proposedd by WIEL for [Fe/H]). A present-day galactocentric distance of the Sun of R(.t = 8 kpc was assumed. 

Fig.. 4.3 amplifies the differences in galactocentric distance predicted by the two models in another 
way:: the kinematical model predicts large scatter in the Rlm vs. A [ 0 / H ] with no clear correlation, while 
thee chemo-dynamical model implicitl y assumes no scatter and a linear correlation between Rnn and A [ 0 / H ] . 
Whichh of the two figures is appropriate to the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk is still mat ter of 
debatee but we wil l argue below that independent observations probably favour the relation from the chemo-
dynamicall  model proposed by WIEL. 

Fig.. 4.4 shows the galactocentric distances at birth derived from the chemo-dynamical model using 
thee stellar [Fe/H] and [O/H] abundance ratios, respecitively. A correlation is found although considerable 
scatterr is present, i.e. ARlm ~4 kpc at a given value of Rim. Part of this scatter may be reduced when 
onee accounts for: 1) errors in the stellar ages derived by EDV, 2) uncertainties in Rini due to the unknown 
phasee of the star in its epicyclic orbit around the Galactic center, and 3) experimental errors in the iron 
andd oxygen abundances measured as well as in the radial metallicity gradients assumed. Derived values of 
RRlmlm are very sensitive to the radial abundance gradients OR adopted (see Eqs. 4.3 and 4.6). Thus, errors 
inn otfi may cause a substantial part of the observed scatter. However, apart from the fact that these values 
havee been derived empirically, a reduction of an would increase the range in galactocentric distance at birth 
predictedd for stars nowadays observed in the SNBH which would increase the scatter correspondingly. 

Oonversely,, an enhancement of an would reduce the scatter but this possibility is probably excluded 
byy the observations (see below). Corrections for errors in the measured abundances of individual stars do 
nott necessarily have to result in a reduction of the scatter apparent from Fig. 4.4. Unless systematic errors 
aree present, the same is probably true when one would account for possible errors in the derived stellar ages. 
Notee that systematic deviations from the line y equals x appear to be present in the abundance dispersion 
data.. These deviations are due to the different radial gradients in [Fe/H] and [O/H] in the Galactic disk 
derivedd from the observations (see below). 

Thee corresponding correlation between the abundance dispersions (relative to the mean abundance of 
starss formed at a given galactic age) reveals that the dispersion in [O/H] is correlated with that in [Fe/H] 
apartt from the scatter discussed before. However, we stress that this correlation is initiall y present in the 
EDVV abundance data (see Chap. 5) and may not provide additional support for orbital diffusion as the 
mainn explanation for the observed abundance variations because stellar abundance variations caused by 
metal-deficientt gas infall and/or sequential stellar enrichment can result in similar correlations between the 
abundancee dispersions (see Chap. 5). 

Wee have shown that the stellar galactocentric distances at birth obtained from kinematical and/or 
abundancee data for individual stars usually give very different results. Apart from the large number of as-
sumpt ionss and uncertainties involved, we argue that both the kinematical and the chemo-dynamical methods 
aree likely to give erroneous results if used to determine the galactocentric distances of individual stars because 
thesee models are essentially a statistical description of the orbital diffusion process. In other words, although 
bothh the kinematical and chemo-dynamical methods may provide good descriptions of what is happening 
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F igu ree 4.4 Stellar galactocentric distances at birth Rlm [kpc] and abundance-dispersions A[M/H ] for F and (ï dwarfs 
inn the SNBH (data from Edvardsson et al. 1993). Left panel: Rini(WIEL , [O/H]) vs. ftini(WIEL, [Fe/H]) obtained 
accordingg to the relations proposed by Wielen et al. (1996). Right panel: A[0/H] vs. A[Fe/H] for the data shown 
inn (he left panel. For comparison, the dotted line indicates y equals x. A present-day galactocentric distance of the 
Sunn of R,., = 8 kpc was assumed. 

withh the orbit of a star in the gravitation field of the Galactic disk i n a s ta t i s t i cal ma imer, these methods 
usuallyy cannot he used to determine the orbital characteristics of i nd iv idua l s t a r s. 

Fromm the da ta currently available, we conclude that stellar orbital diffusion is probably a common 
andd impor tant process in the Galactic disk which, at least in a statistical manner, can provide an adequate 
explanat ionn for the large abundance variations observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH. At the 
samee t ime, however, we are forced to conclude that stellar orbital diffusion alone is probably insufficient 
too explain these abundance inhoinogeneities for all stars in the EDV sample (see Chap. 5). The relative 
impor tancee of orbital diffusion and other processes (such as metal-deficient gas infall) in determining these 
abundancee variations is unclear from the present data. Clarification of this situation is extremely important 
forr our interpretat ion of the abundance data of stars observed in the SNBH and wil l greatly improve our 
understandingg of the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk as a whole. In addit ion, solving this problem 
cann facil i tate the selection of samples of stars suited to study specific aspects of Galactic chemical evolution. 

Ste l l arr  o rb i ta l d i f fus ion : obse rva t i ons vs. t h e o ry 

Ass part of the basic considerations presented in this section, we discuss some of the differences in the orbital 
diffusionn predictions by EDV and WIEL . In part icular, we wil l argue that part of the discrepancies between 
thee orbital parameters and galactocentric distances at birth as derived by EDV and WIEL can lie explained 
iff  the kinematical da ta and stellar ages presented by Edvardsson et al. are subject to large errors. We 
highlightt several interesting aspects of stellar orbital diffusion (i.e. the birthplace of the Sun in the Galactic 
diskk and the dispersion in metallicity as a function of Galactic age as pointed out by Wielen et al. 1996) 
withh part icular emphasis on the abundance variations observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH. 

 Predicted stellar orbital parameters: additional constraints 

Iff  orbital diffusion is the dominant mechanism responsible for the abundance variations observed among 
similarlyy aged stars in the SNBH, it is expected that old stars, which have travelled relatively large distances 
throughh the Galact ic disk before finally reaching the SNBH, show a larger spread in abundance than do 
youngg stars. 

Fig.. 4.5 displays the variation of the dispersion of metallicity with stellar age, both for all stars in the 
EDVV sample with accurate metallicities 10log(2'/Z(: )) and for a subsample of these stars with ft,ni(WIEL, 
[Fe/H]]  = 6 - 10 kpc. Prom these data, Wielen et al. conclude that the abundance spread observed among 
similarlyy aged stars in the SNBH decreases with stellar age. We believe that this conclusion is rather 
uncertainn on the basis of the EDV data (e.g. due to the selection criteria that were used by Edvardsson 
ett al). Por the subsample of stars with a restricted range in galactocentric distance at birth as derived by 
Wielenn et al. the spread in metallicy at a given age is considerably reduced and a mean AM R for such stars 

http://Ga.la.ctic
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Figuree 4.5 Stellar age vs. heavy element integrated metallicity 10log(Z/Z(.)) both for all F and G stars in the 
SNBHH with accurate metallicities (left panel) and for a subsample of these F and G dwarfs with ftj„j(WlEL,  [Fe/H]) 
betweenn 6 and 10 kpc (r ight panel). Data from Edvardsson et al. 1993. 

remains.. This concept forms the basis of the idea of stellar orbital diffusion as the primary cause for the 
abundancee variations observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH (Wielen et al. 1996). 

Thee method presented by Wielen et al. is based on the translation of a stellar abundance deviation 
(fromm the mean abundance observed among stars of a given age) in terms of a shift in galactocentric distance. 
Wee like to emphasize that this method in principle can be applied to any set of stellar abundance data no 
mattermatter the origin of the abundance inhomogeneities present in the data set. Therefore, the basic results 
presentedd by Wielen et al. probably remain unchanged even when the abundance spread among similarly 
agedd stars would be entirely due to processes other than orbital diffusion. This is true provided that such 
processes:: 1) do not result in mean stellar abundances considerably different from the mean of the EDV 
dataa at a given age, and 2) predict the abundance inhomogeneities for different elements to be correlated in 
aa progressive manner. 
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Figuree 4.6 A[Fe/H] (left panel) and fti„i(WIEL, [Fe/H] (right panel) vs. stellar age for F and G dwarfs in the 
SNBHH (data from Edvardsson et al. 1993). 

Fig.. 4.6 shows tha t there is no clear trend from the EDV da ta for an increase in the abundance dispersion 
A[Fe/H]] with stellar age. The same is true for the variation in the range of ftmi with stellar age. This 
mayy be due to errors in the stellar ages derived by EDV and /or due to selection effects which concern the 
galactocentricc distances of the sample stars. Alternatively, processes other than stellar orbital diffusion may 
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bee involved which might erase the initial trend. 

Fig.. 4.7 confirms that there are also no signs of a correlation between A [ 0 / H ] and stellar age or 
betweenn [O/H] and the stellar W velocity perpendicular to the Galactic plane. If stellar orbital diffusion 
iss the dominant mechanism causing the observed abundance variations among similarly aged stars in the 
SNBH,, one again would expect that A[() /H ] increases with stellar age. Similarly, one would expect that 
thee dispersion in W increases with decreasing values of A [0 /H ] (such a relation is observed for F, G, and 
KK dwarfs in the Galact ic disk between W-velocity and [Fe/H]; see Bahcall et al. 1992). However, these 
correlat ionss appear not to be present in the current data. This either suggests that orbital diffusion is not 
thee dominant mechanism causing the observed abundance variations, or that the EDV data: 1) are biased 
towardss young stars (old, metal-rich stars are probably under-represented), and/or 2) are considerable in 
errorr for what concerns the ages and W velocities of the sample stars. 
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F igu ree 4.7 Stellar ages (left panel) and W velocities (perpendicular to the Galactic plane; r ight panel) vs. A[()/H ] 
forr F and (! dwarfs in the SNBH (data from Edvardsson et al. 1993). 

Similarly,, Fig. 4.8 i l lustrates that the EDV da ta do not provide evidence in support of a larger maximum 
distancee Z m ax above the Galactic plane for older stars or for larger dispersions | A[Fe/H] |. Thus, the EDV 
da taa do not comply with the generally accepted idea that Zm ax increases with age for stars in the Galactic 
diskk due to the effects of orbital diffusion (e.g. Wielen 1977; Sommer-Larsen 1991). This suggests that the 
starss in the EDV sample suffer from severe selection effects (e.g. birthplace, age) and/or that the derived 
stellarr ages as well as values of Zn l ax contain considerable systematic errors. 

Inn Fig. 4.9 we show the variations of A[Fe/H] and fi, nl([Fe/H]) vs. the heavy element integrated 
metal l ici tyy Z. Both A[Fe/H] and 7ïmi([Fe/H]) were computed according to Eqs. 4..3 and 4.4 while Z was 
takenn directly from the da ta presented by EDV. Although the scatter is considerable, Fig. 4.9 suggests a 
correlationn between the magni tudeof | A[Fe/H] | and 10log(Z/Z(:)) (i.e. the deviation of the stellar metallicity 
ZZ from solar). Such a relation is expected if orbital diffusion is responsible for the majority of the abundance 
variat ionss observed among stars in the SNBH. Apart from the large scatter, a radial metallicity gradient 
off  1" log(Z/Z ( .)) = - 0 .11 dex kpc" found.. This suggests that, on average, stars with A[Fe/H]<;0 wen 
formedd more inwards in the Galactic disk, i.e. at galactocentric distances Rml <̂  Ft,.-,. The scatter in these 
relat ionss may be due to errors in the stellar ages derived by EDV (which lead to incorrect values of A[Fe/H] 
accordingg to Eq. 4.3) and /or to processes other than orbital diffusion which cause considerable spread in Z 
att a given A[Fe/H]. 

Wee conclude that, for the majority of the stars in the EDV sample, the results presented by Wielen 
ett al. may be correct, at least to first order, provided that: 1) large errors are present in both the stellar 
agess and kinematical da ta presented by Edvardsson et al. and 2) the EDV data suffer from substantial 
selectionn effects both with respect to stellar age, metallicity, and galactocentric distance at birth. To what 
extentt these effects are indeed present in the EDV da ta is unclear although the possibility of large errors in 
thee absolute stellar ages has been emphasized by Edvardsson et al. Furthermore, if the stellar ages derived 
byy EDV are indeed incorrect by large factors, how must one interpret Eqs. 4.3—4.7 which were derived by 
Wielenn et al. and are based on these ages? 
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Figuree 4.8 Maximum present-day distances from the Galactic plane Zm l x vs. age (left panel) and vs. A[Fe/H] 
(r ightt panel) for F and G dwarfs in the SNBH (data from Eclvardsson et al. 1993). 
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Figuree 4.9 A[Fe/H] (left panel) and /ïini(WIEL, [Fe/H] (right panel) vs. heavy element integrated metallicity 
10log(Z/Z(.,)) for F and G dwarfs in the SNBH (data from Edvardsson et al. 1993). 

 The birthplace of the Sun in the Galactic disk 

Stellarr abundances are usually given in terms of solar abundances. Therefore, it is important to know to 
whatt extent the abundances in the Sun are representative for the abundances of stars born ~4 .5 Gyr ago at 
thethe present-day galactocentric radius of the Sun. 

Accordingg to the overabundance of the Sun of A[Fe/H] = +0.17  0.04 dex, compared to the mean 
ironn abundance of stars formed about 4.5 Gyr ago which are observed at the present-day galactocentric 
distancee of the Sun, it is argued by Wielen et al. tha t the galactocentric radius of the Sun at birth is R,m]l.; 
== 6.6 9 kpc. This estimate is based on the assumption of a radial gradient in iron of aR

e = —0.09
0.022 dex k p c - 1 and a present-day galactocentric radius of the Sun of ft(., = 8.5 kpc. A similar calculation of 
ftini.oftini.o from the oxygen overabundance in the Sun leads to ftjni,Q = 6.4  1.0 kpc which is in good agreement 
withh the previous estimate. This suggests that the Sun formed ~1 .9 kpc more inwards in the Galactic disk 
thann its present-day galactocentric distance (Wielen et al. 1996). 

Ass an alternative to this interpretation, we emphasize that: 1) the Sun may well have been enriched 
sequentiallyy in oxygen and iron by roughly similar amounts (relative to the mean element abundances of 
starss formed ~4.5 Gyr ago at the galactocentric distance of the Sun) since independent observations suggest 
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thatt the material out of which the Sun formed has been enriched sequentially by massive stars (see Sect. 5.5; 
Chap.. 2). If indeed true, the agreement, between ftim,w([0/H]) and #„!,,,.,( [Fe/H]) in the orbital diffusion 
scenarioo would be just an odd coincidence and would provide no constraint to the orbital diffusion effect 
onn the galactocentric distance of the Sun; and 2) for a substantial fraction of the stars in the EDV sample 
#,„,,«« as derived from their [Fe/H] abundances is probably inconsistent with that derived from their [O/H] 
abundances.. Thus, orbital diffusion may be insufficient as well to explain the abundance variations of stars 
(suchh as the Sun) with consistent values of R-in\^. We argued above that the effects of orbital diffusion 
onn the abundance variat ions among similarly aged stars in the SNBH may provide an adequate statistical 
descriptionn of inhornogeneous chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. In contrast, we believe that application 
off  the orbital diffusion theory to individual stars can give erroneous results. 

Too first order, the regular orbit of a disk star in the mean gravitat ional field of the Galaxy can be 
describedd by an epicyelic orbit (see e.g. Scheffler k Elsasser 1982). If the guiding center of the epicycle is 
assumedd to move around the Galactic center in a circular orbit with radius Rm, one can derive the present-
dayy semi-axis AR (of the (elliptical) epicycle in the R direction) of a disk star using its observed space 
velocities.. In this manner, Wielen (1982) derived AR = 0.7 kpc and Rm  ̂ - R0) = +0.6 kpc. Combined with 
Aim,!-- "- 6.5 kpc, this suggests a change in Rm>i:) of ~0.6+1.9 - 2.5  0.7 kpc over the past —4.5 Gyr if the 
orbitall  diffusion prediction is correct (Wielen et al. 1996). From these results, it seems improbable that the 
diffusionn in galactocentr ic distance of the Sun can be ascribed only to variations in the epicycle movement 
off  the Sun. Nevertheless, variations in galactocentric distance due to the epicycle movement of stars around 
thee guiding centers of their orbits may explain part of the scatter observed in the ftini(WlEL, [Fe/H]) vs. 
ƒ?,,„,, (WIEL , [O/H] ) and A [Fe/H] vs. A [ 0 / H ] diagrams discussed above, in particular for stellar orbits with 
ARAR <; 1 kpc. 

 Dispersion in metal l ici ty as a function of stellar age 

Inn general, models for the orbital diffusion of stars in the Galactic disk predict that the radial diffusion is 
proport ionall  to the diffusion in velocity (e.g. Fuchs et al. 1994). For such models, it is expected that the 
abundancee dispersion among similarly aged stars observed at a given galactocentric distance is related to 
thee velocity dispersion of these stars by (WIEL) : 

* [ E I / H ] ( T )) - | o4E 1 / H] | . fvav(r) = \ af/H] \ . fvay(r) (4.8) 

wheree a\\ and ay are the velocity dispersions in U (towards the galactic center) and in V (total peculiar 
velocity),, respectively. Assuming an isotropic diffusion coefficient and an expression for a\\ (or <rv) following 
fromm the diffusion model, the empirical values of the diffusion coefficients / v = 3.8 kpc / 100 km s~' and fu 
ff fv = 1.3 can be well explained (Wielen 1977). If one further assumes that the radial abundance gradients 
aaRR in the Galact ic disk are independent both of galactic age and location, the dispersion in the abundance 
off  a given element (relative to the mean abundance among stars observed at a given galactocentric distance) 
mayy be related to stellar age by (WIEL) : 

* [E i /H]( r ) == ! ^ E I / H ] | .((AR(T))2)Ï (4.9) 

where e 

((AR(T))'^((AR(T))' ̂ = [((ARm(r))2) + I < ( A . 4 R ( r ) ) 2 ) ] i = ~ 0.92 [ ^ - ) ' [kpc] (4.10) 

iss the variation of the diffusion in galactocentric distance with stellar age as derived from the observations 
(Wielenn 1977). For 10 and 4.5 Gyr old stars, Eq. (4.10) gives AR = 3 and ~2 kpc, respectively. Note that 
thiss equation takes into account the diffusion of stellar orbits, both due to the stochastic increase in Rm and 
too the increase in the semi-axis of the epicycle *4R with stellar age (WIEL). 

Accordingg to Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10, variations in <T[F e/n] and qo/H] with age for stars observed at a given 
galactocentr icc distance result in: 

0-[Fe/H]f>)) = 0.083 ( ^ - J and <r[0/H](r ) = 0.064 f ^ - J ' (4.11) 

whichh leads to: 

°"[O/H]]  = 0-78 o-[Fe/H] (4.12) 

Thiss equation predicts that the scatter in the stellar [O/H] abundances is smaller by a factor of 0.78 than the 
scatterr in [Fe/H] independent of stellar age. The factor 0.78 is simply determined by the ratio of the radial 
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gradientss in [0 /H] and [Fe/H]. This simple result is new and not addressed by Wielen et al. (1996). It shows 
thatt the model for orbital diffusion of stars in space proposed by Wielen et al. predicts that the ratio of the 
abundancee variations of two elements P and Q among similarly aged stars observed at a given galaetoeentric 
distancee R0bs, is simply given by to the ratio of the radial abundance gradients of these elements at ft0bs-
Forr the variations in oxygen and iron this result is in good agreement with the observations despite the 
uncertaintiess involved with the radial abundance gradients (see at the end of this section). This is true 
evenn though Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 are clearly inconsistent with the Edvardsson et al. data (see Fig. 4.6). 
Forr elements other than iron and oxygen, the prediction is more difficul t to check since radial abundance 
gradientss for such elements are relatively uncertain. It is interesting to note that the relative abundance 
scatterr observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH for two elements P and Q may provide direct 
informationn about their relative abundance gradients in the local disk. 

Ass far as the discrepancy between the predictions of Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 and the EDV data is concerned, 
wee can think of three effects which may play an important role: 1) the stellar ages determined and presented 
byy EDV are systematically in error for stars with abundances that deviate considerably from the mean 
abundancee of similarly aged stars; 2) the EDV data are incomplete with respect to stellar age; this effect 
mayy arise when the EDV sample stars were selected in such a way that they were more or less evenly 
distr ibutedd over galactic age. Since the abundance dispersion is predicted to increase with stellar age, such 
aa pronounced effect probably shows up only in samples of stars that contain relatively large numbers of 
oldd stars compared to young ones, provided that the stellar abundance variations (relative to the mean 
abundancee of similarly aged stars) are distributed in a Gaussian manner; and 3) the EDV sample is biased 
towardss stars which formed at galaetoeentric distances relatively close to the present-day galaetoeentric 
distancee of the Sun, i.e. stars with R]ni > R0j or Rin\ < # w in the EDV sample are under-represented (see 
Figs.. 4 .2 -4 .6 ). 

A tt present, i t is unclear to what extent the stars in the sample of Edvardsson et al. (1993) is statistically 
representativee with respect to age, galaetoeentric distance at birth, and metallicity. We expect, that the EDV 
da taa are subject to each of the three effects discussed above. If indeed true, this would favour the possibility 
thatt stellar orbital diffusion is the dominant mechanism causing the abundance variations observed among 
similarlyy aged stars in the SNBH. At the same time, this would weaken the possibility that infall of metal-
deficientt gas and sequential stellar enrichment (as discussed in Chap. 5) provide an adequate explanation for 
thee dominant part of the abundance variations observed (although these processes are likely to be important 
onn small scales in the disk ISM). On the other hand, it is unclear whether the results of Wielen et al. would 
bee altered when both the effects of abundance inhomogeneities in the disk ISM (due to metal-poor gas infall 
andd sequential stellar enrichment) and stellar orbital diffusion would be present in the Edvardsson et al. 
data.. To definitely solve the problem of the abundance variations observed among similarly aged stars in the 
SNBH,, a large, statistically complete sample of stars with accurate abundances, ages, and orbital parameters 
iss needed. Here, we have argued that stellar orbital diffusion may be a much more important process than 
previouslyy thought and certainly much more important than suggested by Edvardsson et al. (1993) and 
Grenonn (1990). In particular, the galaetoeentric distance Rm of the guiding center of an epieyclie orbit of 
aa star moving in the gravitational potential of the Galactic disk is strongly affected by orbital diffusion as 
arguedd in the work of Wielen et al. (1996). 

Inn the near future, the chemical and orbital properties of a sample of stars nowadays observed in the 
SNBHH may be corrected for diffusion in galaetoeentric radius on the basis of accurate kinematical da ta as 
welll  as on the basis of more reliable models for the kinematical evolution of stars in the disk gravitat ional 
potential.. At present, such corrections for individual stars are probably premature and, therefore, we wil l 
simplyy assume that the total number of stars within a given volume around the Sun remains unaffected by 
radiall  orbital diffusion. This is probably untrue in case of a stellar surface density that decreases exponentially 
whenn going outwards in the Galactic disk, but it is an inevitable and convenient first, order approximation. 
Forr what concerns the corrections for the evolution of the vertical structure of the stellar disk in the SNBH, 
thee diffusion effect, may be more substantial and we wil l apply correction factors as discussed below. 

4.1.55 Evolution of the vertical structure of the Galactic stellar disk 

Starss adopt the velocity dispersion of the protostellar gas at their birth and are accelerated by gravitat ional 
perturbat ionss of their orbits later in their evolution. This leads to an increase of the vertical scale height 
off  the Galactic stellar disk with age as shown by Wielen 's (1977) empirical stellar velocity dispersion-age 
relationn <r oc rA where A ~ 0.5. Possible acceleration mechanisms may include collisions with massive gas 
cloudss (e.g. Spitzer k Schwarzschild 1951; Lacey 1984), large scale fluctuations in the galactic graviational 
potentiall  such as spiral arms (e.g. Sellwood k Carlberg 1984; Jenkins & Binney 1990), collisions with massive 
blackk holes (e.g. Lacey & Ostriker 1985; Fuchs et, al. 1994), and merging with satellite galaxies which deposit 
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theirr orbital energy as kinetic energy of disk stars (Tóth k Ostriker 1992; Quinn et al. 1993; Athanassoula 
1993).. Stellar acceleration laws with A between 0.2 and 0.5 can be generally reconciled with the observations 
(e.g.. Wielen 1977; Jahrein k Wielen 1983; Strömgren 1987; Lacey 1991; Ran a 1991). 

Thee increase of the scale height of the stellar disk in the SNBH with age is an important effect which 
shouldd be taken into account when statist ical properties are considered of stellar samples that refer to a 
smalll  volume around the Sun. In part icular, such scale height corrections are necessary when converting 
thee local volume densities of stars observed in the SNBH to z-integrated volume (or surface) densities for the 
entiree solar cylinder (in general model results refer to the latter volumes). To correct local volume limited 
sampless to represent the entire solar cylinder, a kinematical model for the variation of the scale height of 
diskk stars with age is needed. In this manner, mean correction factors ƒ for the solar cylinder need to be 
determinedd as a function of stellar age (or as a function of metall icity when the mean AM R is used). 

AA simple and convenient parametr izat ion of the evolution of scale height with age is (e.g. Rana 1991): 

hh33 = h0(l + ——j (4.13) 

wheree /i(, is the scale height of the stellar disk at the time a star is born, (T - t) the stellar age, r0 a 
character ist icc t ime scale, and 7/ = 1/2 or 1/3 depending on the adopted mechanism of scattering stars out of 
thee Galact ic plane. The correction factor for a subpopulation of the Galactic disk born at a given galactic age 
tt is then given by f(t) oc / > S N B H / £Z where />SNBH and Ez are the volume density of stars in the SNBH and the 
z-integratedd surface density of the local solar cylinder of the stellar subpopulation of interest, respectively. 

Wee here consider the scale height correction factors presented by Sommer-Larsen (1991) which essen-
tiall yy are based on two distinct kinematical models for the evolution of the vertical structure of the Galactic 
disk.. The first model is that from Norris k Ryan (1989; hereafter NR), the second that of Kuijken k Gilmore 
(1989;; hereafter KG). Result ing correction factors \/f(T-t) usually range between ~0.2 and 1 for values of 
[Fe/H]]  « - 1 dex and [Fe/H] k. 0.05, respectively (Sommer-Larsen 1991). Due to the vertical expansion of 
thee stellar disk, the oldest stars are distr ibuted over z—distances ~ 5 times larger than stars recently formed 
inn the disk. At values of [Fe/H] between - 0 .4 and 0, the NR kinematical model predicts 1 / / factors that 
aree substant ial ly less than the KG model (by more than a factor of two). Assuming r0 = 0.5 Gyr (Rana 
1991)) both model predictions comply with the range of 1//-values resulting from Eq. (4.13) by applying ij 
==  1/3 and 1/2. In general, the older and more metal-poor stars that have more perturbed orbits and, on 
average,, are kinematical ly more excited are subject of relatively large scale height corrections (e.g. Grenon 
1989;; Sommer-Larsen 1991), We emphasize that such corrections, in principle, should take into account the 
factt that the present-day position of the Sun is offset from the Galactic plane. Whenever possible we wil l use 
thee scale height corrections for the KG model as presented by Sommer-Larsen (1990, 1991). Furthermore, 
wee note that the scale heights of main-sequence stars and their remnants are expected to have the same 
dependencee on stellar age since the velocity dispersion is essentially an effect of the kinematical evolution of 
thee stellar disk (e.g. Fuchs k Wielen 1987). 

4.1.66 Dist inct ion between halo, thick and thin disk stars 

Wee briefly dicuss the usual distinctions made between halo, thick and thin disk stars. In principle, such a 
dist inct ionn is impor tant when the proper t ies of stars nowadays observed in the SNBH are considered. The 
da taa of Edvardsson et al. suggest the existence of at least two discrete populations of stars observed in the 
SNBH:: 1) a thin disk component with age smaller than 10 Gyr, - 0 .4 ^ [Fe/H] £ +0 .3, (V) 10 km/s, 
velocityy dispersions that increase with age, and a radial metallicity gradient that probably depends on age as 
well.. For this component, the data of Beers & Sommer-Larsen (1994) indicate a mean rotational velocity of 
2100 krn /s in the SNBH, mean velocity dispersions in U, V, W of 40, 30, 20 krn/s, respectively, an exponential 
scalee height of 300 pc, and a radial scale length of ~4 .5 kpc. The thin disk contains most (i.e. 9 0 - 95 %) of 
thee luminous mass in the local Galaxy; and 2) a thick disk component with age older than 10 Gyr, - 0 .8 <> 

[Fe/H]]  ^ - 0 . 4, (V) 50 krn/s, a mean rotational velocity in the SNBH of 190 km/s, velocity dispersions 
inn II , V, W = 60, 40, 40 km/s, respectively, an exponential scale height of ~1000 pc, and a radial scale 
lengthh of ~4 .5 kpc (Beers k Sommer-Larsen 1994). The onset of the thick disk becomes apparent in the 
rapidd change in the vertical velocity distr ibution at metallicities [Fe/H] 0.4. Most of the thick disk stars 
havee abundances in the range - 1 <>  [Fe/H] <>  - 0 .5 but a tail beyond [Fe/H] £ - 1 is present (e.g. Bahcall 
ett al. 1992). The thick disk provides about 5 - 10 % of the galactic luminous mass. 

Theree is considerable overlap of the thick and thin disk components for stars with [Fe/H] between 
- 0 . 755 and - 0 .3 as the old thin disk probably extends down to at least [Fe/H]—0.75 (e.g. Wyse k Gilmore 
1995;; hereafter WG). Star count, models indicate a local ratio of thick disk to thin disk stars of about 
2 - 100 percent (e.g. Gi lmore et a!. 1989; Majewski 1993; Qjha 1994). In contrast, studies of the abundance 
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distr ibutionn of long-living stars in the SNBH (e.g. Pagel 1989; Sommer-Larsen 1991) suggest that, thick disk 
starss with [Fe/H] <>  -0.4 contain as much as ~ 2 5% of the local sample stars. However, it was pointed out 
recentlyy by WG that the majority of the stars near the Sun with metallicities around the peak of the thick 
diskk rnetallicity distr ibution (i.e. [Fe/H] ~-0.6) have kinematics appropriate to that of the thin disk and not 
off  the thick disk. Thus, the thick disk contribution to stars with [Fe /H ]^ —0.4 has been overestimated by 
considerablee factors in samples of long-living stars in the SNBH. This has important consequences for the 
kinematicall  corrections applied to e.g. the age and metallcity distr ibutions of such samples (see WG; Sect. 
4.3.8). . 

Thee rapidly rotat ing ( thin+thick) disk components observed in the SNBH are distinct from the non-
rotat ingg metal-poor halo population with a mean rotational velocity of ~ 0, and velocity dispersions of U, V, 
WW = 140, 100, 100 km/s, respectively. The stellar halo starts to dominate at metallicities [Fe/H] ^ -1 (e.g. 
Marquezz k Schuster 1994). 

Thee combination of kinematics, spatial distr ibution, and chemical abundances for samples fo stars 
selectedd according to different selection criteria is required to understand how different components (halo, 
thick,, and thin disk) contribute to a local sample of stars observed. However, to what extent the chemical 
propertiess of the stellar populations observed in the SNBH are affected by differences in dynamical evolution 
off  the stars associated with e.g. the thin and thick disk components is not well known. Such corrections may 
bee particularly important when these properties are compared to predictions of chemical evolution models 
forr the entire solar cylinder (see e.g. Wyse k Gilmore 1995). Nevertheless, we wil l ignore such corrections 
inn the following and assume that the stellar disk as a whole has experienced a common star formation and 
chemicall  evolution history. 

4.1.77 Radial abundance gradients 

Thee existence of radial abundance gradients play an important role in the chemical evolution of the Galactic-
disk.. In our models, however, we wil l not deal with radial abundance gradients and simply consider the 
chemicall  evolution of the Galactic disk as a whole. Nevertheless, comparison of our results with the abun-
dancess of stars observed in the SNBH may require an interpretation in terms of different rates of enrichment 
att different galactocentric radii. For this reason, we like to discuss briefly the existence of radial abundance 
gradientss in the Galactic disk and to address several interesting aspects involved. 

AbundanceAbundance gradients from Hn regions. Observations of both gas (e.g. Shaver 1983) and stars (e.g. Friel k 
Janess 1993) indicate that substantial radial abundance gradients are present in the Galactic disk. Gradients 
derivedd from optical and radio spectroscopy of Hll regions (Shaver et al. 1983; Fich fc Silkey 1991) are 

22 dex kpc "1 in [O/H] and 2 dex kpc "1 in [N/H] for Hn regions with galactocentric 
distancess between 4 and 14 kpc. Steeper gradients are found for Hn regions in the innermost parts of the 
Galaxyy which are relatively metal-rich. Abundance gradients of [Fe/H] among Hll regions in the local disk 
aree of the order of 2 dex k p c- 1 (Clarke 1989; Fanagia k Tosi 1981). We note that abundance 
gradientss derived from Hll regions may be systematically affected by: 1) errors in the specific condit ions 
(e.g.. high temperatures and densities, intense radiation fields, highly ionized gas, large extinction factors) 
assumedd in the models for these regions (e.g. Osterbrock et al. 1992), and 2) depletion of heavy elements by 
dustt grains which is expected to be more severe in high-metallicity regions (see Chap. 7). 

AbundanceAbundance gradients from disk stars. For comparison, Friel k Janes (1993) observed a mean gradient in 
[Fe/H]] 2 dex k p c- 1 from the metallicities of 24 open clusters (R ~ 8 -16 kpc, ages 1-8 Gyr). In 
contrast,, gradients determined from B-main-sequence stars in young clusters and Hll regions indicate much 
smallerr graciients of 1 and 1 dex k p c- 1 in [O/H] and [N/H] , respectively (e.g. Rolleston et 
al.. 1994; Kilia n et al. 1994); Kaufer et al. 1994). At a galactocentric distance of ~5—6 kpc these gradients 
appearr to increase inwards. Gradients of O, N, Mg, Si, and Fe, in the outer part of the Galactic disk covered 
byy B-star observations are flat or almost negligible (Kaufer et al. 1994). In particular, Kaufer et al. conclude 
thatt the B-type stars have oxygen abundance gradients in [O/H] of 0.00  0.01 dex k p c- 1 between 7 and 
166 kpc and that the steep abundance gradient in [O/H] of-0.09  0.02 dex k p c- 1 reported by Shaver et al. 
(1983)) is due to linear fittin g of the Hll region abundances over the full range in Galactocentric distance. 

Inn principle, abundance gradients are best traced by the present-day disk ISM and by young stars 
whichh have not moved far from their birthsites. However, several selection effects may be present, such as a 
strongg bias to regions containing young, massive stars. Since star forming regions may be contaminated by 
earlierr generations of massive stars, gradients derived from such regions may be systematically larger than 
thosee obtained from old disk stars. Abundance gradients from old stars in the disk can be derived if the 
orbitall  parameters of these stars can be determined. However, the derivation of abundance gradients from 
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oldd stars is complicated by the fact that reliable corrections for the radial diffusion of their orbits must be 
applied.. Since stellar orbital diffusion causes (Rm) to increase with stellar age, it can be shown that the 
abundancee gradients derived from old stars omit t ing corrections for the diffusion of Rm may underestimate 
thee actual gradients by roughly a factor of ~2 (Wielen et al. 1996). 

Duee to the effects of orbital diffusion (Wielen et al. 1996) and because the surface density of stars 
increasess inwards in the Galactic disk (e.g. Bahcall k Soneira 1980), the mean rnetallicity of stars nowadays 
observedd at R = R() is substantial ly larger than the rnetallicity of similarly aged stars born at Rini = R(l. 
Indeed,, this is suggested e.g. by the presence of old, metal-rich stars in the SNBH with +0.3 ^ [Fe/H] ^ 
+0.6,, ages of ~10 Gyr, and kinematical properties which indicate that they were formed in the inner part 
off  the Galaxy (e.g. Grenon 1990). 

Thee magni tude of radial abundance gradients in the Galactic disk probably varies with galactocentric 
distancee (e.g. Kaufer et al. 1994; Minnit i et al. 1995). Radial gradients may depend on galactic age as well 
(e.g.. Vila-Gostas k Edmunds 1992) since the stellar surface density decreases outwards and stellar yields 
dependd on initial rnetallicity. In this maimer, stellar orbital diffusion may lead to systematic changes in 
thee variation of abundance gradients with galactic age. Differential movement of stars between their t ime 
off  formation and the t ime of ejection of their heavy elements (e.g. for SNIa and SNII progenitors) may 
affectt the variation of abundance gradients in the Galactic disk as well. Furthermore, radial t ransport of gas 
associatedd with infall of material may affect abundance gradients in the disk ISM (e.g. Mayor k Mart inet 
1977;; Yoshii k Sommer-Larsen 1987). 

Itt is generally accepted that the radial abundance gradients observed in the Galactic disk originate 
fromm the inside-out formation and evolution of the Galaxy in which the bulge formed first and star formation 
proceededd outwards in the disk thereafter (e.g. Rocca-Volnierangek Schaeffer 1990; Burkert k Hensler 1994). 
Thiss idea is consistent with models for which the SFR is very sensitive to the gas density (e.g. Schmidt 1959; 
Dopitaa 1985; see also Edmunds k Pagel 1984; Phill ipps k Edmunds 1991) and by observations which suggest 
thatt the origin of large abundance gradients may be linked to the existence of (un-barred) spiral structure 
inn gas-rich disk galaxies (Edmunds k Roy 1993). 

4.1.88 Concluding remarks 

Inn this section, we considered several interesting aspects of stellar orbital diffusion with part icular emphasis 
onn the abundance variat ions observed among similarly aged stars in the SNBH and the interpretation of 
thesee abundance variations by Edvardsson et al. (1993; EDV) and Wielen et al. (1996; WIEL) . 

Wee summarize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• the stellar galactocentric distances at birth derived from kinematic (EDV) and abundance da ta 
(WIEL)) for individual stars are inconsistent. Apart from the large number of assumptions and 
uncertaintiess involved, both the kinematical and the chemo-dynamical models are likely to give 
erroneouss results when used to determine the galactocentric distances at birth for i n d i v i d u a l 
s t a r ss because these models are essentially a s t a t i s t i c a l description of the orbital diffusion process; 

•• the basic results presented by WIEL probably remain unchanged even when the abundance spread 
amongg similarly aged stars would be entirely due to processes other than orbital diffusion (e.g. 
duee to metal-poor gas infall and sequential stellar enrichment). This is true provided that such 
processes:: 1) do not result in mean stellar abundances considerably different from the mean of the 
EDVV da t a at a given age, and 2) predict the abundance inhomogeneities for different elements to 
bee correlated in a progressive manner; 

•• for the majority of the stars in the EDV sample, the results presented by WIEL may be correct, at 
leastt to first order, provided that : 1) large errors are present in both the stellar ages and kinematical 
d a t aa presented by EDV, and 2) the EDV da t a suffer from substantial selection effects both with 
respectt to stellar age, rnetallicity, and galactocentric distance at birth. However, if the stellar 
agess derived by EDV are indeed incorrect by large factors, how must one interpret the abundance 
dispersionn relations derived by WIEL which are based on these ages?; 

•• the results presented by WIEL imply tha t the scatter in the stellar [O/H] abundances among 
similarlyy aged stars in the SNBH is smaller by a factor of 0.78 than the scatter in [Fe/H] independent 
ofof stellar age. The factor 0.78 is simply determined by the ratio of the local radial gradients in 
[O/H]] and [Fe/H]. This simple result is new and has not been addressed by WIEL. It shows that 
thee model for orbital diffusion of stars in space proposed by WIEL predicts tha t the ratio of the 
abundanceabundance variations of two elements P and Q among similarly aged stars observed at a given 
galactocentricgalactocentric distance Rohs, is simply given by to the ratio of the radial abundance gradients of 
thesethese elements at R0[ ys. Gonversely, the relative abundance scatter observed among similarly aged 
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starss in the SNBH for two elements P and Q may provide direct information about their relative 
abundancee gradients in the local Galactic disk; 

•• it is unclear to what extent the chemical properties of the stellar populations observed in the SNBH 
aree affected by the differences observed in the dynamical evolution of stars associated with the thin 
andd thick disk components. Such corrections may be particularly important when these properties 
aree compared to predictions of chemical evolution models for the entire solar cylinder; 

•• from the da ta currently available, we conclude that stellar orbital diffusion is probably a common 
andd important process in the Galactic disk which, at least in a statistical manner, can provide 
ann adequate explanation for the large abundance variations observed among similarly aged stars 
inn the SNBH. At the same t ime, however, we are forced to conclude that the theory of stellar 
orbitall diffusion alone as presented by WIEL is probably insufficient to explain these abundance 
inhomogeneitiess for all stars in the EDV sample (see Chap. 5). 

Inn this section, we have paid attention to some important observational aspects of Galactic chemical evolu
tion.. These considerations may help to interpret some of the observations and results presented below. In 
particular,, it is impor tant to realize that the chemical properties of stars observed in the solar neighbourhood 
(orr elsewhere in the Galaxy) are determined by many independent processes which operate simultaneously in 
thee Galactic disk such as stellar orbital diffusion and inside-out enrichment of the disk ISM. As a consequence, 
hugee samples of stars (N ^> 1000) are needed to study specific aspects of Galactic chemical evolution in 
detail.. Until such samples become available in the near future, we have to cope with relatively small samples 
off stars which may or may not reflect the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk in all its aspects. Severe 
selectionn effects may bias our interpretation of specific observational characteristics of the sample stars. For 
thee moment , it seems justified to restrict ourselves to the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk as a whole 
whenn dealing with the relatively small samples of stars that are currently available — especially when such 
sampless are confined to the solar neighbourhood — since the sample stars probably do originate from regions 
widespreadd throughout the Galaxy. 
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4.22 Modelling the Age—Metallicity Relation 

Inn this section, we model the mean interstellar [Fe/H] vs. age relation (hereafter AMR) observed for F and 
GG dwarfs present in the Galactic disk. First, we investigate the sensitivity of the predicted AM R to the 
boundaryy condit ions and main input parameters assumed. Many of the quali tat ive results obtained for the 
dependencee of the AM R on these specific assumptions apply to other heavy elements as well. Thereafter, 
wee concentrate on the star formation and gas accretion history of the Galactic disk and we select a set of 
modelss that meet the observational constraints associated with the AMR. 

Inn the next section, we wil l examine in detail how the models selected behave with respect to various 
addit ionall  constraints to the present-day stellar content, (e.g. main-sequence stars, AGB stars, different types 
off  supernovae, white dwarfs) and interstellar abundances of elements up to Zn observed in the Galactic disk. 
Inn the final section, models in best overall agreement with the observations wil l be discussed. These models 
wil ll  be used as a reference set to which the chemical evolution of nearby galaxies, such as the Magellanic 
Clouds,, can be compared. 

4.2.11 Model assumpt ions 

Wee briefly recall the entire set of initial condit ions and assumptions used for each galactic chemical evolution 
modell  run: 

•• boundary conditions, e.g. the galactic age tev and total initial mass: M^(t — 0) (cf. Sect. :3.1). In 
particular,, we adopt a present-day total galaxy mass Mtot{t^) — 1.8 1011 M,-., (see Table 3.1). 

•• the adopted set of stellar evolution tracks and stellar yields. These have been described in detail in 
Chapte rr 3. Unless s tated otherwise, we will use the standard AGB model and the Geneva/Nomoto 
stellarr evolution da t a (see Sect. 3.3). 

•• parameters which describe the relative frequency of evolved stars such as AGB stars and SNIa. 
Thesee include e.g. the initial mass range from which SNIa, SNIb/c , and SNII originate, and the 
fractionn fSNIa of WD progenitors ending their lives as SNIa (cf. Table 3.3; Sect. 3.1). 

•• assumptions related to the IMF, SFR, and infall of gas. These include e.g. the IMF slope, the upper 
andd lower stellar mass limits at t ime of star formation, and the normalisation constant ,S'o of the 
SFR.. We will discuss these assumptions below. 

4.2.22 Basic set of models 

Thee base of models from which we start our computat ions is given in Table 4.1. Parameters related to the 
IMFF and SFR are listed assuming a present-day gas-to-total mass-fraction /<i = 0.1 and a galactic age fev = 
144 Gyr (indices 1 and 0 will be used when referring to quantities related to the current and initial epoch of 
Galacticc disk evolution, respectively). The majority of the parameter values used has been chosen arbitrarily 
withinn ranges appropria te for the Galactic disk since our main purpose here is to illustrate the sensitivity of 
thee AMR to a number of relevant quanti t ies. In the next section, we will consider specific parameter choices 
tha tt are in best agreement with the observations. 

Forr the IMF, we either assume a power law M(m) oc m~'y (label PL in Table 4.1), or we derive the IMF 
fromm the present-day mass function observed in the SNBH according to the star formation history adopted 
(seee Sect. 4.3). This is accomplished using either the present-day mass function (PDMF) presented by Scalo 
(1986;; label SCA) or tha t presented by Rana (1991; RA). Unless stated otherwise, the upper stellar mass 
limitt at birth is taken as m u = 60 M(.} (see Sect. 3.1). In columns 2—5, we list the adopted IMF, lower mass 
limitt mi, IMF-slope 7, and the mean stellar mass <m> trv at birth (averaged over the Galactic lifetime * e v ) . 

Forr the SFR, we consider two principal cases: A ) a density dependent SFR assuming no gas infall, i.e. 
C(t)C(t) oc /*" with index n = 1 (see Schmidt 19593), and B ) as A) but with gas infall decaying exponentionally 
att a rate F(t) oc exp( —/./r inf) assuming a gas infall t ime scale rm f = 3 Gyr. Unless stated otherwise, the nor
malisationn constant of the SFR. has been chosen such tha t /q = 0.1 is achieved at t = tev (i.e. present epoch). 

'' Schmidt's star formation function (Schmidt 1959, 1963) C(t) ix p£iV! is given in terms of the volume density of the gas. In 
termss of gas surface density, the relation is identical both for n = 1 (no matter the scale of the gas) and for any value of n 
providedd that the scale height of gas is independent of galactocentric radius over the galactic region considered (cf. Lacey fr 
Falll 1985). We here consider the Galactic disk up to a galactocentric distance of ~ 15 kpc as a whole and use Schmidt's law in 
termss of the gas-to-total mass-ratio /<. 
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Forr each SFR case, we tabulate in columns 6-11 the average past and present SFR (respectively denoted by 
<C><C>  and 6*i) and the returned fraction <R> which is a measure for the recycling efficiency of interstellar 
gass by evolved stars. Quanti t ies related to case B (i.e. with gas infall) are given in columns 9—11. In 
thiss case, the initial disk mass has been assumed to be one tenth of the present-day total system mass, i.e. 
Mg(0)) = SoMtot(tev) where So = 0.1 (unless stated otherwise). 

Tablee 4.1 Basic set of models: parameters related to the IMF and SFR 

(1) ) 
# # 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
16 6 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 
20 0 

(2) ) 
IMF F 

PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 
SCA* * 
SCA* * 
SCA* * 
SCA* * 
SCA* * 
RA* * 
RA* * 
SCA* * 
RA* * 
PL L 
PL L 
PL L 

(3) ) 
ni\ ni\ 

[Mo] ] 
0.1 1 
0.1 1 
0.1 1 
0.1 1 
0.01 1 
0.05 5 
0.2 2 
0.5 5 
0.01 1 
0.05 5 
0.1 1 
0.2 2 
0.5 5 
0.05 5 
0.1 1 
var r 
var r 
var r 
0.1 1 
var r 

(4) ) 
7 7 

2.35 5 
2.55 5 
2.7 7 
2.9 9 
2.35 5 
2.35 5 
2.35 5 
2.35 5 
--
--
— — 
--
— — 
--
— — 
--
— — 
2.35 5 
var r 
var r 

(5) ) 
<m><m>tt„ „ 
[Me] ] 
0.35 5 
0.27 7 
0.24 4 
0.21 1 
0.04 4 
0.18 8 
0.67 7 
1.60 0 
0.82 2 
0.82 2 
0.81 1 
0.98 8 
1.73 3 
0.71 1 
0.75 5 
1.03 3 
0.99 9 
0.37 7 
0.46 6 
0.18 8 

(6) ) 
<C><C>A A 

[M 0yr r 
16.5 5 
13.9 9 
13.2 2 
12.4 4 
13.1 1 
14.8 8 
19.3 3 
29.4 4 
23.6 6 
23.2 2 
22.0 0 
22.7 7 
29.3 3 
23.6 6 
23.4 4 
24.4 4 
24.3 3 
16.7 7 
17.5 5 
15.9 9 

(7) ) 

f-ï ï 
' ll l 
4.6 6 
4.1 1 
3.8 8 
3.5 5 
3.8 8 
4.2 2 
5.6 6 
10.7 7 
7.8 8 
7.9 9 
7.2 2 
7.6 6 
10.4 4 
6.9 9 
7.1 1 
6.9 9 
7.3 3 
3.2 2 
4.7 7 
3.4 4 

(8) ) 
<R><R>A A 

0.30 0 
0.19 9 
0.14 4 
0.09 9 
0.12 2 
0.23 3 
0.40 0 
0.62 2 
0.52 2 
0.52 2 
0.49 9 
0.51 1 
0.61 1 
0.51 1 
0.51 1 
0.53 3 
0.55 5 
0.33 3 
0.36 6 
0.34 4 

(9) ) 
<C><C>B B 

[M 0yi i 
16.2 2 
13.8 8 
12.9 9 
12.2 2 
12.6 6 
14.2 2 
18.7 7 
26.7 7 
21.6 6 
21.3 3 
21.2 2 
21.4 4 
28.6 6 
21.4 4 
21.3 3 
22.8 8 
22.4 4 
15.3 3 
16.8 8 
13.5+ + 

(10) ) 

Cf Cf 
- 1 ] ] 

5.4 4 
4.8 8 
4.4 4 
4.1 1 
4.5 5 
5.2 2 
6.5 5 
10.1 1 
8.3 3 
8.3 3 
8.4 4 
8.2 2 
12.0 0 
7.6 6 
7.8 8 
7.3 3 
7.4 4 
3.8 8 
5.0 0 
5.3+ + 

(11) ) 
<R>* <R>* 

0.30 0 
0.19 9 
0.13 3 
0.08 8 
0.12 2 
0.22 2 
0.39 9 
0.57 7 
0.48 8 
0.48 8 
0.48 8 
0.48 8 
0.60 0 
0.47 7 
0.47 7 
0.50 0 
0.49 9 
0.29 9 
0.32 2 
0.32+ + 

Remarks s 

Standard d 

SS00 = 0.2 
SS00 = 0.2 
SQSQ = 0.2 
77 = 2 to 2.4 
SoSo - 0.2 

PLL = power law IMF, SCA = Scalo (1986) PDMF, RA = Rana (1991) PDMF. 
**  IMF computed from the PDMF in the solar neighbourhood. 
++ derived for f.i\ = 0.2. 

Thee models listed in Table 4.1 are used to il lustrate particular effects of the adopted IMF and SFR on the 
AM RR . Models 1—4 ( IMF-s lope ) are computed for a power-law IM F with various slopes 7 between 2.35 
too 2.9 assuming a fixed lower mass l imi t mi =: 0.1 M (:j . Models 5—8 ( lower m a ss l imit) are computed for 
variouss values of mi between 0.01 M ö and 0.5 M(:) using a fixed IMF-slope 7 = 2.35. The IM F used in 
modelss 9—15 is computed iteratively from the present-day mass function (PDMF) observed in the SNBH 
usingg appropriate correction factors related to the past SFR and metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes (see 
Sect.. 4.3). These models either incorporate an IM F computed according to the PDMF presented by Scalo 
(1986;; models 9—13) or according to the PDMF from Rana (1991; models 14+15) and cover the above range 
inn m|. Models 16—20 deal with the effects of an a g e - d e p e n d e n t I M F on the AMR. In total, a set of 
400 basic models is contained in Table 4.1. These models serve to i l lustrate the effects of the main model 
parameterss on the resulting AMR. 

4.2.33 Model results 

Inn this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the AM R to the following quantit ies: 1) the IMF, 2) the 
stellarr mass limit s at birth, 3) the age of the Galactic disk, 4) the present-day gas-to-total mass ratio, 5) the 
upperr mass limi t of SNII, 6) the contribution by SNIa, and 7) the star formation history. We note that the 
enrichmentt by SNIa has been excluded (unless stated otherwise) in order to show the effect of the individual 
modell  parameters in a more explicit way. 
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S t a n d a r dd m o d e l a n d ob s e rved A M R 

Inn Fig. 4.10 we show the [Fe/H] vs. age relation for the standard model (i.e. model 7A) with a density 
dependentt SFR. (n = 1), power law IM F (7 = 2.35), and lower mass limi t in\ = 0.2 M(.,. We adopt this 
modell  as the s tandard model since it fits the observed AM R for the set of basic parameters listed in Table 
3.1.. Galact ic evolution t ime runs from the instant of disk formation, assumed to be 14 Gyr ago, to the 
currentt epoch. Observational data provided by the large sample of 329 F and G dwarfs in the SNBH, based 
onn narrowband ubvy-Wfi photometry presented by Twarog (1980a, b), has been plotted for comparison. 

Twarog'ss da ta (averaged over 1 Gyr age bins) are found to be in good agreement with the more recent, 
sampless of Meusinger, Reimann, and Stecklurn (1991; hereafter MRS), who reanalysed the AMR using 536 
starss both from the Twarog (1980) and Carlberg (1985) data samples and made several improvements in 
thee reduction details, and of Edvardsson et al. (1993) who presented new and accurate data for ~200 disk 
FF and G dwarfs. However, the da ta of EDV should not be used to determine the mean age-metallicity 
relationn in the SNBH as old, metal-rich stars have been excluded. Except for dwarfs older than 12 Gyr, the 
da taa of these three samples are consistent within the observational errors of ~0.1 dex in [Fe/H] at Galactic 
agess less than 12 Gyr. In contrast, the error-box for the oldest dwarfs may extend up to ages of ~16 Gyr, 
dependingg on the theoretical stellar evolution tracks used. It is clear that more accurate age determinations 
forr such stars are needed to constrain the chemical evolution models at these early epochs of disk evolution 
(cf.. Edvardsson et al. 1993). 

11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1— 

MWW Standard Model 

Timee [Gyr] 

F igu ree 4.10 Resulting AMR for the "standard" model (model 7A; solid line) compared with the [Fe/H] vs. age 
relationn observed in the Galactic disk. Galactic age increases from left to right. Data of F and G main-sequence 
dwarfss from Twarog (1980; averaged over 1 Gyr bins) is shown by full circles with vertical error bars. Galactic disk 
openn clusters presented by Boesgaard (1990) and by Friel & Jones (1990) are plotted as open triangles. Individual 
errorss are as shown for the bottom right open cluster at [Fe/H] = —0.7. In addition, globular cluster data from Kraft 
(1979)) and Armandrolf (1989) has been included (open squares; globular cluster ages were assigned to 14 Gyr.) 

Wee included da ta for open clusters in the Galactic disk presented by Boesgaard (1989) and by Friel & 
Boesgaardd (1990). Ages and metallicities for older clusters, based on medium resolution spectroscopic data, 
weree taken from Friel fc Jones (1990) except for the old, metal-rich cluster NGC 6791 (with [Fe/H]=+0.01, 
agee ss 10 Gyr) for which the tabulated data is probably in error. Alternatively, NGC 6791 is not a member 
off  the Galact ic open cluster system, has been enriched sequentially, or originates from a region much closer 
too the Galact ic center than the SNBH (see below). 

Globularr cluster da ta from Kraft, (1979) and Armandroff (1989) have been included which cover metal-
licitiess [Fe/H] <, —1.4 ami ages i>12 Gyr, i.e. the era during which cluster formation in the Galactic halo 
presumablyy took place. Evidence in support of globular cluster ages in the range 14—17 Gyr has been re-
viewedd e.g. by Hesser (1993; cf. Chap. 1). Nevertheless, globular cluster ages continue to be a controversial 
topic,, pr imari ly due to uncertainties in stellar evolution theory and scenarios of globular cluster formation. 
Wee have assigned an age of 14 Gyr to all globulars included in Fig. 4.10. 

http://Ga.la.ctic
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Bothh the cluster and F +G dwarf data included in Fig. 4.1Ü exhibit substantial scatter in [Fe/H] of 3 
dex.. clearly in excess of experimental errors (e.g. Edvardsson et al. 1993; see Chap. 5). No corrections were 
madee for orbital diffusion or for other sample inhomogeneities. However, it has been shown that considerable 
scatterr in the AM R remains even when such corrections are made (cf. Sect. 4.1). In particular, the recent 
analysiss of Carraro Sz C'liiosi (1995) reveals that variations in [Fe/H] of 4 dex exist among similarly aged 
openn clusters in the SNBH, even after correcting for radial (and vertical) abundance gradients in the Galactic 
disk. . 

Wee concentrate on the AM R of iron as constrained by the best determined ages and metallicities of 
FF and G dwarfs in the local Galactic disk currently available. Within the error bars of the mean data, a 
graduallyy increasing AM R is found with [Fe/H] ss — 1 at the early epoch of star formation in the disk about 
122 Gyr ago", rising to solar metallicity ~4.5 Gyr ago, and climbing another —0.15—0.2 dex during the last 
feww Gyr. As discussed in Sect. 4.1, it is probably incorrect to use the observed AM R as representative 
forr the enrichment history of gas and stars in the SNBH. Instead, we wil l use this AM R as typical for the 
GalacticGalactic disk as a whole, while assuming that the scatter in metallicity among stars observed in the SNBH 
iss representative for the Galactic disk ( / ï<15 kpc), and we compare it to the basic set of galactic chemical 
evolutionn models presented below. The shape of AM R predicted by the standard model is characteristic of 
exponentiallyy decreasing SFRs (or, more general, for SFRs that were considerably higher in the past than 
present)) and is in good agreement with the observations. In contrast, constant SFR models are inconsistent 
withh the observations. As we wil l discuss below, the shape of the resulting AM R is predominantly determined 
byy the SFR, IMF, and iron yields of massive stars. 

Wee note that the [Fe/H] ratio for the standard model shown in Fig. 4.10 has been computed using the 
stellarr nucleosynthetic yields of both Fe and H. Therefore, in contrast to many previous investigations, an 
adad hoc conversion between e.g. the heavy element integrated metallicity Z and the iron abundance was not 
required. . 

Ini t ia ll M a ss Func t i on 

Thee impact of the IMF-shape on the [Fe/H] vs. age relation is basically twofold. First, a steeper IM F means 
ann increase of the formation probabil ity of low-mass stars compared to that of high-mass stars, which results 
e.g.. in a direct reduction of the (iron) enrichment by SNII. Second, a steeper IM F results in a decrease of the 
returnedd gas fraction (cf. Table 4.1) since low-mass stars deplete gas more efficiently than high-mass stars 
(in(in ^ 1 M R ) . Therefore, for a fixed amount of gas converted into stars, a steeper IM F generally yields a 
reductionn of the total number of post main-sequence stars with m ^ m0(tev). Both effects strongly decrease 
thee rate of enrichment by massive stars in case of relatively steep IM F models. In Fig. 4.11 we il lustrate 
thesee effects for a power-law IMF: an increase in the IM F slope from 7 =2.35 to 2.55 (i.e. models 1A and 
2A,, respectively) leads to a reduction of ~0.5 dex in [Fe/H] at all galactic ages. 

11 1 1 1 , 1 , . 1 1 , , , , r -
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Figuree 4.11 Effects of IMF slope on the AMR. Resulting AMRs are shown for power-law IMFs with 7 = 2.35 
(dash-dottedd curve) and 2.55 (dotted), and for IMFs computed iteratively using the PDMF observed in the SNBH, 
usingg data from Scalo (1986; solid line) and Rana (1991; dashed). In all cases, the SFR has heen normalised such 
thatt /M = 0 . 1. 
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Inn case of an exponentially decreasing SFR, the overall level of the AM R is determined mainly by the 
ironn production by SN1I at early Galactic phases (/ <, 2 Gyr). If no gas would be returned to the ISM by-
evolvedd stars, the AM R would continue to rise rapidly with age (even for decreasing SFR.s). The fact that 
thee AM R flattens is caused by the mixing of low-metallicity gas from relatively long-living, low —mass stars 
evolvingg off the main-sequence. Such flattening is consistent with the shape of the observed AMR (cf. big. 
4.11 1 ). At values of /( ^ 0.1 , the [Fe/H] ratio in the ISM approaches the limi t set by the yield function of iron 
forr the actual generation of evolving stars (see Sect. 3.4). Note that low-mass stars (i.e. m <, 1 M . ) that 
doo not evolve off the main-sequence within the galactic lifetime /e v, determine the rate of gas consumption 
(andd thus the gas fraction /;) at all evolution times. 

Forr I Mi' s flattening towards low-mass stars, the enrichment by massive stars becomes increasingly 
importantt d u e to the effects of gas depletion discussed above. For instance, IMFs computed using the 
observedd I 'DM F show a huge reduction (i.e. up to two orders of magnitude) of the formation probability 
off  low-mass stars compared to that for the Salpeter IMF (7 = 2.35). Conversion of the F'DMF to a 
t ime-averagedd IM F requires knowledge of the star formation history over the lifetime of the galactic region 
off  interest, in order to correct, for stars that evolved off the main-sequence in the past and are therefore 
"missed""  in present-day star counts. Under the assumption of a separable SFR, both Scalo (1986) and Rana 
(1991)) computed the IM F using the observed I 'DM F for stars in the SNBH. Using their PDMF data, we 
followedd a similar procedure according to the specific SFR. assumed and galactic age adopted (cf. Sect. 4.3). 

Inn Fig. 4.1 1 we show the resulting AMR.s for IMFs computed from the Scalo and Rana PDMF data 
usingg an exponenially decreasing SFR (models 1IA and 15A, respectively; detailed IMFs are discussed in 
S e d.. 4.3). Clearly, the overall level of the AM R is increased drastically and il lustrates that the formation 
probabil i tyy of low-mass stars can strongly affect the resulting AMR.. Both models appear inconsistent with 
thee observations for the set of parameter values used, especially in case of the Rana I 'DMF, since the inclusion 
off  SNIa would heighten the resulting AMRs by at least Ü. 15-0.2 dex (see below). However, since the detailed 
SFRR history assumed plays an important role as well, further analysis is needed before any conclusions can 
bee drawn from this discrepancy (see Sect. 4.3). 

 Age-dependent IMF 

Ass the mass spectrum of stars at birth is likely to vary with the environment (e.g. molecular cloud density, 
ambientt radiation field), the assumption of an IM F that is constant in t ime and space is rather unrealistic 
(cf.. ( 'hap. 2). However, the reason that this assumption is frequently used in spite of its poor approximation 
off  reality, is that the galactic chemical evolution equations can he solved conveniently for a time-invariant 
IMF . . 

MWW Age dependent IMF 

Timee [Gyr] 

F iguree 4.12 Effects of an age-dependent IMF on the AMR. Resulting AMRs are shown for models with a density 
dependentt SFR (ti = I ) , power law IMF, and age-dependent IMF slope: 7(f) = 70 + A->[1 - (C(/.)/C'0 )'

i]  where ("(/) 
denotess the SFR and (70, A7, ft) = (2.2, 0.2, 1; solid line), (2.2, 0.4, 1; dash-dolled), (2, 1, 2; dotted) . and (2.2, 0.4, 
1;; but for an exponentially decreasing SFR with r,i,.<, = \\ Cyr; dashed). In all cases, the SFR was normalised to 
satisfyy /ii = 0 . 1. 

http://la.la.ctic
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Wee here investigate the resulting AM R for models which incorporate an IM F varying with galactic age. As 
ann example, we consider a power law IM F that favours the formation of high-mass stars at high levels of 
starr formation (see e.g. Larson 1989). In case of a density dependent SFR (n = 1), this means that low-mass 
starr formation preferentially occurs at relatively low gas densities. We simulate this effect by considering an 
IM FF slope that depends on the SFR as: -)(t) = j 0 + Aj[\ - ( ( ' ( O A ' o ) ^-

Fig.. 4.12 shows resulting AMRs for various combinations of 70, A7, and 0. Models consistent with 
thee observed AM R appear restricted to values of 0 ~ 1, 70 ~ 2 2 and A 7 <, 0.5. Note that the flattening 
off  the AM R is directed by the rate at which the IM F steepens with galactic age. The AM R flattens as 
soonn as the ejection of low-abundant mat ter by low-mass stars dominates the enriched material returned by 
high-masss stars (cf. Fig. 4.12). These models i l lustrate the high sensitivity of the AM R to variations in the 
IM FF with galactic age. 

S t e l l arr m a ss l i m i t s at b i r t h 

Inn Fig. 4.13 we show theoretical AMRs for different choices of the lower stellar mass limi t ni\ = 0.05, 0.1, 
andd 0.2 M 0 (models 1A, 6A, and 7A, respectively) in case of the Salpeter IM F (with fixed slope 7 = 2.35). 
Thee overall level of the AM R is found to increase by ~0.4 dex when m\ is raised from 0.05 to 0.2 M(.,. In 
general,, the formation probablil ity of massive stars increases with ni\. As discussed before, this is due to the 
increasee in both the average stellar mass formed and the returned gas fraction with ni\ (cf. Table 4.1). More 
precisely,, the magni tude of the shift in the AM R due to variations in mi is determined by the detailed slope 
off  the IM F at the low mass end. However, this effect is negligible for an IM F computed from the F'DMF 
(Scaloo 1986; models 10A, 11 A, and 12A, respectively; see Fig. 4.13), that roughly remains constant at low 
massess (m ^ 0.5 M w ) . In general, the shape of the AM R is insensitive to the adopted value of ni\ for values 
off  mi ^ 1 M 0 . 
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Figuree 4.13 Effects of the lower stellar mass limi t on the AMR. Results are shown for AMRs computed with m\ = 
0.05,, 0.1, and 0.2 M{.)(solid lines; bottom to top, respectively) using the Salpeter IMF (7 — 2.35). For comparison, 
thee same models but for the IMF computed using the F'DMF (Scalo 1986) are shown (dashed curves). In all cases, 
thee SFR was normalised to satisfy /M = 0 . 1. 

Inn general, a maximum value m[ l l ax exists at which the overall level of the AMR. exceeds the observed 
levell  (for a given IMF, SFR., and set of input parameters). According to the model inputs described above 
whilee excluding the iron contribution by SNIa, we find that ?7ijTlax ~ 0.2 M(., for a power law IM F with 
77 = 2.35, and similarly m["ax ~ 0.38 M 0 (7 = 2.55), 0.57 M 0 (2.7), and 0.80 M<:; (2.9). Thus, the observed 
AM RR can be explained equally well using any combination of 7 and mi along the relation shown in Fig. 4.14 
whilee assuming a density dependent SFR (n = 1) normalised such that /«( = 0 .1 is achieved, no contribution 
byy SNIa, and parameter values as in Table 3.3. The corresponding relation for models which include the 
enrichmentt by SNIa is shown for comparison (i.e. mfNI A = 2.5 M 0 and FS N I A = 0.015; cf. Table 3.3). 
Inn this case, the value of m"111" at a given value of 7 is considerably smaller. The main point i l lustrated in 
Fig.. 4.14 is that observational constraints other than the AM R are needed to determine the IMF-shape and 
lowerr mass limi t of stars formed in a galactic region such as the Galactic disk. Furthermore, a small and 
limitedd range in m\ is consistent with the observations for a given IM F (and vice versa). 
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F igu ree 4.14 Combinations of 7 and mi for which the resulting AMR is consistent with the observations. A density 
dependentt SFR (n = 1) and model parameters as in Table 3.3 were assumed: curves are drawn both for models with 
SNIaa enrichment, (open circles; mfmA = 2.5 M 0 and FS N IA = 0.015) and without SNIa enrichment (filled circles). 
Preferredd values of 7 and m, for stars formed in the Galactic disk are indicated (hatched region). Values of 7 < 2.2 
andd 7/11 <; 0.05 M 0 are not supported by the observations (dashed lines; see Chap. 2). 

 Age-dependent lower stellar mass l imit 

Wee investigate the effect of an age-dependent lower mass limi t m,(r) on the AM R in a manner similar to 
thatt in case of an age-dependent IM F slope j(t). We concentrate on models for which m, is large at early 
phasess of star formation in the Galactic disk and decreases with age to m, ~ 0.05-0.1 M,., (as nowadays 
observedd in the SNBH; cf. Scalo 1986). In this case, the early rise of the AM R proceeds at a substantial ly 
higherr rate than models for which m, is assumed constant in t ime. In addit ion, the amount of metal-poor 
gass returned by low-mass stars is substantial ly larger and the flattening of the AM R is more pronounced 
thann for the former models. 

1 1 

0) ) 

F igu ree 4.15 Effect of an age-dependent lower stellar mass limit on the AMR. Resulting AMRs are shown for models 
withh 111,(1) = 7H,(0) - Am,[l - (C(t)/C0)]  for (m,(0), Ami, 7) = (0.5 M 0, 0.4 M 0 , 2.35; top solid curve) and (1 M 0 , 
0.55 M 0 , 2.9; top dashed curve). For comparison, corresponding AMRs are shown in case of a constant mi(fc) = mi(0) 
== 0.5 and 0.1 M,-.t (bottom solid and dashed lines, respectively). In all cases, the SFR was normalised to satisfy 
,/.,, = 0 . 1. 

Inn Fig. 4.15 we show the AMR s for a Salpeter IM F with nn(t) = m\{Q) - Ani| [ l - (C(t)/C0)
p]  with ?;i,(0) 

== 0.5 M (.,, Ami = 0.4 M,.,, and fi =  1. In this case, the AM R remains roughly constant at recent times 
duee to the increase in gas consumption by low-mass stars while the formation probability of massive stars 
decreases.. At early phases, massive star formation is enhanced and adds to the overall level of the AMR. 
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Wee il lustrate these effects also for a model with a power-law IM F with 7 = 2.9, m|(0)— 0.5 M,-.;. Ami — 
0.55 M (.n and fi — 1. The possible ranges over which mi and 7 may have varied in the past are limited by the 
shapee of the observed AMR. For instance, rapid variations of m\ with age would lead to large fluctuations 
inn the mean AM R which are inconsistent with the observations. However, such fluctuations in the AM R 
wouldd be suppressed in case of simultaneous variations in the IM F slope. We conclude that the shape of 
thee AM R is very sensitive to the variation of the lower mass limi t with galactic age. Furthermore, the lower 
stellarr mass limi t at birth is important in determining the overall level of the AM R for IMFs which continue 
too increase towards low-mass stars. Therefore, we emphasize that ni\ is an important ingredient in galactic 
chemicall  evolution models. 

Ass far as the upper stellar mass limi t at birth is concerned, we discussed in Sect. 3.3 arguments in 
favourr of mu = 60 M(:> (see also Chap. 2). Variations in mu between ~60 and —-120 M<., are expected 
too have a negligible effect on the AM R for IMFs strongly decreasing towards massive stars provided that 
thee yields of very massive stars (m £ 60 M(;,) are similar (or smaller) than the yields of stars with masses 
betweenn ~ 2 0 - 60 M 0 (see Sect. 3.4; Maeder 1992). 

T h ee age of the s te l lar d i sk in t h e Ga laxy 

Thee t ime of onset of star formation in the Galactic disk is a crucial quanti ty in chemical evolution models 
forr the AMR. Unfortunately, large uncertainties exist in the ages of the oldest stellar objects that belong 
too the Galactic disk (cf. Sect. 4.1). The oldest dwarfs observed in the disk require at least an age of /disk 
== ~ 10 - 12 Gyr (e.g. Twarog 1980; Edvardsson et al. 1993). This is consistent with tdlsk = 1 Gyr 
ass derived from disk open clusters (e.g. Meynet et al. 1992; Carraro fe Chiosi 1995). These ages provide a 
lowerr limi t to the onset of main star formation in the Galactic disk. However, the oldest disk F and G stars 
observedd in the SNBH might have ages as large as 14—18 Gyr though errors as large as £25 % are likely to 
bee present (cf. Edvardsson et al. 1993). In particular, these ages are uncertain due to the strong metallieity 
dependencee of the evolution tracks for stars with m ^ 1 M(;, (i.e. photometr ic ages of such stars are difficul t 
too determine accurately; e.g. Schaller et al. 1992). Apart from this, it is unclear whether these stars formed 
inn the disk or in the Galactic halo as their present-day orbits, even while these are typical for disk stars, 
mayy have been different from those in the past (e.g. Grenon 1989; Sect. 4.1). We here assume a Galactic 
diskk age of tdlsk 1 Gyr. In our models, the value of ^disk is not used explicitly but is determined by: 1) 
thee assumed lifetime trmev of the Galaxy as a whole, and 2) the instant of onset of main star formation in 
thee disk as set by the detailed variation of the SFR with galactic age assumed (see below). 

Forr the Galaxy as a whole, we wil l adopt an age of/ev 3 Gyr as suggested by recent age determi-
nationss of globular clusters (e.g. Walker 1992; Hesser 1993; Sandage 1993; Shi 1995; Chaboyer et al. 1996). 
Thee latter authors presented arguments in support of a considerable age spread of <; 5 Gyr among the bulk 
off  the globular clusters observed in the outer halo of the Galactic disk. This suggests that, independent of 
thee uncertainties involved with the absolute age calibration of globular clusters, the onset of star formation 
inn the outer Galaxy occured at least 14 Gyr ago. 

Fig.. 4.16 il lustrates the influence of galactic age on the AMR. It can be seen that the shape of the 
resultingg AM R is rather sensitive to the instant of onset of star formation in the disk. This is primarily due 
too the sensitivity of the metal-abundance to the actual gas fraction (cf. Eq. 3.12). For models ending at a 
givenn gas fraction (e.g. f.i\ — 0.1), larger values of tev yield higher present-day levels of the AMR. This is 
relatedd to the fact that the stellar turnoff mass nio(tev) decreases with increasing galactic age, e.g. mo = 
0.91,, 0.82, and 0.76 M 0 for tev = 10, 14, and 17 Gyr, respectively (cf. Fig. 3.6). For larger galactic lifetimes, 
thee total gas reservoir is less rapidly exhausted since the total amount of mat ter returned by low-mass stars 
increasess with /ev- F'art of this mat ter is converted into massive stars within the galactic lifetime /ev and the 
overalll  level of the AM R is increased accordingly. This effect is even more pronounced for the Scalo IM F 
modelss (see Fig. 4.15), for which the returned gas fraction increases from <Ft>  = 0.42 to 0.53 for tev — 
100 and 17 Gyr, respectively. In the latter case, ~10 % of the total system mass is extra available for star 
formationn which results in a corresponding increase in the AMR. For the Salpeter IM F models, the effect is 
negligiblee because this IM F continues to rise towards low-mass stars so that the returned gas fraction (<R> 
~0.30)) does not vary considerably over the range in galactic lifetime considered. 

Wee conclude that the [Fe/H] ratio at a given value of /*(/ ev) basically is determined by the stellar 
recyclingg efficiency of gas averaged over the galactic lifetime tev. Thus, both the shape and overall level of 
thee resulting AM R heavily depends on the adopted age of the Galactic disk since the onset of star formation. 
Currentt estimates for the age of the Galaxy tend to converge to tev = 14  3 Gyr and uncertainties in the 
shapee of the AM R due to the adopted value of /ev = 14 Gyr are similar in magni tude as those due to e.g. 
thee adoped IM F or present-day gas fraction. 
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F igu ree 4.1G Effect of galactic age on the AMR. Results are shown for fcev = 17, 14, and 10 Gyr assuming a density 
dependentt SFK model (n — 1) with either a Scalo IMF (solid lines) or Salpeter IMF (dashed). For each model, the 
SFRR has been normalised such that, the condition [i\  = 0.1 is satisfied. 

Present-dayy gas-to-total mass-ratio 

Thee present-day gas fraction /q in the Galactic disk is determined by the initial disk mass, the star formation 
historyy of t lie disk, and the amount of gas accreted from the Galactic halo since the onset, of star formation 
inn the disk. We investigate the sensitivity of the theoretical AM R to the adopted value of//,] in the disk for 
whichh observational values are generally in the range //j = 0.05 — 0.2 (see Sect. 4.1). 

F igu ree 4.17 Effect of the present-day gas fraction on the AMR. Results are shown for two normalisations of the 
SFRR such that /<i = 0.05 (solid curve) and /t\= 0.2 (dashed), respectively. A density dependent SFR model (n = 1) 
withh the Salpeter IM F with m\ = 0.1 M,., has been assumed. 

Inn Fig. 4.17 we plot the resulting AMRs for two normalisations of the SFR corresponding to ji\  = 0.05 and 
().'2.().'2. respectively. For SFRs which vary directly proportional to the gas density (7). = 1), the precise value 
off  the normal isat ion constant Co of the SFR (or initial system mass) has a cumulative effect both on //.(/) 
andd on the AMR. In general, a reduction of C() (or increase in M g(0)) results in larger values of /< and, 
consequently,, leads to smaller [Fe/H] ratios at all evolution times. 

Iff  the SFK normalisat ion constant is reduced from Co ~ 60 M,., y r~' (//] = 0.05) to 30 M,. yr~' (//, 
== 0.2), the shift in the overall level of the AM R is about 0.3 dex which is primarily caused by the reduction 
off  the total number of massive stars formed. However, the effect is weakened by the amount of unprocessed 
gass returned by low-mass stars (for the //., = 0.05 model this amount is about twice as large as for //,] = 0.2). 
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Whenn IMFs are considered that flatten towards low-mass stars (e.g. the Scalo and Rana IMFs), the shift 
inn the AM R is ~0 .3 dex as well. For such IMFs, however, the amount of unprocessed gas returned by low-
andd intermediate mass stars is considerably larger. Therefore, the overall level of the AM R is considerably 
higherr than for the Salpeter IM F model ending at the same /<i (cf. Fig. 4.12). As a consequence, the 
magnitudee of the shift in the AM R due to changes in /<i as determined by the SFR normalisation constant 
(andd initial system mass) is relatively insensitive to the IM F adopted (for reasonable IMFs. 

Anotherr way to reduce /*i is to extend the period of t ime during which star formation in the Galactic 
diskk did occur (e.g. 14 instead of 11 Gyr). In this case, the increase in the AM R is found to lie less than 
~0.11 dex at values fi\ ^ 0 . 2. 

Wee conclude that uncertainties in fi\ and/or the age of the Galactic disk do account for an uncertainty 
off 5 dex in the overall level of the AM R for exponentially decreasing SFR models ending at /<i = 
0.05—0.2.. We emphasize that this is true for the AMRs of any element heavier than helium. Note that 
scalingg the SFR and the total system mass simultaneously, in such a way that the present-day value of /( 
remainss unchanged, does not affect the solutions of the galactic chemical evolution equations (provided that 
thee variation of the SFR with /i remains roughly the same; cf. Appendices to Chap. 3). In the following 
wee wil l adopt /.i = 0.1 as the most probable value for the present-day gas-to-total mass-ratio in the Galactic 
diskk (e.g. Twarog 1980; Güsten k Mezger 1983; Scalo 1986; Kulkarni k Heiles 1987). 

SNIII contribution to the AMR 

Observationall  constraints to the current SNII rate and to the iron peak element contribution of SNIa relative 
too SNII provide valuable information about the importance of massive stars (m ^ 20 — 25 Mo) in maintaining 
thee abundances of specific heavy elements in the ISM (cf. Sect. 3.4). Conversely, the AM R can he used to 
constrainn model assumptions related to the average past and current formation rates of e.g. SNII and SNIa. 
However,, such constraints do also concern the IM F and star formation history adopted and careful analysis 
iss needed to draw reliable conclusions from the AM R alone. 

Wee here consider the impact on the AMR. of the upper mass limi t m„  of SNII, i.e. the initial stellar 
masss above which stars presumably wil l become a black hole (instead of ending their lives as a neutron star; 
cf.. Sect. 3.2). For stars more massive than m„ , most heavy elements wil l be locked up in the rapidly 
contractingg core provided that the collapse does not lead to an explosive shock wave (see Sect. 3.4). Fig. 
4.188 shows that the overall level of the AM R is reduced by ~0.25 dex when m^N I i is decreased from 45 to 
255 M(.) (model 1A). A somewhat smaller shift of ~0.2 dex is found when for the Scalo IM F model, (i.e. 
modell  11A). In principle, the shift in the AMR, of a given element for various values of m;j can be derived 
directlyy from the cumulative IM F weighed yields in Fig. 3.16 (i.e. without the need to solve the galactic 
chemicall  evolution equations). 
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Figuree 4.18 Effect of the upper mass limi t of SNII on the AMR. Results are shown for a density dependent SFR 
modell  (n = 1) , Salpeter IMF with ?7(i = 0.1 M<:j, and ro„ = 25 and 45 MH (bottom and top dashed lines), 
respectively.. For comparison, corresponding AMRs are shown in case of the Scalo IMF (solid curves). In all cases, 
thee SFR was normalised to satisfy /ij = 0.1. 
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Inn the following, the min imum mass above which stars presumably become SNII wil l be fixed at n ipN n = 8 
M.i .. Th is value is mainly based on theoretical models for the core collapse of massive stars and does depend 
onn the initial metall icity of the star (cf. Sect 3.3). For solar metallicity stars, SNII progenitors more massive 
thann ~ 12 M,., are predicted to contr ibute substantial ly to the interstellar iron abundance. We note that 
thee IMF-weighed enrichment of stars with m ^ 15 MM is very important (if not dominant). This implies 
thatt the AM R is rather sensitive to the precise value of mfNU as well as to its variation with metallicity. 
Nevertheless,, we wil l concentrate in the following on the detailed value of the upper mass limi t for SNII. 

I tt is evident that, depending on the adopted IM F and SFR, the overall levels of the AM R observed 
forr different elements can provide independent constraints to the enrichment contribution by SNII + Ib/c and 
SNIaa (Sect. 4.3). Here we find that the detailed choice of m ^N n (between ~20 and 60 M ( )) can result in a 
shiftt of at most 0.3 dex in the AM R of iron. The shape of the AM R remains unchanged for different values 
off  m;JNI1. However, we wil l show that when SNIa are taken into account, the shape of the AMR, is altered 
att galact ic ages at which SNIa start to dominate the iron enrichment. 

SNIaa contribution to the AMR 

Wee investigate the sensitivity of the AM R to the heavy element contribution by SNIa in terms of: 1) the 
progenitorr mass range (mfN I a, n i^N , a) of stars that leave an accreting WD remnant massive enough to 
explodee as SNIa (for simplicitity, we wil l assume m^N I a = 8 M ( ;)), and 2) the fraction FS N I a of such W7Ds 
whichh ult imately end as SNIa. Furthermore, we wil l assume that F S N l a is constant in t ime (i.e. independent 
off  the WD mass or initial metallicity; cf. Sect. 3.3). Constraints related to the frequencies of SNIa wil l be 
consideredd in Sect. 4.3. 

 SNIa delay t ime 

Thee heavy element enrichment by a SNIa associated with a star formed at galactic age t wil l take place at 
agee t + A / S N l a where A / S N I a is determined by: 1) the lifetime of the progenitor star that leaves the WD, and 
2)) the characteristic delay t ime between the formation of the WD remnant and the actual SNIa occurrence. 
Inn turn, the delay t ime is either determined by the t ime required for the accreting WD to become massive 
enoughh to collapse (in the single WD scenario) or by the time needed to allow for coalescence of the WDs 
afterr the orbital separat ion of the binary system has become sufficiently small (in the double WD scenario; 
cf.. Sect. 3.3). 

Inn general, A£S N I a is a complex function of progenitor mass and further depends on the detailed 
evolutionn scenario of the WD ult imately ending as SNIa. For the most massive SNIa progenitor, i.e. m^N , a ~ 
88 M (:), the typical delay t ime is estimated A / S N I a = 2.5 Cïyr after formation of the progenitor, dominated by 
thee t ime for the WD to end as SNIa (see Sect. 4.3). For the least massive SNIa progenitor, i.e. mfNI a ~ 2.5 
M (.,,, a substant ial part of the delay t ime comes from the rnain-sequence lifetime of the SNIa progenitor (e.g. 
r M S(2 .55 M ( )) ~8 108 yr for Z = Z(:); see Sect. 3.1) and for such stars presumably Af SNIa £ 3.5 Gyr. We 
wil ll  return to the value of A* S N Ia in more detail in Sect. 4.4. For now, we wil l assume that the SNIa delay 
t imee is determined only by the lifetime of the progenitor star leaving a WD, i.e. A£S N la = r(m), so that the 
SNIaa is assumed to occur instantaneously when the WD is formed. In this case, we can simply simulate the 
effectss of an addit ional delay t ime due to the detailed evolution of the WD by reducing the lower mass limi t 
forr SNIa. 

 Lower mass l imi t of SNIa 

Inn Fig. 4.19 we show the resulting AMR s for various values of mfNI a = 3.5, 2.5, and 1.5 M(.}  assuming a 
densityy dependent SFR, (n = 1) and Salpeter IM F (model 1A). Furthermore, we assumed FS N I a = 0.015 and 
m JN nn = 30 M(.)(cf. Table 3.3). It can be seen that the contribution by SNIa to the AM R can be substantial 
andd may increase the present-day [Fe/H] rat io by as much as 0.45 dex as compared to the case in which 
SNIaa are ignored. In part icular, reducing mfN l a from 3.5 to 1.5 M(:> gives rise to an increase in the AM R 
o f - 0 .33 dex. 

Forr the same models, Fig. 4.20 shows the detailed variation of the total ejection rate of iron (i.e. the 
summ of newly synthesized iron and iron initiall y present in the material out of which the progenitor star 
formed)) with galactic age, both for SNI I+ Ib /c, SNIa, and AGB stars. In case mpN I a Z 2.5 MM , the ejecta 
off  SNIa are returned at relatively short t ime scales and closely follow the exponentional decrease of the SFR 
(inn the same manner as do the ejecta of SNI I+SNIb /e). In this case, about 40% of the total ejection rate of 
newlyy synthesized iron originates from SNIa while SNII dominate at all galactic ages. Predicted present-day 
ironn ejection rates of SNII and SNIa are EFe = 3.8 1 0- 3 and 1.6 10"3 M r t y r - 1 , respectively. Interestingly, 
thee iron ejection rate of AGB stars, i.e. E¥e = 2.6 10"3 M,> y r - 1 , constitutes ~ 25% of the total stellar iron 
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F i g u ree 4 .19 Effect of the lower mass limi t of SNIa on the AMR. Results are shown for mfNI a = 3.5 M,., (solid 
curve),curve), 2.5 My (dashed), and 1.5 M w (dotted). A density dependent SFR model (n = 1), Salpeter IM F with m\ = 
0.11 M Q , and F b a = 0.015 were assumed. For comparison, the corresponding AM R is shown when the enr ichment 
byy SNIa is omi t ted (dash-dotted curve). 

ejectionn rate and is even larger than that of SNIa. This is true even though AGB stars only return metals 
thatt were initiall y present in the material from which they formed. The reason for their high contribution is 
that,, for an exponentially decreasing SFR model, the total number of AGB stars with low-mass progenitors 
(i.e.. <> 1.5 M Q ) increases rapidly with galactic age. As a consequence, the ejection rate of iron by AGB stars 
becomess approximately constant a few Gyr after the onset of star formation in the disk. In contrast, the 
ironn ejection rates of SNI I+ Ib /c and SNIa closely follows the SFR and decreases exponentially with galactic-
age. . 

Fig.. 20c shows the variations in the mean iron abundances Ype within the stellar ejecta corresponding 
too Fig. 4.20a. For AGB stars, SNIa, and SNI I+SNIb/c, mean values of YFe were derived as the ratio of 
thee total IMF-weighed stellar iron ejection rate and the total rate of matter returned by the same stars. In 
casee of SNIa, we divided the iron ejection rate of all SNIa by the total rate of mat ter returned by all AGB 
starss (i.e. with m0(t) ^ m ^ 8 M Q ) . This is done to allow for a comparison with the iron initiall y present 
andd returned by AGB stars. To derive SNIa abundances for individual stars in the single WD scenario, 
thee abundances YFe should be multiplied by a factor ( l / F S N I a) . Iron abundances predicted in the ejecta of 
SNI I+ Ib /cc are similar to the solar iron abundance by mass: Zpe,o ~ 4 10~3 (e.g. Anders and Grevesse 1989). 
Forr comparison, the present-day mean iron abundance predicted in the stellar ejecta is Ype ~ 3.5 10~3. 

Meann iron abundances in SNI I+ Ib /c gradually increase with age primarily because of the increase of 
theirr initial abundances with galactic age. The corresponding decrease of Ype for the ejecta of SNIa just 
reflectss the increase in the total mass ejection rate of their low-mass progenitors which dilute the SNIa 
enrichmentt strongly (again this is a result of the normalisation of the SNIa ejecta to the matter returned by 
AGBB stars). It can be seen that the value of Ype averaged over all stellar ejecta remains roughly constant 
withh galactic age. This is mainly due to the increase in the ejection rate of unprocessed material returned 
byy AGB stars. As can be seen, the interstellar iron abundance becomes equal to the mean iron abundance 
withinn the enriched stellar ejecta for low values of the gas-to-total mass-ratio ft. 

Whenn mfNI a ^ 1.5 M Q , the shape of the AM R changes considerably (cf. Fig. 4.19) since in this case 
mostt SNIa return their ejecta to the ISM with a typical delay t ime 7\is(1.5 M Q ) ~2 .2 Gyr. Consequently, 
thee SNIa ejection rate of iron peaks ~2.2 Gyr after the onset of main star formation in the exponentially 
decreasingg SFR model (cf. Fig. 4.20b). A reduction of mjS N Ia from 2.5 to 1.5 M Q increases the mean iron 
ejectionn rate of SNIa by a factor ~2 .5. In this case, SNIa dominate the iron ejection rate at all evolution 
times.. Similarly, the iron abundance averaged over all stellar ejecta is considerably larger than in case mfNI a 

== 2.5 M Q . Furthermore, a slight increase in £>e as well as in yFe is found both for SNI I+Ib/c and AGB 
stars.. This is due to the increase in the initial iron content of these stars as a result of the increase of the 
overalll  level of the AM R (cf. Figs. 4.20c and d). 

http://Age-Meta.llic.ity
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F igu ree 4.20 Variation of the stellar ejection rate of iron ( top panels) and mean iron yield (i.e. approximately equal 
too the mean iron abundance) within the stellar ejecta (bot tom) vs. galactic age for the upper two AMRs plotted 
inn Fig. 4.19 with m\ 2.55 M 0 (left panels) and m\ 1.55 M Q (r ight), respectively. Results are shown 
forr the ejecta of SNII+Ib/c (m > 8 M a; dashed curves), SNIa (mfmA <>  m <, 8 M 0 ; dash-dotted), and AGB stars 
(m0(t)) 5s m <, 8 M,.,; dotted). Total iron ejection rates are indicated by solid curves. For comparison, the AMRs from 
Fig.. 4.19, which give the variation of the iron abundance in the ISM with galactic age, are repeated in the bottom 
panelss (thick solid lines). Mean iron abundances in the ejecta of SNIa were normalised to the total amount of matter 
returnedd by AGB stars (see text). 

 Fraction of WDs that ult imately end as SNIa 

Inn the previous section, we discussed the effect of mfNI a on the iron enrichment by SNIa. In our models, 
thee rate of SNIa is determined also by FSNla, i.e. the fraction of all WDs left by stars in the mass range 

,SNIa a .SNIal l whichh ul t imately end a SNIa. Fig. 4.21 shows resulting AMRs for values of F SNIaa _ 

SNIr r 
0.005, , 

2.55 M w (further model 1A). When FS N , a is increased from 0.0155 and 0.025, respectively, assuming m 
0.0055 to 0.025, the AM R is shifted upwards by ~ 0.2 dex. 

AA closer examinat ion of the AM R in case ,FS N I a - 0.025 reveals that SNIa dominate the iron ejection 
ratee at early evolution t imes (i.e. during the first Gyr after the onset of star formation in the disk; c.f. 
Fig.4.20).. Such models are in marked contrast with the observational idea that SNII are the dominant (or 
only)) contr ibutors to the iron enrichment at early epochs in the evolution of the Galactic disk (see Sect. 
4.5).. This would imply that values of _FS N Ia ;> 0.02 are excluded by the observations. For a value of FS N , a 

== 0.005, the mean present-day ejection rates of iron by SNII and SNIa are 4 10"3 and 5 10"4 M w y r " ' . 
respectively.. In this case, the mean value of Vpe in the ejecta of all stars and of SNIa, respectively, is reduced 
byy 0.3 and 0.7 dex as compared to the FS N I a = 0.025 case. Note that for values of FS N I a ~ 0.005, the 
resultingg AM R is still consistent with the observations (at least during the last 10 Gyr). 

Wee conclude that the particular choices of mfNI a and FSNla have considerable impact on the AMR. 
Thee iron contr ibution by SNIa may shift the AM R by <i0.4 dex for reasonable values of mfNla = 2.5 1 M,:, 
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Figuree 4.21 Effect on the AMR of the fraction of WDs which ultimately end as SNIa. Results are shown for values 
off  FS N I a = 0.005 (dotted curve), 0.015 (dashed) and 0.025 (solid). A density dependent SFR model (n = 1), Salpeter 
IM FF with rn\= 0.1 M Q, and m|bNIa = 2.5 M Q were assumed. For comparison, the corresponding AMR is shown 
whenn the enrichment by SNIa is omitted (dash-dotted curve). 
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Figuree 4.22 Stellar ejection rate of iron ( top panels) and mean iron abundance within the stellar ejecta ( bo t t om 
panels)) vs. galactic age for the models shown in Fig. 4.22 with F S N I a = 0.005 (left side) and 0.025 (r ight) . A 
lowerr mass limit for SNIa of mf^1* = 2.5 MQ has been assumed. Curves have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.20. 
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andd FsNia = 0.015  0.010. The effect of SNIa becomes smaller when the overall level of the AM R is higher. 
Wee note that the contr ibut ion by SNIa depends on the IM F as well. In case of the Salpeter IMF, the iron 
yieldss of SNIa progenitors generally do not exceed those of SNII. However, when the formation probability 
off  stars in the mass range 1-8 M 0 is enhanced (e.g. for a Scalo IMF) , the contribution by SNIa dominates 
overr that by SNII (cf. Table 3.12). 

Thee relative contr ibut ion of the two main sources of interstellar iron, i.e. SNIa and SNII- f lb/c, plays 
aa key role in galactic chemical evolution. In principle, the AM R can be explained by models in which either 
SNIaa or SN I I+ Ib /c act as the dominant supplier of interstellar iron. As we will discuss in Sect. 4.4, these 
twoo types of models give rather different results e.g. for the abundance-abundance variations in the disk 
ISM. . 

Starr formation history 

Wee investigate the impact of the galactic star formation history (SFH) on the AMR. A distinction is made 
betweenn SFR models without and with gas infall. In view of the limited information about the early phase of 
diskk formation, we wil l consider infall primari ly as a mechanism which may regulate the shape of the AM R 
(especiallyy at early evolution times). Empirical SFHs will be considered at the end of this section. Unless 
statedd otherwise, we wil l use the Salpeter mass function with m\ = 0.1 M 0 and model parameters as given 
inn Table 3.3. 

 Models wi thout gas infall 

Fig.. 4.23 shows resulting AMRs for density dependent SFR models C(t) oc /<" without gas infall. Such 
modelss may be appropr iate to the Galaxy if most of the Galactic disk ISM settled before the onset of main 
starr formation therein (see Chap. 2). For the SFR model with n = 1, the SFR averaged over the lifetime 
off  the disk, i.e. tev = 14 Gyr, is <C>  ~ 15 M 0 y r _ 1. This value wil l be used as reference value to the 
absolutee SFR scale when comparing the models described in this section. The rate at which the theoretical 
A M RR increases with age, both at early and late epochs in the evolution of the disk, suggests that constant 
S FRR models (n ~ 0) are not supported by the observations. In contrast, density dependent SFR models 
wit hh n = 1 — 2 appear consistent with the shape of the observed AM R (although this depends as well on 
e.g.. the adopted IMF). 

Forr a given IM F and stellar mass boundaries, a higher sensitivity of the SFR to the gas density (i.e. 
nn RS 2) results in a more rapid increase of the [Fe/H] ratio at early epochs in the evolution of the disk (cf. 
Fig.. 4.23). Thereafter, the total amount of gas returned by low-mass stars flattens the AM R more severely 
ass compared to models with n ~ 1 . We conclude that SFR models with n ^ 1.5 for the Galactic disk 
probablyy can be excluded on the basis of the observed AMR,. 
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F igu ree 4.23 Impact of'the star formation history on the AMR: models without infall. Left panels: normalised SFR 
vs.. galactic age. The mean SFR for the "standard" model, i.e. <C>  ~ 15 M Q y r - 1 , is indicated as reference to 
thee absolute SFR scale whenever possible (full dot). The following SFR models are shown: constant SFR (n = 0; 
dotteddotted line), density dependent SFR with n = 1 (dashed), n = 1.5 (solid), and n — 2 (thick solid), and a bimodal 
SFRR (dash-dotted). In all cases, the SFR has been normalised such that U] = 0.1 is achieved. Right panels: 
correspondingg AMRs assuming the Salpeter IMF with T/IJ = 0.1 M(:j . 
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Thiss conclusion is in agreement with the finding that SFR models with n ,> 1.3 are inconsistent, with 
observationss of star formation in nearby galaxies (e.g. Dopita 1985, 1990; Donas et al. 1987; Rana fc 
Will iamss 1988; Dopita & Ryder 1995). 

Forr comparison, we consider a bimodal SFR model (see Sect. 2) for which the formation of low-mass 
starss (i.e. m <, 1 M,.,) proceeds at a constant rate, independent of galactic age, and the formation rate 
off  high-mass stars varies proportional to the gas density (n = 1; cf. Fig. 4.23). In this case, the mean 
stellarr mass formed decreases rapidly with age. The shape of the resulting AM R is similar to that in case 
off  a constant SFR model. This is due to the fact that the depletion of gas is determined mainly by the 
accumulationn of long-living, low-mass stars formed (m <, 1 Mo). Note that the present-day [Fe/H] ratio is 
roughlyy equal (within 0.1 dex) for all SFR models. 

Wee conclude that the shape of the AM R is sensitive to the assumed formation history of both low 
andd high-mass stars. For exponentially decreasing SFRs in particular, the metal-poor material returned 
byy low-mass stars formed during the early epoch of Calactic evolution is very important in regulating the 
enrichmentt efficiency of the disk ISM by more massive stars. In principle, this sensitivity allows one to derive 
thee variation of the global SFR with galactic age using accurate measurements of the AM R for different 
elements,, provided that other model parameters can be constrained tightly by independent observations. 

 Models with gas infall 

Fig.. 4.24 shows resulting AMRs for SFR models including gas infall. We assumed a disk initial-to-final mass 
ratioo Jo = 0.1 and normalised the infall-rate such that the present-day system mass, M(tev), is equal to the 
initiall  system mass M g(0) = 1.8 1011 M Q assumed in the no infall case (cf. Table 3.1). Furthermore, we 
assumedd metal-poor gas infall, i.e. X 
statedd otherwise). 

0.76,, Y = 0.24 and Ze\ = 0 for elements heavier than helium (unless 
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Figuree 4.24 Impact of the star formation history on the AMR: models with infall. Resulting AMRs are shown for 
1)) a constant SFR with model assumptions similar to those made by Twarog (1980; solid line), and 2) a density 
dependentt SFR (n = 1) with infall proportional to the SFR (dotted curve) or with exponentially decaying infall on 
aa time scale r,„f = 3 Gyr with either mi = 0.1 M 0 (dash-dotted curve) or m\ = 0.2 M,.j (dashed curve). A disk 
initial-to-finall  mass ratio S0 =0 .1 was assumed (except for the constant SFR model for which <S0 = 0.5). In all cases, 
thee SFR was normalised such that /ii = 0 . 1. 

Constantt SFR models with constant infall of gas, i.e. F = a Co with a = 0.5, result in gradual flattening of 
thee AM R caused by mixing of relatively unprocessed gas from the halo to the disk. In this case, the observed 
AM RR can be explained adequately as already has been shown by Twarog (1980) who assumed /.i\ ~ 0.05, 
SS00 = 0.5, F = 0.43 Co, and Zmf « 0.1 Z 0 . We here relaxed the instantaneous recycling approximation, 
neglectedd the contribution by SNIa, and used a set of stellar evolution data distinct from that used by 
Twarog.. Nevertheless, we find good agreement with the observed AM R for similar values of /t, = 0.1 and 
Zpee = 2 10~4 of the infailing gas. 

Forr a density dependent SFR model (n = 1) with infall, we consider first the case in which the SFR 
iss directly determined by the gas infall rate, i.e. C(t) oc F(i). In this case, the gas infall rate regulates 
thee SFR: a high gas infall rate implies a high SFR (and vice versa). As a consequence, most of the disk 
iss built from infalling gas within ~ 108 yr after the onset of star formation in the disk. After this initial 
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burstt of self-induced star formation, gas exhaustion strongly reduces the gas infall rate and the SFR ceases 
correspondingly.. This results in a rapid rise of the AM R at early evolution epochs. Thereafter, the shape 
off  the AM R is found to flatten strongly due to: 1) the low enrichment rate of the ISM (i.e. low SFR), and. 
2)) the dilution of the ISM both by the metal-poor material returned by low-mass stars and by the residual 
infalll  of unprocessed gas from the halo (cf. Fig. 4.24). Such a strong dependence of the SFR on the gas 
infalll  rate probably is not supported by the observations. Instead, the disk ISM may have been built up 
moree gradually (see below). 

Exponential lyy decaying infall of primordial (or near primordial) mat ter is motivated by the assumption 
thatt the disk component of the Galaxy built up to many times its initial value during the early phase of 
evolutionn while infall rapidly ceases beyond the t ime scale for disk formation (e.g. Clayton 1982). For the 
samee SFR model, we also consider gas infall exponentially decaying with age: F(t) oc exp(—</rmf ) with an 
infalll  t ime scale rlnf = 3 Gyr (cf. model IB : see e.g. Bravo, Isern, & Canal 1993). In this case, about 50% of 
thee present-day disk mass is settled within ~2 Gyr after the onset of star formation and a more or less linear 
[Fe/H]]  vs. age relation steadily rising with age is found. When the lower mass limi t is increased from m\ = 
0.11 to 0.2 M,.,, good agreement with the observed AM R is obtained. However, we note that this agreement 
cann be achieved also by e.g. including the contribution of SNIa. reducing rlnf, and/or incorporating infall of 
metal-r ichh gas. 
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F igu ree 4.25 Infall models: dependence of the AMR on the gas infall time scale. Resulting AMRs are shown for rlnf 
[Gyr]]  = 1 (solid curve), 3 (dashed) , 5 (dash-dotted), and oo (i.e. no gas infall; dotted curve). A density dependent 
SFRR (ti = 1), Salpeter IM F with m\ = 0.1 Mo, and disk initial-to-final mass-ratio <5o = 0.1 were assumed. In all 
cases,, the SFR was normalised to satisfy /<i — 0.1 

Fig.. 4.26 i l lustrates the effect of the gas infall t ime scale on the AM R for various values of rlnf [Gyr] = 1, 3, 
5,, and co. As before, a density dependent SFR. (n — 1) was used with <5o = 0.1 and mi = 0.1 M,.,. Again, 
itt can be seen that a reduction of the gas infall t ime scale results in a steeper rise of the AM R at early 
phasess and a more severe flattening thereafter. Clearly, both the initial rise and overall level of the AMR. are 
affectedd by the infall t ime scale. A similar but less pronounced effect is found when the disk initial-to-final 
mass-rat ioo <5» is varied. Fig. 4.26 shows resulting AMRs for values of Jo = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 with r,nf = 3 
Gyr.. .Smaller values of So generally lead to a more rapid increase of the AM R at early phases. In contrast, 
thee final level of the AM R is hardly affected when going from SQ = 0 .1 to 1. Thus, in case of a density 
dependentt SFR. and exponentially decaying gas infall rate, the amount of gas infall after the onset of star 
formationn in the disk predominant ly affects the shape of the AM R during the first few Gyr. 

Wee conclude that the shape of the AM R can be strongly affected by the infall (or accretion) of gas. The 
effectt depends on the interstellar iron abundance in the disk ISM, the abundances within the infalling gas, 
thee degree to which infall regulates the star formation in the disk, and on the magnitude and variation of the 
infalll  rate with galactic age. For high infall rates of relatively unenriched gas, the AM R rapidly "stabilizes" 
att early evolution phases of the disk for density dependent SFR models. Stabilization occurs at later ages 
forr lower infall rates and /or infall of metal-rich gas. At early epochs in the evolution of the Galactic disk, 
theoreticall  AMR s for models incorporating gas infall differ substantially from those excluding gas infall (cf. 
Fig.. 4.24). However, when gas infall has ceased at. later epochs, the AMR for such models becomes very 
similar. . 
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Figuree 4.2G Infall models: dependence of the AMR on the disk initial-to-final mass-ratio SQ. Resulting AMRs 
aree shown for So = 0.1 (solid curve), 0.3 (dashed), 0.5 (dash-dotted) and 1 (i.e. no infall; dotted curve). A density 
dependentt SFR (n = 1), Salpeter IMF with rn\ = 0 .1 Mo, and rlnf = 3 Gyr were assumed. In all cases, the SFR was 
normalisedd to satisfy ii\  = 0 .1 

 SFR dependence on both total system mass and gas density 

Ann interesting dependence of the SFR on the total amount of mat ter that has fallen onto the disk (since the 
onsett of star formation therein) has been proposed by Dopita (1985, 1989), who argued that the SFR varies 
withh total system mass and gas density as follows (see (.'hap. 2): 

C(i)C(i) « M*I*MU? (4.14) ) 

Inn this case, the disk gradually builds up by exponentially decaying gas infall from the halo (cf. Russell fc 
Dopitaa 1992; hereafter RD) but in a manner different from the cases discussed before. Note that the values 
inn the exponents are sensitive to specific model assumptions (see Dopita 1989; Dopita & Ryder 1995). 

F iguree 4.27 Resulting AMRs for models in which the SFR depends on both the total system mass and gas density 
(e.g.. Dopita 1985). Exponentially decaying gas infall has been assumed with r,nf [Gyr] = 1 (solid curve), 3 (dashed), 
andd 5 (dotted). A Salpeter IMF with mi = 0.1 M(., and S0 = 0.1 was assumed. In all cases, the SFR was normalised 
too satisfy /(i =0 .1 

Inn Fig. 4.27 we il lustrate resulting SFRs and AMRs according to the Dopita SFR model with gas infall 
t imee scales rmf = 1,3 and 5 Gyr, respectively. A disk initial-to-final mass-ratio <J0 = 0.1 was assumed. We 
relaxedd the bimodality of the IM F adopted by RD and simply used the Salpeter IMF. In the Dopita SFR 
case,, an early, extended burst of star formation is initiated by the rapid increase of the gas density in the 
diskk due to gas infall. Thereafter, the SFR decreases exponentially while the disk ISM is replenished by the 
gass returned by low-mass stars formed during the preceding burst. The shape of the observed AM R can be 
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explainedd well by the Dopita SFR model, especially for short, infall t ime scales r„,f ~ (J.5—1 Gyr. When the 
infalll  t ime scale is increased, the overall level of the AM R decreases substantial ly and the inclusion of e.g. 
S Maa would be required to provide agreement with the observations. We confirm that Dopita's SFR model 
iss consistent with the AM R observed in the Galactic disk and may provide a natural and physical expression 
forr the variation of SFR with age, both in our own and in external galaxies (see Chap. 2). 

 Double exponential SFR 

Underr the assumption of sustained infall of gas onto the disk during the early evolution of the Galaxy, 
Claytonn (1988) derived an analytical relation for an SFR that is directly proportional to //(<). 

C(t)C(t) « [ expH / r cons) - e x p H / 7 m f )f (4.15) 

wheree rc o ns is the gas consumption t ime scale and 0 ~ 1. Basically, this model is similar to that proposed 
byy Dopita (1985) since the instant of onset of star formation in the disk can be adjusted both in the double 
exponentiall  and Dopita SFR models. However, in the double exponential SFR mode] of Clayton, the time 
scalee for gas consumption is a free parameter whereas in Dopita's model it is fixed by the dependence of the 
SFRR on the gas-density and the total system mass. 
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F iguree 4.28 Resulting AMRs for the double exponentional SFR model including gas infall (see Clayton 1988). 
Resultss are shown for combinations (TCO„ S, T,„I  in Gyr) = (4, 0.5; solid curve), (4, 3.5; dash-dotted), (14, 0.5; dashed 
curve)curve) and (14, 3.5; dotted). A Salpeter IMF with mi = 0.1 My and 50 = 0.1 was assumed. In all cases, the .SFR 
wass normalised to satisfy /(i = 0 .1 

Fig.. 4.28 shows resulting AMRs for the double exponential SFR, model for combinations of rc o ns = 14 
andd 4 Gyr and r ln f = 0.5 and 3.5 Gyr. We restricted ourselves to the plausible cases r,nf ^ re o n s. Reasonable 
agreementt is obtained with the observations, similar to the Dopita SFR model, for short infall t ime scales 
off  rlnf ~ 0.5 Gyr and gas consumption t ime scales rc o ns <>  4 Gyr. The initial rise of the AMR, relation can 
bee sustained by extending the star formation burst over a longer period of t ime. Models incorporating a 
moree recent and /or more extended burst of star formation appear inconsistent with the observed shape of 
thee AMR. However, we note that values of tau\n{ and rcons in good agreement with the observations are 
sensitivee to e.g. the contr ibut ion by SNIa (neglected here). 

 Empirical SFR 

Fig.. 4.29 displays AMRs for the empirical SFR derived using: 1) the age distributions of F and G main-
sequencee dwarfs (Twarog 1980), 2) the chromospheric Call emission-line ages for ~ 100 dwarf stars (Barry 
1988),, and 3) the present-day stellar mass function (Rana 1991). Empirical SFRs presented by Twarog and 
Ranaa are similar but, differ substantial ly from that inferred by Barry. Since we here deal with empirical SFRs. 
wee like to make a useful comparison with the observed AMR. This is done by including the contribution of 
SNTlaa assuming FS N I a = 0.015 and mfNI a = 2.5 M,., in the models shown in Fig. 4.29. Furthermore, we 
usedd the Salpeter IM F with ni] = 0.1 M 0 . We note that Rana used an IM F rather distinct, from the Salpeter 
IMF . . 
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F iguree 4.29 Resulting AMRs are shown for the empirical SFRs derived by Twarog (1980; solid curve), Barry (1988; 
rebinnedd to ~ 1.5 Gyr bins; dashed), and Rana (1991; dotted). A Salpeter IMF with m\ = 0 .1 M,., was assumed. In 
alll  cases, the SFR was normalised to satisfy /d = 0.1 

Wee find that the resulting AMRs for the Rana and Twarog SFRs are in reasonable agreement with 
thee observed AMR. In these eases, the resulting AM R is similar to that for a density dependent SFR. model 
(n.(n. — 1) without gas infall. In contrast, the variations found in the AM R using Barry's empirical SFR. are 
nott supported by the observations. Both selection effects and errors in the calibration of the chromospheric 
agess of the sample stars may have affected the data (cf. Barry 1988; Kennicutt 1992). 

Wee conclude that the detailed variation of the SFR with galactic age as well as the gas infall history 
determinee to a large extent the AMR. It is evident that no unique model for the chemical evolution of 
thee Galactic disk exists on the basis of the AM R alone, although only a limited set of star formation and 
infalll  histories provides results consistent with the observed AMR. These results are consistent with those 
derivedd by earlier investigations (e.g. Twarog 1980; Tinsley 1980; Tosi 1988; Matteucci & Francois 1992; 
Ferrinii  et al. 1994; Pardi & Ferrini 1994). Here we at tempted to show in a more quantitative way the 
assumptionss and uncertainties involved with the current generation of galactic chemical evolution models 
(withh particular attent ion the AMR, of iron). Other observational constraints, preferably independent of the 
AMR ,, are required to narrow clown the possible range of models appropriate to the star formation history and 
chemicall  evolution of the Galactic disk. In the next section, we wil l investigate whether we can distinguish 
betweenn various models that are consistent with the observed AMR. on the basis of additional observational 
constraints.. Before, we briefly discuss the set of SFR. models selected for this purpose. 

4.2.44 Selected models for the Galactic disk 

Inn the previous section we have shown that the AM R observed in the Galactic disk can be explained 
adequatelyy by a wide range of models with different star formation histories. Apart from the effect of 
thee SFR, we have illustrated that the influence of the main model parameters on the resulting AM R can 
bee large and can affect both the shape and the overall level of the AMR,. Since simultaneous variations 
inn individual model parameters usually have a cumulative effect on the AMR, each star formation model 
comprisess a set of models that are able to adequately reproduce the observed AMR,. Therefore, it is impossible 
too reconstruct the Galactic star formation history from the observed AM R alone. For the same reason, it is 
hardd to constrain other model assumptions, such as the IM F and stellar mass limit s for SNIa ami SN1I, by 
meanss of modelling the AM R in its own. 

Wee here choose to follow a trial and error method: we select a number of SFR models consistent 
withh the AM R and confront these models with various independent observational constraints to the star 
formationn history and chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. Such constraints include the properties 
(e.g.. total number, formation rate, luminosity distribution) of the present-day stellar populations in the 
Galacticc disk (e.g. main-sequence stars, AGB stars, different types of supernovae, white dwarfs) as well as 
thee interstellar abundances of elements up to Zn observed in the disk ISM. After examining how the selected 
modelss behave with respect to these constraints, we aim to converge to a more or less uniform set of models 
thatt apply to the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. 

http://Age-Meta.llic.ity
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AA set. of six SFR models that fit. the observed AM R hut are distinct in the adopted star formation history, 
IMF ,, and gas infall history, has been selected: 

•• density dependent SFR model (n = 1) without gas infall (mode l A, cf. Fig. 4.23) 

•• density dependent SFR model (n = 1) with exponentially decaying gas infall (mode l B cf Fig 
4.24) ) 

•• double exponential SFR model with infall (mode l C, cf. Fig. 4.28) 

•• birnodal SFR model without infall. The formation rate of low-mass stars (m <; 1 M ( )) was assumed 
too be constant, in t ime and the formation rate of high-mass stars was assumed to vary proportional 
too the gas density in the disk (mode l D , cf. Fig. 4.23) 

•• density dependent SFR model with C{t) oc M* /3M  ̂ with infall (cf. Dopita 1989; m o d e l E Fig 
4.27) ) 

•• density dependent SFR. model (n = 1) with an IMF slope depending on the SFR: -y(t) = 7 o + 
A 7 [ ll - {C(t)/C0)]  wi thout gas infall (mode l F, cf. Fig. 4.12) 

Inn Table 4.2 we list the basic characteristics of the models selected (columns 1-3), the mean stellar mass 
formedd < m > , the average past and present-day star formation rates ( < C > and d ) and infall rates (<F> 
andd F{), and the mean returned gas fraction <R>. Parameters related to the SFR and infall rate are 
givenn in the last column of Table 4.2. The star formation rate for each model was normalised to satisfy the 
conditionn fix = 0 . 1 . Infall was assumed to decay exponentially on the time scale r i n f as indicated. Unless 
s ta tedd otherwise, a Salpeter IMF (7 = 2.35) with 77?, = 0.1 M(r) was assumed. For each model, values of 
F S N I aa and F S N I b were adjusted to fit the observed AMR (canonical values are F S N I a = 0.015 and Fsmb = 
0.33).. For the remaining parameters , values are as listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. 

Tablee 4.2 Selected models for the Galactic disk 

Mo o 

# # 
A A 
H H 
t: : 
L) ) 
E E 
F F 

del l 
SFR R 
711 - 1 

7ii = 1 
doublee exp l 

birnoc c 
totall 1 
1111 ~ 1 

a H H 
nn ass 3 

4 4 

Infall l 

no o 
yes s 
yes s 
no o 
yes s 
no o 

< 7 7 l > > 

[M!:>] ] 
0.35 5 
0.35 5 
0.35 5 
0.39 9 
0.35 5 
0.32 2 

<C> <C> 

[M[M ((,y ,y 
15.9 9 
15.7 7 
16.2 2 
17.7 7 
16.2 2 

15.3 3 

Ci Ci 

r" 1 ] ] 
4.8 8 
5.6 6 
2.3 3 
11.3 3 
5.5 5 
3.9 9 

< F >> Fx 

[M^yr- 1 ] ] 
—— — 
11.55 0.51 
11.66 0.00 
—— — 

12.77 0.57 
-- -

<R> <R> 

0.29 9 
0.29 9 
0.30 0 
0.36 6 
0.30 0 
0.26 6 

Remarks s 

referencee model 

T,ntT,nt = 3 Gyr, <J0 = 0.1 
r inff = 0.5,£o = 0.1 

«leutofff = 1 M(;, 
Tinn f = 3 Gyr, S0 = 0. 
700 = 2.1, A 7 = 0.5 

No t e s : : 
11 C{t) oc [exp( - t / r c o n , ) - exp( - t / r i n f ) ] with rcons = 4 Gyr 

starss with m <i mcutoff form at a constant rate of 0.35 So yr_1 independent of Galactic age, 
starss with m > mcutofi form at a rate proportional to the gas density: ,S'0 . ft(t) yr_ 1 

33 C(t) oc A/J^A/^t3 (e.g. Dopita 1985). 
44 SFR dependent IMF slope was assumed: y(t) = 70 + A7[l - (C(t)/C0)] 

Figs.. 4.30 and 4.31 show the resulting star formation and infall histories as well as [Fe/H] vs. age relations 
forr the models selected. Resulting AMRs are shown both for the ('ieneva/Nornoto and Woosley/Weaver 
elementt yields (the s tar formation histories shown in the left panels are very similar for both sets of yields). 
Forr comparison, we also considered the corresponding AMRs if one would assume that the stellar lifetimes, 
remnantt masses, and element yields would be independent of initial metallicity. In these cases, the solar 
metallicityy values of these quantities were adopted. As the iron yields in the Geneva/Nomoto set are 
insensitivee to initial metallicity, the resulting AMRs are very similar to those resulting when the variation 
off the stellar yields with metallicity are taken into account in detail. This is also due to the fact that, 
thee abundances in the disk ISM over the past 5 - 10 Gyr are roughly solar (within factors ~ 2 - 3 ) . Stellar 
ironn production in the Woosley/Weaver set of yields heavily depends on initial metallicity and the resulting 
AMRss shift accordingly when stellar quantit ies for solar metallicity are assumed (cf. Figs. 4.30 and 4.31). 

Itt is evident tha t there exists no unique galactic chemical evolution model that best fits the observed 
AMR.. However, as we will argue below, many of these models can be excluded on other observational 
grounds.. In this manner , we will try to reconstruct the star formation history of the Galaxy on the basis 
off a wide range of independent observational constraints which comply with our current knowledge of the 
chemicall evolution of the Galactic disk. 
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Figuree 4.30 Selected models for the Galactic disk: • Model A: density dependent SFR model (n = 1) without gas 
infall,, • Model B: density dependent SFR model (n = 1) with exponentially decaying gas infall, and • Model C: 
doublee exponential SFR model (see Table 4.2). Left panels: Variation with galactic age of the model SFR (solid 
curve),curve), the ejection rate of gas returned by evolved stars (dotted), the gas infall rate normalised to maximum infall 
ratee (dash-dotted), and the gas-to-total mass-fraction /( (dashed, for models A and B dashed curve coincides with 
solidd curve). In all cases, the SFR and stellar ejection rate were normalised to SFRmax [ M,., yr _ 1 ] (indicated in 
thee top right corner of left panels) determined by the condition /ii = 0.1. Gas infall rates were normalised to the 
maximumm infall rate (not, indicated). Full circles refer to the galactic age at which the absolute SFR (or infall rate) 
iss equal to 15 M 0 yr _ 1 . Right panels: Resulting [Fe/H] vs. age relation (solid curve) according to the SFR model 
shownn in the left panel and the Geneva/Nomoto yields. For comparison, corresponding AMRs are shown in case of 
thee Woosley/Weaver yields both including (dotted curve) and excluding the dependence of the stellar quantities on 
initiall metallicity (dashed curve; quantities at solar metallicity were assumed). Observations are as shown in Fig. 
4.100 (symbols). 
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F igu r ee 4.31 Selected models for the Galactic disk: • Model D: bimodal SFR (n = 1) with the formation rate 
off low-mass stars (in <J 1 M Q ) independent of age and a density dependent SFR for high-mass stars, • Model E: 
SFRR model with C(t) ex M*'3M,1// (Dopita 1989), and • Model F: density dependent SFR model (n = 1) with an 
IMF-slopee 7(f) depending on the SFR (cf. Table 4.2). In all cases, the SFR was normalised to SFRmax to satisfy /J, 
== 0.1. Curves and symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.30 
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4.33 Results 
Wee confront the set of models selected in the previous section with the following observational constraints 
too the star formation history and chemical evolution of the Galaxy: 

•• the present-day stellar mass function (PDMF) and IMF; 

•• the total number and formation rates of (post) main-sequence stars; 

•• the gas depletion, infall, and star formation rates in the disk ISM; 

•• the enrichment history of the Galactic disk as recorded by the abundance-abundance variations and 
present-dayy abundances observed; 

•• the abundances in planetary nebulae (PNe); 

•• the luminosity function of white dwarf (WD) remnants; 

•• the mass distribution of WD remnants; 

•• the age and metallicity distributions of long-living stars in the local disk (i.e. the classical G-dwarf 
problem). . 

Byy means of this comparison, we a t t empt to converge to a set of models for the chemical evolution of the 
Galaxyy which are consistent with the above observational constraints and we try to trace back eventual 
discrepanciess between the models and the observations. For each of the constraints listed above, we present 
resultss in a separate subsection below. Each subsection consists of: 1) a brief introduction, 2) a description of 
thee observational contraints used, 3) an outline of the main model assumptions, and 4) a results-kliscussion 
part .. We summarize the main results obtained at the end of each subsection. In the next section (Sect. 4.4), 
wee will briefly discuss the combined results presented below. 

4.3.11 The present-day and initial mass function 
In t roduc t i on n 

Thee observed present-day mass function ( P D M F ) of field stars in the SNBH provides an important eontraint 
too models for the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. First, the PDMF can be converted to the stellar 
masss spectrum at birth averaged over the galactic lifetime, i.e. the stellar initial mass function ( IMF) . The 
stellarr IMF is a fundamental ingredient in theoretical models for the evolution of stellar populations. Second, 
thee observed PDMF in principle can be used as an independent check on the adopted star formation history 
andd stellar evolution tracks for models incorporating a theoretical IMF. 

Wee here briefly summarize observations related to the derivation of the PDMF and its conversion to the 
stellarr IMF. Thereafter, we describe the basic method to compute the PDMF theoretically while taking into 
accountt metallicity dependent stellar main-sequence lifetimes, and compare model results with the observed 
PDMF. . 

O b s e r v a t i o n s s 

Inn the following we will denote the PDMF by P(m) and the IMF by M(m). The observed PDMF (cf. Miller 
kk Scalo 1979; Scalo 1986 k 1987; Rana 1991) is usually defined as the total number N of main-sequence 
starss per logarithmic mass interval (per unit area of the local Galactic disk). Here, we will define the PDMF 
perr unit mass. The PDMF can be derived from the observed stellar luminosity function </>LF(MV) (corrected 
too the solar cylinder) and the mass-visual luminosity relation for main-sequence stars in the SNBH (e.g. 
Scaloo 1986): 

PP m) = — = 0 L F M v ) j 2/iz r ( m (4.1(5) 
dmm m dm v ' 

wheree /i2 is the scale height of stars of mass m averaged over their main-sequence lifetimes r(rn) (if r exceeds 
thee lifetime tev of the disk then hz is averaged over tev). We note that in order to obtain the luminosity 
functionn for main-sequence stars corrections are usually made for the presence of evolved (i.e. post-MS) stars 
selectedd according to photometric criteria (cf. Scalo 1986). 
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Wee show in Fig. 4.32 the F'DMF as constructed from the stellar luminosity function for stars observed 
withi nn about ~40 pc (m <, 2 M (0) to 5 kpc (m <; 10 M,.,) from the Sun by Scalo (1986) and, more recently, 
byy Rana (1991). The FDMF in fact samples a much larger volume of the disk than usually is referred to as 
thee SNBH (see Sect. 4.1). This is because stars due to their orbital motions, traversed large fractions of the 
Galact icc disk during their lifetimes. This effect is strongest for low-mass, long-living stars with m <J2 M,.,. 

Differencess between the Scalo and Rana PDMFs are caused by different kinematical corrections for 
thee inflation of the disk with stellar age and are further due to uncertainties in the calibration of the My 
vs.. mass relation for main-sequence stars, the adopted stellar lifetimes, and corrections for the possible 
mult ipl icit yy of the sample stars (e.g. unresolved binaries; see further Scalo 1986, Rana 1991; see Chap. 2). 
Markedd differences between Scalo's and Rana's PDMF occur at low mass stars (m <, 0.4 M(.;) for which 
Rana 'ss PDMF is higher upto a factor 3. 
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F igu ree 4.32 Log-log plot of the solar neighbourhood PDMF and IMF [# p c- 2 M,;,-1] vs. initial stellar mass. Top 
axiss indicates the initial stellar mass [M (o]. Dotted lines represent the PDMFs adopted from Scalo (1986; full squares) 
andd Rana (1991; open circles). Solid lines show the corresponding IMFs. For comparison, the slope of the Salpeter 
IM FF with 7 = 2.35 (cf. Salpeter 1955) is indicated. 

Too determine the P D MF using Eq. (4.16) involves addit ional difficulties related to the metallicity 
dependencee of both the luminosity and main-sequence lifetime of a star of initial mass in. Due to the 
metall ici tyy dependence of stellar lifetimes, the stellar scale height hz needs to be weighed by metallicity 
dependentt factors related to the variation of the SFR over the time during which the main-sequence stars of 
interestt were formed. In part icular, this is important for low-mass stars with m ^ 1 M R . TO determine these 
scalee height corrections accurately, the absolute scale-height distribution of stars with luminosities in given 
luminosityy bins are required (up to large scale heights ; above the Galactic plane). Additional correction 
factorss are related to the net effect of orbital diffusion which causes the mean galactocentric distances of the 
orbitss of stars to increase with age (i.e. after their birth stars move on average outwards in the Galactic 
disk;; Wielen et al. 1996). 

Wee note that the stellar luminosity function is particularly uncertain between My = 5 and 10 (cor-
respondingg to a mass range of ~1 to 0.3 M r t ) and betweenAŷ = 10 and 18 (i.e. from 0.3 to ^0.1 M(.)). 
Forr instance, large uncertainties may be present for stars with in 5s 0.3 M H due to the relatively unknown 
mass-luminosityy relation for stars approaching the minimum hydrogen burning mass (see further Scalo 1986; 
Zinneckerr 1988). These uncertainties allow the PDMF to continue to rise down to the minimum stellar mass 
observed.. The sensitivity of the F'DMF to these effects is not well established and has been neglected in the 
construct ionss of the PDMF by Scalo and Rana. However, it is evident that large uncertainties are present 
inn the F'[)MF of stars observed in the local Galactic disk. 

Too derive the time-averaged IM F from the F'DMF one needs to know the stellar birth function B(m,t) 
whichh is defined as the number of stars of mass m formed at galactic age / in units [y r - 1 M. . , " ' ] . How-
ever,, B(m,t) is expected to depend on the local properties of the star forming region such as the density, 
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temperature,, chemical composition, velocity structure, ambient radiation field and star formation efficiency. 
Therefore,, the stellar birth function is usually assumed to be composed of two more tractable quantit ies, i.e. 
thee SFR S(t) describing the t ime variation of the number of stars formed and the IM F M(m) describing the 
relativee formation probabilty of stars of initial mass m. This assumption is well known as a1'separable" SFR: 

(( S{t)M{m) • separable SFR. 
B{m,t)=lB{m,t)=l $(t,m)M(m) • bimodal SFR (4.17) 

[[ b{t)M(m,t) • variable IMF 

However,, other ways to decompose the stellar creation function are known e.g. as: 1) hi- or mult imodal 
SFR.SS where S(t) is assumed to vary for different mass ranges, and 2) variable IMF models for which the 
relativee formation probability for stars of different mass varies as a function of time. These examples are 
probablyy more realistic approximations to the stellar creation function in nature but involve many uncer
tainties.. Note that the term "bimodal" with respect to the IMF refers to different slopes of the IMF for 
differentt mass ranges and has nothing to do with a bimodal SFR. We will return to these assumptions below. 

Thee stellar IMF is the essential link between small-scale processes which initiate star formation and 
thee overall properties of entire stellar populations, e.g. present in the Galaxy. In general, it is assumed that 
thee field star IMF is independent of t ime and location in the Galactic disk. Derivation of the IMF from the 
locall PDMF requires explicit knowledge of: 1) the history of the star formation in the local Galactic disk. 2) 
thee age of the disk since the onset of star formation, and 3) the lifetimes r(m, Z+) of stars with initial mass 
mm and metallicities Zm. Using these quantities, the PDMF can be corrected for stars which have evolved off 
thee main-sequence in the past and, therefore, are "missed" in present-day star counts. Assuming a separable 
SFR,, the IMF can be expressed in terms of the PDMF as follows (cf. Scalo 1986): 

i P(m)P(m) for T(TU}Z*) i> tev 

PtPtmm\\ - L fUv VIA A , f „ , w ™ * ^ , (4-18) 
P(m)P(m) — y(t) dt for T{rn,Z+) < tev 

K.K. 'ev JtKV-T(m,Z,) 

wheree y(t) = < 5 > /S(t) is the ratio of the SFR averaged over the lifetime of the Galactic disk and the 
SFRR at t ime t. Observational constraints to the stellar bir thrate history suggest f(t) to vary between 1 and 
~~ 8 - 10 (cf. Miller k Scalo 1979; Twarog 1980; Dopita 1990; see Sect. 3.1). We note that the dependence 
off the stellar main-sequence lifetimes on the metallicity Z* is usually ignored and has not been taken into 
accountt by Scalo (1986) and Rana (1991). 

Underr the assumption of a separable SFR both Rana and Scalo reconstructed the IMF from the PDMF. 
Thee resulting IMFs are shown in Fig. 4.32. The local IMF peaks both at 0.3 M H and at about 3 M f ) , and 
exhibitss a bimodal behaviour in the mass-slope (cf. Scalo 1986 and 1987) with 7 varying from 1.5 for low 
masss stars (m ^ 1 M ( )) to 2.7 for stars more massive than 10 M^ . The IMF behaviour at very low masses 
(~~ 0.1 My) is uncertain due to the unknown mass-luminosity relation at the low end of the stellar mass 
range,, and due to selection effects. 

Itt can be seen that the IMF is identical with the PDMF for low-mass stars which have main-sequence 
lifetimess exceeding the age of the disk (i.e. m &  0.8 M(.)). At these low masses, the resulting IMFs are 
ratherr flat compared to the Salpeter mass function (i.e. M(m) oc m~ 2 3 5 ; cf. Fig. 4.32). Depending on the 
adoptedd variation of the SFR over the lifetime of the disk, the IMF for massive stars (m ~ 60 M(.,) can be a 
factorr of 104 higher than the PDMF for the same stars. Furthermore, the IMFs reconstructed by Rana and 
Scaloo differ considerably due to differences e.g. in the adopted past SFR and scale-height corrections. These 
differentt IMFs have direct consequences for chemical evolution models, e.g. for the rate of gas consumption 
byy low-mass stars or enrichment of the ISM by massive stars (see Sect. 4.2). For the models discussed in 4.2 
whichh incorporate the Scalo or Rana PDMF, we converted the PDMF to the IMF using the specific model 
SFRR and disk age tev assumed (cf. Eq. 4.18). 

Assumingg stellar mass limits at birth of mi = 0.1 M 0 and m u = 60 MG), the mean stellar mass < m > 
forr the Scalo and Rana IMFs is 0.81 and 0.75 M 0 , respectively. For comparison, the Salpeter IMF results 
inn a considerably lower mean stellar mass of < m > = 0.35 M 0 . Observed minimum and maximum observed 
stellarr masses are (cf. Scalo 1986): mi ~ 0.08 M^ and mu ~ 120. M(;), respectively. However, uncertainties 
existt both at the low-mass end (due to the relatively unknown m vs. My relation) and at the high-mass end 
(duee to possible binarity or multiplicity). Although the precise value of the upper mass limit is in general 
nott important for galactic evolution models (differences are negligible assuming mu = 60 M(., instead of 120 
M,.,),, galactic chemical evolution model results are rather sensitive to the minimum stellar mass at birth 
adopted.. Unless stated otherwise, we will assume ni\ = 0.1 M(;) and niu = 60. M(.) independent of galactic 
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age.. We note that the common and convenient assumption of constant stellar mass limit s (i.e. independent 
off  age and location in the Galactic disk) is probably unrealistic since the stellar mass range at birth is 
expectedd to vary with the physical properties (e.g. gas density, temperature, velocity dispersion) of the star 
formingg molecular cloud (see (.'hap. 2). 

Inn the following, we describe the derivation of the PDMF from a given theoretical IM F in the more 
generall  case of a semi-separable stellar creation function (such as bimodal star formation or a age-dependent 
IMF )) while taking into account the metall icity dependence of the stellar main-sequence lifetimes. Thereafter, 
wee present resulting PDMFs and IMFs for the models selected in Sect. 4.2. 

M o d e ll a s s u m p t i o n s 

Thee mass spectrum of stars at birth averaged over the lifetime tev of the Galaxy, can be in general written 
as: : 

// B(mJ.) dt 
MM^)=^)=  fJ°{t) m>]  (4.i9) 

// / B(m,t) dm dt 
J0J0 Jnn(t) 

wheree B{m, t) is the stellar birth function and m\{i), mu(t) the stellar mass limit s at birth which are allowed 
too depend on galactic age. It can be verified that this general equation applies also to the case of a separable 
SFR.. Also, note that the IM F A/(/.ev) depends on the lifetime tev of the disk since the onset of star formation. 

Iff  we allow for a t ime-dependent mass function M(m,t), the normalisation of the stellar mass function 
at,, any galactic age / is given by: 

rmrmuu(t) (t) 

// M(m,t) dm = 1 (4.2Ü) 

Wee define t = t\ as the galactic age at which a star of initial mass m evolves off the main-sequence at the 
presentt epoch /. = tev. This is equivalent to t\ = tev — r(;7i, Z* ) where T(TH, Z*) is the main-sequence lifetime 
off  the star born with metall icity Z*  at t ime t. Note that to determine tif the resulting AM R Z(t) for a given 
SFRR and IM F model is required. 

Thee main-sequence turnoff mass corresponding to t\ wil l be denoted by m0(t\). According to these 
definitions,, the P D MF at evolution t ime tev can be written as: 

ff B(m,t) dt 
p ( ™ ) == t . , ^ . ( „ ) [M (-

! ] (4.21) 

// / B{m,t) dm d* 
JOJO Jrrn(t) 

wheree the metall icity dependence of the stellar main-sequence lifetimes has been accounted for. For stars 
withh main-sequence lifetimes r ( m , Z+ ) ^ tev one has /] = 0. Furthermore, if mQ(t\) ^ mu(t) at a given 
galacticc age t, one has m0(t\) = mu(t). It can be verified that in case of a separable SFR and constant stellar 
masss boundaries at bir th, Eq. (4.21) reduces to Eq. (4.18). In case of a t ime-dependent IMF, bimodal SFR, 
orr otherwise non-separable SFR,, no simple relation between the PDMF and IMF exists since both the star 
formationn history and stellar mass function affect the PDMF independently. 

Too allow for a detailed comparison with the observations, we normalise the IM F to the total number 
off  stars ever formed. Furthermore, we normalise the PDMF to the resulting present-day total number of 
starss on the main-sequence (cf. Eqs. (4.18) and (4.21)). Observations and theoretical computat ions were 
normalisedd in exactly the same manner. Note that, since most stars formed during the lifetime of the Galactic 
diskk are still on the main-sequence, normalisat ions of the IM F and PDMF are usually similar in magnitude. 

R e s u l t s s 

Wee investigate the sensitivity of the PDMF to the star formation history, stellar lower mass limi t at birth. 
IM FF slope, the underlying AMR, and the Galactic lifetime assumed. Figs. 4.33 and 4.34 show the resulting 
PDMFss for the SFR. models selected in Sect. 4.2. Unless stated otherwise, these models were computed 
usingg a power law IM F with 7 = 2.35 and stellar mass boundaries at birth nu - 0.1 and mu = 60 M(:, 
( independentt of Galact ic age). 
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Figuree 4.33 Left panel: resulting PDMFs for selected SFR models A (solid curve), B (dotted), and 0 (dashed). 
Errorr bars for the Scalo PDMF data indicate observational uncertainties. R ight panel: the Salpeter IMF used as 
inputt is shown for comparison. Observational data from Scalo (1986; full squares with error bars) and Rana (1991; 
openopen circles) are plotted for comparison (see Fig. 4.32). Note that the vertical scales of the left and right panels are 
different. . 

 Dependence on star formation history 

First,, it can be seen from Fig. 4.33 that the overall shape of the observed PDMF is reasonably well reproduced 
forr stars with m ^ 0.5 M Q . This indicates that the metallicity dependent lifetimes assumed for stars with 
mm i> 0.5 M Q as well as the Salpeter IM F adopted for such stars are essentially correct. At the high-mass 
end,, the PDMF is primarily sensitive to the level of star formation in the Galactic disk during the last few 
Gyrr and to the slope of the IM F during this period. 

Thee shift between the observed and predicted PDMFs is mainly due to the normalisation of the PDMF 
relativee to the present-day total number of main-sequence stars. In fact, the observed and predicted total 
numberr of main-sequence stars differ considerably because: 1) too many low-mass stars (m <>  0.5 M,.,) are 
predictedd by Salpeter IM F models compared to the observations, and 2) ni\ = 0.1 M H as assumed in the 
modelss differs from ni\ = 0.08 M(:, for the observations. Thus, in principle, the assumption of a Salpeter 
IM FF provides good agreement with the observations for stars with m <; 0.5 M(:) while the total number of 
starss with m < 0.5 M(;) is considerably too large for such an IMF. Usually, to get around the differences 
inn normalisation, both the predicted and observed PDMF are shifted vertically to one and the same well-
definedd reference point (e.g. the observed PDMF at m ~ 1.5 M 0 ) . Here we choose not follow this method 
off  comparison since: 1) the interpretation of the results depends strongly on the reference point chosen, and 
2)) observational errors can bias such comparisons systematically. 

Second,, the predicted PDMF at masses below the turnoff mass m0(tev) ~ 0.82 .NT., is insensitive 
too the Galactic star formation history assumed (see also Fig. 4.34). Such stars have not evolved off the 
main-sequencee within the lifetime of the Galaxy so that the PDMF is identical with the IMF. In principle, 
thee critical stellar mass range to derive the past SFR is between ~0.8 M(.j and 2.5 M,:, (see Scalo 1080). 
Forr the models selected, the PDMF is most sensitive to the SFR for high-mass stars (m ~ 60 M,.,). At 
suchh masses, the resulting PDMF differs by more than an order of magnitude for the SFR. models selected 
(cf.. Fig. 4.33). However, due to the uncertainties associated with the normalisation of the PDMF, it is 
difficul tt to constrain the adopted SFR by means of the observed PDMF. Instead, the PDMF is more suited 
too constrain the assumed IMF. 
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F igu ree 4.34 Left panel: resulting PDMFs for selected SFR models D {solid curve), E (dotted)., and F (dashed). 
Rightt panel: corresponding IMFs averaged over the lifetime of the Galactic disk. Observational data from Scalo 
(1986;; full squares with error bars) and Rana (1991; open circles) are plotted for comparison (see Fig. 4.32). 

 Dependence on IMF 

Inn Fig. 4.34 two selected SFR models with an IM F different from Salpeter are shown: 1) the bimodal SFR 
modell  which involves the Salpeter IM F but with different normalisations for the low and high-mass parts 
att m = 1 M w (model D). These kind of SFR models basically can be considered as models with bimodal 
IMF ss different from the Salpeter IMF; and 2) an IM F with a slope j(t) decreasing with the SFR (model F). 
Wee conclude that the kind of bimodal SFR models considered here are inconsistent with the observations as 
suchh models predict too many massive stars (m ^ 1 M 0 ) . We wil l briefly consider other types of bimodal 
IMF ss below. In contrast, the PDMF and IM F resulting from a model with a SFR-dependent IM F slope 
betweenn 7 = '2.1 (at t = 0) and 2.6 (at /. ~ tev) are found to be very similar to that of a constant IM F 
slopee model with roughly the same SFR. Therefore, it is not possible to exclude age-dependent (e.g. SFR 
dependent)) IM F models (with a reasonable range in IM F slope) from the observed PDMF. 

Fig.. 4.:35 shows the influence of the adopted IM F on the PDMF for the standard SFR (model A) . The 
Kroupaa empirical IMF. which fakes into account corrections for binary stars and the age and metallicity 
dependencess of the stellar luminosity, is essentially a three-slope power law IM F with 71 ~2.7 for stars more 
massivee than ~ 1 M,,, 72=2.2 for 0.5 <i m/ M,., <> 1, and 73 between 0.7 and 1.85 for 0.08 <, mj M,., 
<>> 0.5 (Kroupa et al. 1903). The latter slope depends on details of the analysis and may lie sensitive to 
thee Galact ic region considered. We here assume 73 = 1.5 which is the value derived by Kroupa et al. for 
reasonablee assumpt ions. Thus, the einprical IM F at low masses (m < 0.5 M,.,) is significantly flatter than 
att high masses. The flattening of the observed PDMF towards low-mass stars appears to be an essential 
featuree and should be explained by any model for the stellar IM F at birth (see ( 'hap. 2). For the standard 
SFR.. model, the resulting PDMF using the Kroupa empirical IM F is in good agreement with the data from 
Scaloo (1986) and Rana (1991), except for stars with m ~ 0.2 M 0 . 

Forr comparison, the PDMF resulting from a power-law IM F with slope 7 = 2.7 is clearly inconsistent 
wit hh the observations as it predictes too many stars at the low-mass end and/or too littl e at the high-mass 
end.. As another test, we computed the IM F iteratively from the observed PDMF from Scalo (1986). In this 
case,, we derived the stellar IM F at birth from the empirical PDMF according to the model SFR assumed (see 
Eq.. 4.18). This is an iterative procedure since a density-dependent SFR itself is sensitive to the rate of gas 
consumpt ionn by stars formed according to the unknown IMF. In general, this procedure rapidly converges 
too the searched IM F which indeed perfectly matches the empirical PDMF. For the standard SFR model, 
thee result ing IM F is in reasonable agreement with the one derived by Scalo (1986) even though he used a 
somewhatt different SFR and set of stellar lifetimes. We wil l discuss in Sect. 4.3.4 how the Kroupa IM F and 
Scaloo IM F may affect the resulting abundance-abundance variations for stars in the Galactic disk and halo. 
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Figuree 4.35 Left panel: resulting PDMFs for SFR model A in case of the IMF derived iteratively from the PDMF 
presentedd by Scalo (1986; solid curve), the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa et al. 1993; dotted), and a power law IMF with 
77 = 2.7 (dashed). Right panel: corresponding IMFs averaged over the lifetime of the Galactic disk. Observational 
dataa from Scalo (1986; full squares with error bars) and Rana (1991; open circles) are plotted for comparison (see 
Fig.. 4.32). 

Effectt of bimodal IMFs and SFRs 

Inn general, the effect of a bi or mult i-modal SFR is differentiation of the formation history of stars 
withh masses in distinct ranges. This may give rise to discontinuities in the mean IMF if the stars are formed 
accordingg to one and the same mass function. In principle, the distinction between bimodal SFRs and 
age-dependentt IMFs is artificial as such models give very similar results. We consider bimodal SFRs of the 
followingg mathemat ical forms: 

S(t) S(t) 

S(t) S(t) 

S(t) S(t) 

Lp(t) Lp(t) 
HH  e- J /T 

r7e" ( /T T 

Lp(t) Lp(t) 

forr al. 
forr m 

forr m 
forr al 

L(t)L(t) p(t)a for 
H(t)p(t) H(t)p(t) ljlj  for 

m m 

>>  mbi 

^^ mbi 
m m 

mm < nib 
mm ^ mb 

andd t < T 

andd t i> T 

(typee A) 

(typee B) 

(typee C 

(4.22) ) 

wheree ni\-A is the transit ion mass between the low- and high-mass SFR modes, and L, H are addit ional 
multipl icationn factors associated with the low and high-mass SFR modes, respectively. For the underlying 
physicall  mechanism of star formation (see also Chap. 2), we refer e.g. to Larson (1986; type A) , Vangioni-
Flamm & Audouze (1988; type B) and Dopita (1989; type C). 

Inn Fig. 4.36, we investigate the effect of bimodal star formation on the PDMF in more detail for the 
bimodall  SFR types defined above. We used mi,; = 0.5 M(;>, r = 1 (iyr , L/H = 1/3 (types A and B) and 

L(t) L(t) 1,, Hit) 
1/3 3 /heree a-r denotes the total surface mass density in the disk (type ('). In addit ion, we 

adoptedd (type (.' only) a = 1, 0 = 4 / 3, an infall t ime scale rlnf = 1 (iyr , and a disk initial-to-final mass ratio 
SQSQ = 0.1. Results are also shown for a bimodal SFR. (different from the types discussed above but similar to 
modell  D) with a constant mode of low-mass star formation (mbi < 1 Mo; L — \) and a density-dependent 
high-masss SFR mode with H = 1/3. In all cases, the SFR was normalised to satisfy /tj = 0.1 and the 
Salpeterr mass function at birth was assumed. 

Comparisonn of Figs. 4.34 and 4.36 reveals that bimodal SFR models (e.g. type B) can improve the 
agreementt with the observed PDMF substantially. To achieve this, however, the high-mass mode of star 
formationn needs: 1) to extend to masses down to ^0 .5 M,.,, and 2) to have an amplitude which is relatively 
highh compared to that of the low-mass mode. In principle, the shifts between the low and high-mass mode 
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F igu ree 4.36 Effect, of a bimodal SFR on the PDMF. Left panel: resulting PDMFs for bimodal SFRs of type A 
(dotted(dotted curve), type B [solid) and type C (thick solid). For comparison, the resulting PDMF for a bimodal SFR with 
aa constant mode of low-mass star formation and a density dependent mode of high-mass star formation (dashed; see 
text).. Observational data as in Fig. 4.32. R ight panel: Corresponding IMFs for the bimodal SFR models shown in 
thee left panel. 

rangess of the IM F are determined mainly by the SFR amplitudes L, H ( see above) while the underlying 
starr formation mechanism is irrelevant in this. However, the variation of the SFR with t ime determines 
thee enrichment contr ibut ion of the high-mass mode with galactic age and is, therefore, constrained by 
e.g.. the abundance-abundance variations and AMRs observed among Galactic disk and halo stars. In this 
manner,, type C bimodal SFR models result in values [Fe/H], which are ~0.4 dex too high compared to 
thee observations (for model parameters as listed in Table 3.3). Consequently, such models are probably 
inadequatee to explain the observed PDMF and abundance-abundance variations both at the same time. 

Forr these reasons, we wil l restrict ourselves to the bimodal SFR model selected in Sect. 4.2 when 
confrontingg such SFR models with the observed abundance-abundance variations. We note that, bimodal 
SFRR models are equivalent to bimodal IM F models in case of identical variations of the low and high-mass 
SFRR modes with galactic age apart from different multiplication ampli tudes L and H (both constant in 
t ime).. Therefore, variat ions in the lower and upper stellar mass limit s at birth with galactic age, which 
simplyy change the formation probability of low and high-mass stars with age, have similar effects on the 
P D MFF as bimodal SFR models (see below). Thus, the resulting PDMF can be very similarfor a wide range of 
IM FF and SFR models and it is generally difficul t to constrain the latter quantit ies using the observed PDMF. 
Thee abundance-abundance variations observed among long-living stars in the Galaxy are better suited for 
thiss purpose because different SFR and IM F models usually predict divergent chemical enrichment histories 
(seee Sect. 4.3.4). 

 Dependence on the lower stellar mass l imi t 

Fig.. 4.37 shows the result ing PDMF for different lower stellar mass limit s at birth in case of the standard 
SFRR (model A) . When m, is decreased from 0.2 to 0.05 M 0 , the formation probability of stars with m £ mi is 
decreasedd considerably. The main effect on the resulting PDMF is an downward shift due to the normalisation 
off  the PDMF. The model with mi = 0.2 M 0 is in good agreement with the observed PDMF over the mass 
rangee considered but ignores the fact that stars with mi = 0.2 M 0 are present in large numbers in the 
Galact icc disk and halo (e.g. Scalo 1986; Kroupa et al. 1993; see ("hap. 2). 

Thee resulting PDMF in case of an SFR-dependenf lower mass limi t decreasing from m\ = 0.5 to 0.05 
M 00 strongly affects the shape of the PDMF at the low-mass end. Although the agreement with the empirical 
P D MFF is improved, the present-day number of stars with m £ 1 M 0 is underestimated by about an order 
off  magni tude. This is due to the predominance of low-mass stars formed at the current epoch in models 
forr which m\ decreases strongly with galactic age. This suggests that: 1) the observed PDMF does not 
supportt large variations of m.| over the lifetime of the Galaxy, and 2) values of mi <, 0.1 M 0 result in large 
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discrepanciess between the observed and predicted PDMF at the high-mass end. We note that , in contrast 
too the previous case, variations of the upper stellar mass limi t of stars with galactic age are not well traced 
byy the PDMF (unless they did occur at recent epochs in the evolution of the disk or were very large). Values 
off  mu between ~2 and 150 M 0 at early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy cannot lie traced back from 
thee observed PDMF. 

0.11 1 10 100 0.1 1 10 100 

Logg m Log m 

Figuree 4.37 Resulting PDMFs for different lower stellar mass limits at birth. Results are shown for the standard 
SFRR (model A) with the Salpeter IMF. Left panel: resulting PDMFs for m\ = 0.05 M,., (dotted curve). 0.1 M,. 
(dashed)(dashed) and 0.2 M 0 (solid). For comparison, the resulting PDMF for an SFR-dependent m\(t) decreasing with 
galacticc age from 0.5 to 0.05 M Q (thick solid line). Observational data as in Fig. 4.32. R i^ht panel: Corresponding 
IMFs. . 

 Dependence on gas fract ion, AMR, and lifetime assumed 

Forr density dependent SFR models, the resulting PDMF shifts upwards at masses m £ 1 M,.; for larger 
valuess of the gas-to-total mass ratio. For instance, the shift in the PDMF is about 0.3 dex in case of the 
standardd SFR (model A) with normalisations such that /^ = 0.2 and /tj = 0.05, respectively. 

Assumingg a disk lifetime of 10 Gyr instead of 14 Gyr (as above), leads to a small shift upwards (~0.2 
dex)) of the PDMF for stars with m ^ 1 M 0 . For models ending at the same gas fraction, the SFR at a 
givenn galactic age is somewhat larger in the 10 Gyr compared to the 14 Gyr case. 

Inn principle, the resulting PDMF is insensitive to the detailed chemical enrichment of the Galactic 
ISMM because stars more massive than ~ 1 M 0 represent only a tiny fraction (^1%) of the total number of 
main-sequencee stars currently present in the disk. Since the majority of the stars ever formed in the Galaxy 
hass not yet evolved off the main-sequence, the effect of the AM R on the PDMF is negligible (except perhaps 
forr the most massive stars). 

Inn general, the sensitivity of the PDMF to the present-day gas fraction, AMR, and Galactic lifetime 
assumedd is small compared to that to the adopted star formation history and IMF. 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summarize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• the observed PDMF can be reasonably well reproduced by the models selected in Sect. 4.2 for stars 
withh m <:  0.5 M 0 . This indicates that the metallicity dependent lifetimes assumed for stars with 
mm ;> 0.5 My as well as the Salpeter IMF adopted for such stars are essentially correct; 

•• the flattening of the observed PDMF towards low-mass stars appears to be an essential feature for 
starss observed in different regions of the Galaxy (Kroupa et al. 1993). Although large uncertainties 
aree still involved in the PDMF for stars with m <>  0.5 M 0 , the flattening of the IMF over this mass 
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rangee should be explicitly taken into account in Galactic chemical evolution studies since it can lead 
too significantly different, results as compared to Salpeter IM F models; 

•• the predicted P D M F at masses below the turnoff mass m 0 ( / e v ) ~ 0.82 M(.. is insensitive to the (ialactit-
s ta rr formation history assumed: the PDMF is identical with the IMF over this mass range. 

•• the critical stellar mass range to derive the past SFR using the observed PDMF is between ~0.8 M,,, 
andd ~2 .5 Mf:, (see also Scalo 1986). However, the resulting PDMF can be very similarfor a wide range 
off IMF and SFR models and it is generally difficult to constrain the latter quantit ies using the observed 
P D M F .. Th is is mainly due to the uncertainties involved with the normalisations of the predicted and 
observedd P D M F . 

•• the resulting P D M F in case of a SFR-dependent IMF slope between 7 — 2.1 (at t — 0) and 2.6 (at 
tt = tev) is found to be similar to tha t in case of a constant IMF. 

•• the kind of b imodal S F R models selected in Sect. 4.2 is inconsistent with the observations as such 
modelss predict too many massive stars (m <ï 1 M M ) . For bimodal SFR models, the shifts between 
thee low and high-mass mode ranges of the IMF are determined mainly by the ratio of the amplitudes 
off the SFR for these modes while the underlying star formation mechanisms assumed for the low and 
high-masss modes are relatively unimpor tant ; 

•• the shape of the resulting PDMF at the low-mass end (m <̂  0.5 M(;,) is very sensitive to the variation 
off the lower stellar mass limit at birth with galactic age. In case of a SFR-dependent stellar lower 
masss limit (i.e. mi ex C(<)), the PDMF for stars observed in the SNBH can be explained adequately 
evenn when these s tars are assumed to form according to the Salpeter IMF over the entire stellar mass 
rangee independent of galactic age. 

4.3.22 Post main-sequence s tars : total number and formation rates 

Thee total number and present-day formation rates of evolved stars such as AGB stars, SNIa, and SN1I are 
sensitivee probes to the formation history of their progenitors. In this section, we investigate how selected 
modelss for the Galact ic disk behave with respect to these quantities. 

O b s e r v a t i o n s s 

Wee concentrate on the present-day and average past formation rates of main-sequence, AGB stars, SNIa, 
SN lb / e ,, and SNII in the Galactic disk. 

Thee current formation rate of main-sequence stars in the Galactic disk is estimated from the observed 
present-dayy SFR by mass, i.e. C\ ~3 .6 1 M(:) y r _ 1 (see Sect. 3.1). The mean stellar mass formed according 
too a Salpeter IMF with mi = 0.1 and m u = 60 M 0 , is (m) = 0.35 M 0 . This gives a present-day SFR by 
numberr of S\ 5 y r " 1 . Corresponding values for the Scalo IMF are (m) = 0.81 M r t and S\ = 2 
y r - 1 .. Uncertainties in the present-day mass function of low-mass stars provide the main uncertainty in .S',. 
Observationss suggest tha t the average past SFR by mass is (6') ~ 16.5 Mw y r - 1 , i.e. larger by a factor 
3—55 than the present-day SFR (Sect. 3.1). Thus , provided tha t the stellar IMF has been constant over the 
lifetimee of the Galact ic disk, the average past SFR by number has been larger than the present-day SFR 
observedd by abou t the same factor. 

Est imatess of the formation rate of AGB stars in the Galactic disk are based on (e.g. Pottasch 1993): 
1)) the total number of planetary nebulae (PNe) observed in the Galactic disk (~25000), the mean lifetime 
off PNe before they become invisible ("- 2 I04 yr), and on the fraction of all AGB stars which ultimately 
endd as a PN (this fraction is assumed arbitrarily to be one third and is highly uncertain). This leads to 
aa present-day formation rate of Fifv,B ~ 5 y r - 1 . The total number of AGB stars in the Galaxy is 
es t imatedd to be i£5 105 (.Jura &  Kleinmann 1992a,b). With a theoretical IMF-weighed mean lifetime (tAG&) 
== 2.8 105 yr of AGB stars in the Galactic disk that do experience third dredge-up (e.g. Groenewegen fe de 
Jongg 1993; see Sect. 4.3.6), we derive a present-day formation rate of R*(iB ^ 1 . 8 y r - 1 which is consistent 
withh the previous es t imate . 

Present-dayy rates of SNIa, SNIb/c , and SNII in the Galactic disk are estimated from (e.g. van den 
Berghh & Tammann 1991; Tamrnann et al. 1994): 1) the corresponding rates in external galaxies and their 
variationn with Hubble type as well as with galaxy luminosity, and 2) a few historically observed SNe in 
thee Galaxy. These observations are affected by variations both in the mean age of the stellar populations 
sincee the onset of main s tar formation (among different galaxies of a given Hubble type), the IMF, and the 
amoun tt of internal extinction, as well as by uncertainties in the distance, and in the detection probabilities 
off SNe in galaxies differing in luminosity and Hubble type. Assuming that the Milky Way is a She galaxy 
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withh L B = 2 1010 L(:>, Tammann et al. (1994) derive a total SN rate 0.026  0.010 yr~ ', and present-day 
SNIa,, SNIb/c. and SNII rates of 1 1 0- 3 y r " 1 , 5 10"3 y r " \ and 0 10~2 y r " \ respectively. 

Thee SNII-rate derived for the MW has been argued difficul t to reconcile with the observed luminosity 
functionn of OB stars in the Galaxy as there seem not enough precursors present to produce such a high 
numberr of core-collapse SNe (e.g. van den Bergh k Tammann 1991). However, this argument relies on the 
meann lifetime of O and B stars in the Galactic disk, assumed to be 8 106 yr, which may well be too long 
(e.g.. Garmany, Conti &; Ghiosi 1982). In addit ion, the total number of O and B stars in the Galactic disk is 
probablyy underestimated since these stars are often members of compact associations. Another possibility 
iss that the lower mass limi t for the progenitors of core-collapse SNe adopted, i.e. m^N I 1 = 8 M w , must be 
shiftedd downwards (e.g. -~ 5 M (;)) if mass transfer in close binary systems adds substantially to the total 
numberr of objects massive enough to explode as core-collapse SNe. 

Inn all external galaxies in which SNIb/c occur, the ratio of SNIb/c to SNII is about 1/5 (Tammann et 
al.. 1994). This ratio is expected to be constant provided that: 1) these SN types differ in progenitor mass 
rangee only, and 2) the shape of the mass spectrum of massive stars is similar for different galaxies. Under 
thesee assumptions, the present-day SNIb/c in the Galactic disk is ~ 1 5% of the total SN rate. 

Concerningg SNIa, Tammanet al. assumed that the SNIa rate per unit B luminosity of the parent galaxy 
iss roughly independent of Hubble type. This assumption implies that ~ 1 5% of all SNe in She galaxies are 
SNIa.. Thus, the ratio of the present-day rate of SNIa in the (ialaxy and that of SNI I+Ib /c is (\ = 0.18. 
Althoughh this rat io is independent of galaxy luminosity, it is strongly affected by selection effects which 
operatee predominantly against faint SNe (both towards galaxies with high surface brightnesses and/or high 
amountss of internal extinction). Since SNII and SNIb/c are associated with the core collapse of massive 
starss (see Sect. 3.3), type II-|Tb,c supernovae are found to be confined to sites of massive star formation, i.e. 
inn the spiral arms in Sbc galaxies. Since both surface brightness and dust extinction are relatively large in 
thee spiral arm regions in Sbc galaxies (as compared to the interarm regions, e.g. Walterbos 1991; see ( 'hap. 
9),, the rates of SNII and SNIb/c are underestimated considerably. 

Ass discussed in Sect. 3.3, we consider SNIa as accreting white dwarfs (WD) in binary systems that 
explodee after thermonuclear burning of their electron-degenerate core. We assume SNIa to originate from 
main-sequencee stars with masses in the range ~2.5—8 M(:> (e.g. Nomoto et al. 1984). Since there is a 
considerablee t ime delay (of a few Gyr or more) between the WD formation and the ult imate explosion of 
thee WD as SNIa (see below; Sect. 4.2), SNIa are usually not associated with the regions of star formation 
andd are found to be spread throughout the galaxy and less confined to the galactic plane (e.g. van den 
Berghh Sz Tammann 1991; Tutukov, Yungelson & Iben 1992). Thus, although SNIa are generally fainter at 
maximumm by 2—3 mag than are SNII, the selection effects discussed above are expected to be more severe 
forr SNII(+Ib,c). 

Therefore,, the value of ei = 0.18 suggested by the observations is probably a severe upper limi t to the 
actuall  value in the Galactic disk. We here wil l adopt 5 as a reasonable value for the Galactic disk. 
Similarly,, the predicted rates of SNe in the Galactic disk are probably all lower limit s (e.g. van den Bergh 
&&  Tammann 1991). We note that the star formation history, IMF, and e.g. radial distribution of the stellar 
populat ionss in the Galactic disk, may differ considerably from that typical in Sbc galaxies. For this reason, 
andd because of the uncertainties discussed above, the present-day SN rates as predicted for the Galactic disk 
mayy be off by perhaps a factor of two. 

M o d e ll a s s u m p t i o n s 

Thee current formation-rate of stars with initial masses in a given mass interval that enter a given evolutionary 
phasee (such as the horizontal branch or AGB) at galactic age t can be expressed theoretically as: 

Hpu{t)Hpu{t) = fpH[rn)8{t-TpH{m,Z.))M(m) dm (4.23) 

wheree the subscript PH refers to the phase under consideration, / P H ( " 0 corrects for the different evolutionary 
outcomess of stars with the same initial mass m, TpH(m, Z*) denotes the age of a star of initial mass m born 
withh metallicity Z* entering the phase of interest, and A m P H is the initial mass range for stars that pass 
throughh this phase later in their evolution. In principle, the correction factors / P H ( " 0 may be a function of 
(// — TPH) as well. However, for convenience we wil l assume that / PH is constant in t ime as well as constant 
overr the mass interval AmpH considered. The formation rate of main-sequence stars can be derived from 
Eq.. (4.23) assuming A m M s = [m0(t),mu]  where m0(t) is the main-sequence turnoff-rnass at galactic age / 
andd mu the upper stellar mass limi t at birth. In a similar way, the total number of stars in evolutionary 
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phasee PH at. galactic age / can be written as: 

• T p H | U ( m . Z , ) ) 

A ' P H ( ')) = / / fpH(m)S{t r)M(jn)r)M(jn)  dr dm 
(m,Z.) (m,Z.) 

(4.24) ) 

wheree [rpH ,]("* , ^*)< T H , u (m - %*)]  defines the age interval during which a star spends its lif e in the phase of 
interest.. Note that this number differs from the total number of stars that ever entered phase PH during 
thee galactic lifetime t: 

TNpH(t) TNpH(t) -f -f 
JT=0 JT=0 

R{T)R{T) ÓT (4.25) ) 

Definingg further Arf>H(m,  = [rpH.h ^TPH.UL the SFR and IMF-weighed average time spent in evolutionary 
phasee PH for all stars that are in that phase at galactic age / is given by: 

; ; 

<< TpH(t) > = ^T-^-TTV / / fpii{m)S(t- r )M( r? i )ArpH (m,Z* ) dr dm (4.26) 
A W W 

rr  rTpH,u\rn,^.) 

777 / / / pH(m) ,S ' ( i - r )A f ( r» )A rpH (m ,Z* ) dr dj 
'•)'•) J&mpH JT = TPH , i ( m , Z. ) 

Inn principle, stars that pass through a specific evolutionary phase do not necessarily have to originate from 
aa single range in progenitor mass. Therefore, AmpH may include several mass intervals (depending on e.g. 
thee initial stellar abundances, evolutionary phases, etc). 

Wee note that the impact of e.g. mass-exchange in binary systems on the total number and formation 
ratess of single stars in a given evolutionary phase can be accounted for through the phase correction factors 
/ pH(m).. For SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII, we applied such corrections by assuming / PH = </>SN with values of 
<ji>SNN as listed in Table 3.3. For other evolutionary phases, binary corrections were neglected (unless stated 
otherwise). . 

R e s u l ts s 

Tablee 4.3 lists the predicted present-day and average past formation-rates of main-sequence (MS) stars, AGB 
stars,, SNIa, SNIb /c, and SNII, for the star formation models selected in Sect. 4.2. Present-day and average 
pastt formation rates are denoted by Fti and (R), respectively. The present-day ratio of the rate of SNIa 
andd that of SN I I+SNIb /c is listed as fj in Table 4.3. The Salpeter IM F (7 = 2.35) and standard model 
parameterss as discussed in Sect. 3.1 were adopted (unless stated otherwise in the last column of Table 4.3). 

Forr model A, we considered the effect of the IM F on the formation rate of (post) main-sequence stars 
inn more detail by means of (cf. Table 4.3): 1) an IM F computed iteratively from the PDMF given by Scalo 
(1986;; m o d el A l ) , 2) the IM F presented by Kroupa et al. (1993; see Sect. 4.3; m o d el A2), and 3) a power 
laww IM F with slope 7 = 2.7 ( m o d el A 3 ) . 

Tab lee 4.3 Predicted and observed formation rates of (post) main-sequence stars1. 

Model l 

A A 
Al l 
A2 2 
A3 3 
B B 
(.: : 
0 0 
E E 
F F 
Obs3-4 4 

MS S 
fti fti 
[yr r 

13.8 8 
8.4 4 
9.9 9 

16.3 3 
16.2 2 
6.8 8 

42.9 9 
16.1 1 
14.5 5 

(R) (R) 
-'] ] 

46.2 2 
26.3 3 
23.2 2 
53.9 9 
45.7 7 
47.1 1 
45.1 1 
46.9 9 
47.9 9 
5 5 

AGB B 
Ri Ri 
[yr" " 

2.3 3 
5.9 9 
3.8 8 
1.2 2 
2.4 4 
2.5 5 
2.2 2 
2.3 3 
2.2 2 

(R) (R) 
[[] ] 
2.0 0 
5.7 7 
3.0 0 
1.1 1 
1.9 9 
2.4 4 
3.7 7 
2.1 1 
1.8 8 
5 5 

SNIa a 
Ri Ri 

[ lO- 3 3 

0.74 4 
2.44 4 
0.86 6 
0.31 1 
0.87 7 
0.38 8 
0.84 4 
0.87 7 
0.49 9 

(R) (R) 
yr-1] ] 

2.4 4 
7.4 4 
2.7 7 
1.0 0 
2.4 4 
2.4 4 
3.3 3 
2.4 4 
2.5 5 

1 1 

SNIb/c c 
R\ R\ 

[10-'2 2 

0.47 7 
0.84 4 
0.36 6 
0.13 3 
0.55 5 
0.23 3 
0.49 9 
0.73 3 
0.39 9 

(R) (R) 
yr~l ] ] 

1.6 6 
2.7 7 
1.2 2 
0.4 4 
1.5 5 
1.6 6 
2.2 2 
2.1 1 
1.3 3 

5 5 

SNII I 
fti fti 

[ to-2 2 

2.7 7 
4.8 8 
2.0 0 
0.7 7 
3.1 1 
1.3 3 
2.8 8 
2.9 9 
0.9 9 

(R) (R) 
yr-1] ] 

8.9 9 
15.0 0 
6.7 7 
2.3 3 
8.8 8 
9.0 0 

12.0 0 
8.4 4 
7.5 5 

0 0 

Cl l 

[10-2] ] 
2.3 3 
3.8 8 
3.6 6 
3.6 6 
2.4 4 
2.5 5 
2.6 6 
2.4 4 
3.8 8 

5 5 

Notes s 

Scaloo IMF 
Kroupaa IMF 
77 = -2.7 

^SNIb/cc = 0 2 

^SNIb/cc = o 3 

11 A total mass of the Galactic disk of A/tot = 1.8 1011 M(r, was assumed 
SFRss were normalised to satisfy the condition /ij =0 .1 
Present-dayy rates are listed 
Salpeterr IMF was assumed 
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Comparisonn of the predicted and observed present-day formation rates of MS and post-MS stars in (lie 
Galacticc disk reveals that: 

•• the present-day formation rates of MS stars predicted by the models selected in Sect. 4.2 are in 
reasonablee agreement with the observations except for the bimodal SFR model (model [); for which 
thee variation of the IMF with galactic age results in (m)i = 0.26 M(.,); 

•• the formation rates of AGB stars are larger than observed by £30—50% for all models (except for 
thee steep IMF model A3). We believe that this result is significant and may indicate that part of 
thee stars in the mass range 0.8—8 M(.> do not reach the AGB; 

•• a large discrepancy of a factor of —4—5 is found between the predicted and observed formation 
ratee of SNIa. This is true for all models, except models C (double exponential SFR) and F (age-
dependentt IMF), which are off by even larger factors, and model Al (Scalo IMF) for which the 
discrepancyy is a factor ~ 2 ; 

•• the predicted formation rates of SNIb/c are in reasonable agreement with the observations (for 
modelss E, A l , and A3, within a factor of about two); 

•• the SNII rates predicted are consistent with the observations (except for model A l ) ; 

•• SFR models ending at ft\ = 0.1 with stars formed according to the Scalo (1986) or Kroupa et al. 
(1993)) IMFs are probably excluded by the observations on the basis of the high formation rates of 
AGBB stars and SNII predicted by such models. 

D i s c u s s i o n n 

Present-dayy formation rates of MS stars, SNIb/c and SNII as predicted by the selected models for the 
Galacticc disk are in reasonable agreement with the observations. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish 
betweenn different star formation models for the Galactic disk on the basis of these quantities (i.e. for SFR 
modelss with input parameters as listed in Table 3.1). 

Ann exception may be the bimodal SFR model for which the formation rate of low-mass stars (i.e. 
mm <̂  1 M Q ) is assumed constant as a function of galactic age, and the formation rate of more massive stars 
iss assumed to vary directly proportional to the gas density, may be inconsistent with the observations since 
itt predicts too many low-mass main-sequence stars formed at present (cf. Table 4.3; model D). A reduction 
off the SFR of low-mass stars by a factor 3 would lead to overproduction of heavy elements by massive stars 
and /o rr a present-day gas-to-total mass-ratio inconsistent with the observations. Instead, decreasing the mass 
cutt of ~ 1 M(;) would improve the agreement with the observations and mimic conventional unirnodal SFR 
models.. Cleary, there are no indications for a bimodal SFR from the present-day formation rates of evolved 
stars. . 

 AGB stars 

Thee present-day formation rate of AGB stars predicted by the selected models A —F, i.e. ~2 . 3 y r _ 1 , is 
inconsistentt with the observed value of R^li&  ~ 1.5  0.5 y r _ 1 . This result is insensitive to the s tar 
formationn history assumed. If one excludes the possibility that the total number of (post-) AGB stars 
observedd in the Galactic disk is considerably underestimated, this suggests that the total number of main-
sequencee stars (with initial masses between ~0.82 M 0 , i.e. t the turnoff mass m0(£ e v) at galactic age of 14 
Cyr ,, and 8 M(:)) experiencing third dredge-up is overestimated and/or that the IMF assumed for stars in 
thiss mass range is in error. 

Low-masss AGB stars (m ^ 1 M ö ) are the dominant contributors to the present-day formation rate of 
AGBB stars in the Galactic disk because: 1) the formation probablity of low-mass stars is strongly favoured 
forr any reasonable IMF, and 2) the pre-AGB lifetimes of low-mass AGB stars are much longer than for 
high-masss ones, and 3) the SFR in the past has been substantially higher than at present. 
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Compar isonn of the predicted formation rate of AGB stars for various IMFs in case of model A (see Table 4.3) 
indicatess that steep IMFs (7 £2.5) and /or lower values of the minimum stellar mass limi t at birth (m| <; 0.1 
M,.,)) may provide better agreement with the observations 4. 

AA value of mi <>  0.1 M<:) would imply rapid exhaustion of the disk ISM by very low mass stars and 
wouldd strongly reduce the formation rates of both AGB stars, SNe, and other post main-sequence stars. 
Al thoughh this possibility cannot be excluded entirely, current observations do not support the formation of 
s tarss with masses much lower than ~0.1 M(:) to be a common phenomenon in the Calactic disk (e.g. Scalo 
1986).. Therefore, we propose that not all stars with initial masses between ~0.82 and 8 M(;) enter the ACB 
att the end of their lives. Hence, the min imum initial mass of AGB stars is considerably larger than —0.82 
M(.)) and /or a substant ial fraction of low-mass stars with initial masses between ~0.82 and ~ 1.2 M<;, does 
nott reach the AGB (or leave a PN). We wil l return to these possibilities when dealing with the luminosity 
functionn of AGB stars in the Galactic disk (Sect. 4.3.6). 

 SNIa 

Inn our models, the present-day SNIa rate is at least a factor 4 -5 too low compared to the observations. 
Th iss finding is independent of the assumed SFR and IM F (provided that a flat IM F at low masses can be 
excludedd by the current formation rate of AGB stars, see above). Simply increasing the fraction <^SNIa of WD 
progenitorss which ul t imately end as SNIa is not an option, since this wil l lead to overproduction of iron and 
wil ll  result in an AM R inconsistent with the observations. This is true also for any other option that would 
increasee ftSNIa over the entire galactic lifetime. In addition, we wil l argue below that the discrepancy above 
remainss no mat ter the set of stellar yields used. Instead, we wil l show that the discrepancy can be explained 
adequatelyy when the delay t ime of SNIa after formation of the WD progenitor is taken into account. 

Forr models with the Geneva/Nomoto data, the discrepancy poses a serious problem since the remaining 
modell  parameters were chosen such that the iron contribution by SNIb/c and SNII cannot be further reduced 
considerablyy (see Table 3.3) while the present-day contribution of SNIa to the total stellar iron ejection rate 
iss ~ 2 0% in these models. For the same models but with the Woosley/Weaver data, we have shown that the 
result ingg overall level of the AM R is typically 0.3 dex below that observed. In such models, the present-day 
contr ibut ionn of SNIa to the iron enrichment of the disk ISM is —30%. Thus, to provide agreement with the 
observedd SNIa rate, the SNIa iron contribution would have to be increased by a factor of 4 -5 for models 
usingg the W W data. In this case, the SNIa contribution to interstellar iron would be ~ 7 0% and the overall 
levell  of the AM R would be increased by ~0 .3 dex (i.e. a factor of 2). Although this would still be consistent 
wit hh the observed AMR , we wil l discuss in Sect. 4.3.4 arguments against such a large iron contribution by 
SNIaa over the entire galactic lifetime. Therefore, we argue that the discrepancy found between the predicted 
andd observed rate of SNIa cannot be solved by simply assuming a higher rate of SNIa at all galactic ages. 
Inn other words, an age-dependent increase of the SNIa rate is required to provide agreement with both the 
overalll  level of the AM R and the present-day SNIa rate observed in the Galactic disk. 

Inn principle, the rate of SNIa at a given galactic age t = T is determined by: 1) the total number 
off  s tars (with initial masses presumably between 2.5 and 8 M ö ) that leave a WD at galactic ages t £ T, 
andd 2) the detailed evolution scenario of the WD that ultimately leads to the occurrence of a SNIa (e.g. 
Norrjotoo 1991; Yamoaka 1993). In case of a binary (single or double WD) origin, the delay t ime between 
thee formation of the WD progenitor and the actual SNIa explosion is expected be a substantial fraction of 
thee lifetime of the Galact ic disk and to vary in a complex manner with the the detailed evolution of the 
binaryy members, the initial mass-ratio of the binary components, and the decay of the orbital separation 
(e.g.. Sineeker-Hane & Wyse 1992; Renzini 1994). 

Wee wil l show in Sect. 4.3.4 that such a delay has interesting implications for the iron enrichment 
byy SNIa of the disk ISM. Here, we briefly discuss the first order effects of such a delay on the present-day 
formationn rate of SNIa. Other possibilities to explain the observed rate of SNIa, e.g. by means of variations 
inn e.g. mfN I a and /or 0S N I a with galactic age are not supported by the observations. 

Forr a fixed amount, of gas converted into stars according to a given IM F and star formation history, a steeper IMF towards 
low-masss stars results in a smaller SFR at present. This is due to the fact that gas is depleted more efficiently by low-mass, 
long-livingg stars. Consequently, the total number and current formation rates of (post) main-sequence stars (e.g. ACB stars, 
SNII,, e t c) for a given SFR model is strongly reduced for steeper IMFs. When the lower mass limi t of stars at birth is decreased, 
aa similar effect occurs (specific combinations of mj and -7 may give very similar results in terms of total number and formation 
ratess of post-main-sequence stars; see Sect. 4.2). Conversely, the large returned gas fraction of the stellar populations formed 
accordingg to the Scalo (1986) or Kroupa (et al. 1993) IMFs, will result in relatively high formation rates and total numbers «if 
(post-)) MS stars. However, such a steep IM F at low and intermediate masses probably can be excluded by the observations 
(seee Sect. 4.3). Note that in this manner, the total number and present-day formation rate of e.g. ACB stars observed in the 
Calacticc disk can provide valuable constraints to the past SFR and IMF of low- and intermediate mass stars. 
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Variationss with galactic age of the lower stellar mass limi t at birth will be considered in Sect. 4.3.4 and are 
probablyy inconsistent with the observations. 

Inn general, when the time delay for the occurrence of a SNIa after the formation of its WD progenitor 
iss increased, the present-day SNIa rate for decreasing SFR models can be increased considerably. For model 
A,, Table 4.4 illustrates the sensitivity of the present-day and average past SNIa rate to: 1) the minimum 
SNIaa delay time Atmm after formation of a WD progenitor formed at a given galactic age T, and 2) the 
maximumm delay time A* max after formation of the same WD progenitor. In this manner, SNIa which are 
associatedd with one and the same generation of WDs formed at galactic age t = T, are allowed to go off 
withh a constant probability anywhere between galactic age T + A* min and T-\- A/.max (see Sect. 4.3.4 for the 
detailedd probability profile). 

Tablee 4.4 Dependence of SNIa rate on the WD progenitor lifetime (model A) 

Model l 

A A 
A-a a 
A-b b 
A-c c 
A-d d 
A-e e 
A-f f 
A-g g 
Observed d 

A t m i n n 

[Gyr] ] 
0. . 
1. . 
2.5 5 
4. . 
2.5 5 
2.5 5 
2.5 5 
5. . 

At " 1" " 
[Gyr] ] 
0. . 
6. . 
7.5 5 
9. . 
3.5 5 
5. . 
14. . 
14. . 

pS'NN la. 

[10-33 yr" 
0.74 4 
1.29 9 
1.73 3 
2.11 1 
1.12 2 
1.31 1 
2.65 5 
3.02 2 

{R*{R* mm*) *) 
]]]  [ l<r 3yr- ' ] 

2.40 0 
2.07 7 
2.00 0 
1.71 1 
2.14 4 
2.11 1 
1.39 9 
1.22 2 

1 1 

t i i 

[io- 2 2 

2.3 3 
4.1 1 
5.5 5 
6.7 7 
3.5 5 
4.1 1 
8.2 2 
9.5 5 

5 5 

Inn case of an exponentially decreasing SFR (model A), the present-day formation rate of SNIa can be 
increasedd from flf NIa =0.7 10- 3 to 2.1 10- 3 yr_1 for values of Atmin = 0 to 4 Gyr, respectively, for A£max = 
55 Gyr. Similarly, a value of Atmm = 2.5 Gyr (e.g. Smecker-Hane & Wyse 1992) and Afmax = 14 Gyr equal 
too the lifetime of the Galaxy results in ftfNla =2.7 10^3, which is a factor of ~4 larger compared to the case 
inn which the SNIa delay time is omitted. In this manner, the present-day rate of SNIa can be increased by 
largee factors (up to 10—15) depending on the star formation history and SNIa delay time profile assumed. 

Fromm this exercise we find that the present-day SNIa rate can be increased easily by a factor ~4 
forr exponentially decreasing SFRs by assuming longer SNIa delay times after WD formation (model A; 
thee corresponding decrease in the average past SNIa rate is ~50%). The ratio f, = #JNI a / #SNii+ib/c 
increasess by the same factor so that the delay of SNIa can provide good agreement with the observed ratio 
(°(°hh**  ~ 0.10 . Conversely, the observed ratio ([  would imply a typical SNIa delay time of ~5.5 Gyr for 
exponentiallyy decreasing SFRs (model A and parameters as in Table 3.3). We note that ^ increases as well 
whenn IMFs steeper than Salpeter are considered. When instead mi is increased from 0.01 to 0.1 M{:> for a 
givenn IMF, et remains unchanged since it is primarily sensitive to the shape of the IMF. 

Iff  the IMF has been constant over the lifetime of the Galactic disk and there are no age-dependent 
quantitiess involved that substantially affect the relative frequency of SNIa and SNII+Ib/c, ^ is an indirect 
measuree of the average past to present SFR provided that SNIa are delayed over considerable fractions 
off  the lifetime of the disk. In contrast, if the IMF has changed with galactic age (e.g. by means of an 
age-dependentt IMF slope, or lower stellar mass limi t at birth) and/or other quantities which determine the 
relativee frequency of SNIa and SNII+Ib/c did vary with galactic age (e.g. minimum initial stellar mass for 
SNIa,, SNIa delay times, fraction of WDs that ultimately end as SNIa), the observed value of (y or the 
present-dayy rate of SNIa cannot be related simply to the past SFR and additional observational constraints 
aree needed. In particular, theoretical estimates for SNIa quantities such as mfNIa, #SNIa, and A/ mm are 
closelyy related to each other and are extremely sensitive to possible variations in these quantities (or in the 
IMF)) with galactic age. We will discuss additional constraints on such quantities in Sect. 4.3.4. 

Conclusion n 

Wee summarize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• we find that the present-day formation rates of MS stars, SNIb/c and SNII as predicted by our models 
(whichh are selected on the basis of their ability to fit the observed AMR of iron in the Galactic disk) 
aree in reasonable agreement with the observations except for bimodal SFR models; 
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•• the present-day formation rate of AGB stars is considerably overestimated in our models. This suggests 
thatt more than —30—50% of the stars that are nowadays in their final stages of evolution and have 
initiall  masses between —0.82 and 8 M(:, do not reach the AGB at the end of their lives. We wil l 
considerr this discrepancy in more detail in Sect. 4.3.7; 

•• an increase of the SNIa ra te with galactic age is probably required to provide agreement with both the 
overalll level of the AMR and the present-day SNIa rate observed in the Galactic disk. This conclusion 
iss independent of the Galactic star formation history assumed; 

•• when the t ime delay for the occurrence of a SNIa after the formation of its WD progenitor is increased, 
thee present-day SNIa rate can be increased by a factor up to —4—5 for models in which the SFR 
decreasess exponentially (over the main part of the lifetime of the disk). For such SFR models, mean 
SNIaa t ime delays of 4—6 Gyr result in present-day SNIa rates which are consistent with the observations 
(dependingg on the assumed probability function for the occurrence of SNIa with WD age; see Sect. 
4.3.4). . 

4.3.33 Star formation, gas depletion, and infall rates 

Wee compare observational est imates of the star formation, gas depletion, and infall rates in the Galactic 
diskk with corresponding predictions for the models selected in Sect. 4.2. 

O b s e r v a t i o n s s 

Thee present-day SFR of 0 M 0 y r - 1 observed in the Galactic disk is derived mainly from tracers of 
thee formation of massive O and B stars in nearby molecular clouds (e.g. IR radiation, Ly continuum photons, 
COO emission, etc.) . These numbers are corrected for: 1) the formation of low-mass stars according to the 
locall IMF (see Chap . 2), and 2) the variation of the SFR as a function of location in the Galactic disk. 
Apar tt from the uncertainties involved in the conversion of the observed SFR tracers to formation rates of 
massivee stars, substant ial uncertainties may arise from the fact tha t part of the stars formed nowadays in 
thee Galactic disk is missed because of extinction effects and/or because low-mass stars are too faint to detect 
inn associations of massive OB stars. Extrapolat ion of the SFR. observed in the SNBH to the entire Galaxtic 
diskk {including spiral arms, bulge, radial variations of the gas density in the disk, etc) forms an additional 
sourcee of uncertainty. 

Iff we assume a total amount of molecular hydrogen in the Galactic disk within R — 15 kpc of MH2 ~2 .3 
1099 M(:) (Scoville & Sanders 1987) and further assume a mean lifetime of a star forming molecular cloud of—3 
1066 yr (e.g. Garmany et al. 1982; see Sect. 5.5.2), a present-day SFR of 3.6 M 0 y r - 1 would imply that only 
—0.55 % of the total disk molecular content is currently forming stars. Conversely, many of the uncertainties 
mentionedd above are contained in obervational estimates of the latter percentage. Therefore, poorly known 
quanti t iess such as the s tar formation efficiency and the star formation frequency of the molecular material 
inn the Galactic disk cannot be used to tightly constrain the present-day SFR in the disk. 

Wee consider 3.6 M(:} y r - 1 as a reasonable est imate for the present-day SFR in the Galactic disk within 
aa factor of —2. A min imum estimate for the present-day rate E\ of gas returned by evolved stars can be 
madee by assuming that the returned fraction for stars formed according to a given IMF and constant SFR is 
aa first order approximation to the mean returned fraction for such stars formed according to a variable SFR, 
averagedd over the lifetime of the Galactic disk. In case of exponentially decreasing SFRs, the present-day 
returnedd fraction is always larger than in the constant SFR approximation. For reasonable IMFs and SFRs, 
thee difference is usually less than 50%. In case of the Salpeter IMF with mi = 0.1 and m u = 60 M(.}, (Ft) -
0.300 this implies a present-day ejection rate by evolved stars of E\ k, 1.1 M w y r - 1 . Corresponding values for 
thee Scalo IMF are (Ft) —0.4 and E\ ^ 1.5 M(:, y r - 1 . Therefore, we estimate tha t the actual ejection rate of 
gass by evolved stars is E\ - 1.5 M 0 y r " 1 within a factor o f - 2 (this value scales with the present-day SFR). 
Inn this manner, we derive for the present-day gas consumption rate in the Galactic disk: G'[ = C\ - Ex — 2 
M,.ss y r - 1 (also within a factor of two). 

Est imatess for the present-day infall rate of gas onto the Galactic disk range from 0 .2 -0 .5 M(:> y r - 1 

basedd on high-velocity clouds (e.g. Mirabel 1989; Lépine k Duvert 1994) to —1.5 Mo yr" 1 based on 
observationss of a tomic hydrogen (Oort 1970). However, these numbers are rather uncertain since part of the 
materiall currently falling onto the disk may have been previously injected into the Galactic halo. This may 
occurr when multiple supernova explosions cause gas to expand out of the disk (e.g. the chimneys recently 
observedd in the Perseus arm, see Normandeau et al. 1996). After cooling down, the gas may fall back in 
thee disk gravitat ional potential and return to the disk ISM (see Sect. 5.5.3). Apart from infall, the disk 
mayy be replenished by gas accreted at large galaetocentric distances. We consider F\ — 0.5 M(0 y r - 1 as 
aa reasonable lower limit to the present-day infall rate onto the Galactic disk. We note that , although we 

http://Ga.la.ctic
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choosee not to reject models that do not incorporate gas infall after the onset of star formation in the disk, 
i tt seems highly unlikely that the Galactic disk settled entirely before star formation started. 

M o d e ll a s s u m p t i o n s 

Present-dayy star formation, gas depletion, and infall rates were computed according to the equations given 
inn Sect. 3.1. Apart from the IMF and star formation history assumed, these rates are sensitive to the 
adoptedd set of theoretical metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes, yields, and remnant masses. In particular, 
thee adopted set of stellar evolution da ta predicts a turnoff mass of m0(tev) — 0.82 M<:> at a galactic age of 
ttevev — 14 Gyr (see Sect. 3.2). This value differs considerably from m0 — 0.98 M(;) for stars born with solar 
metallicityy that has been used in many previous investigations. As we wil l discuss below, this difference has 
importantt implications for the gas depletion rate in the disk ISM. 

R e s u l t s s 

Tablee 4.5 lists the present-day star formation, gas ejection, depletion, and infall rates predicted by the models 
selectedd in Sect. 4.2. In addit ion, the current returned fraction R\ — E\ / O'j, depletion ratio F\ = E\ / 
G\,G\, and gas depletion t ime scale Tdepi = Mgiï / G\ are included. For all models, the present-day gas mass 
iss M g ] i = 1.8 1010 M 0 according to the condition f.i\ = 0 . 1. For model A, we considered the effect of the 
IM FF in more detail by means of (cf. Table 4.5): 1) an IM F computed iteratively from the PDMF given by 
Scaloo (1986; m o d e l A l ) , 2) the IM F presented by Kroupa et al. (1994; see Sect. 4.3.1; m o d el A2 ) , and 3) 
aa power law IM F with slope 7 = 2.7 (mode l A3 ) . 

Tablee 4.5 Theoretical present-day star formation, gas depletion, and infall rates 

Model l 

A A 
Al l 
A2 2 
A3 3 
B B 
C C 
D D 
E E 
F F 

<m> > 
[M(:>] ] 
0.35 5 
0.85 5 
0.50 0 
0.24 4 
0.35 5 
0.35 5 
0.26 6 
0.35 5 
0.27 7 

c\ c\ 
[[  M 0 

4.8 8 
7.1 1 
4.9 9 
3.9 9 
5.6 6 
2.3 3 

11.3 3 
5.5 5 
3.9 9 

Ei Ei 
yr" 1] ] 

2.2 2 
5.4 4 
2.7 7 
0.9 9 
2.4 4 
1.6 6 
2.4 4 
2.5 5 
1.5 5 

Gi i 
[[  M 0 

2.6 6 
1.7 7 
2.2 2 
3.0 0 
3.2 2 
0.7 7 
8.9 9 
3.0 0 
2.4 4 

F, , 
yr" 1] ] 

--
--
--
--

0.51 1 
0.00 0 

--
0.57 7 

--

Ri Ri 

0.46 6 
0.76 6 
0.55 5 
0.23 3 
0.43 3 
0.74 4 
0.20 0 
0.45 5 
0.38 8 

Pi i 

0.84 4 
3.18 8 
1.23 3 
0.30 0 
0.78 8 
2.43 3 
0.26 6 
0.81 1 
0.63 3 

depl l 
'1 1 

[Gyr] ] 
6.9 9 

10.6 6 
8.2 2 
6.0 0 
5.8 8 

25.7 7 
2.0 0 
5.8 8 
7.5 5 

Notes s 

77 = 2.35 
Scaloo IMF 
Kroupaa IMF 
77 = 2.7 

Doublee exp. SFK 
Bimodall  SFR 
Dopitaa SFR 

7(0 0 

Resultingg present-day SFRs range from —2 to 7 M 0 y r - 1 . This is more or less consistent with the observed 
value.. An exception is the bimodal SFR model D which predicts C\ = 11.3 M(;) y r - 1 . This is clearly 
inconsistentt with the observations and shows that bimodal SFR models with a constant SFR mode for 
low-masss stars, as well as constant SFR models, can be excluded on the basis of the observed SFR. 

Present-dayy ejection-rates predicted range from — 1 to 5.4 M(;) y r - 1 . The latter value for the Scalo IM F 
modell  A l is probably too large compared to the observations. In general, IMFs with an averge stellar mass 
off  (m) ^ 0.5 M0 are excluded by the observations since such models imply both high SFRs and relatively 
largee returned gas fractions (R\ i> 0.5) according to the theoretical stellar remnant masses adopted (see 
Sect.. 3.2). This usually leads to ejection rates that exceed the observationally est imated value considerably. 

Fig.. 4.38 il lustrates the present-day normalised and cumulative mass-loss contributions by evolved 
starss for models A and D, respectively. It can be seen that the current rate of gas returned by evolved stars 
iss dominated by low-mass stars, i.e. with m ^ 1.5 M^ , both for exponentially decreasing and bimodal (or 
constant)) SFR models. Due to the combined effect of the IMF and SFR, the highest total integrated mass-
losss rates originate from stars with masses roughly equal to the turnoff mass (m0(t) — 0.82 M ( ; )). However, 
assumingg a constant instead of an exponentially decreasing SFR for low-mass stars results in a shift of stars 
withh the largest integrated mass-loss rate from m —0.82 to — 1 M(.). 

Inn Fig. 4.39 we il lustrate the effect of the IM F on the normalised and cumulative mass-loss rates 
inn case of SFR model A. For the Scalo IMF, the contribution by stars with masses between —1.5 and 4 
M ( )) is enhanced compared to Salpeter IM F models. The effect is limited, however, and does not alter the 
dominancee of stars less massive than —1.5 M(;) to the present-day total mass ejection rate of evolved stars. 
Forr comparison, the Kroupa IM F mass-loss rates fall off somewhat steeper towards more massive stars than 
inn case of the Salpeter IM F but are otherwise similar. 
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F igu ree 4.38 Normalized and cumulative stellar mass-loss contributions vs. log m [MQ] for models A (top panels) 
andd D (bo t tom) at t = tev. 

Thesee results show that low-mass stars are very important in locking-up and recycling the disk ISM. 
Therefore,, the min imum turnoff mass of stars as determined by the lifetime tev of the Galactic disk since 
thee onset of star formation, sensitively affects the chemical evolution of the disk ISM. Stars with masses less 
thann m0(tev) have not. evolved off the main-sequence within tev and do not contribute to the replenishment 
off  the disk. For tev = 14 Gyr and the set of stellar isochrones discussed in Sect. 3.'2, we find that ~ 8 0% of 
thee mat ter currently returned by evolved stars is not enriched in elements heavier than nitrogen. Thus, the 
abundancess of such elements wil l be strongly diluted by the majority of the mass-losing stars in the Galactic 

Assumingg a lifetime of the Galactic disk of /,ev = 10 Gyr instead of 14 Gyr, would enhance ni0 from 
~(J.822 to —1.1 M,.; for solar metallieity stars. This would reduce the present-day total stellar ejection rate 
byy about. 30% (see Fig. 4.38) with substantial effects on both the enrichment and dilution of the disk ISM. 
AA similar shift in mQ may arise when distinct sets of stellar evolution data are used or when the metallieity 
att early epochs in the evolution of the Galactic disk differs strongly between different models (see Sect. 3.2). 
Wee emphasize that the dependence of m0(t) on initial stellar metallieity is a critical ingredient in galactic 
chemicall  evolution studies, a point which lias not been realized in many previous investigations. 

Forr all models, the current gas consumption rates predicted are considerably less than the corresponding 
SFRs.. This is due to the fact that large amounts of material are returned by evolved stars which replenish 
thee ISM at high rates, especially for exponentially decaying SFRs. Depending on the SFR and IMF, gas 
consumptionn rates can be either larger or smaller than the present-day stellar ejection rates. In terms of gas 
consumptionn t ime scales, the disk ISM is consumed entirely within ~2 Gyr in case of bimodal and constant 
SFRR models withouth infall, to time scales comparable to the Hubble t ime (models A2 and ('). Both large 
returnedd gas fractions and SFRs strongly peaked at evolution times tev <14 Gyr (e.g. model (') can greatly 
enhancee the lifetime of the disk ISM against, gas depletion by long-living stars. 
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Figuree 4.39 Normalized and cumulative stellar mass-loss contributions vs. log m[Mc:)] for model A with the IMF 
computedd iteratively from the PDMF presented by Scalo (1986; top panels) and with the Kroupa IMF (bo t tom) 
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Modelss B, C, and E predict present-day infall rates between 0 and ~0.6 M Q y r - 1 . In these models, the 
SFRR has been related directly to the gas infall rate by means of the gas density in the disk ISM while most 
off  the total mass of the disk was assumed to fall in after the onset of star formation in the disk. In principle, 
forr a given star formation history, models with or without infall do not differ significantly in terms of gas 
consumptionn and chemical evolution as long as the SFR varies proportional to the gas infall rate. Such 
modelss do not predict present-day gas infall rates larger than F\ = 0 .5 -1 M Q y r - 1 . In constrast, much 
higherr values of F\ can be achieved when the coupling between the SFR and gas infall rate is relaxed. In that 
case,, however, both the SFR and infall rate should vary with galactic age in such a way that the observed 
present-dayy gas-to-total mass-ratio fi\ = 0 .1 is explained. The latter condition would lead to star formation 
andd gas infall histories that are not motivated by theory or observations when star formation would not 
bee regulated directly by means of gas infall. Thus, if the present-day infall rate of F\ ~ 0.5 M,., y r " ' is 
consideredd as a reasonable lower limi t (as is suggested by the observations), this would imply that: 1) the 
starr formation and gas infall rate vary in a similar manner with galactic age, and 2) the present-day gas 

infalll  rate in the Galactic disk cannot be much larger than F\ ~ 0.5—1 M(: 00 yr 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summarize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• bimodal or constant SFR models probably can be excluded by the present-day SFR observed in the 
Galacticc disk. However, we find that it is in general difficult to constrain evolution models for the 
Galacticc disk by means of the present-day star formation, gas consumption, and infall rates observed. 
Thiss is mainly due to the observational uncertainties in these quantities; 

•• low-mass stars are very important in recycling the disk ISM. For a Galactic lifetime since the onset of 
starr formation of tev = 14 Gyr, we find that ~80% of the mat ter currently returned by evolved stars 
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coniess from stars with m <>$  M,.,. Therefore, the abundances of elements heavier than nitrogen wil l 
hehe strongly di luted by the majority of the mass-losing stars in the Calact ic disk; 

•• if gas infall is indeed important in the (ialactic disk a t a present-day rate of i>0.5 M(;) y r - 1 , as 
suggestedd by the observations, the variations of the SFR and gas infall/accretion rate with galactic 
agee probably have been similar; 

•• models for which both the SFR and gas infall (or accretion) rate on average decay exponentially with 
galacticc age are favoured by the observations. 

http://ia.la.ctic
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4.3.44 Element abundances in the Galactic disk and halo 

Inn this section, we present results for the abundance-abundance variations in the Galactic disk and halo as 
predictedd by the models selected in Sect. 4.2. Interstellar abundances of elements up to the iron peak elements 
Nii  and Zn are computed using the model described in ( 'hap. 3 and are compared with the corresponding 
abundancess observed in stars in the local Galactic disk and halo. 

I n t r o d u c t i on n 

Thee abundances of stars observed in the local Galactic disk and halo probably provide the most stringent test 
forr galactic chemical evolution models. In this section, we present the results of such a test for a preselected 
sett of models. For the same set of models, we consider a number of interesting options which may improve 
thee agreement with the observations. 

First,, we interpret our results in terms of the uncertainties involved with the stellar yields resulting from 
twoo state-of-the art models for nucleosynthesis in exploding massive stars, i.e. from the group of Nomoto, 
Hashimoto,, Thielemann et al. and from the group of Woosley and Weaver et al. Second, we investigate the 
effectt of the adopted star formation history and IM F on the resulting abundance-abundance variations in 
thee Galactic disk. In particular, the effects of an age-dependent IM F by means of e.g. variations in the lower 
andd upper mass limi t of stars at birth are analysed. Both models with and without gas infall regulating 
thee SFR are considered while the effect of the abundances in the infalling gas on the abundance-abundance 
variationss is discussed. Third, we consider the effect of the maximum progenitor mass for SNII and its 
possiblee variation with age in combination with the fraction of massive stars that ultimately explodes as 
SNIb/c.. Fourth, the influence of the fraction of all WDs that ult imately explode as SNIa is investigated 
whilee the delay t ime between the formation and the ul t imate thermonuclear explosion of WDs as SNIa is 
takenn into account. 

Inn the following, we briefly describe the observational da ta used to constrain our models and we recall 
thee main model assumptions. Thereafter, we confront the resulting abundance-abundance variations with 
thee observations for the models selected in Sect. 4.2. We investigate what kind of models are able to explain 
adequatelyy the chemical evolution of the Galaxy as traced by the abundance-abundance variations observed 
amongg long-living stars and we discuss our results with respect to the validity of the various assumptions 
made.. In Sect. 4.4, we briefly compare the main results obtained in this section with some important clues 
fromm other recent Galactic chemical evolution studies. 

O b s e r v a t i o ns s 

Thee da ta base of accurate abundances of stars observed in the Galactic disk and halo has been growing 
rapidlyy over the past few years. In Table 4.6 we list a subset of this database which has been used to 
comparee our model results with. In columns 1 to 5, we give subsequently the l i terature source, number of 
samplee stars, main elements up to the iron peak for which abundances were determined, an indication of 
diskk (D) or halo (H) stars, and addit ional notes to the sample selection criteria. The da taset in Table 4.6 is 
incompletee but is probably well suited to study the average trends in the abundance-abundance variations 
observedd among disk and halo stars in the Galaxy. We have chosen neither to make a distinction between the 
methodd that was used to determine the element abundances in each investigation, nor to make a distinction 
accordingg to accuracy, possible selection effects, stars in common, etc. This may be justified since this set of 
abundancee data is primarily used to constrain models for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy as a whole and 
wee draw attention to general trends rather than the abundances of individual stars observed. Furthermore, 
wee expect that, for most of the stars included in Table 4.6, stellar evolution and mass-loss have not affected 
thee initial abundances significantly. 

Forr stars in the Galactic disk, we predominantly rely on the accurate abundances of nearly 200 F-f G 
main-sequencee dwarfs in the SNBH as presented by Edvardsson et al. (1993) and by Andersson k Edvardsson 
(1994).. For halo stars, we rely on many different sources of which it is worth to mention the recent studies 
fromm Kipper et, al. (1996) of cool metal-poor carbon stars and from Cayrel (1996) who presented the mean 
abundancess of halo dwarfs at four distinct metallicities [Fe/H] = —4, —3.5, —3, and —2.4. We emphasize 
thatt the inhomogeneous set of da ta for halo stars used may give rise to substantial scatter in the abundance 
variationss even for stars in common between different investigations. Furthermore, it is important to note 
thatt while the abundances of disk stars are predominantly confined to long-living main-sequence dwarfs, the 
abundancess of halo stars are based on a wide variety of sources, including main-sequence stars, subgiants, 
andd giants. Apart from differences in age, both the masses and spectral types of the sample halo stars may 
bee much more inhomogeneous compared to that of the disk samples. 
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Tab lee 4.6 Element abundances of stars in the Galactic disk and halo: literature sources 

Source e ## Elements* D/HH Notes 

Anderssonn fe Edvardsson j 

Ba rbuyy {1988) 
Ba rbuyy fe Erdely i -Mendes 
Besselll  et al. (1991) 

Cayy rel (1996) 
Cleggg et al. (1981) 
Edvardssonn et al. (1993) 
Fernleyy fe Barnes (1996) 
G r a t t onn fe Sneden (1991) 
K ipperr et al. (1996) 
Lairdd (1985) 

Magainn (1987a) 
Magainn (1987b) 
Maga inn (1989) 

Nissenn et al. (1994) 
Snedenn et al. (1991) 

Snedenn et al. (1996) 

1994) ) 

(1989) ) 

Tautva is ienéé fe Straizys (1989) 
Tomkinn fe Lambert (1984) 
Tomkinn et al. (1992) 

85 5 
20 0 

24 4 
8 8 

4 4 
20 0 

189 9 

9 9 
19 9 

5 5 
120 0 

18 8 
7 7 

20 0 
9 9 

19 9 
37 7 

10 0 
14 4 
34 4 

C C 

C,, N, O, Fe 
O,, Fe 
O,, Fe 

C N O,, Na, ct, Fe-peak 
G,, N, O, Fe 
O,, Na, rv, Fe 

O,, Ga, Fe 
Fe,, Ni 
G,, N, Na, a, Fe peak 

G,, N, Fe 
Mg,, Ga, Fe 
Si,, Fe 
Mg,, Ga, T i , Fe 
O,, Mg, Ca, Ti , Gr, Fe 
Fe,, Gu, Zn 

Fe,, Zn 
Mg,, Ga, Ti , Fe 
G,, N, Fe 

G,, O, Fe 

D D 
H H 

D + H H 
H H 

H H 
D D 
D D 

D +H H 

D +H H 
H H 

D +H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

D +H H 
D + H H 

H H 
D + H H 

H H 

FF + early G dwarfs 
haloo giants 
oldd + thick disk stars 
metal-poorr G dwarfs 
averagess of population III stars 
fieldd F+G main-sequence stars 
fieldfield F+G dwarfs 
brightt field RR Lyrae stars 
fieldd stars 
metal-poorr carbon stars 
fieldd dwarfs 

metal-poorr halo stars 
fieldd stars 
fieldd stars 
starss with [Fe/H] <>  -0 .8 used 
F+GG dwarfs 
dwarfss [Fe/H] = - 3 to -0 .8 

'Elementss up to the iron peak are listed only 

Tab lee 4.7 Observed abundances in the Galactic disk 

El l 

He e 
G G 
N N 

O O 
Ne e 
Mg g 
Al l 
Si Si 

s s 
Ga a 
Ti i 
Fe e 

Ni i 

Halo o 

[El /H ] ] 

--
- 2 .4 4 
- 3 .0 0 
- 1 .9 9 

--
- 2 .2 2 
- 2 .7 7 

- 2 .1 1 

--
- 2 .1 1 
- 2 .1 1 
- 2 .4 4 

- 2 .4 4 

(Canopus s 
[El /H ] ] 

0.01 1 
- 0 . 15 5 
- 0 . 37 7 

- 0 . 24 4 
- 0 . 09 9 
- 0 . 03 3 

0.20 0 

0.20 0 
0.09 9 
0.12 2 

0.20 0 
0.05 5 

- 0 . 02 2 

Hu u 
[El /H ] ] 
- 0 . 01 1 

0.10 0 
- 0 . 01 1 

- 0 . 18 8 

0.06 6 
--
--
— — 

0.01 1 

--
--
--
--

Disk k 
[El /H ] ] 

— — 
0.16 6 
0.41 1 
0.38 8 

— — 
0.47 7 

0.43 3 
0.33 3 

— — 
0.31 1 

— — 
0.41 1 

0.33 3 

Solar r 

A M M 

- 0 . 38 8 

- 2 . 63 3 
- 3 . 14 4 

- 1 . 98 8 
- 2 . 67 7 
- 3 . 03 3 
- 3 . 86 6 

- 2 . 92 2 
- 3 . 41 1 
- 4 . 28 8 

- 5 . 46 6 
- 2 . 72 2 
- 4 . 14 4 

Halo:: halo dwarf abundances at [Fe/H] = —2.4 
(Cayrell  1996). Canopus: abundances of the well 
studiedd supergiant Canopus (see Russell fe Do-
pitaa 1992; Hill et al. 1995). Hll : mean abun-
dancess of Hu regions in Orion (Gies fe Lambert 
1992;; Gunha fe Lambert 1994). Disk: maximum 
abundancess observed in disk stars (Edvardsson et 
al.. 1993; Andersson fe Edvardsson 1994; see also 
Tablee 4.6). Solar: solar abundances AM by mass 
takenn from Anders fe Grevesse (1991). 

Anotherr way of comparison between observations and model results is to consider the mean abundances 
off  s tars at a given Galact ic age for various elements simultaneously. Although this method is relatively 
neww and heavily depends on the extent to which the abundances of the objects considered reflect the mean 
abundancess in the Galact ic ISM at the t ime these objects were formed, we find it useful to examine the 
result ingg abundances at three specific ages in the Galaxy. For this purpose, we list in Table 4.7 the abundances 
byy mass relative to solar found in: 1) halo dwarfs at the time the mean iron abundance in the Galaxy was 
[Fe/H]]  ~-2.4 (Gayrel 1996), 2) the young, well-studied supergiant Canopus (e.g. Reynolds, Hearnshaw, and 
Cottrelll  1988; Hil l et al. 1996; see also references in Russell & Dopita 1992), 3) Hll regions in the local 
Galact icc disk (Cunha fe, Lambert 1992, 1994), and 4) young disk stars for which we considered the maximum 
abundancess observed (e.g. Edvardsson et al. 1993; see Table 4.6). Solar abundances by mass are given in 
thé.. last column of Table 4.7. 
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Wee wil l restrict ourselves to a comparison of the model results with the data from halo dwarfs at 
thee galactic age that [Fe/H] ~ —2.4, at the time the Sun was formed ~4.5 Gyr ago, and at present in the 
(Jalacticc disk. When comparing the resulting abundances with the solar abundances one should keep in 
mindd that the abundances in the Sun are larger by ~0.2 dex compared to the mean abundances of elements, 
suchh as O, Mg, and Fe, observed in disk stars with ages of ~4 .5 Gyr (see Chap. 5). Whether this is true 
alsoo for elements such as C and N, as suggested by the abundances of Canopus but which is not supported 
byy the abundances observed in both Hll regions and B-stars in Orion (e.g. Gies & Lambert 1992; Cunha & 
Lambertt 1994), remains an open question. Table 4.7 shows that the highest abundances observed in disk 
starss are considerably larger than the abundances observed in Hll regions in the Galactic disk. This may 
bee due to: 1) the effect of orbital diffusion of the disk stars which are at least 2—.'5 ( iy r old (Sect. 4.1), 2) 
sequentiall  stellar enrichment of the most metal-rich disk stars, 3) dust depletion of heavy elements in Hll 
regionss (or possible errors in the Hll region abundances, see above), and/or 4) the possibility that the Hll 
regionn abundances do not reflect the mean present-day abundances in the disk ISM. Although we do not 
comparee our model da ta with the extreme abundances observed in metal-rich disk stars, it is important to 
keepp in mind these abundances when interpreting the results presented below. 

R e s u l ts s 

Wee subsequently investigate the impact of: 1) the stellar yields adopted, 2) the star formation history, 3) the 
IMF ,, 4) the delay t ime of SNIa, and 5) the upper mass limi t for SNII, on the resulting abundance-abundance 
variationss of stars in the Galactic disk and halo. 
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Figuree 4.40 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (O, Fe, Mg, and C): dependence on stellar yields. Results 
aree shown for the standard model (model A) with the Geneva/Nomoto (dashed curve) and the Woosley/Weaver 
stellarr yields (solid). For comparison, observational data from the various sources listed in Table 4.6 are plotted 
(filled(filled circles) while the data of disk F+G dwarfs from Edvardsson et al. (1993) and Andersson fe Edvardsson (1994) 
aree represented by (open circles). 
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 Init ial results and dependence on stellar yields 

Inn Fig. 4.40 we show resulting abundance-abundance variations of the standard model (model A) in case 
off  the Geneva/Nomoto ( G N) and Woosley/Weaver ( W W) yields with model parameters as listed in Table 
3.11 (except for the W W case for which we adopted FS N I a = 0.02 in order to fi t the observed AM R of iron; 
seee Fig. 4.31). Although the predicted ranges in the abundances of Fe, O, Mg, and O are in reasonable 
agreementt with the observations for both sets of yields, the standard model is clearly inconsistent with the 
meann trends present in the observational data. The same is in general true for the abundance-abundance 
variat ionss shown in Fig. 4.41 which concentrate on variations of C and N with O and Fe. We note that the 
lowestt abundance point drawn for the models is determined by the age resolution of the models (in this case 
A/ c aii  = 2 107 yr) and the enrichment rate predicted at early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy. 
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F igu ree 4.41 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (C, N, (), and Fe): dependence on stellar yields. Same as 
Fig.. 4.40 but with emphasis on abundance variations of (' and N with Fe and O. 

Att a given value of [Fe/H], the standard model with the GN yields is found to predict [O/H] ratios that are 
~0.66 dex below the observations for stars with [Fe /H ]^ -0 .6 dex (cf. Fig. 4.40). This is characteristic of 

modelss selected which incorporate the GN yields. Increasing the upper mass limi t for SNII fron ,SNII I 

== 30 to e.g. 60 Mo would not improve the situation since the increase in [O/H] would be accompanied by 
aa corresponding increase in [Fe/H]. In this case, the resulting [O/Fe] ratio would increase slightly while the 
resultingg AM R for iron would increase far above that observed, since the standard model with m™11 — 30 
MM . fits the AM R perfectly (see Fig. 4.30). To overcome this problem, the nucleosynthesis of iron should 
bebe reduced considerably (when m ^N " is increased) to explain both the [O/H] and [O/Fe] abundance ratios 
observed.. Inspection of the iron contr ibution by SNla for the standard model with the GN yields reveals 
thatt SNla do not contr ibute more than ~ 2 0% to the present-day stellar ejection rate of iron (see below). 
Therefore,, a sufficient reduction of the synthesis of iron is not possible when 77)^N" is increased at the same 
t ime.. This implies that our models with the GN yields are unable to explain adequately the [O/Fe] ratios 
observedd in Galactic halo stars. However, the abundance ratios of other elements such as (.' and N can be 
explainedd reasonably well (see Fig 4.6). 
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Wee consider this argument also from another point of view. The mean [O/Fe] ratio observed in Galactic halo 
starss is ~0.6 dex at [Fe/H] — - 2 (see Fig. 4.40). This means that the oxygen-to-iron ratio by mass in such 
haloo stars is ~25 (with 10log (0/Fe)(., by mass is 0.8; cf. Table 4.7). Thus the IMF weighed oxygen-to-iron 
ratioo required to explain the observations is ~25. This is much larger than the values of AO/AFe ~16 given 
inn Table 3.15 for models which incorporate the GN yields (assuming m„NI 1 = 30 M ( )). This remains true no 
matterr the value of mu <; 30 M(:) assumed and and is further independent of the (reasonable) IMF or initial 
stellarr metallicity assumed (cf. Table 3.15). Therefore, we conclude that our models incorporating the GN 
yieldss are unable to explain the [O/Fe] ratios observed in Galactic halo stars. This implies that the oxygen 
productionn by stars with metallicities Z ~ 0.001 is underestimated by a considerable amount in the yield 
modelss of Maeder (1992) and/or Nomoto et al. (1995). The reason for this may be related to uncertainties 
inn the initial mass vs. helium-core mass relation for massive stars (cf. Sect. 3.3.3). For models with the 
GNN yields, the discrepancy of ~0.6 dex between the predicted and observed [O/O] ratio for stars with [O/H] 
^^ —0.7 dex is due to this underestimate of oxygen as well. 

Wee investigate additional constraints implied by the element abundances observed at three distinct ages in 
thee evolution of the Galaxy. For ~20 elements up to the iron peak, Fig. 4.42 shows the difference between 
predictedd and observed abundance ratios [El/H] at the following epochs: 1) at the age that. [Fe/H] = —2.4 
iss reached in the models (i.e. ^10 Gyr ago), 2) ~4.5 Gyr ago corresponding with the age of the Sun, and 
3)) at present in the Galactic disk. The element abundances observed at these respective epochs are listed in 
Tablee 4.7 and have been briefly discussed above. 

Wee concentrate on the differences between the GN and WW models for the standard model. At low 
metallicitiess [Fe/H] = -2.4, the WW abundances are substantially larger than the GN abundances for all 
elementss shown except Al and Fe. This is primarily due to the large differences between the Fe yields for 
massivee stars as predicted by the GN and WW data (see Sect. 3.4). The IMF-weighed iron yields of SNII 
att Z <>  0.001 in the WW case are smaller by a factor of ~35 (1.5 dex) than in the GN case (assuming 
aa Salpeter IMF and m^NH = 30 M 0; see Table 3.11). Overall, in case of the standard model, the GN 
yieldss are somewhat better in agreement with the mean abundances of halo dwarfs observed although large 
discrepanciess (i> 0.5 dex) are present for elements such as O, Oa, and Ti. 

Att 4.5 Gyr ago, the standard model both with the GN and WW yields is in satisfactory agreement 
withh the solar abundances for most elements plotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 4.42, except for elements 
suchh as (Jo, Ni, and On. These elements are overproduced in the WW model. In contrast, Ou is severely 
underproducedd in the GN model (as is K). Thus, while the abundances at [Fe/H] = -2.4 predicted for the 
GNN and WW set of yields differ by huge factors, the corresponding abundances at [Fe/H] ~0 are rather 
similar.. This reflects the different metallicity dependence of the GN and WW yields as discussed above and 
inn Sect. 3.4. Present-day abundances predicted by the standard model with the GN and WW yields differ 
considerablyy e.g. for 0, O, Oo, Ni, and Ou (see Tables 4.8 and 4.9). However, the overall trend is very similar 
andd elements for which the abundances disagree considerably with the present-day abundances observed in 
Oanopuss and Hi! regions in the SNBH are common for the two sets. 

Wee conclude that the GN and WW yields behave very similarly at roughly solar metallicities and above, 
whilee marked differences are present at metallicities below solar (see Sect. 3.4). Since the element abundances 
predictedd at given galactic age do strongly depend on the SFR and IMF adopted, a firm conclusion cannot 
bee drawn about whether the GN or WW yield set is favoured on the basis of the differences in abundances 
predictedd at [Fe/H] = -2.4 alone. In contrast, from the abundance-abundance variations discussed above, 
modelss with the GN yields cannot be reconciled with e.g. the [O/Fe] and [O/O] ratios observed in Galactic 
haloo stars. This conclusion is independent of the SFR and IMF model used and is insensitive to the parameter 
valuess assumed (for reasonable ranges). Therefore, in the following we will restrict ourselves predominantly 
too models which incorporate the WW yields. 

 Differences between the abundance-variations observed among halo and disk stars 

Wee examine in more detail the observational data in Figs. 4.40 and 4.41. It can be seen that marked 
differencess in the abundance-abundance variations are present between disk and halo stars which roughly 
cann be separated at values of [Fe/H] 1, [O/H] 0.6, and [O/H] 1. It is commonly accepted that 
thesee transition metallicities mark the epoch in the evolution of the Galaxy during which the major part of 
thee disk material accumulated. This era probably coincides with the onset of main star formation in the 
diskk ISM. The reason why the detection probability of stars with metallicities roughly equal to the transition 
metallicyy is relatively low, is probably related to the rapid contraction and settling of the disk ISM. Either 
starr formation at such metallicities has been suppressed or the kinematical properties of stars which formed 
duringg the transition phase are strikingly different, from that of the halo and disk stars included in the 
sampless listed in Table 4.6. 
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Figuree 4.42 Comparison of predicted and observed abundances by mass at three distinct epochs of Galactic evolution. 
Leftt panels: results for the standard model with the Geneva/Nomoto (GN) yields. Right panel: same as left 
panell but for the Woosley/Weaver (WW) yields. From top to bottom, resulting abundances are compared to the 
meann abundances of halo dwarfs with [Fe/H] = -2 .4 (Gayrei 199G; roughly 10 Gyr ago), the abundances in the Sun 
(Anderss fc Grevesse 1989; AG; ~4.5 Gyr ago), and the abundances observed in Ganopus (e.g. Hill et al. 1995) and 
Hlll legions in the SNBH (e.g. Cunha fc Lambert 1994; represented by triangles; present-day abundances). Error bars 
indicatee the uncertainty in the measured abundances (varying between 5 and 2 dex). For comparison, solar 
abundancess by number (10 log (El/H) +12; data from AG) are plotted in the bottom panel for elements included in 
thee computations. 

Thee possibility tha t the enrichment in the Galaxy proceeded at a relatively rapid rate at the transi
tionn phase would imply that the formation of massive stars during this phase was not accompanied by a 
correspondingg enhancement in the formation of low and intermediate mass stars (i.e. not many of such stars 
aree nowadays observed). This would point to a difference in the IMF of stars formed during the transition 
phasee as compared to the bulk of halo and disk stars that are nowadays observed. Selective enrichment of 
thee material out of which the main part of the disk formed may be an alternative explanation for the pos
siblee enhanced rate of enrichment during the transition phase. Observational selection effects against stars 
formedd during the transit ion phase and /o r systematic errors in the analysis also may provide an explanation 
forr the fact tha t stars with transition metallicities are underrepresented in the observational data currently 
available.. We will return to the origin of the transition in metallicities below. 
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Apartt from the different trends in the abundance-abundance variations among disk and halo stars, it-
cann be seen from Figs. 4.40 and 4.41 that the scatter in the abundances of halo stars is generally much larger 
thann for disk stars. The large spread observed among halo stars at a given value of [Fe/H] is probably in 
excesss of experimental errors since a substantial part of the scatter usually remains within each of the samples 
off  halo stars listed in Table 4.6. The origin of these abundance variations is unknown but the scatter appears 
too be dominated by variations in [Fe/H]. The spread in e.g. [O/H] and [C/H] seems to be substantially less 
thann that in [Fe/H] (cf. Fig. 4.41). Abundance inhomogeneities in the halo ISM and/or the effects of stellar 
orbitall  diffusion may play an important role. Alternatively, the large abundance variations among halo stars 
inn the Galaxy may be associated with stellar populations accreted from nearby galaxies that merged with 
thee Galaxy at early epochs in its evolution. However, in either case it appears difficul t to explain why the 
abundancee variations among halo stars appear larger in [Fe/H] than in [O/H] (or [O/H]) . Therefore, it seems 
moree plausible that these abundance variations are due to small-scale enhancements in the iron enrichment 
off  the halo ISM. This suggests that the large spread in iron abundances observed among halo stars in the 
Galaxyy is related to the nucleosynthesis by intermediate mass stars (m = 2 — 8 M (;)) which do not produce 
bothh iron and oxygen in substantial amounts at the same t ime. We propose that these abundance variations 
aree primarily due to the local enrichment of the halo ISM by SNIa. 

Sincee the progenitor stars of SNII in general are more massive than those of SNIa, SNIa progenitors 
mayy travel considerable distances from their birthplace in the Galactic disk before they ultimately explode. 
Thiss implies SNII ejecta to be returned in the vicinity of the progenitor birthplace while this probably is not 
truee for the ejecta of SNIa (primarily Fe). Furthermore, this implies that SNII generally go off in relatively 
high-densityy environments as compared to SNIa. This probably has important consequences for the mixing 
t imee scales and mixing efficiencies of the SNII and SNIa ejecta. The distance which SNIa progenitors travel 
beforee they ult imately explode heavily depends on the progenitor mass as well as on the appropriate evolution 
scenarioo of the WD (e.g. single or double-WD degenerates; cf. Nomoto 1991; Renzini 1994). Part of the 
scatterr in the abundance-abundance variations observed among Galactic halo stars may be due to sporadic 
contaminat ionn by SNIa ejecta and/or due to variations in e.g. the IMF, the upper mass limi t for SNII, etc. 

Tablee 4.8 Present-day abundances for selected models (GN yields) 

Model l 

A A 
A l l 
A2 2 
A 3 3 

B B 

c: : 
[) ) 

E E 
F F 

T a b lee 4 

Model l 

A A 
A l l 
A2 2 
A 3 3 
B B 
C C 
D D 
E E 
F F 

H H 

0.67 7 
0.61 1 
0.69 9 

0.74 4 
0.68 8 
0.66 6 
0.66 6 
0.67 7 
0.70 0 

He e 

0.30 0 
0.35 5 
0.29 9 

0.25 5 
0.30 0 
0.31 1 
0.31 1 
0.30 0 
0.28 8 

Z Z 

0.032 2 
0.044 4 
0.022 2 

0.008 8 
0.027 7 
0.031 1 
0.033 3 
0.028 8 
0.021 1 

[C/H] ] 

0.48 8 

0.69 9 
0.31 1 

- 0 . 14 4 
0.41 1 
0.48 8 
0.50 0 
0.44 4 
0.30 0 

99 Present-day abundances for 

H H 

0.66 6 
0.61 1 
0.69 9 
0.74 4 
0.67 7 

0.65 5 
0.66 6 
C.67 7 

0.69 9 

He e 

0.30 0 
0.34 4 
0.29 9 
0.25 5 

0.30 0 
0.31 1 
0.30 0 
0.30 0 
0.28 8 

Z Z 

0.035 5 
0.051 1 

0.024 4 
0.009 9 
0.030 0 
0.035 5 
0.037 7 
0.031 1 

0.023 3 

[C/H] ] 

0.19 9 
0.44 4 
0.13 3 

- 0 . 23 3 
0.09 9 

0.21 1 
0.21 1 
0.14 4 

0.13 3 

[N/H ] ] 

0.41 1 

0.82 2 
0.35 5 

- 0 . 25 5 
0.35 5 
0.42 2 
0.45 5 
0.37 7 
0.24 4 

[O/H] ] 

0.09 9 
0.19 9 

- 0 . 13 3 
- 0 . 58 8 

0.01 1 
0.08 8 

0.12 2 
0.02 2 

- 0 . 12 2 

[Mg/H ] ] 

0.33 3 
0.43 3 
0.15 5 

- 0 . 30 0 
0.25 5 
0.33 3 
0.36 6 
0.26 6 
0.14 4 

selectedd models ( W W yields" 

[N/H ] ] 

0.44 4 

0.82 2 
0.38 8 

- 0 . 25 5 
0.40 0 
0.46 6 
0.48 8 
0.41 1 

0.27 7 

[O/H] ] 

0.29 9 
0.41 1 
0.04 4 

- 0 . 44 4 
0.20 0 

0.29 9 
0.32 2 

0.21 1 
0.04 4 

[Mg/H ] ] 

0.19 9 

0.34 4 
- 0 . 07 7 
- 0 . 57 7 

0.11 1 
0.19 9 
0.21 1 

0.13 3 
- 0 . 04 4 

[Si/H] ] 

0.29 9 
0.49 9 
0.15 5 

- 0 . 29 9 
0.22 2 
0.29 9 
0.33 3 
0.23 3 
0.15 5 

[Si/H] ] 

0.46 6 
0.66 6 
0.28 8 

- 0 . 23 3 
0.39 9 
0.47 7 

0.50 0 
0.40 0 
0.27 7 

[Fe/H] ] 

0.12 2 
0.40 0 
0.00 0 

- 0 . 44 4 
0.03 3 
0.12 2 
0.14 4 
0.06 6 
0.02 2 

[Fe/H] ] 

0.13 3 
0.57 7 

0.11 1 
- 0 . 35 5 

0.06 6 

0.15 5 
0.16 6 
0.09 9 

0.09 9 

 Dependence on star formation history 

Inn this section, we investigate the dependence of the abundance-abundance variations for various elements on 
thee Galactic star formation history. Figs. 4.43-4.45 show results for the abundance-abundance variations 
off  0, N, O, Fe, Mg, Si, and Cu for the SFR models A - F selected in Sect. 4.2 (WW yields and model 
parameterss as listed in Table 3.3 except for flSNIa — 0.02). 
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First,, it, can be seen from Figs. 4 .43-4.45 that the influence of the SFR on the resulting abundance-
abundancee variat ions is large, in part icular for elements which are predominantly synthesized in massive 
starss (m ^ 8 M 0 ) . For abundance-variat ions of elements such as (,' and N, which partly originate from 
intermediatee mass stars, the effects of the SFR are relatively small (see Fig. 4.44). Thus, in principle, the 
abundance-abundancee variations recorded by long-living stars in the Galaxy for elements such as 0, Ne, Mg, 
Al ,, and Si (which are mainly produced by massive stars; see Sect. 3.4) provide stringent constraints to the 
Galact icc star formation history. 

Second,, none of the SFR models plotted provides an adequate explanation of the detailed abundance-
abundancee variat ions observed among Galactic halo and disk stars. In particular, the different trends in these 
variat ionss when going from halo to disk stars (as discussed above) suggest that an important ingredient is 
missingg in the models which takes into account additional variations of the element productions with galactic 
age. . 

Thi rd,, al though large scatter is present in the abundance data for halo stars, we claim from the SFR 
modelss shown in Figs. 4.43-4.45 that Galactic star formation histories which incorporate gas infall, and 
showw a max imum in the SFR several Gyr later than the onset of star formation in the Galaxy, are clearly 
favouredd by these data. This is most clearly visible from the observed variations in [G/Fe], [Si/Fe] and 
[Ga/Fe]]  with [Fe/H]. For monotonically decreasing SFRs (after a very rapid initial onset of star formation), 
variat ionss in [El/Fe] (e.g. El = G, O, Mg, Si, and Ga) with [Fe/H] (or [O/H]) continue to increase with 
decreasingg metall icity. Thus, such SFR models usually result in [El/Fe] ratios which exceed the observations 

- 33 - 2 - 1 0 1 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 

[Fe/H]] [0/H] 

F igu ree 4.43 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (O, Fe, Mg, and C): dependence on star formation history. 
Resultss are shown for models A - F selected in Sect. 4.2 with the WW yields. Model parameters are as listed in Table 
3.33 except for Fb N I a = 0.02. Results are shown for the following SFRs: 1) density dependent SFR with n=l without 
infalll  (thick dashed curve; model A) and with infall (solid; model B), 2) double exponential SFR with infall (thick 
dotted;dotted; model C), 3) bimodal SFR without infall (dashed, model D), 4) Dopita SFR with infall (thick sold, model 
E),, and 5) density dependent SFR (n= l) with SFR-dependent, IMF slope {dash-dotted, model F). For comparison, 
observationall  data from the various sources listed in Table 4.6 are plotted (filled circles) while the data of disk F+G 
dwarfss from Edvardsson et, al. (1993) and Andersson & Edvardsson (1994) are represented by (open circles). 
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Figuree 4.44 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (C, N, O, and Fe): dependence on star formation history. 
Curvess and symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.43. 
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Figuree 4.45 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (Si and Cu): dependence on star formation history. Curves 
andd symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.43. 
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byy substant ial factors. In contrast, models for which the SFR gradually increases to a given maximum and 
thereafterr decreases exponentially predict [El/Fe] to increase with [Fe/H] up to a given value and to decrease 
thereafter.. A natural manner to explain such a behaviour of the SFR with galactic age, is to allow the disk 
ISMM to build up gradual ly over several Gyr by means of gas infall and/or accretion of material combined 
withh a density dependent SFR law with n <; 1. 

Inn principle, the predicted variations of [El/Fe] with [Fe/H] for elements such as O, Mg, Si. and 
( 'a,, mimic the behaviour of the underlying SFR with galactic age. From the observed variations of e.g. 
[Mg/Fe]]  and [Ca/Fe] with [Fe/H], we argue that models for which the Galactic SFR increases over several 
Gyrr up to a given max imum and thereafter decreases exponentially are favoured by the observations. The 
agreementt of such models with the observed abundance-abundance variations depends on the contraction 
t imee of the disk ISM before the maximum SFR in the disk ISM is reached. In case of an instantaneous onset 
off  star formation and thereafter rnonotonically decreasing SFR. the agreement with the observations could 
bee improved considerably by assuming an upper mass limi t of stars at birth at early epochs in the evolution 
off  the Galaxy that is considerably smaller than at present. We wil l discuss these possibilities below. 

Tabless 4.8 and 4.9 demonstrate the effect of the adopted SFR on the resulting present-day abundances 
forr the models selected in Sect. 4.2. In columns 2 - 4, present-day mass fractions of H, He, and Z (i.e. the 
meta l -abundancee integrated over all elements heavier than helium) are given. Golumns 5 -10 list the element 
abundancee ratios [El/H] by mass (relative to solar) for C, N, O, Mg, Si, and Fe. We give the abundances 
predictedd for the SFR models A - F selected in Sect. 4.2 as well as for the standard model with different 
IMF ss (models Al—A3 ; see below). 
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Figure;; 4.4G SFR models: effect of star formation history. Top panels: SFR histories assumed and resulting AMRs. 
B o t t omm pane ls: corresponding [Mg/Fe] and [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relations. Curves have the following meaning: burst 
SFRR model with exponentially decreasing infall (solid curve; r,nf = 0.5 Gyr; see text), double exponential SFR with 
infalll  (dotted; model (I; r,nf = 0.5 Gyr; see Sect. 4.2), and Dopita SFR model with infall (dash-dot; model E; r,t,f = 
.'ii  Gyr; see Sect. 4.2). Observational data as in Fig. 1.40 (symbols). 
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Figuree 4.47 SFR models: effect of Galactic age tburst at which initial burst occurs. Top panels: SFR histories 
assumedd and resulting AMRs. Bo t tom panels: corresponding [Mg/Fe] and [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relations. Curves have 
thee following meaning: tburst = 1 Gyr (solid curve), 3 Gyr (dashed), and 5 Gyr (dotted). For all models, exponentially 
decreasingg gas infall was assumed (t\nf = 0.5 Gyr and S0 = 0.1). Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 (symbols). 

 Dependence on burst profile and burst SFR threshold 

Too investigate the effect of the initial burst of the SFR on the abundance-abundance variations we consider 
aa different class of models in which the SFR is forced to follow a given burst profile. The burst profile 
assumedd consists of two parts (see Fig. 4.46): 1) a Gaussian half for the rising part of the burst (with width 
Cburst),, and 2) an exponential decaying half for the decreasing part of the burst (with decay t ime scale r m I ) . 
Thiss type of SFR profile is chosen for convenient parametr izat ion of the burst profile in terms of (Tbul.st and 
r ]n f .. We note that the results presented below do not depend on the detailed description of the burst. In 
addit ion,, we assume gas infall to decay exponentially on a t ime scale r]nf as well. Since infall is assumed 
too take place from Galactic age t = 0 on, the initial burst of the SFR is delayed with respect to the onset 
off  infall. The physical idea behind such a delay is that first a critical gas density must be reached in the 
diskk ISM before star formation can be initiated at very high rates. When star formation triggers more star 
formation,, a rapid burst occurs which is determined exclusively by the threshold gas density at which the 
chainn of star formation is initiated. Thereafter, the SFR decays exponentially on a similar t ime scale as 
thee gas infall/accretion rate. Note that this concept is different from the one in which star formation is 
determinedd by the gas density in the disk ISM. Although the idea of a star formation threshold has been 
knownn for a long time (see Chap. 2), we believe that the concept of a delayed SFR by means of a burst 
thresholdd is new and has not been studied in detail before. 

Fig.. 4.46 shows the threshold burst SFR model and the resulting AM R as well as the resulting 
[Mg/Fe]]  and [O/Fe] variations with [Fe/Hj. Comparison with the double exponential and the Dopita SFR 
modelss (selected in Sect. 4.2) suggests that, basically, threshold burst SFR. models may provide an equally 
adequatee explanation for the abundance-abundance variations observed among Galactic halo and disk stars, 
inn part icular for [Mg/Fe]. The discrepancies seen for the variation of [O/Fe] with [Fe/H] do occur for all 
SFRR models selected in Sect. 4.2 (computed with the WW yields) and must be associated with processes 
otherr than the SFR. Note that the present-day abundances ratios predicted by these models are all the same 
andd only depend on the current gas fraction u\ = 0.1 assumed. 
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Motivatedd by the above results, we investigate both the effects of: 1) the Galactic age <i-,urst at which 
thee main SFR burst occurs, and 2) the burst durat ion <rburst (during which the halo presumably collapses 
andd the major part of disk is formed). 

Fig.. 4.47 i l lustrates the effect of /b u r st on the AMR and the variations of [Mg/Fe] and [O/Fe] with 
[Fe/H].. Burst ages t\:,urst <Sl.5 Gyr are probably inconsistent with the observations. However, different parts 
off  the ( ialaxy may have collapsed at later t imes. Although large scatter is present in the abundance data 
off  Galact ic halo stars, the trend predicted in the variation of [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H] suggest that the main 
episodee of star formation occurred within 1—2 Gyr after the onset of star formation in the (ialaxy. Fig. 4.48 
showss the effect of burst duration (or collapse time) on the same quantit ies as discussed before. When the 
burstt durat ion is increased from <7bur.st = 0.25 to ^ 0.5 Gyr, the period of t ime during which enrichment of 
thee ISM is balanced by infall of metal-deficient mat ter is increased compared to that for rapidly increasing 
SFRR models. This leads to a reduction of the effect of the burst on the abundances of stars with [Fe/H]<i —1. 
Thiss suggests that the abundance-abundance variations for these stars do favour relatively short collapse 
t imess < 1 ( iy r dur ing which the SFR rapidly increases. However, other explanations of these abundance data 
mayy apply equally well and careful interpretation is necessary. 
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F igu ree 4.48 SFR models: effect, of burst duration <Tbur3t. Top panels: SFR histories assumed and resulting AMRs. 
B o t t omm panels: corresponding [Mg/Fe] and [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relations. Curves have the following meaning: <rhl,rst 
== 0.2.r) Gyr (solid curve, /burst = 1 Gyr), 1 Gyr (dashed; r.hurst = 3 Gyr), and 1.75 Gyr (dotted; fburst = 5 Gyr). For 
alll  models, exponentially decreasing gas infall was assumed (tmf = 0.5 Gyr and So = O.t). Observational data as in 
Fig.. 4.40 (symbols). 

Wee conclude that models in which the SFR increases up to a given maximum during several Gyr and 
thereafterr decreases exponentially are favoured by the abundance-abundance variations observed among halo 
andd disk stars in the ( ialaxy. Such a behaviour of the SFR with galactic age is natural ly explained by a 
rapidd (or gradual) accumulat ion of the disk ISM by gas infall (and/or gas accretion), in combination with 
starr formation regulated predominantly by the gas density in the Galactic ISM. As a consequence, gas infall 
ontoo the Galactic disk seems to be required to explain the observed abundance-abundance variations. In 
thee following, we investigate whether this conclusion is altered by the effects on the resulting abundance-
abundancee variations of: 1) the stellar IMF, and 2) the enrichment contributions by SNIaand SNI I - fSNIb/c 
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•• Dependence on the IMF 

Fig.. 4.49 shows the effect of the IMF on the stellar abundance-abundance variations for the Dopita SFR 
(modell E). Since the formation of lovv-rnass stars (m ^ 1 M,.,) in the Scalo and Kroupa IMF models is 
substantiallyy less than for the Salpeter IMF, the enrichment of predominantly intermediate mass stars is 
considerablyy enhanced in the former models. This leads to a reduction in the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] ratios 
comparedd to the Salpeter IMF model. In the same manner, the production of ( ' and N is enhanced in the 
Scaloo and IMF models compared to Salpeter. At low metallicities, these effects are less severe in case of the 
Kroupaa IMF for which the IMF slope at low masses is -y ~ 1.5 which is relatively steep compared to the Scalo 
IMFF (see Sect. 4.3.1). The agreement with the observations for O and the a—elements is improved when 
IMFss are considered which flatten towards low-mass stars as compared to the Salpeter IMF. In contrast, 
elementss such as C and N are overproduced by intermediate mass stars in case of such flat IMFs. The latter 
discrepancyy is severe and argues against such strong flattening of the IMF towards low-mass stars. Alter
natively,, the carbon and nitrogen yields of stars with metallicities Z ^ 0.001 may be substantially in error 
(seee below). In general, different IMFs result in a shift of the predicted abundance-abundance variations 
whilee the shape of these variations is predominantly determined by the underlying star formation (and infall) 
history. . 
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Figuree 4.49 Effect of IMF on stellar abundance-abundance variations. Results are shown for the Dopita SFR (model 
E)) with: 1) the Salpeter IMF (solid cui-ve), 2) the Kroupa IMF (dotted), and 3) the IMF computed iteratively from 
thee Scalo PDMF (dashed). Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 (symbols). 

Forr the models shown in Fig. 4.49, we have introduced a SNIa delay time between the formation and the 
ul t imatee explosion of the WD (see Sect. 4.2) for reasons discussed below. This by no means affects the 
conclusionss concerning the effect of the IMF on the resulting abundance-abundance variations. We do not 
considerr this delay of SNIa when discussing the effects of the lower (LML) and upper (UML) stellar mass 
limitss at birth on the abundance-abundance variations as shown in Figs. 4.50 and 4.51. 
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F igu ree 4.50 Effect of stellar lower mass limi t at birth (LML ) on stellar abundance-abundance variations. Results are 
shownn for the Dopita SFR (model E) with: 1) a constant LML of mi =0.1 M 0 ((solid curve), and 2) a SFR-dependent 
LMLL varying between mi = 1 Mg at high SFRs and ~0.2 MQ at low SFRs (see Sect. 4.2). Observational data as 
inn Fig. 4.40 (symbols). 

Whenn the LM L is assumed to increase with the SFR, the formation of intermediate and massive stars 
iss favoured at high rates of star formation. This leads to a relatively large production of elements such as 
O,, Mg, and Si which are synthesized predominant ly in massive stars during the burst. Consequently, the 
resultingg present-day abundances of most elements for such models are much in excess of the observations (cf. 
Fig.. 4.50; note that when the SFR ceases, the resulting abundance-ratios approach the values for constant 
LM LL models). This confirms our earlier finding that there is no observational support for large variations of 
thee LM L over the lifetime of the Galaxy (see Sect. 4.3.1). The formation probabil ity of massive stars at early 
epochss in the evolution of the (ialaxy may have been higher than at present as suggested by observations 
inn external disk galaxies (Chap. 2). If the formation of low-mass stars has been suppressed in the (ialaxy 
ass well, such episodes of enhanced massive star formation must have been short compared to the lifetime of 
thee ( ialaxy since this otherwise wil l lead to abundance ratios of e.g. [O/H] and [Fe/H],>l (cf. Fig. 4.50). 

11 ' i i ' ' ' ' i  ' ' ' • I n—i i ' i i i i ' ' ' ' i ' ' ' ' | ' ' ' ' 
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F iguree 4.51 Effect of stellar upper mass limi t at birth (UML) on stellar abundance-abundance variations. Results 
aree shown for the Dopita SFR (model E) with: 1) a constant UML of mu = 60 M 0 ((solid curve), and 2) a 
SFR-dependentt UML varying between mu = GO M© at high SFRs and ~20 M,., at low SFRs (dotted curve; see Sect. 
4.2).. Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 (symbols). 

Ann alternative manner to explain enhanced massive star formation is by means of an increase in the 
UMLL at high SFRs. In this case, the formation rate of low-mass stars continues while the format-ion rate of 
massivee stars is increased during the burst. Fig. 4.51 shows the resulting abundance-abundance variations 
forr a model for which the UML increases with the SFR. In this case, the effect on the stellar abundance-
abundancee variations is determined by the abundance-ratios in the material returned by the most massive 
starss formed (as compared to the same ratios in the ejecta of intermediate mass stars). For the WW yields, 
thiss gives rise to a decrease of the [O/Fe] and [O/Fe] ratios at low metallicities during the burst (see also 
Fig.. 3.10). The impact of an increase of the UML with the SFR on the abundance-abundance variations 
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iss different from that of raising the LML as distinct mass ranges of stars become relatively important in 
enrichingg the ISM. An increase in the UML with the SFR is not supported by the abundance-abundance 
variationss observed in the Galaxy. Other variations of the stellar mass boundaries at birth with galactic age 
aree beyond the scope of this investigation. However, such variations may alter the results obtained here. 

Wee conclude that IMFs which flatten towards low-mass stars (as compared to the Salpeter IMF) predict 
( '' (and N; see Tables 4.8 and 4.9) abundances which are much too high compared to the observations. Thus, 
suchh IMFs are difficul t to reconcile with the abundances observed among Galactic disk and halo stars unless 
thee formation rate of intermediate mass AGB stars is suppressed at the same time. Small changes in the 
IMFslopee (e.g. between 7 = 2.1 and 2.35) with Galactic age may have occurred but a present-day slope 
steeperr than 7 = 2.35 is inconsistent, with the abundance ratios observed among Galactic disk stars. Weak 
supportt is found for enhanced massive star formation by means of a modest increase of the LM L when the 
SFRR was high during early epochs in the evolution of the (ialaxy. However, minimum stellar mass limit s nr, 
^^ Ü.2 My cannot have lasted long in the evolution of the (ialaxy. Models for which the UML increases with 
thee SFR are not supported by the observations (unless simultaneous variations in e.g. the LML did occur). 
Wee note that part of the spread in the abundances observed in halo stars may be due to rapid, small-scale 
variationss of the IMF, ni\, and/or mu in the Galactic halo. 

 Dependence on the enrichment by SNIa 

Wee investigate the influence of the contribution of SNIa to the enrichment of the ISM in the (ialaxy. Since 
thee main element synthesized in SNIa explosions is iron (see Sect. 3.3), SNIa predominantly affect the iron 
enrichmentt in the Galaxy. In principle, the element contribution by SNIa at galactic age / depends on: 1) the 
pastt formation rate of SNIa progenitors, and 2) the characteristic delay t ime AtSNUl between the formation 
off  a SNIa progenitor and its ul t imate explosion as SNIa. Apart from the adopted SFR and IMF, the past 

,SNIa a 2.55 M, ,SNIa a formationn rate of SNIa progenitors is determined by the initial mass range [? 
My ]]  of stars which leave a WD massive enough to explode as SNIa, and by the fraction fSNIa ~(J.(J05 of 
thesee WDs that ult imately ends as SNIa (see Sect. 4.2; Table 3.3). The dependence of the iron contribution 
byy SNIa on the assumed values of mfNI a and FS N I a has been discussed in Sect. 4.2. The SNIa delay t ime 
A< S N Iaa is determined by: 1) the lifetime r(m, Zt) of the progenitor star leaving a WD, and 2) the time AtWD 

betweenn the formation of this WD and its actual explosion as SNIa: 

A< S N Iaa = r ( m , Z J + A i W D 
(4.27) ) 

Forr SNIa progenitors with initial masses ^ 2.5 M 0 , the SNIa delay t ime is dominated by the delay AtWI) 

betweenn the WD formation and the actual SNIa explosion (see Sects. 3.3 and 4.2) so that for such stars 
A^ S N Iaa ~ A < W D - We here consider the impact of the SNIa delay t ime A/.SNIa on the stellar abundc 
abundancee variations. 

auunciance--

Dclay y 

F i g u ree 4.52 Schematic outline of the WD 
delayy t ime distr ibution function for a given 
WDD born at galactic age t. Several ex-
ampless of distribution functions are shown: 
1)) exponentially increasing and thereafter 
constantt [dashed curve), and 2) exponen-
tiallyy increasing, constant, and thereafter 
exponentiallyy decreasing (solid and dotted 
curves).curves). For clarity, the maximum WD de-
layy time probabil ity has been assigned to 
onee in this figure. In our models, the prob-
abilityy function is normalised to the inte-
grall  of the distribution function over WD 
age. . 

Thee WD delay t ime At depends on many details, such as the assumed evolution scenario of the WD 
ultimatelyy exploding as SNIa (see Sect. 3.3) which, in fact, are unknown. In principle. A / w [ ) may vary 
stronglyy for WDs similar in mass or which belong to the same stellar generation. Observational estimates 
forr the WD delay t ime range from zero to a Hubble time. Theoretical estimates for A / S N I a are in the range 
0.06—88 Gyr (e.g. Smecker-Hane & Wyse 1992; Renzini 1994). For a SNIa progenitor of 2.5 M,;j (r ~ 0.8) 
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thee upper value would imply (A* W D Z 7 Gyr). Before discussing the implementation of the WD delay t ime 
inn our models, we briefly address several related observations concerning the occurrence of SNIa. 

Inn principle, the characteristic SNIa delay t ime may be determined by the turning point in the [O/Fe] 
vs.. [Fe/H] relation at roughly [Fe/H] 1 (e.g. Bravo et al. 1993; King 1995; Ishimaru k Arimoto 1995). 
However,, such est imates heavily depend on: 1) the assumed lifetime of the Galaxy at the onset of star 
formation,, and 2) the variation and magni tude of the iron enrichment rate up to ages at which [Fe/H]~-1 is 
reachedd in the Galactic ISM. In turn, the iron enrichment rate is determined by many uncertain quantit ies 
suchh as the history and magni tude of the SFR, IMF , stellar mass limit s at birth, gas infall rate, and the 
metall icityy dependent iron yields and contr ibut ions by SNII and SNIb/c (as well as SNIa) during the early 
evolutionn of the Galaxy. Therefore, such est imates involve many assumptions and may give rather uncertain 
results.. We here choose not to rely on the SNIa delay times derived in this manner. 

Thee relatively high frequency of SNIa in late type spiral galaxies (van den Bergh 1991) suggests that 
eitherr not all SNIa have old progenitors or that these rates are related to the high past SFRs in these sysems. 
Deliaa Valle k Livi o (1994) find that the SNIa rate (per unit K luminosity of the parent galaxy) is ~ ! ) -10 
t imess larger in late spirals than in ellipticals. Bartunov & Tsvetkov (1996) claim that the SNIa rates in 
spirall  galaxies are higher in the neighbourhood of the spiral arms. These observations suggest that part of 
thee SNIa is associated with a relatively young stellar population for which the WD delay t ime is probably 
lesss or comparable to the lifetime of the SNIa progenitor. 

Thee expansion velocities of SNIa are found to correlate strongly with Hubble type of the parent galaxy 
inn the sense that low expansion velocities of SNIa are observed only in early type galaxies (van den Bergh 1993; 
hereafterr vdB93). This suggests that the SNIa expansion velocity is related to the age of the SNIa. It has 
beenn found that the rates of SNIa with large expansion velocities appear enhanced in post-starburst galaxies 
(vdB93).. This leads to the hypothesis that SNIa with low expansion velocities belong to relatively old stellar 
populat ionss while those with high expansion velocities may be associated with young stellar populations 
(Branchh k van den Bergh 1993). In the latter case, the WD delay t imes are probably comparable to or 
smallerr than the main-sequence lifetimes of relatively massive SNIa progenitors. In the former case, either 
thee WD delay t imes are very small (for SNIa progenitor masses m <, 1 Mc:>) or the WD delay times are 
substant iall  with A / W D — 1 — 10 Gyr (for SNIa progenitor masses m Z 1 M 0 ) . SNIa progenitors with masses 
mm <>  I Mc.j presumably leave WDs which are not massive enough to end as SNIa and, consequently, would 
requiree substant ial amounts of mat ter to be accreted after the formation of the WD (e.g. from the companion 
s tar ).. Although we cannot exclude this possibility, it seems unlikely that such WDs do explode as SNIa 
withi nn a Hubble t ime. Therefore, we propose that WD delay times up to ~ 10 Gyr are required to explain 
att least, part of the SNIa observed in early type galaxies. 

Onn average, SNIa are brighter at max imum in late-type (spiral and irregular) galaxies than in early-type 
(lenticularss and elliptical galaxies). In combination with the slower decay of brighter SNIa, this suggests 
aa broader dispersion in the ages of SNIa progenitors in late-type compared to early-type galaxies (Ruiz-
Lapentee et al. 1996) and may imply that, on average, younger (and perhaps more massive) SNIa progenitors 
aree present in late-type galaxies. This is consistent with the observations of SNIa discussed above. Thus, 
noo single class of progenitors of SNIa emerges when a variety of observational characteristics are considered 
(Livi oo et al. 1995) 

Itt has been argued that the double WD (DD) scenario for SNIa may be relatively important in early-
typee galaxies, i.e. for old stellar populat ions (Ruiz-Lapente et al. 1996). In this case, the Chandrasekhar 
masss (~ 1.38 M 0 ) is reached at the t ime that the WDs coalesce and explode as SNIa. The DD SNIa time 
scalee (or WD coalescence t ime) is primari ly determined by the orbital shrinking due to the loss of angular 
momentumm by gravi tat ional wave radiat ion. In contrast, the single WD (SD) scenario for SNIa may be the 
dominantt SNIa mechanism in late-type galaxies. In this case, the WD mass can be sub-Chandrasekhar and 
aa wider range in WD masses exploding as SNIa is expected. This would be consistent both with the brighter 
SNIaa and larger expansion velocities of SNIa in late-type galaxies discussed above. The SD SNIa t ime scale 
iss determined by the lifetime of the secondary (for single degenerate binary systems with a primary mass <̂  
88 M 0 ) . In late-type galaxies, the spread in SNIa t ime scales and the continuous process of star formation 
probablyy causes a wide range both in the ages and masses of the exploding WDs (Ruiz-Lapente et al. 1996). 

Motivatedd by the above observational and theoretical indications of WD delay t imes as large as /W I ) 

ZZ 1U Gyr, we investigate the eifect of such delays on the enrichment by SNIa. For this purpose, we assume 
ann ad hoc probabil i ty distr ibution of the delay t ime for a given WD (hereafter briefly SNIa profile) as shown 
inn Fig. 4.52. For simplicity, the SNIa profile is assumed to be constant, i.e. independent of the WD mass, 
initiall  metall icity of the WD progenitor, or galactic age. Furthermore, we assume that the SNIa profile can 
bee characterized by a min imum and maximum WD delay time denoted by t™V and t™J?x, respectively. In 
thee following, we wil l restrict ourselves to a SNIa profile as il lustrated in Fig. 4.52 (dotted curve). For such 
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Figuree 4.53 Effect, of SNIa delay time on [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] abundance ratios. Top panels: Results 
aree shown for the Dopita SFR (model E) with minimum and maximum WD delay times as follows: (tmj„ , tmJx) = 
(0,, 0; dashed curve), (1, 1.1; dotted), and (3, 3.1; solid). Bo t tom panels: as for top panels but with [t^°, t™®x) = 
(3,, 3.1; solid curve) and (3, 14; dotted). A SNIa fraction F"^ a = 0.01 was assumed. Observational data as in Fig. 
4.400 (symbols). 

SNIaa profiles, WD delay times between <JĴ  and t^l occur with equal probability while the probabil ity of 
WDD delay times outside this range is effectively zero. In Sect. 4.3.2, we considered already the influence of 
thee choices of iJnini Cax o n the- present-day SNIa rate. It was found that for values of t^® «J 3 — 5 Gyr, 
thee present-day SNIa rate can be increased by factors up to ~4—5 for SFRs exponentially decreasing with age. 

Fig.. 4.53 shows the impact of the WD delay time on the contribution by SNIa to the ISM enrichment 
inn case of the Dopita SFR (model E) with FSNIa = 0.01 (WW yields and remaining model parameters as 
inn Table 3.3). Clearly, the predicted abundance-abundance variations are inconsistent with the observations 
whenn no WD delay times are considered (cf. Fig. 4.53). This is true for all SFR models selected in Sect. 
4.2.. It can be seen that the shapes of the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] ratios for stars with [Fe/H]< —1 become 
moree consistent with the observations for larger WD delay times. We find that opt imal agreement with the 
observedd shapes is reached for values of t™® = 3 — 5 Gyr. It is important to realize that such WD delay 
times,, instead of implying real delays between the SNIa occurrence and the formation of its WD progenitor, 
mayy point to the possibility that the majority of SNIa are not progenitors with initial masses in the range 
betweenn ~2.5 and 8 M,:, but instead originate from stars with much lower masses, e.g. between ~1.5 and 
2.55 M<:, (see Sect. 4.2). 

Wee note that the resulting abundance-abundance variations are sensitive as well to the magnitudes and 
variationss of the SFR and IM F of intermediate mass stars (in ~ 1 — 8 M:,) at early epochs in the evolution 
off  the Galaxy. Apart from the value of iJJiiri, * ,ne detailed SNIa profile assumed is relatively unimportant for 
thee shape of the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] ratio variations with [Fe/H]. In particular, the precise value of t^H 
assumedd marginally affects the resulting abundance-abundance variations (cf. Fig. 4.53). 
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Fig.. 4.54 shows that the impact, of the WD delay t ime also depends on the fraction FSNIa of WDs which 
ul t imatelyy end as SNIa (cf. Sect. 3.3). For values of FS N I a = 0.05 - 0.025, both the present-day [Fe/H] 
rat ioo and the shape of the abundance-abundance variations are affected. For the Dopita SFR model we 
findfind that the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] ratios observed among Galactic disk and halo stars are best 
fittedd for values of FS N I a ~ 0.02 and t™® ~ 3 - 5 Gyr. However, both O and Mg abundances are too large 
comparedd to the observations, in part icular at values of [Fe/H]^ — 1. Since these elements are predominantly 
synthesizedd in massive stars (see Sect. 3.4), this suggests that: 1) the upper mass limi t for SNII assumed, i.e. 
TOTOuuN11N11 — 30 M(>' i s somewhat too large, and/or 2) the Salpeter IM F overestimates the formation probability 
off  stars with m ~20—30 M 0 . For instance, when the Dopita SFR model is computed with the Scalo IM F 
insteadd of the Salpeter IM F (with ( ™ = 5 Gyr, FS N l a = 0.01, m*NU = 25 M„ ) , the agreement with the 
observationss can be considerably improved (see Fig. 4.49). However, we have argued above that models 
wit hh IMFs flattening more strongly towards low-mass stars than the Salpeter IM F are probably inconsistent 
wit hh the observations because such models overproduce C and N by large amounts. Therefore, we consider 
thee effect of the upper mass limi t of SNII on the abundance-abundance variations in more detail below. 
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F igu ree 4.54 Effect of SNIa contribution on [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] abundance ratios. Results arc shown 
forr the Dopita SFR (model E) with SNIa fractions FSNU = 0.005 (dashed curve), 0.015 (dotted), and 0.02 (solid). 
Minimumm and maximum WD delay times ( t w ° , tW ^ ) = (3, 3.1) were assumed. Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 
(symbols). (symbols). 

Wee note that the effect of the WD delay t ime on the iron enrichment by SNIa leads to an underestimate 
off  the iron abundance at early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy. This discrepancy can be solved by 
assumingg a larger age of the Galaxy since the onset of star formation. Also, the iron contribution by massive 
starss may have been much larger at such epochs than previously assumed. This may be due to variations in 
thee IMF, stellar mass l imit s at birth, the fraction of massive stars ending as SNIb/c (which have larger mean 
[Fe/O]]  ratios in their ejecta than SNII, cf. Sect. 3.4), and/or the upper mass limi t of SNII at early evolution 
epochs.. Alternatively, the iron yields of massive stars from WW may be too small at low metallicities or the 
agess of stars e.g. in the Edvardsson et al. sample may be in error (see below). 

 Dependence on the upper mass l imi t of SNII 

Wee investigate the influence of the upper mass limi t of SNII on the predicted abundance-abundance vari-
at ions.. Figure 4.55 shows that the specific value of m „ N n = 20—30 M(., assumed strongly affects the 
resultingg abundance-abundance variations. Stars with masses in this range are important in determining 
e.g.. the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] ratios at early epochs in Galactic evolution. Since the SNII yields of e.g. O, Mg, 
Al ,, Si, and Fe strongly vary with initial mass in case of the W W data (see Fig. 3.10), the upper mass limi t 
forr SNII assumed has great impact on the [El/Fe] and [El/0] abundance ratios. For the Dopita SFR. model, 
aa value of /7)^N" — 30 M,.:: appears in best agreement with the observations. We emphasize, however, that 
thiss value is sensitive to e.g. the IMF, and the SNIa contribution to the iron enrichment. The agreement 
withh the observations can be further improved by assuming a somewhat larger SNIa contribution of /•nSXIa ~ 
0.02. . 

Fromm Fig. 4.55. it appears tha t both O and Mg may be overproduced at metallicities [Fe /H]^ —1. 
Therefore,, another way to improve the agreement with the observations is to allow for an increase of the 
upperr mass limit of SNII with the SFR. We consider an ad hoc variation of ?;j^NI1 with the SFR as follows: 
aa constant value of ro„NI1 = 20 M 0 at galactic ages for which the SFR has not yet reached its maximum 
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Figuree 4.55 Effect of upper mass limit, of SNII on the stellar abundance-abundance variations. Results are shown 
forr the Dopita SFR (model E) with mfNn = 20 M 0 (dashed curve), 25 M,., (dot), and 30 Mw (solid). A WD delay 
timee At W D = 3.5 Gyr and SNIa fraction fsNIa = o.Ol were assumed. Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 (symbols). 

value,, and a constant value of m™11 = 30 M Q (or 40 M 0 ) after the SFR has reached its max imum value. 
AA possible justification for such a dependence of ?7^N " with the SFR may be that massive stars form pref-
erentiallyy in high-density environments (see Chap. 2). When the disk ISM builds up from infalling mat ter 
fromm the Galactic halo, the gas density increases and becomes maximal when the peak SFR is reached. In 
ourr models, we simulate this effect by assuming an stellar upper mass limi t mu depending on the SFR in 
exactlyy the same manner as described above for m„  . 
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F iguree 4.56 Effect of SFR-dependent upper mass limit of SNII on the stellar abundance-abundance variations. 
Resultss are shown for the Dopita SFR (model E) with: 1) 200 M(:, (dashed curve), 2) m„  increasing with 
thee SFR between 20 and 30 M 0 (solid), and 3) m„  increasing with the SFR between 20 and 40 Mw (dotted). A 
WDD delay time AcWI 

(symbols). (symbols). 
3.55 Gyr and SNIa fraction Fb 

0.011 were assumed. Observational data as in Fig. 4.40 

Fig.. 4.56 il lustrates the effect of an SFR-dependent upper mass limi t for SNII on the stellar abundance-
abundancee variations. It can be seen that the agreement with the observations is considerably improved 
comparedd to models incorporating constant values of e.g. m™11 = '20 M e . Variations of m„ N I 1 between 20 
andd 30 M(., are in reasonable agreement with the observations. 

Inn the following, we wil l view in retrospect the above results and examine the kind of Galactic chemical 
evolutionn models that we find to be in best agreement with the observations. In addition, we wil l draw 
attentionn to several discrepancies that remain. 

D i s c u s s i on n 

Forr a given set of stellar metallicity dependent yields, there is a very limited range of models for the 
starr formation history and chemical evolution of the Galaxy which are able to explain the abundance-
abundancee variations and present-day abundances observed among Galactic disk and halo stars. There 
appearss no unique galactic chemical evolution model in best overall agreement with the abundance and 
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agee da ta currently available for stars in the Galaxy. Therefore, instead of a discussion of the mode] most 
consistentt with these observations, we prefer to point out the main "pros and cons" of the kind of models 
thatt can explain adequately several basic characteristics of the observations and to draw attention to those 
trendss that are hard to explain by the models presented here. 

 Towards an appropriate model for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy 

Wee restrict ourselves in this discussion to two models which are based on the Dopita SFR (model E) but 
differr slightly in some aspects related to the enrichment contributions by SNIa and SNII. We wil l denote the 
modelss by E— and E-j- as follows: 

Tab lee 4.10 Parameters for models E - and E+ (Dopita SFR) 

Model l 

E --
E+ + 

mSN» » 

20 0 
25 5 

^SNIa a 

0.01 1 
0.02 2 

l min n 
Gyr r 
3.5 5 
3.0 0 

/WD D 
max x 
Gyr r 
3.6 6 
3.1 1 

^SNIb/c c 

0.2 2 
0.2 2 

Thee star formation history and IM F for these models are identical with that for the Dopita SFR model 
selectedd in Sect. 4.2 and discussed above. Remaining model parameters are as listed in Table 3.3. Although 
thee parameter values listed in Table 4.10 are not strikingly different, we wil l show that the results for models 
E—— and E+ differ substantial ly. 

Figuree 4.57 displays resulting abundance-abundance variations of O, Fe, Mg, and C for models E - and 
E-f.. Both models include a substantial delay of the SNIa occurrence after WD formation (see above) and 
aree in good agreement with the trends in the [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] variations with [Fe/H] observed for disk 
starss with [Fe/H]<^ — 1. Since the Woosley/Weaver yields vary strongly for stars with masses between 20 
andd 30 M,.,, the enrichment of elements such as O, Mg, and Si, differs substantially when ??^NI 1 is increased 
fromm 20 to 25 M (r). 

Too improve the agreement with the observed [Mg/Fe] values for model E - , the SNIb/e contribution can 
bee increased to FS N I b / c ~ 0.3. This wil l have small corresponding effects on both the O and Fe abundances 
sincee the contr ibut ion by SNIb/c to these elements is relatively low (~20%; see Sect. 3.4). Alternatively, 
thee iron contr ibut ion by SNIa can be decreased but this reduces the agreement between the models and the 
observationss for abundance ratios such as [O/Fe] and [C/Fe]. To improve the agreement with the observed 
[O/Fe]]  values for model E+, the oxygen enrichment should be reduced considerably. For instance, this can 
bee achieved by decreasing the upper mass limi t for SNII assumed (e.g. mJN I ! = 20 M(., as in model E -) 
butt this gives rise to an underest imate of the abundances of elements such as Mg and Si. Alternatively, to 
explainn the observed [O/Fe] ratios with model E+, the iron contribution by SNIa could be enhanced but this 
wouldd result in considerable overproduction of iron. Altogether, to explain simultaneously the abundance-
abundancee variat ions of e.g. [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] would require very precise finetuning of the parameters 
affectingg the heavy element production by massive stars (m i> 8 M ( ; )). 

Inn spite of the fact that models E - and E-f can explain adequately the basic trends observed in the 
abundance-abundancee variations of elements such as O, Fe, and Mg in Galactic halo and disk stars, we have 
shownn before that this can be achieved only when the enrichment by SNIa is delayed for several Gyrs after 
formationn of their WD progenitors. We have discussed both theoretical and observational arguments in 
support,, of such SNIa delays. It is difficul t to extract information about the detailed SNIa delay t ime profile 
(cf.. Fig. 4.52) from the observed abundance-abundance variations. However, a substantial delay of a large 
numberr of SNIa over at. least several Gyr after the major period of star formation is needed to strongly affect 
thee slope of the [O/Fe] ratio vs. [Fe/H] at values of [Fe/H]£ - 1 . We like to recall that such a delay results in 
lesss efficient enrichment of iron during the early epochs of star formation in the Galaxy. As a consequence, 
SNIaa delay models are inconsistent with the observed AM R of iron at early epochs of star formation in the 
Galaxyy during the t ime interval that, the SNIa enrichment is delayed (e.g. ~3.5 Gyr for model E - ). Thus, 
suchh models are difficul t to reconcile with the age and iron abundance data currently available for F and G 
dwarfss in the Galaxy, unless the ages derived for such stars are systematically too large (i.e. by at least 3 -4 
Gyr).. Indeed, large systematic errors in the ages of the sample stars from Edvardsson et al. may be present 
butt are not yet confirmed (see Sect. 4.1). 

Apartt from the impact of the enrichment of SNIa with galactic age, we have argued that the detailed 
variationn of the SFR. with galactic age at early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy strongly affects the 
resultingg [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] ratio variations with [Fe/H]. From our models, it appears difficul t to explain 
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Figuree 4.57 Resulting abundance-abundance variations (O, Fe, Mg, C, and N) for models E - [solid curve: Dopita 
SFR,, WW yields, ms

u
KU = 20 M 0 , FS N I a = 0.01, CiS = 3.5 Gyr, other parameters as in Table 3.3) and E+ (dotted; 

Dopitaa SFR, WW yields, m^N" = 25 M 0 , FS N I a = 0.02, t%? = 3 Gyr). Observational data as in Fig. 4.40. 
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thee trends observed for these ratios by means of one and the same star formation and chemical evolution 
modell  both for Galact ic halo and disk stars. Models incorporating an early, a short (^ 1 Gyr) period of 
intensee star formation appear consistent with the abundance-abundance variations observed among halo 
starss in the Galaxy. Such models, however, are inconsistent with the abundance-abundance variations 
observedd in disk stars. On the basis of the results presented above, we find it hard to explain the abundance-
abundancee variat ions in Galactic disk and halo stars unless: 1) variations did occur in e.g. the IMF, stellar 
masss l imit s at bir th, enrichment contr ibut ions by SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII, with galactic age, and/or 2) the 
format ionn histories of stars in the Galactic halo and disk were decoupled, i.e. different processes have initiated 
andd regulated the star formation history in the Galactic halo and disk ISM. Since both the kinematics, 
abundance-rat ios,, and abundances differ substantial ly between halo and disk stars, it seems plausible that 
suchh decoupling may have taken place (see Chap. 1). Thus, if it turns out that the delay of SNIa is not the 
pr imaryy cause for the change in slope of the variation of [O/Fe] with [Fe/H], the process of star formation in 
thee Galact ic halo probably has been different from that in the disk. This may imply corresponding differences 
inn e.g. the IMF , lower stellar mass l imit , and /or upper mass limi t for SNII. 

Besidess the distinction between the halo and disk ISM, the disk itself probably cannot be treated 
ass a single component since substantial radial gradients appear to be present (sect. 4.1) and the gas and 
stellarr surface densities, ISM abundances, total-to-gas ratio, and star-to-gas ratio decrease substantial ly 
whenn moving from the Galactic center outwards in the Galactic disk (Chap. 1). We modelled the Galaxy 
ass a whole in order to keep the number of parameters involved as small as possible and to investigate the 
problemss such models encounter when confronted with abundance da ta of both halo and stars in the Galaxy. 
Concerningg these assumpt ions, the uncertainties still involved with the theoretical stellar yields in particular, 
andd the large scatter present in the abundance da ta (especially for halo stars), it may be even surprising 
thatt our models are able to explain the main trends observed in the abundance-abundance variations at all. 

Wee have argued that SFR models that exhibit an early maximum in their variation with Galactic 
agee and are regulated by gas infall/accretion are probably favoured by the observations. However, this 
argumentat ionn is based on weak observational support and further depends strongly on the adopted stellar 
yieldss as well as on the homogeneity and accuracy of the constraining stellar abundance data. We here have 
concentratedd on the result ing abundance-abundance variations for the Dopita SFR model but e.g. double 
exponentiall  SFR models may explain the observations equally well, depending on the gas infall and gas 
consumpt ionn t ime scales assumed. The origin of the scatter observed in the abundances of Galactic halo 
starss is impor tant for a further distinction between models appropriate for the star formation history of the 
Galaxyy on the basis of the abundance-abundance variations observed. 

 Model discrepancies 

Twoo clear shortcomings are present in the theoretical stellar yields discussed in Sect. 3.3. First, inspection 
off  Fig. 4.57 (as well as earlier figures) reveals that the [C/O] and [C/Fe] ratios in stars with [Fe/H]<; - 1 
predictedd by our models are too large by ~0 .7 dex (e.g. for halo stars values of [C /0] = - 0 .6 1 are 
observed).. We argue that this is probably due to the overproduction of carbon by SNII at low metallicities 
bothh in the Geneva/Nomoto (GN) and Weaver/Woosley (WW) yield sets. From Tables 3.12 and 3.13 we 
findd that the min imum [O/O]  r a t i o i n the ejecta of SNII predicted by the GN and WW yield sets are -0 .32 
andd - 0 . 45 dex, respectively, in case of a Salpeter IM F and for Z = 0.001. In case of a Scalo IM F these ratios 
aree - 0 . 16 and - 0 . 45 dex, respectively. Either increasing or reducing the upper mass limi t of SNII does not 
improvee the si tuat ion as can be seen from Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 and Tables 3.12 and 3.13. When the carbon 
contr ibut ionss by SN lb /c and AGB stars are included these ratios become even larger and more inconsistent 
wit hh the observations. 

Compar isonn of the GN and WW SNII yields with the (wind+explosion) SNII yields from Maeder (1992; 
Tablee 3.13) gives [O/O] rat ios - 0 . 98 and - 0 . 94 at Z = 0.001 for the Salpeter and Scalo IMFs, respectively. 
Thiss would give good agreement with the observations as has been shown recently by Prantzos et al. (1994, 
1996),, a l though it was needed to reduce the carbon yields from Maeder by 30% in order to explain the 
rat ioss [ C / O ] ^ - 0 .5 observed in Galactic halo stars. These authors argue that large uncertainties may be 
introducedd in the yields e.g. by means of the 1 2C(a, 7) reaction rates adopted in the stellar evolution models. 
Al thoughh a detailed investigation of this problem is beyond the scope of this study, we like to emphasize 
thatt the Maeder (1992) carbon yields would be in perfect agreement with the observed [O/O] and [O/Fe] 
rat ioss observed in the halo stars considered here, as well as with the observed trends of these ratios with 
e.g.. [O/H] and [Fe/H] (cf. Fig. 4.57). This suggests that the amount of carbon produced during the SNII 
explosionn of massive stars as predicted both by the GN and WW yields is considerably too large. This may 
bee e.g. related to the 1 20 ( a, 7) rates adopted. As an alternative to the possible errors in the theoretical 
yields,, the carbon abundances observed in low-metallicity stars may be considerably in error. However, this 
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seemss unlikely since the carbon abundances determined by independent groups (which used different analysis 
techniques)) are very similar for low-metallicity stars (see also Prantzos et al. 1996). 

AA second problem of our models is the overproduction of nitrogen by ~0.3—0.4 dex at apparently all 
metallicities.. Nitrogen is predominantly synthesized in AGB stars. At solar metallicities, low-mass (m ^ 4 
M ( ))) AGB stars are the main source of nitrogen, at metall ic't ies Z^O.001 nitrogen is mainly synthesized 
inn AGB stars with m Z 4 M 0 during hot bot tom burning; see Sect. 3.3). This suggests that: 1) too 
manyy stars reach the AGB in our models, and/or 2) the effect, of HBB is too large in our models. The first 
possibilityy would imply that the min imum initial mass for stars that reach the AGB is considerably larger 
thann the turnoff mass m0(tev) ~ 0.82 M 0 . This is also suggested on the basis of the predicted rates of AGB 
starss and PNe in the Galaxy (see Sect. 4.3.2). The second possibility would imply that the effect of HBB 
iss overestimated in massive AGB stars. This could be interpreted in terms of: a) the value of mHBB = 0 .8 
M (:)) assumed is too low (see Sect. 3.3), and /or b) the fraction of stars more massive than ~ 4 M(;) reaching 
thee AGB is too large (either the assumed upper mass limi t of AGB stars m ^G B = 8 M(;) is too high, or not 
alll  stars in the range m ~ 4 - 8 M(., reach the AGB/experience HBB). Glearly, this result needs further 
investigation. . 

Notee that the above artefacts reduce (but do not take away completely) the main objections against 
IMFss that flatten towards low-mass stars from the point of view of the observed abundance-abundance 
variations. . 

 Predicted present-day abundance contributions by AGB stars, SNIa, SNIb/c , and SNII 

Wee are left with a discussion of the contributions by AGB stars, SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII to the present-day 
stellarr ejection rates and abundances of the most abundant elements in the disk ISM. We concentrate on 
modelss E— and E+ discussed above. 

Fig.. 4.58 shows the abundances predicted at three distinct epochs of Galactic evolution for models 
E—— and E+. At solar metallicities, the resulting abundances for model E-|- are in better agreement with 
thee observations than that for model E—. At early and late epochs, the discrepancies between the predicted 
andd observed abundances are large, in part icular for C, N, and O. At early epochs, the model abundances 
aree determined by the detailed variation of the SFR with Galactic age and by the ejecta of predominantly 
massivee stars (i.e. SNII and SNIb/c). We have discussed above the artefacts in the stellar yields of C and 
N,, especially at low metallicities. Apart from 0 and N, the agreement between the observed and predicted 
abundancess by model E+ at these epochs is satisfactory, taking into account the observational uncertainties 
inn the abundances of halo stars with mean ratios [Fe/H]~ - 2 .4 (see Cayrel 1996). 

Tablee 4.12 Present-day element contributions (Model 
E+,, W W )* 

El l 

H H 
He e 
C C 
N N 
O O 

Mg g 
Al l 
Si Si 

Ca a 
Ti i 
Fe e 
Ni i 
Z Z 

SNIa a 

0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.03 3 
0.00 0 
0.04 4 
0.04 4 
0.04 4 
0.24 4 
0.33 3 

0.31 1 
0.75 5 
0.16 6 

0.14 4 

SNIb /c c 

- 0 . 14 4 
0.12 2 
0.23 3 
0.02 2 
0.10 0 
0.20 0 
0.16 6 
0.11 1 

0.08 8 
0.24 4 
0.16 6 

0.03 3 
0.12 2 

SNII I 

- 0 . 44 4 
0.39 9 
0.31 1 

0.10 0 
0.86 6 
0.76 6 

0.80 0 
0.66 6 
0.59 9 
0.45 5 

0.09 9 
0.82 2 
0.52 2 

AGB B 

- 0 . 41 1 
0.49 9 
0.42 2 
0.88 8 

- 0 . 02 2 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--

0.23 3 

Total l 
[ M „„  y r " 1 ] 

- 0 . 1 70 0 
0.119 9 

8.566 (-3) 

1.122 (-2) 
1.666 (-2) 

1.111 (-3) 
1.200 (-4) 
3.399 (-3) 

1.944 (-4) 
4.200 (-6) 
5.222 (-3) 
4.688 (-3) 

5.299 (-2) 

'Contributionss are normalised to the total ejection rate of 
newlyy synthesized element mass as given in the last column. 
Negativee values indicate consumption. 

Att present, the predicted abundances show large deviations from the mean abundances observed in Hn 
regionss in the SNBH and in Ganopus. This suggests that the abundances of young objects in the solar 
vicinityy are not well suited for comparison with the mean present-day abundances predicted in Galactic disk 
stars.. Most elements for which a comparison between the mean abundances observed in young objects in 

Tablee 4.11 Present-day IMF-weighed net ele-
mentt masses (Model E+, W W )* 

El l 

H H 

He e 
<:: : 
N N 

O O 
Mg g 
Al l 

Si Si 
Ca a 
Ti i 

Fe e 
Ni i 
Z Z 

SNIa a 

[ M Q ] ] 

0.00 0 

0.03 3 
0.05 5 
0.00 0 
0.14 4 

8.66 (-3) 
9.99 (-4) 

0.15 5 
1.22 (-2) 

2.55 (-4) 

0.74 4 
0.14 4 
1.37 7 

SNIb /c c 

[M 0] ] 
- 3 . 60 0 

2.10 0 
0.30 0 
0.03 3 

0.25 5 
3.33 (-2) 
2.88 (-3) 

0.05 5 

2.22 (-3) 
1.55 (-4) 

0.13 3 
0.02 2 
0.90 0 

SNII I 

[M 0] ] 
- 2 . 77 7 

1.70 0 
0.10 0 

0.05 5 
0.53 3 

3.11 (-2) 
3.55 (-3) 

0.08 8 

4.22 (-3) 
6.99 (-5) 

0.02 2 
0.14 4 
1.01 1 

AGB B 

[M 0] ] 
- 0 . 036 6 

0.026 6 
0.002 2 
0.005 5 

- 0 . 0 00 0 
— — 
--
— — 
_ _ 
— — 
— — 
— — 

5.33 (-3) 

"Negativee values indicate consumption 
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thee SNBH and the max imum abundances observed in Galactic disk stars is possible, are more abundant in 
thee latter objects by about 0.3—0.5 dex. The latter sources are probably contaminated by: 1) metal-rich 
starss formed much more inwards to the Galactic center than the present-day galactocentric distance of the 
Sunn (see Sect. 4.1), and 2) old, high-metallicity stars. If we assume that stars in the Galactic disk have 
roughlyy mean present-day abundances between [EI/H] = 0 and +0.2 dex, the predicted abundances of most 
elementss would be in reasonable agreement with the observations. 
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F igu ree 4.58 Comparison of predicted and observed abundances by mass at three distinct epochs of Galactic evolution. 
Leftt panels: results for the E - model (Dopita SFR, WW yields, ms

u
NU = 20 M 0 , FS N U = 0.01, t™-° = 3.5 Gyr, 

otherr parameters as in Table 3.3). R ight panel: same as left panel but for the E+ model (Dopita SFR, WW yields, 
m„„  = 25 MM , F = 0.02, t„,;„  = 3 Gyr, other parameters as in Table 3.3). From top to bo t tom, resulting 
abundancess are compared to the mean abundances of halo dwarfs with [Fe/H] = —2.4 (Gayrel 1996; roughly 10 Gyr 
ago),, the abundances in the Sun (Anders k. Grevesse 1989; AG; ~4.5 Gyr ago), and the abundances observed in 
Canopuss (e.g. Hill et al. 1995) and Hll regions in the SNBH (e.g. Cunlia k Lambert 1994; represented by triangles; 
present-dayy abundances). Error bars indicate the uncertainty in the measured abundances (varying between 5 
andd 2 dex). For comparison, solar abundances by number (10 log (El/H) +12; data from AG) are plotted in the 
bottomm panel for elements included in the computations. 

Forr model E+, we show in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 the net IMF weighed masses and present-day rates of the 
mostt abundant elements nowadays ejected by SNla, SNIb/c, SN11. and AGB stars. For other SFR models 
(computedd with the Salpeter IMF, Woosley/Weaver yields and input parameters as given in Tallies 4.10 
andd 3.3), these quant i t ies are usually similar to the values listed in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. Total present-day 
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stellarr ejection rates for the most abundant elements are given in the last column of Table 4.12. For instance, 
AGBB stars contr ibute ~ 5 0% to the present-day total stellar ejection rate of newly synthesized helium (see 
Tablee 4.12) while AGB stars account for ~ 4 0% of the present-day stellar consumption rate of hydrogen. 
Furthermore.. AGB stars contribute about 90% to the present-day stellar ejection rate of nitrogen. SNIa 
contr ibutee ~ 7 5% to the current ejection rate of newly synthesized Fe and are predicted to be significant 
contr ibutorss to elements such as Si, Ca, Ti , and Ni. SNII contribute ~ 80% to the current stellar ejection 
ratess of newly synthesized O, Mg, Al , and Ni. 

Figs.. 4.59 and 4.60 show the present-day ejection rate contributions and mean element abundances 
(relativee to solar) in the ejecta of SNIa, SNIb/c, SNII, and AGB stars in more detail for models E— and 
E+.. We note that these figures were constructed while accounting in detail for the star formation history 
andd IM F of the stellar populations considered, the metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes, remnant masses, 
andd stellar yields, and the delay of SNIa after the formation of the WD progenitor. For each element, a 
distinctionn is made between the ejection of: 1) newly synthesized material (New), 2) material initiall y present 
(Old),(Old), and 3) the sum of newly synthesized and old materials (Total). We restrict ourselves to Fig. 4.60 (i.e. 
modell  E+ ). The values displaysed in the top left panel of Fig. 4.60 are listed in Table 4.12 (for elements in 
common). . 

Whil ee SNII contr ibute ~ 8 0% to the present-day stellar ejection rate of newly synthesized O, the 
contributionn of SNII to the total stellar ejection rate of O, which includes both newly synthesized oxygen 
andd the oxygen already present in the material at t ime the stars were formed, is drastically reduced to 
~ 5 0%% (Fig. 4.60, top right panel). The large oxygen contribution by AGB stars is due to the ejection of 
considerablee amounts of oxygen initiall y present in the material from which low-mass AGB stars formed and 
thee intensifying effects of both the stellar IM F and the variation of the SFR with Galactic age (see Sect. 
4.2).. This effect is il lustrated in Fig. 4.60 (top center panel). For all elements heavier than He, AGB stars 
contr ibutee ~ 7 5% to the total rate of metals that were initiall y present in stars and are nowadays returned to 
thee ISM. For SNII, SNIb/c, and SNIa these contributions are ~20%, 5%, and 0.5%, respectively. Similarly, 
AGBB stars contr ibute ~ 2 0% and ~ 2 5 %, respectively, to the present-day rates of iron and Z (i.e. all elements 
heavierr than helium) returned by stars (Fig. 4.60, top right panel). This is true even though AGB stars are 
unimportantt for the heavy elements newly synthesized in stars. For model E—, the element contr ibutions 
byy SNIa, SNIb/c, SNII, and AGB stars are similar to that of model E+ apart from small differences related 
too the somewhat lower value of m„ N I 1 = 20 M 0 compared to model E+ (see Table 4.10). 

Correspondingg mean element abundances in the IMF-weighed and SFR integrated ejecta of SNIa, 
SNIb/c,, SNII, and AGB stars are shown for models E - and E+ in the bot tom panels of Figs. 4.59 and 4.60, 
respectively.. For instance, the abundance of newly synthesized carbon in the present-day ejecta of SNIb/c 
ass predicted by model E+ is [C/H]SNib/c —^0-9 dex (relative to solar; cf. Fig. 4.60). Similarly, the mean 
present-dayy abundance of newly synthesized oxygen in the ejecta of SNII is +0.45 dex (Fig. 4.60; bot tom 
leftt panel). When the amount of oxygen initiall y present in the material from which massive stars formed is 
included,, the mean present-day oxygen abundances in SNII ejecta are about +0.65 dex (Fig. 4.60, bot tom 
rightt panel). This value is +0.30 dex for model E - (Fig. 4.59, bot tom right panel) due to the value of m ^ 1 1 

== 20 M(.) assumed. 
Thee abundances in the stellar ejecta of elements heavier than N in the material out of which stars 

formedd are in most cases substantial ly less than solar (Figs. 4.59 and 4.60, bot tom center panels). The 
initiall  abundances in stars nowadays on the AGB are much lower than the abundances in SNII and SNIb/c 
since,, on average, stars nowadays on the AGB formed long ago. It is interesting to note that the initial 
abundancess in SNIa progenitors are lower than those in AGB stars. This reflects the t ime delay of the SNIa 
occurrencee after the formation of the WD so that SNIa are associated with progenitors substantially older 
thann those associated with AGB stars. 

Sincee the mean present-day abundances of elements heavier than He in SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII are 
muchh larger than solar, the Galactic disk ISM is currently being enriched by these populations. In contrast, 
thee mean abundances in the material nowadays returned by AGB stars are substantial ly below solar except 
forr C and N (see Figs. 4.59 and 4.60, bot tom right panels). As a consequence, AGB stars delay the heavy 
elementt enrichment of the Galactic disk ISM considerably and are responsible for the characteristic flattening 
off  the AMR, as discussed in Sect. 4.2. 
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CC N 0 Fe Mg CC N 0 Fe Mg CC N 0 Fe Mg 

Figuree 4.59 Present-day enrichment contributions by AGB stars, SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII for the E- model discussed 
inn the text. Results are shown for the elements C, N, O, Mg, and Fe. Top panels: IMF and SFR integrated 
present-dayy ejection rates by mass of element A' (normalised to total) for: SNIa (wide hatched histograms), SNlb/c 
(open),(open), SNII (solid), and AGB stars (dense hatched). Bottom panels: As top panels but for the logarithm of 
thee mean abundances (relative to solar) in the ejecta of SNIa. SNlb/c, SNII. and AGB stars. Abundances [El/H] 
greaterr than 1 and less than —1 have been assigned to 1 and - 1 , respectively. A distinction is made between newly 
synthesizedd material ejected (New), material initially present ejected (Old), and the sum of the two (Total). 

New w 

CC N 0 Fe Mg CC N 0 Fe Mg CC N ' 0 Fe Mg 

Figuree 4.60 Present-day enrichment contributions by AGB stars, SNIa, SNIb/c, and SNII for the E+ model discussed 
inn the text (see Fig. 4.59 for details). 
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C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summarize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• overall, reasonable agreement is found between the predicted and observed abundance-abundance 
variationss for stars in the Galactic disk and halo. In detail, however, none of the SFR models selected 
onn their ability to fit the observed AMR of iron can provide an adequate explanation of the abundance-
abundancee variations observed, unless additional variations of the element productions by (massive) 
starss with galactic age are taken into account; 

•• the s tandard SFR. model (density dependent SFR n = 1, no infall) selected in Sect. 4.2 is found to 
bee inconsistent with the mean trends present in the abundance-abundance variations observed among 
Galacticc disk and halo stars. This is true even though this model explains adequately the mean AMR 
off iron, as well as age and rnetallicity distributions of long-living stars observed in the SNBH; 

•• our results support : 1) a gradual increase of the SFR up to a max imum several Gyr after the onset 
off star formation in the Galaxy, 2) an exponentially decrease of the SFR past its maximum, and 3) 
ann SFR in the disk ISM regulated by gas infall/accretion of mat te r . (Jas infall onto the Galactic disk 
seemss to be required to explain the stellar abundance-abundance variations observed. Infall t ime scales 
betweenn 0.5 and 3 Gyr appear in best agreement with the observations when exponential decaying gas 
infalll is assumed. The agreement of the SFR models above with the observed abundance-abundance 
variationss is very sensitive to the contraction time of the disk ISM before the maximum SFR in the 
diskk ISM is reached; 

•• the influence of the SFR on the resulting abundance-abundance variations is generally large, in par
ticularr for elements which are predominantly synthesized in massive stars (m <: 8 M(.}). In principle, 
thee abundance-abundance variations recorded by long-living stars in the Galaxy for elements such as 
O,, Ne, Mg, Al, and Si provide stringent constraints to the Galactic star formation history; 

•• our models suggest that the ejecta of SNIa associated with intermediate mass stars formed at early 
epochss in the evolution of the Galaxy have been delayed over at least 3—5 Gyr after the formation of 
theirr WD progenitors. It is difficult to extract information about the detailed SNIa delay t ime profile 
fromm the observed abundance-abundance variations. However, a substantial delay of a large number 
off SNIa over at least several Gyr after the major period of star formation is needed to strongly affect 
thee slope of the [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] variation at values of [Fe/H]i> — 1. Instead of such a time delay, the 
majorityy of SNIa may be associated with considerably less massive stars than previously thought, i.e. 
withh masses between ~1 .5 and 2 M{.j. The WD delay time effect on the iron enrichment by SNIa leads 
too an underest imate of the iron abundance at early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy. Although 
theree are several ways out to compensate for this effect, we favour the possibility tha t the ages of stars 
inn the Edvardsson et al. (1993) sample are systematically too large by at least 3—4 Gyr; 

•• if the t ime delay of SNIa is not the primary cause for the change in slope of the variation of [O/Fe] 
withh [Fe/H], it appears difficult to explain the observed abundance-abundance trends for these elements 
unlesss different processes have initiated and regulated the star formation history in the Galactic halo 
andd disk ISM. This may involve corresponding differences in e.g. the IMF, lower stellar mass limit, 
and /o rr upper mass limit for SNII; 

•• our models combined with the Geneva/Nomoto yields are unable to explain adequately the [O/Fe] 
andd [O/O] ratios observed in Galactic halo stars. This conclusion is independent of the SFR and IMF 
modell used and is insensitive to the parameter values assumed; 

•• we have argued that the amount of carbon produced during the SNII explosion of massive stars as 
predictedd both by the Geneva/Nomoto and Woosley/Weaver yield sets is considerably too large. This 
mayy be e.g. related to the 1 2 C(a , 7) rates adopted; 

•• we find that nitrogen is overproduced in our models by ~0.3—0.4 dex. This suggests that: 1) too many 
starss reach the AGB, and /o r 2) the effect of hot bot tom burning is too large in our models. This result 
needss further investigation; 

•• in general, an IMF distinct from the Salpeter IMF results in a shift of the abundance-abundance 
variationss predicted, while the shape of these variations is predominantly determined by the underlying 
starr formation (and infall) history; 

•• the agreement with the observations for oxygen and the a—elements is improved when IMFs are 
consideredd that flatten towards low-mass stars as compared to the Salpeter IMF. However, elements 
suchh as G and N formed in intermediate mass AGB stars, probably are overproduced in case of such flat 
IMFs.. Therefore, such fiat IMFs are excluded by the observed abundance-abundance variations unless 
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thee formation rate of intermediate mass AGB stars is suppressed at the same t ime. Alternatively, the 
carbonn and nitrogen yields of stars with metallicities Z <> Ü.ÜÜ1 are substantial ly in error; 

•• no observational suppor t is found for large variations of the stellar lower mass limit at birth over the 
lifetimee of the Galaxy. If surli variations did occur, episodes of relatively massive star formation must 
havee been very short, with respect to the lifetime of the Galaxy and /o r simultaneous variations in 
thee enrichment contr ibutions by massive stars must have occurred to prevent overproduction of heavy 
elementss in the disk ISM; 

•• models for which the stellar upper mass limit at birth increases substantially with the SFR are not 
supportedd by the observations (unless e.g. simultaneous variations in the lower stellar mass limit at 
birthh did occur); 

•• models for which the upper mass limit of SNII i n c r e a s e s as a function of galactic age during early 
epochss of star formation in the ( ialaxy are consistent with the observations for variations of ?nu with 
betweenn ~20 and ~30—40 M(.,, if these variations occur delayed with respect to the variation in the 
SFRR with age. We emphasize, however, that, the precise value and variation of m;JNI1 favoured by the 
observedd abundance-abundance variations is rather sensitive to e.g. the IMF, and the contribution bv 
SNIaa to the iron enrichment; 

•• the Dopita SFR and Salpeter IMF models are found in best agreement with the observed stellar 
abundance-abundancee variations in the Galaxy for values of m ^ N n between 20 and 25 MM at the early 
epochh of star formation in the Galaxy, a SNIb/c fraction /?S N I b /c ^ Q.2 for s t a r s w i t h masses between 
~ SS M(:, and »rJN I 1 , a SNIa fraction F S N I a between 0.01 and 0.02 for stars with masses between ~2 .5 
andd ~ 8 M(.,, and a SNIa delay t ime after formation of the WD progenitor of ~3—5 Gyr; 

•• for these models, we find that AGB stars roughly account for ~ 4 0 % of the present-day stellar con
sumpt ionn rate of hydrogen, and contribute ~ 5 0 % and ~90% to the present-day ejection rates of newly 
synthesizedd helium and nitrogen, respectively. SNII are found to contribute ~ 8 0 % to the current stel
larr ejection rate of newly synthesized oxygen. When oxygen initially present in stars at time of their 
formationn is included in the total stellar ejection rate of oxygen, we find that the contribution by SNII 
iss reduced to ~ 5 0 % and tha t AGB stars contribute ~35% to this rate; 

•• models in best agreement with the observations and computed with the Woosley/Weaver stellar yields, 
thee Salpeter IMF, and parameters as listed hereabove imply typical contributions by AGB stars, SNIa, 
SNIb /c ,, and SNII, to the total present-day stellar ejection rates of C, O, and Fe as follows (normalised 
too one): 

EI I 
C C 
O O 
Fe e 

AGB B 
0.45 5 
0.35 5 
0.25 5 

SNIa a 

— — 
--

0.50 0 

SNIb/c c 
0.30 0 
0.15 5 
0.10 0 

SNII I 
0.25 5 
0.50 0 
0.15 5 

•• the present-day abundances observed in the Galactic disk ISM are not suited to distinguish between 
differentt SFR models; 

•• the present-day abundances predicted by our models deviate strongly from the mean abundances 
observedd in Hi] regions in the SNBH and in Canopus. This suggests that the abundances of young 
objectss in the solar vicinity are not representative of the mean present-day abundances in Galactic 
diskk stars; 

•• the possibility that the enrichment in the Galaxy proceeded at a relatively rapid rate during the 
transit ionn phase in the [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relation may imply that the formation of massive stars 
dur ingg this phase has not been accompanied by a corresponding enhancement in the formation of low 
andd intermediate mass s tars (i.e. not many of such stars are nowadays observed). This may point to 
aa difference in the IMF of stars formed before and after the transition phase as compared to the bulk 
off disk s tars nowadays observed; 

•• we suggest t ha t the large spread in abundances observed among Galactic halo stars is related to small-
scalee variations in the nucleosynthesis of intermediate mass stars (m = 2 - 8 M(l)) which do not produce 
bothh at the same t ime iron and e.g. oxygen in substantial amounts. These abundance variations may 
bee primarily due to the local enrichment of the halo ISM by SNIa. 
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4.3.55 Planetary nebulae abundances 

I n t r o d u c t i o n n 

Wee compare the mean abundances in the envelopes of the late stages of Asymptot ic Giant Branch (AGB) 
starss as predicted by the models selected in Sect. 4.2 with th° abundances observed in planetary nebulae 
(PNe)) in the Galactic disk. Apart from a brief discussion of the main uncertainties involved, we consider in 
somee detail the effects of second dredge-up, Hot Bottom Burning (HBB), and the initial abundances of ACiB 
starss on the predicted PN abundances. The analysis presented here closely follows that by Groenewegen et 
al.. (1995; hereafter GHJ) and van den Hoek k Groenewegen {1997; hereafter H G) to whom we refer the 
readerr for a more detailed discussion (see also Sect. 3.3). 

Observa t i on s s 

Thee abundances of PNe in the Galactic disk are taken from various sources, i.e. mainly from Aller k 
Cryzackk (1983), Zuckerman k Aller (1986), Aller k Keyes (1987), and Kaler et al. (1990). The few halo 
PNee contained in these samples are excluded since the present comparison concentrates on AGB stars in the 
Galact icc disk. Errors in the observed abundances are typically 0.015 in He/H and about 0.2-0.25 dex in all 
otherr number ratios considered below. 

M o d e ll a s s u m p t i o n s 

Inn the model, the abundances in PNe are estimated by averaging the abundances in the ejecta of ACiB stars 
overr the final rpN = 25000 yr (e.g. Pottasch 1995). We neglect any changes in the ejected shell abundances 
duringg the post-AGB phase, e.g. due to a late thermal pulse (Schönberner 1983), which is expected to be 
aa rare event, or due to selective element depletion by dust formation. The latter process may affect the 
compositionn both in the wind of an AGB star and during the post-AGB phase (e.g. Bond 1992; van Winckel 
ett al. 1992) but is neglected here for simplicity. 

Wee assume an upper mass limi t of 8 My for stars that ult imately end as PN (with final core mass less 
thann ~1.2 M(:} ) and ignore the possibility that not all our model AGB stars wil l become PNe. In reality, some 
off  the low-mass AGB stars may evolve so slowly during the post-AGB phase that the material previously 
collectedd in the wind is dispersed before the central star has become hot enough to ionize this material. Also, 
thee upper mass limi t for AGB stars is mat ter of debate and may range between 6 and ~ 9 M(;,, depending 
onn the critical mass for carbon ignition in an electron degenerate core and on details of the stellar mass-loss 
scenarioo (cf. GJ; Vassiliadis k Wood 1993; Hashimoto et al. 1993). Furthermore, we assume a constant 
valuee of rpN = 25000 yr. In reality, the t ime during which the mass accumulated in a PN has been swept 
upp on the AGB may depend on the mass and initial composition of the progenitor. Nevertheless, we do not. 
expectt that these simplifications wil l alter our quali tat ive conclusions given below. 

Planetaryy nebulae nowadays observed in the Galactic disk originate from AGB stars covering a wide 
rangee in initial mass, i.e. with masses between ~0.85 and 8 M w . According to the Geneva tracks (see 
e.g.. Schaller et al. 1992), the progenitors of these PNe were born at galactic evolution times ranging from 
—10—155 Gyr to 50 Myr ago. Since the enrichment of the Galactic disk ISM over this t ime interval has 
beenn substantial (e.g. Twarog 1980; Edvardsson et al. 1993), the initial abundances of the PN progenitors 
differr considerably. We account for this important effect when we compare the abundances predicted in 
thee envelopes of ACiB stars with those observed in PNe. For this purpose, a self-consistent model for the 
chemicall  evolution of the Galactic disk was used (see Chap. 3). In particular, it was necessary to apply an 
iterativee solution method to predict the abundances in actual population of PNe in the local Galactic disk 
(seee Sect. 3.1). 

R e s u l t s s 

Resultingg abundance-ratios (by number) in PNe are shown in Fig. 4.61 in case of the standard model assum-
ingg pre-ACiB evolution according to the Geneva tracks (see HG). We verified that the resulting abundances 
aree insensitive to the adopted PN lifetime up to rpN = 50000 yr. In general, good agreement is found 
betweenn the observed and predicted PN abundances despite the uncertainties involved. In part icular, we 
findd that the overall trend of the observations is reproduced well by the standard model. However, some 
discrepanciess are present especially at values of He/H £ 0.15 and log (N/H) ^ - 4 .5 which we wil l address 
below. . 

Forr comparison, we show in Fig. 4.61 the PN abundances predicted by the standard model with 
pre-ACiBB evolution according to the recipes outlined in Groenewegen k de Jong (1993) and HG. In this 
case,, the enhanced effect of second dredge-up can account for massive ACiB stars with He/H up to —0.18 
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inn their envelopes. Th is suggests that second dredge-up has heen relatively important at least for some 
PNee with He/H <i0.15 in our sample. Alternatively, a substantial fraction of the hydrogen contained in the 
outerr envelope may have turned into helium. Since PNe may evolve from a H and/or He-shell burning AGB 
star,, the relative impor tance of H and He shell burning during the latest AGB stages wil l determine the 
distr ibut ionn of the He/H abundance ratios observed for a PN progenitor of a given mass. 

Thee effect of HBB on the predicted abundances can be seen in Fig. 4.61 by comparison of the standard 
modell  with mHBB = 0.8 and 1.3 M, ( i . e. no HBB), respectively (see also Fig. 3.6). Our results indicate 
thatt the s tandard model overestimates the effect of HBB on the resulting N /O abundance ratios in PNe 
wit hh progenitor masses £ .5 -6 M..,. We note that the standard model takes into account the maximum 
effectt of HBB as described by RV so that values of the mixing length parameter a <2 in case of HV are 
probablyy more appropr iate for massive AGB stars. On the other hand, models without HBB are inconsistent 
withh the observed N / O abundances as well as with other independent observations discussed in Sect. 3.3. 
Therefore,, the range of N /O abundances observed in the envelopes of post-AGB stars allows for variations 
inn the importance of HBB roughly covering the range from HIHBB = 0.8 to 0.9 M,.,. 
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F i g u ree 4.CI Planetary nebulae abundances (by number) predicted by the standard SFR (model A) with pre-AGB 
evolutionn according to the Geneva tracks (solid curves) and according to the recipes outlined in GJ (dotted curves). 
Thee latter model without, HBB is shown for comparison (dashed curves). A Salpeter IMF was assumed. Abundances 
observedd in PNe in the Galactic disk are shown by open circles (data mainly from Aller & Cryzack (1983), Zuckerman 
fcfc Aller (1986), Aller & Keyes (1987), and Kaler et al. (1990)). Typical errors in the observations are indicated at 
thee bottom right corner of each panel 

Thee procedure to approximate the effect of HBB in a semi-analytical way has been described in the 
Appendixx of GJ. In fact, the temperature structure of the envelope is expected to change when the number 
off  thermal pulses decreases with increasing values of ?/AGB- This may reduce the amount of HBB occurring 
inn the convectivc envelope and affect the resulting abundances as observed for PNe with log (N/O) ^ - 0 .5 
andd He/H £0 .15 (cf. Fig. 4.61; see Sect. 3.3). 
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Figuree 4.62 Planetary nebulae abundances (by number): effect of the adopted IMF on the abundances predicted by 
thee standard SFR (model A) with pre-AGB evolution according to the recipes outlined in (!J. Results are shown for 
thee following IMFs: 1) IMF computed iteratively from the PDMF derived by Scalo (1986; dashed curve), 2) the IMF 
fromm Kroupa et al. (1993; dotted), and 3) a power-law IMF with j = 2.7 (solid). Abundance data and observational 
errorss as in Fig. 4.61 

Apartt from the importance of processes that occur before or during the AGB, we investigated the effect 
off  the adopted star formation history and IM F on the resulting PNe abundances for a comprehensive set of 
modelss discussed in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3.4. In brief, we find that the resulting PNe abundances are insensitive 
too the star formation history assumed for models that fi t the observed AM R (see Sect. 4.2). Furthermore, 
wee find that the stellar yields adopted for massive stars (i.e. the Geneva/Nomoto or Woosley/Weaver yields; 
seee Sect. 3.3) affect the PNe abundances more strongly, in part icular for G and 0. This is basically due to 
thee high sensitivity of the yields of AGB stars to the initial stellar abundances (such as He, G, N, and O). 

Fig.. 4.62 demonstrates this effect in another way by means of the resulting PNe abundances for 
variouss IMFs in case of standard SFR model selected in Sect. 4.2 (model A; Woosley/Weaver yields). In 
thesee models, differences in the PNe abundances predicted are due to differences in the initial abundances 
off  the model AGB stars only. Because the enrichment of the ISM proceeds at different rates for models 
incorporatingg different IMFs, the initial abundances of stars that currently evolve off the AGB strongly 
affectt the mean abundances in the envelope material ejected as PNe. Thus, in principle, the observed 
abundancess in nearby PNe can be used to constrain the detailed enrichment history of the Galactic ISM 
overr the lifetime their progenitor stars were formed. 
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Fromm Fig. 4.62 we argue that models with the Scalo or Kroupa IMFs (which flatten towards low-mass stars 
comparedd to the Salpeter IM F models) strongly overproduce C and N (see Sect. 4.3.4). The discrepancy 
betweenn the observed and predicted PNe abundances for these IM F models suggest that the C and N yields 
off  AGB stars may be too large, in part icular at low metallicities [Fe/H]£ - 1 . In contrast, models with IMFs 
steeperr than (or as steep as) the Salpeter IM F are consistent with the C and N abundances in PNe, since 
forr such IMFs the formation probability of AGB stars is considerably reduced. 

Wee emphasize that the abundances of PNe currently formed in the Galaxy are very sensitive to the 
init iall  abundances of their progenitors. Thus, in principle, the abundances of PNe nowadays observed in 
thee Galact ic disk provide tight constraints to the past chemical evolution of the Galactic ISM. For the set 
off  AGB and massive star yields discussed in Sect. 3.3, Salpeter IM F models result in PNe abundances that 
appearr more consistent with the observations. However, the latter conclusion strongly depends on the stellar 
yieldss adopted. 

AA considerable part of the observed scatter in Fig. 4.61 is expected to be due to substantial variations 
inn the initial abundances of the FN progenitors as set by the inhomogeneous chemical evolution of the 
Galact icc disk ISM (see Chap. 5). Furthermore, the FN progenitors probably formed over a large range 
inn galactocentr ic distance (e.g. Wielen et al. 1996; see Sect. 4.1), thus covering a wide range in initial 
abundancess according to the radial gradients in the disk ISM (e.g. Shaver et al. 1983). We expect that the 
agreementt between the predicted and observed PN abundance-ratios can be improved further, when a range 
inn init ial composit ion is considered for a given progenitor mass. 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summar ize the results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• the abundance-ra t ios predicted by the s tandard model are consistent with the observed abundances 
inn virtually all the PNe in our sample when we allow for plausible variations in strength of second 
dredge-upp and HBB; 

•• the resulting PNe abundances are relatively insensitive to the adopted star formation history for models 
t ha tt fit the observed AMR,; 

•• the abundances in the PNe nowadays left by AGB stars in the Galactic disk depend strongly on the 
initiall element abundances of their progenitors. Thus , in principle, the observed PNe abundances may 
tracee in detail the chemical enrichment of the Galactic ISM over the t ime interval that the progenitors 
off these PNe were formed; 

•• according to the adopted set of stellar yields, Salpeter IMF models are favoured by the PNe abundances 
observed; ; 

•• overall, the good agreement between the predicted and observed abundances in PNe nowadays observed 
inn the Galaxy suggests tha t the main assumptions made both in the AGB star and Galactic chemical 
evolutionn models are essentially correct. 
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4.3.66 The white dwarf luminosity function 

I n t r o d u c t i on n 

Whitee dwarfs (WDs) are the cooling electron-degenerate remnants of the vast majority of all main-sequence 
starss formed. They probably cool at such low rates that even the remnants of the earliest stellar generations 
havee had no time to fade to invisibilit y during the lifetime of the Galaxy (Wood 1992). 

Thee observed disk WD luminosity function (WDLF) is defined as the derived space density of WDs in 
thee SNBH per bolometric (or absolute visual) magnitude interval. Since the cooling process of WDs, from 
thee planetary nucleus stage through the crystallization stage is at least qualitatively well understood (e.g. 
Ibenn k Tutukov 1984; d 'Antona & Mazzitelli 1990; Wood 1992; Garcia-Berro et al. 1996), the local WDL F 
mayy provide a valuable constraint to the star formation history in the SNBH. 

Wee briefly discuss recent observations related to the local WDLF. Extensive reviews on this subject 
havee been given by Wood (1992) and Bergeron, Saffer k Liebert (1992; hereafter BSL). We describe the 
theoreticall  model to compute the WDL F and confront the observed WDL F with that predicted by the models 
selectedd in Sect. 4.2. We discuss the dependence of the theoretical WDL F on other model assumptions such 
ass the age of the Galactic disk. 

O b s e r v a t i o ns s 

Dataa on the local WDL F has been presented by Liebert (1979), and Liebert, Dahn k Monet (1988; hereafter 
LDM) .. The WDL F from LDM is based on a sample of 353 hot DA (i.e. hydrogen-rich) dwarfs (12000 
^^ Teff[K ] ^ 80000) from the Palomar-Green survey stars listed by Fleming, Liebert k Green (1986; hereafter 
FLG)) and on complementary data for 43 proper-motion selected and spectroscopically confirmed cool WDs 
inn the LHS Gatalog (stars with proper motions larger than 0.5" yr ; Luyten 1979) with My *Z, 13. The 
WDL FF in the SNBH corresponding to the data of LDM (see their tables 4 and 6) is shown in Fig. 4.63. 

Thee WDL F exhibits a dropoff of about one order of magni tude in the distr ibution of cool degenerate 
dwarfss near log (L/L (;,) = — 4.4  0.2 (depending on the bolometric corrections for cool WDs with My 
~ + 1 6 ).. White dwarfs fainter than Mv ~ +17 have been observed but, unfortunately, in numbers too low to 
alloww for any completeness corrections. wThe rise of the WDL F is mainly caused by the increase of the WD 
coolingg t ime with decreasing luminosity (see below). This effect is magnified because the average past SFR 
hass been considerably larger that at present (Sect. 3.1). The youngest WDs observed in the visible as the 
nucleii  of planetary nebulae with effective temperatures Tefj ^ 105 K have been excluded from the sample. 
Thiss is justified since very hot WDs with Teff > 7 104 K have been argued to make a negligible contr ibution 
too the space density of degenerate stars (cf. LDM) . 

F i g u ree 4 .63 The observed WDLF in the 
SNBH.. Data has been taken from Fleming, 
Liebertt k Green (1986; full dots) and from 
Liebert,, Dahn k Monet (1988; open circles). 
Thee WDL F has been normalised to the value 
att log (L / L(.j) ~ —2.6, corresponding to 
MyMy h i2.5, at which errors in the observa-
tionss are relatively small (cf. LDM and Wood 
1992). . 
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Usingg the 1/V'max method, LDM corrected their WD data for kinematical bias associated with proper-
motionn samples (cf. Schmidt 1975). This was done by weighing each object contribution to the space 
densityy (within its absolute magnitude bin) by the inverse of the maximum volume Vmax within which the 
starr hypothetic-ally could be found given the presumed completeness of the sample in both proper motion 
andd apparent magnitude. Proper-motion bias may produce a WDL F which is too large at the faint end 
whilee overcorrection for kinematical bias would result in a WDL F that is loo low at the faint end (cf. LDM) . 
Consequently,, while the existence of the cutoff is not in question, the exact luminosity at which it occurs as 
welll  as its shape are not yet well determined (see further LDM ; Wood 1992). 
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Thee observed W D L F at the faint end is particularly uncertain because the WD number density in this 
regionn is extremely low. However, the plotted upper limit s of the WDL F at these low luminosity bins are 
consideredd to be reliable as discussed in detail by LDM . Uncertainties in the observed WDL F may also be 
duee to the kinematical corrections and to the choice of the luminosity intervals into which the WDL F has 
beenn binned (Iben fe Laughlin 1989). In the following, we wil l assume that the observed WDL F shown in 
Fig.. 4.63 is representative for WDs with distances to the Sun less than about 50 pc (at which the spectro-
scopicallyy confirmed WDs with My > 14 have parallaxes that are large enough to be measured). 

Thee downturn in the observed W D L F at luminosities Ldt ~ 10"4 L(:}  may be explained by: 1) a sudden 
decreasee in the WD cooling t ime at these luminosies, 2) incompleteness of the WDL F at the faint end, 3) 
low-luminosityy WDs which have moved out of the SNBH region during their lifetime, and/or 4) WDs with 
agess larger than the critical t ime needed to cool down to ~ L dt simply may not have formed. We wil l discuss 
thesee possibilities in turn below. 

•• The WD cooling t ime scales have been argued to increase approximately exponentially with age (Wood 
1992).. Therefore, low-luminosity objects are expected to dominate the WDLF in the SNBH. A sudden 
increasee in the WD cooling rate at a critical luminosity Ldt is not supported by theory. In addition, this 
wouldd require the majority of the WDs to have about the same age t  ̂ when cooling down to a luminosity 
Ldtt which is improbable. Alternatively, low-luminosity, old WDs may have evolved to other (unknown) 
evolutionaryy stages after which they become undetectable in the visible. For instance, part of such WDs 
mayy have exploded as SNIa. Nevertheless, the fraction of WDs ending as SNla is probably much too small 
too be significant for the large downturn in the observed WDLF. 

•• The possible incompleteness of the observed WDLF at the faint end has been discussed extensively by 
LDM.. They argue tha t such incompleteness is highly unlikely and even when present is probably insufficient 
too explain the severe dropoff in the observed WDLF . Depending on the bolometric corrections for cool WDs, 
whichh depend on the model atmospheres adopted for such WDs, the exact luminosity of the turndown may 
bee located between log (L/L&) = - 4 . 3 and - 4 . 7 (cf. LDM). 

•• The increase of the scale height of stars in the Galactic disk with stellar age results in a depression of 
thee contribution by the old, low-luminosity WDs to the observed WDLF . Due to the vertical expansion of 
thee stellar disk, the oldest dwarfs are distributed over z-dis tances ~ 5 times larger than young WDs (cf. 
Woodd 1992; Somrner-Larsen 199lab; Sect. 4.1). Therefore, the observed local WDLF needs to be corrected 
forr WDs which moved to large heights above the Galactic plane but originate from the same volume as 
thee young WDs. If the drop in the observational WDLF would be due to the inflation of the stellar disk 
withh age ,then there must be an explanation for the large difference in scale heights reached by WDs with 
luminositiess below and above Ldt- Again this would require most WDs to have about the same age Lit at 
whichh they have cooled down to a luminosity L d t- Since the velocity dispersion is essentially an effect of the 
kinematicall evolution of the stellar disk (e.g. Fuchs k Wielen 1987), the scale heights of main-sequence stars 
andd their remnants should have the same dependence on stellar age. A sudden increase of the disk scale 
heightt by about one order of magni tude is not found in statistical studies of main-sequence stars within the 
Galact icc disk and is not. supported by theoretical models for the kinematical evolution of the stellar disk (e.g. 
Somrner-Larsenn 1991a,b). Consequently, the vertical expansion of the stellar disk as a possible mechanism 
too explain the drop in the observed W D L F is rather unlikely. 

•• (ïiven the shape of the derived luminosity function it is difficult to a t t r ibute the downturn at, the faint 
endd to any physical effect other than the near-equality of the ages of the lowest luminosity observed WDs 
too the lifetime of the Galactic disk since the onset of main star formation (cf. Wood 1992). Consequently, 
thee critical luminosity around which the cutoff in the empirical WDLF occurs probably measures the age 
off the Galactic disk since the epoch at which the progenitors of low-luminosity WDs started to form in the 
Galacticc disk. 

Wee note that the downturn observed in the local WDLF might be related to the steep increase of the stellar 
main-sequencee lifetimes with decreasing stellar mass at m ^ 1 M(.} (see Sect. 3.2). In this case, the major 
fractionn of faint WDs would need to be formed by low-mass s tars . The main-sequence lifetimes of such stars 
couldd be too long to allow for many faint WDs at the present epoch (either these WDs have not formed 
yett or have not had the opportuni ty to become very faint). Alternatively, the progenitors of such WDs may 
nott have formed in significant numbers during the early epoch in the evolution of the Galaxy (e.g. due to 
variationn of the stellar lower mass limit at birth with age, IMF effects, or low SFIis at these ages). 
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M o d e ll a s s u m p t i o n s 

Wee describe the assumptions made to compute the WDL F while accounting for the metallieity dependence 
off  the stellar lifetimes and WE) remnant masses. The theoretical WDL F involves both the mass and age 
distributionn of all WDs which have been formed during the lifetime of the Galactic disk. Since the ensemble 
off  WD remnants formed at galactic age t originates from a range of progenitor stars (with various initial 
massess and initial metal-abundances) which were born at distinct epochs in the past, the WDLF is a complex 
functionn depending on the formation history of stars which evolve up to the end of the AGB and on the 
coolingg history of the WD remnants left behind by these stars. 

Wee assume WDs to originate from AGB stars and ignore the impact on the evolution of the WD being 
aa member of a close binary system (common envelope evolution). Wc use the Z-dependent initial-final mass 
relationss and evolutionary tracks for single AGB stars from Groenewegen et al. (1992; see Sect. 3.2) as well 
ass the pre-AGB lifetimes (e.g. including the RGB and HB) from Schaller et al. (1992). 

Wee adopt the mass and composition dependent WD evolutionary sequences computed by Wood (1990, 
1992)) for WD masses in the range 0.4—1.2 M(:> with spacing in mass of 0.1 M (;). The two main quanti t ies 
whichh determine the evolutionary t ime scales are the WD core composition and the mass of the He-layer. 
Thee pure carbon core model sequences result in ages roughly 2 Gyr larger than the corresponding pure 
oxygenn sequences. We here use the sequences for C/O-core composit ions of the WD with a helium mass 
layerr of m\\e = 1 0- 4 M ( ;). These sequences comprise DB models (helium-rich atmospheres) since surface 
convectionn is likely to be efficient enough to mix helium to the thin surface hydrogen layers of most DA 
(hydrogen-richh atmosphere) dwarfs (cf. Wood 1992). 

Fig.. 4.64 shows the WD effective temperature Teff , corresponding bolometric correction (BC), bolomet-
riee luminosity log (L/L (.)) and absolute visual magni tude My both as a function of WD-age and WD-mass. 
Thee WD cooling sequences were linearly interpolated in log (Age), log ( L / L ^ ) , Teff and log (mr e m) . It can 
bee seen that the WDs cool more rapidly at higher Tê  although the cooling rate also depends on the WD 
mass.. Furthermore, massive WDs are considerably hotter than low-mass WDs at similar WD ages between 
~ 1 077 and 3 109 yr. This trend is reversed for WD ages in excess of ~3 109 yr: at these ages more massive 
WDss start to cool rapidly. 

Too convert the WD bolometric luminosities from the theoretical sequences to absolute V-magnitudes 
My,My, we adopted the BC vs. Teff relation for WDs from LDM between 3500 and 90000 K. As discussed by 
LDM ,, the BCs for WD temperatures below Teff ~ 4000 K are uncertain and hard to determine accurately. 
Beloww Teff ~ 5500 K, the hydrogen Balmer lines are too weak to detect, and it is uncertain whether the 
dominantt atmosphere constituent is H or He (affecting the theoretical Teff vs. BC relation). Helium-rich 
WDss appear to be the major group at Teff < 6000 K but the assumption of hydrogen-rich atmospheres for 
thesee WDs probably has no significant effect on the resulting WDL F (cf. LDM) . For WD ages in excess of 
~1 .55 Gyr, the BCs are less then a few tenths of a magnitude. When the WD effective temperature drops 
beloww ~6000 K the BC slowly increases again. 

Thee WD bolometric luminosity distr ibution reveals that WDs fade from about 10 L(.}  to ~ 1 0- 5 L(.) 
(independentt their mass) within the lifetime of the Galactic disk since the onset of main star formation, e.g. 
assumedd to be tev = 14 Gyr. From the corresponding absolute visual magni tude distribution it can be seen 
thatt WDs fade from My <— 7 to about 20 during this lifetime. White dwarfs with mwi) ~ 1-2 M^ reach 
MyMy < 18 at ages of ~3 Gyr. In contrast, low-mass WDs (mWD ~ 0.5 M ( )) fade down to these luminosities 
afterr cooling down over a period of more than 10 Gyr. We note that all WDs in the mass-range 0.4—1.2 
M(;}}  roughly pass through a similar luminosity range from ^ 1 L(:}  down to ^ 1 0- 7 Lf:>. However, each mass 
spendss different fractions of its cooling time at distinct Galactic epochs within a specific luminosity bin. 
Consequently,, WDs observed within a part icular magnitude range AMy cover the entire WD mass range 
fromm 0.4 to 1.2 M^ and were left at different epochs in the past. 

 Details of the WD cooling scenario 

Wee briefly describe some relevant theoretical aspects of the WD cooling scenario. Shell hydrogen and helium 
burningg (early phases ^ 105 yr), neutr ino losses (intermediate phases), and the effects of liquification and 
crystall izationn (of carbon and oxygen) are incorporated when the central star of a planetary nebula cools 
too the stage of complete internal crystallization (Iben Si Tutukov 1984). Heat transfer at the center is 
determinedd mainly by electron heat conduction while in the outer layers it is determined by the photon 
opacityy (cf. Blinikov & Dunina-Barkovskaya 1994). 

Oncee the loss of neutrinos from the core becomes unimportant (at about log(L/L;,) ~ —1.5) latent 
heatt associated with the phase transition from liquid to solid is released and all WD masses have about the 
samee slope in the log (Age) vs. log(L) diagram (Iben k, Tutukov 1984). At high WD luminosities, the gas 
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F igu ree 4.64 Theoretical WD cooling tracks from Wood (1992). Data is shown for carbon/oxygen WDs with a helium 
masss layer of mH e = 10~4 M 0 . WD effective temperature (top left panel), bolometric correction ( top r ight), 
bolometricc luminosity ( bo t t om left), and absolute visual magnitude (bo t tom r ight) are shown as a function of 
thee logarithmic WD-age and WD-mass. Effective temperature ranges from several thousands K (light) to ~ 70 000 
KK (dark). Bolometric correction ranges from about —6 to -0.25 mag. Note that the bolometric luminosity has been 
plottedd on a logarithmic scale with log (L/Ly ) between — 7 and +1. Corresponding absolute visual magnitudes range 
fromm Mv ~7 to 20. 

off  ions makes the main contr ibution to the heat capacity and the WD cooling rate is determined by heat 
diffusionn through the nondegenerate envelope. At low luminosities, opacity in the outer atmosphere is by 
farr the most crucial parameter in determining the cooling times of WDs (d 'Antona k Mazzitelli 1989). 

Thee degenerate interior of a WD is a mixture of carbon, oxygen and impurit ies corning from the initial 
metall  contents of the progenitor star. Thus, the cooling time depends on the degree of. mixing of oxygen 
andd carbon before the crystall ization star ts (e.g. Wood 1992). The presence of impurit ies in the interiors of 
WDss may delay the cooling of dwarfs by several Gyrs preventing the WD from crystallization due to the 
gravi tat ionall  energy release in part icular by the settl ing of  22Ne (small charge-mass ratio) in the WD interior 
insteadd of being distr ibuted uniformly all over the star (Isern et al. 1993). 

Mat terr star ts to crystallize when the rate of nuclear energy production (once again) falls below the 
coolingg rate and the WD relies primari ly on its interior thermal energy reserves. After crystallization the 
onsett and development of Debye cooling may become important. Once the WD interior has completely 
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crystallizedd and the central temperature has dropped considerably below the Debye temperature, the time 
scalee for cooling is ~ 1 yr times the optical depth of the surface layer (Iben k Tutukov 1984). Note that 
Debyee cooling is not able to give rise to the sharp drop in the observed WDLF due to the progressive onset 
inn the star (d'Antona k Mazzitelli 1990). 

Thee WD cooling process may be affected by the occurrence of accretion of material from the surround-
ingg ISM as is indicated by the observed abundances of metals in the photospheres in cool WDs (see e.g. 
Dupuiss et al. 1993). This suggests that WDs experience several encounters with denser parts of the ISM 
duringg which they may accrete material at rates sufficiently large to leave (temporarily) detectable traces of 
metal-richh material. Nevertheless, the majority of cool WDs do not show this metal-line phenomenon while 
aa substantial fraction of all WDs do not show evidence for hydrogen at their surfaces (e.g. Liebert 1980) 
whichh would be expected if accretion of material from interstellar clouds would be a frequently operating 
process.. We note that accretion of matter would substantially increase the WD cooling times, in particular 
att small luminosities Lwn ~ 10- 4 Lc.). 

Thee evolutionary sequences terminate shortly after the crystallization boundary reaches the core-
envelopee transition and sequences have been extrapolated in the same manner as described by Wood (1992). 
Thee typical WD cooling time required to reach (L/L (.) = —4.5 is about 10 Gyr. The models for more massive 
WDss have higher central temperatures and start crystallization at higher luminosities while the remaining 
thermall  energy from the core is radiated away. White dwarfs cool at a rate dependent mostly on their 
temperature,, and hence luminosity, with weaker dependences on mass and composition (cf. Wood 1992). 
Furthermore,, the WD cooling tracks strongly depend on the opacity, the equation of state (especially in the 
outerr layers of the WD), and the magnitude of convection and diffusion. 

 Computat ion of the theoretical W D L F 

Too compute the theoretical WDLF, one needs to know: 1) the formation rate of WDs (with masses mrem) as 
aa function of Galactic age, and 2) the initial temperature and cooling of the WD from the time it has been 
leftt behind by an evolved star. The visual luminosity of a WD remnant with mass mwD and age £WD has 
beenn computed using the WD cooling tracks discussed above and is denoted by: LWD = FCOO|(mwD, (WD). 

Thee numerical method used here to compute the WDLF is similar to the one used by Yuan (1989) 
andd Iben en Laughlin (1990) except for including metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes and WD remnant 
masses.. The total number of WDs within a specific WD mass range ever born within the lifetime tev of the 
Galaxyy can be written as: 

dNdN rt" 

JtJtbb
 JAD dmwoo Jtb JAD dmwD 

dmm dtb (4.28) 

wheree tb is time of birth of a star of initial mass m and AD is the mass range of stars that leave a WD 
remnantt with mass between r\ and ru within evolution time tev. 

Thee metallicity dependent initial-final mass relation m = m(mwD,2((b)) is required to compute Eq. 
(4.27).. Defining <c(mwD,L) as the cooling time of a WD remnant with mass my/D to cool down to a 
luminosityy L, we can write the total number of WDs within a specific mass range and with luminosities 
betweenn L and L + AL (see also Yuan 1989) as: 

dNwp(L,, L + AL) 

dmwD D 
==  f f S(tb)M(m) - j ^ - l dm dtb (4.29) 

JATJAT JAD dmwD Lb 

wheree the birthtirne interval AT is defined as the period of time during which progenitor stars with lifetimes 
TTAi;n{r>i,Ai;n{r>i,  Z(t )) up to the end of the AGB, leave a WD remnant that has cooled down to luminosities between 
LL and L + AL at time T, i.e. AT = [T(m,mwD,*b, L), T(m, mWD, *b> L + AL) ] where T(m, myvn, <b, L) = 
levlev — TACB(^I Z{tb)) — ^c(mWD,£)- The theoretical WDLF can be derived by integrating Eq. (4.28) over 
alll  WD remnant masses: 

NNwvwv(L,L(L,L + AL,tev) = / , v ' dmwD (4.30) 
J\VDminn dmwD 

wheree WDmjn and WDm ax denote the minimum and maximum WD remnant masses formed, respectively. 
Wee here will assume WDmin = 0.5 and WDmax = 1.2 M 0 . The cooling time tc of a WD is simply related to 
thee galactic evolution time td (at which the progenitor star evolved off the AGB) by tc = <ev -t

d. Therefore, 
wee may express Eq. (4.29) in terms of the stellar die time td instead of birthtirne £b. As can be seen from 
Fig.. 4.64, a range in cooling time A£c(mWD) exists for each WD mass in such a way that the WD will have 
aa luminosty LWD at evolution time tev within a specific luminosity interval (L, L -f AL) . 
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Wit hh the above conversion of cooling t ime tc to td, we can compute the range A* d for a progenitor 
starr leaving a WD that wil l have a luminosity between L and L + A L at t ime td = tev. Since this range in 
/dd solely depends on the WD cooling tracks, A / d can be calculated for each WD mass mW D and for each 
luminosityy bin A L in advance of the actual derivation of the theoretical WDLF. 

Accordingg to the above transformations, we can rewrite Eq. (4.29) and express the theoretical WDL F 
elll  *ev ^"S* 

m A G B B 

NNWDWD{L,L{L,L + AL,tev) = I f S(td - r A G B ( m , Z . ) ) M ( m) dtd dm (4.31) 

wheree m£iiB(t€V) is the initial stellar mass evolving off the AGB at t ime tev and m ^( i B the upper stellar 
masss producing a WD remnant. To allow for scale height corrections, the integrand in Eq. (4.30) must 
bee divided by 2 / iz(T(m, mW n, tb, L). These corrections can be substantial for the older, fainter WDs (see 
below).. We note that analogous expressions can be derived for WD distr ibutions over M v , Afbol, ^eff, etc. 

Thee remnant mass myvi) of a star of initial mass m born at t ime tb is computed using the initial-final 
masss relation m — m ( mW n , Z{th)) and is subsequently used to derive the corresponding range in A/'1. For 
ann assumed Galact ic lifetime of tev = 14 Gyr, we have a present-day turnoff mass o f m J( Ï B ( t e v) = 0.H3 M(., 
(seee Sect. 3.2). This is the lowest mass of stars that leave a WD during the lifetime of the Galaxy. We 
assumee that the most massive star which leaves a WD is determined by the upper mass limi t for AGB stars, 
i.e.. m£(- ,B = 8 M 0 . Furthermore, we ignore WDs eventually formed from stars that do not enter the AGB, 
suchh as perhaps low-mass RGB stars. 

Wee normalise the observed and predicted WDL F to the total number of WDs within the entire mag-
ni tudee range considered. Thereafter, we scale the theoretical values to the value of the empirical WDL F at 
logg ( L / L 0 ) = - 2 .6 at which observational errors are probably small (cf. Noh k Scalo 1990; Wood 1992). 
Wee verified that the sum of all WDs binned in luminosity is approximately equal to the total number of 
WDss derived from integration of Eq. (4.27) over WD remnant mass. 

Wee compute the theoretical W D L F according to Eq. (4.30) while we take into account the metallicity 
dependencee of the stellar lifetimes (up to the end of the AGB) and WD remnant masses. Numerical com-
putat ionn of the theoretical WDL F according to Eq. (4.30) is found to be relatively fast (i.e. as compared 
too Eq. (4.29)) and accurate (see also Noh & Scalo 1989; Wood 1992). The WDL F is derived for absolute 
visuall  luminosit ies between My = 8 and 20 (in 0.5 mag bins). 

R e s u l ts s 

Wee have computed the W D L F for the star formation models selected in Sect. 4.2 which incorporate metal-
licit yy dependent stellar lifetimes and remnant masses and the cooling tracks from Wood (1992) for ('I/O 
W D ss with a helium-rich surface layer. Overall, the results discussed below are very similar to the results 
presentedd in a comprehensive study of the W D L F by Wood (1992). However, we investigated a different set 
off  star formation histories and IMFs and we included the detailed metallicity dependence of the evolution 
off  the WD progenitors. The latter inclusion leads to new and important results concerning the WDLF. 

Fig.. 4.65 shows the resulting WDL F for the standard SFR (model A) . The predicted WDL F is in 
reasonablee agreement with the observations down to values of M v —15.5 mag. At these values, the predicted 
W D L FF start to deviate from the observed WDL F with discrepancies of more than an order of magni tude 
att values My ~ 16.5 mag. Inspection of Fig. 4.64 reveals that WD remnants with masses between 0.4 
andd 1.2 M 0 and cooling t imes <,4 Gyr have absolute visual magnitudes My ~ 15.5 mag. Since the stellar 
IM FF favours low-mass stars and such stars predominantly leave low-mass WD remnants (see Fig. 3.3), the 
discrepancyy between the predicted and observed WDL F can be interpreted as due to the overproduction of 
low-masss WDs with masses mr em ~ 0 . 5 5 - 0 .6 M 0 , i.e. the lowest WD mass included in the AGB models (see 
Sect.. 3.2). In our models, such WDs are produced by stars with masses between m0( / e v) ~ 0.82 M(., and 
~22 M ( i ) ) depending on the initial metall icit ies of these stars (see Fig. 3.3) and assuming tev = 14 Gyr. Thus, 
thee observed W D L F suggests that the total number of stars with 0.82 £ m/ M 0 £2 which have left a WD 
remnantt dur ing the lifetime of the Galaxy is greatly overestimated in our models. 

•• Effect of scale height corrections 

Wee have corrected the resulting W D L F for the vertical diffusion of the Galactic stellar disk with age by 
applyingg scale height corrections from Sommer-Larsen (1991; see Sect. 4.1). Such corrections result in 
aa reduction of the total number of long-living, low-mass stars predicted to be present in the SNBH, and 
thereforee reduce the total number of faint WDs associated with low-mass remnants . The corresponding 
effectt is i l lustrated in Fig. 4.65 which demonstrates that reasonable scale height corrections are unable to 
solvee the discrepancies between the predicted and observed WDLFs at values My <; 15.5 mag. 
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Figuree 4.65 F'resent-day luminosity function of WDs in the Galaxy. Results are shown for the standard SFR 
(modell  A) after applying scale height corrections (Sommer-Larsen 1991; see Sect. 4.1) for the vertical dispersion of 
thee Galactic stellar disk with age (dotted curve) and without such corrections (solid). A Salpeter IMF and model 
parameterss as in Table 3.3 were assumed. The WDLF observed in the SNBH is shown for comparison (data from 
Fleming,, Liebert fe Green (1986; full dots) and from Liebert, Dahn & Monet (1988; open curies). Both the empirical 
andd theoretical WDLFs were normalised to the value at log (L / LQ) ~ —2.6. 

•• Effect of the SFR 

Fig.. 4.66 shows the effect of the assumed star formation history on the present-day WDLF. The WDLF 
iss insensitive to the SFR at values My is 15.5 mag, while at fainter magnitudes variations of at most a 
factorr of two in the predicted WDLF are due to variations in the SFR. at early epochs in the evolution of 
thee Galaxy. The WDLF is relative insensitive to the star formation history assumed because the W D L F 
essentiallyy is a measure of the total number of WDs formed weighed by the respective WD cooling times. 
Thus,, the discrepancies between the observed and predicted WDLFs cannot be explained in terms of the 
SFRR for reasonable star formation histories. 
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F i g u r ee 4 . 06 Present-day luminosity function of WDs in the Galaxy: effect of the SFR. Results are shown for 
SFRR models selected in Sect. 4.2: 1) density dependent SFR without infall (model A; solid curve), 2) double 
exponentiall SFR with infall (model G; dash-dot), and 3) Dopita SFR (model E; dotted). Scale height corrections 
fromm Sommer-Larsen (1991) were applied to the model da ta . Observational da t a as in Fig. 4.65. Both empirical and 
theoret icall WDLFs were normalised to the value at log (L / L<:j) ~ —2.6. 
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 Effect of the IMF 

Fig.. 4.67 i l lustrates the impact of the adopted IM F on the WDLF. At faint magnitudes (My £ 15.5), the 
predictedd W D L F is more sensitive to the IM F than to the SFR (cf. Fig. 4.66). This is partly due to the fact 
thatt the mass distr ibut ion of WDs is sensitive to the adopted IM F (see Sect. 4.3.7]. The WDL F at these 
faintt magni tudes can he reduced considerably when the formation probabil ity of stars with masses between 
~0.822 and ~2 M,., is reduced. This can be achieved by assuming an IM F much steeper than Salpeter (e.g. 
aa power-law IM F with -, = 2.7; cf. Fig. 4.66). Alternatively, the formation probability of such stars can be 
reducedd strongly by variat ions in e.g. the lower stellar mass limi t at birth or the IM F slope with Galactic 
age.. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that reasonable reductions of the formation probabilit ies of stars with 
0.822 <, rn/ M,.; <>2 can provide results consistent with both the observed WDL F and other constraints to 
thee evolution of the Galaxy. 

o o 

F igu ree 4.67 Present-day luminosity function of WDs in the Galaxy: effect, of the IMF. Results are shown for the 
standardd SFR (model A) with the following IMFs: 1) the IMF computed iteratively from the PDMF presented 
byy Scalo (1986; solid cui-ve), 2) the empirical IMF from Kroupa et al. (1993; dash-dot), and 3) a power-law IMF 
withh slope 7 = 2.7 (dotted). Scale height corrections from Sommer-Larsen (1991) were applied to the model data. 
Observationall  data as in Fig. 4.65. Both empirical and theoretical VVDLFs were normalised to the value at log (L / 
L„ )) ~ -2 .6. 

 Effect of the age of the Galactic disk 

Ass discussed above, the location of the dropoff in the WDLF is given approximately by the age-luminosity 
relationn for the peak of the WD mass distr ibution (mWD ~ 0.6 M 0 ; see Sect. 4.3.7). Contr ibutions beyond 
thiss point (i.e. to the faint end of the WDLF) are from: 1) less massive WDs which formed at relatively high 
ratess in the past which evolve slowly, and 2) more massive WDs which were formed more recently at much 
lowerr rates and which evolve more quickly. The contribution of the more massive WDs to the faint end of 
thee W D L F increases with decreasing disk age while at the same time the steepness of the falloff decreases 
(Woodd 1992). 

Iff  the assumed age of the Galactic disk is too small, no WDs are predicted at luminosities where the 
observedd WD number density is still iacreasing (Iben k Laughlin 1989). Conversely, if the assumed disk age 
iss too large, the total number of WDs at the faint end of the WDL F would be overproduced as appears to 
bee the case in our models. In the low-luminosity domain, the more massive WDs begin to cool more rapidly 
thann the lighter ones (cf. Fig. 4.64). This leads to a so called "levelling off' at the faint end of the WDL F 
pastt its max imum (Iben fe Laughlin 1989). 

Fig.. 4.68 show ŝ the effect of the assumed age of the Galactic disk on the WDLF. For tev = 9 Gyr, 
thee turnotf mass is m0 ~ 0.95 M 0 at Z = 0.001 (see Fig. 3.2). In this case, stars with masses m ^ 0.95 
M QQ have not evolved off the main-sequence during the lifetime of the Galactic disk so that the contribution 
off  low-mass stars to the faint end of the WDL F is reduced drastically. However, the reduction in galactic 
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Figuree 4.68 Present-clay luminosity function of WDs in the Galaxy: effect of the Galactic age. Results are shown 
forr the standard SFR (model A) in case of lifetimes of the Galaxy of tev = 14 Gyr (dotted curve) and 9 Gyr (solid). 
Seee further Fig. 4.65. 

agee assumed is insufficient to explain the observed WDLF, in constrast to what has been argued in earlier 
investigationss (e.g. Liebert et al. 1988; Iben k Lauglin 1989; Wood 1992). The main difference is that in 
previouss investigations main-sequence lifetimes for solar metall icity stars were assumed to be independent 
off  the initial metallicities of these stars. This leads to: 1) much larger turnoff masses for a given lifetime 
off  the Galactic disk (see Fig. 3.2), and 2) an overestimate of the main-sequence lifetimes of low-mass stars 
(m(m Sa 2 M,:,) since the lifetimes for such stars decrease with metallicity (see Fig. 3.1). Both effects result in 
aa considerable reduction of the contribution by low-mass stars at the faint end of the WDLF as compared to 
modelss (discussed here) which incorporate the metallicity dependence of the evolution tracks for low-mass 
starss in detail. For the latter models, a lifetime of the Galactic disk as short as 6 Gyr would lie required 
too improve the agreement at the faint end of the observed WDLF. Apart from the fact that such lifetimes 
off  the Galactic disk are inconsistent with many other observational constraints, discrepancies would remain 
sincee substantial numbers of cooling WDs associated with relatively massive AGB stars would populate the 
faintt end of the WDL F (cf. Fig. 4.64). 

D i s c u s s i on n 

Fromm the results presented above, we arrive at the conclusion that our models are unable to explain the 
observedd WDL F at values My ^ 15.5 mag. Possible errors in: 1) the initial-final mass relations for AGB 
starss (Sect. 3.2), and/or 2) the assumed lower and upper mass limit s for stars that presumably leave a WD 
aree (by far) insufficient to overcome the above discrepancies (see also Wood 1992). Therefore, we suggest 
onee or more of the following possibilities: 

•• the observed WDLF is seriously underestimated at the faintest luminosities. Indirect arguments 
againstt this possibility have been discussed extensively by Liebert et al. (1988). However, this 
possibilityy cannot be excluded and may be supported by the fact that no dwarfs fainter than 
M\>M\>  ~ 17 were found by Liebert et al. even though such dwarfs are predicted to exist even for 
lifetimess of the Galactic disk as short as 6 Gyr; 

•• uncertainties in the bolometric corrections of WDs result in too bright absolute visual magnitudes 
forr low-mass WDs (cf. Wood 1992; LDM); 

•• the cooling times of WDs are considerably in error, in particular for low-mass WDs. If the cooling 
ratess would be much higher, low-mass WDs would rapidly reach luminosities much fainter than 
M\M\ ~ 16.5 mag and their contribution to the faint end of the WDLF would be drastically reduced 
(seee also Gareia-Berro et, al. 1996). Here we used the cooling tracks for (J /O WDs from Wood 
(1992).. The same tracks but for O-rich WDs reveals that such WDs cool more rapidly and evolve 
fasterr by about 2 Gyr at the luminosity peak of the observed WDLF than do O-rich WDs (Wood 
1992).. The composition of the thin outer layer around a WD heavily affects the opacity and thus 
thee cooling rate of the WD. In relation to the input physics used, theoretical cooling ages of WDs 
urgentlyy need more reliable empirical calibrations; 
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•• the WD remnants associated with low-mass stars (m ^ 1 M,.,) are not as massive as previously 
thoughtt and, therefore, have luminosities which are outside the range in absolute visual magnitude 
off  the observed W D L F. It is unclear what implications this would have on the chemical evolution of 
thee Galaxy but at first sight there seem no clear objections against this possibility. Alternatively, 
thee WD remnants associated with low-mass stars may not have formed yet because of errors in 
thee theoretical main-sequence lifetimes of such stars. In this case, the actual libraries of theoretical 
stellarr evolution tracks (e.g. from the Geneva group or Berteüi et al. 1994) would need to under-
est imatee the lifetimes of stars with in £> 1 M,., by considerable amounts (~ factors of 2). Other 
opt ionss are: 1) low-mass WDs evolve differently from the conventional cooling scenario in such a 
wayy that they become more rapidly faint with age of the WD than in the cooling scenario. Clearly, 
thee possibility that such low-mass WrDs remain bright during long times is excluded by the observed 
WDLF,, or 2) the progenitors of low-mass WDs may have formed in much smaller numbers than 
predictedd by conventional chemical evolution models. In this case, variations in e.g. the stellar mass 
limit ss at birth, IMF , etc. with galactic age may have suppressed the formation of low-mass stars 
att early epochs in the evolution of the Galaxy. 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summarize the results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• our models are unable to explain the observed WDLF at values My ^ 15.5 mag because the total 
numberr of stars with 0.82 & m / M 0 £ 2 which have left a WD remnant during the lifetime of the 
Galaxyy is greatly overestimated. We have argued that this result does not depend on the assumed 
scalee height corrections, star formation history, IMF, stellar mass limits at birth, and assumed age of 
thee Galactic disk. In contrast , our models are in good agreement with the observed WDLF at values 
M\M\ <> 15.5 rnag; 

•• al though observational errors and selection effects as well as errors in the theoretical cooling rates 
off WDs cannot be excluded, we favour the possibility that the WD remnants associated with low-
masss s tars (m <> 1 M 0 ) are not as massive as suggested by the observations (to which our AGB star 
modelss are calibrated; see Sect. 3.2), and, therefore, have present-day luminosities that are outside 
thee absolute visual magni tude range covered by the observed WDLF (see also Sect. 4.3.7); 

•• the results presented by Wood (1992) and confirmed here emphasize that the dropoff in the observed 
W D L FF in fact is determined by the length of t ime that low-mass WDs have been formed in the local 
disk.. Therefore, the W D L F is more sensitive to the mean SFR at early Galactic evolution epochs 
thann to the detailed variation of the SFR with Galactic age. Except for the faint luminosity tail of the 
WDLF ,, which is affected by the past bir thrates of low-mass WDs as well as by their mass distribution, 
thee W D L F is quite insensitive to the IMF, stellar mass limits at birth, etc. (see also Noh k Scalo 
1990).. This result is impor tan t since it is notoriously difficult to disentangle the SFR from the IMF 
usingg other indirect methods (Wood 1992). 

•• previous est imates for the lifetime of the Galactic disk from modelling the dropoff in the empirical 
W D L FF are considerably too large and highly unreliable (e.g. /,disk 7 .5 -11 Gyr (Wood 1992) or tdisk ~ 9 

 1 Gyr (Iben & Laughlin 1989)). This is due to the fact tha t previous investigations incorporated main-
sequencee lifetimes for solar metallicity stars independent of the initial metallicities of the progenitors 
off the WDs. This leads to: 1) much larger turnoff masses for a given lifetime of the Galactic disk, and 
2)) an overestimate of the main-sequence lifetimes of low-mass stars (m ^ 2 M(:,) since the lifetimes 
forr such stars strongly decrease with metallicity. Both effects result in a considerable reduction of the 
contributionn by low-mass stars at the faint end of the WDLF as compared to the models discussed 
heree which incorporate in detail the metallicity dependence of the evolution tracks for low-mass stars. 
Thee latter inclusion leads to the new and impor tan t result that the reduction at the faint end of the 
W D L F ,, when smaller and smaller disk ages are considered, is difficult to reconcile with the observed 
W D L F ,, in constrast to what has been argued in earlier investigations (e.g. Wood 1992; LDM 1988). 
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4.3.77 Remnant mass-distribution of low and intermediate mass stars 
In t r oduc t i on n 

Thee present-day mass-distribution of white dwarf (WD) remnants provides valuable information concerning 
thee past star formation rate of their low and intermediate mass progenitors. We describe a theoretical 
modell  developed to compute the mass distribution of WDs using metallicity dependent stellar evolution 
da taa including stellar lifetimes and remnant masses. The method is similar to that applied for the WDL F 
ass presented in the previous section. We briefly examine the WD mass distr ibutions observed in the Galaxy 
andd describe our main model assumptions. Thereafter, we compare results with the observations for the 
SFRR models selected in Sect. 4.2 and discuss possible implications for the Galactic star formation history. 

Observa t i ons s 

Inn Fig. 4.69 we compare the mass distribution of 129 DA (atmospheric compostion dominated by hydro-
gen)) WDs in the Galactic disk from Bergeron, Saffer k Liebert (1992; hereafter BSL) with the normalised 
distr ibutionss of the core masses of 303 PNe from Zhang k Kwok (1993; hereafter ZK) and of 95 PNe in the 
Galacticc bulge from Tylenda et al. (1991; hereafter TSAS). 

 Whi te dwarf mass distr ibution 

Thee DA WDs were selected by BSL from the spectroscopically identified WD catalogue by McCook & Sion 
(1987)) which in turn is predominantly based on proper motion catalogs. White dwarfs with Tetr ^ 15000 K 
weree excluded since their atmospheres are thought to be convective and model results for such WDs would 
stronglyy depend on e.g. the adopted mixing length (BSL). Using a spectroscopic technique for fittin g detailed 
hydrogenn line profiles, the surface gravity of the selected hot WDs with radiative hydrogen-rich atmospheres 
cann be derived. By comparing the derived WD radius with the theoretical models from Wood (1992) for WDs 
withh carbon core composition, the WD mass distribution has been obtained by BSL. In the ideal case, the 
WDD mass distr ibution can provide exactly the same constraint to Galactic chemical evolution models as the 
WDLF.. However, determinat ion of the WD mass is relatively indirect and requires additional observational 
(spectroscopic)) da ta as well as more stringent selection criteria. In general, the selection criteria required for 
aa sample of WDs suited to study the WD mass distr ibution differ considerably from those required to study 
thee WD luminosity function. As a consequence, the WDL F and WD mass distribution do provide more or 
lesss independent observational constraints to the models. We here consider the WD mass distr ibution for 
comparisonn reasons only since we wil l compare our results with the core mass distribution of PNe discussed 
below. . 

Thee empirical WD mass distr ibution over 0.05 M 0 mass bins is shown in Fig. 4.69 and has a mean 
WDD mass of < mW D > = 0.56 M 0 with a standard deviation of 0.14 M 0 . More than 30% of the WDs is 
foundd to have masses in the range 0.5-0.55 M 0 which is significantly lower than the canonical value of ~0.6 
M (;)) used in most studies. As was emphasized by BSL, the apparent sequence of low-mass DA dwarfs (~10 
starss with mwD less than 0.4 M 0 ) cannot be explained by single star evolution theory within the lifetime 
off  our Galaxy due to the critical mass for core helium ignition. Consequently, the low-mass end of the WD 
masss distribution indicates that these stars must have undergone phases of common envelope evolution in 
closee binary systems (BSL). 

Whenn results for several WD samples are compared, it is found that the mean mass and mass dis-
tr ibutionn of WDs depends on the range of Teff used (e.g. Oke et al. 1983; Weidemann k Koester 1984; 
McMahann 1989; Kaler, Shaw k Kwitter 1990). Since the above WDs were selected towards higher Teff, 
meaningg younger and thus more recently formed WDs left by predominantly low-mass progenitor stars (see 
below),, the BSL sample is probably biased towards less massive WDs. Furthermore, the absolute values of 
thee WD surface gravity may suffer from a zero-point offset which may result in somewhat larger WD masses 
overr the entire mass range (see further BSL). Another effect which may be important for the empirical WD 
masss distr ibution is the higher detection probability of WDs formed in close binary systems, in part icular in 
spectroscopicallyy selected samples. The actual magnitude-l imited WD sample is estimated to be complete 
downn to V ~ 15.5 and corrections should be made to obtain a volume-complete sample (see also BSL). 

 Planetary nebulae nuclei mass distribution 

Thee mass distribution of the nuclei of visible PNe (PNN; cf. Fig. 4.70) peaks at significantly larger remnant 
massess than the WD mass distribution (which are selected according to different criteria). These PNN 
massess are comparatively better determined due to the high sensitivity of the centra] star luminosity on core 
masss (e.g. Weidemann k Koester 1984). We have plotted the PNN mass distribution presented by ZK based 
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F igu ree 4.69 Observed mass distribution of WDs (Bergeron et al. 1992) compared to the central mass distribution 
off  PNe observed in the solar neighbourhood (data from Zhang & Kwok 1993 and Tylenda et al. 1991. 
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Figuree 4.70 Observed distribution of the central masses of planetary nebulae in the solar neighbourhood. 

onn radio and IR measurements in Fig. 4.70. These PNe were selected by their detection in at least three 
off  the four IRAS bands for which radio continuum flux densities at 5 GHz, electron density measurements, 
andd the nebular angular diameters are available. The authors used the interacting wind model from Kwok 
(1982),, in which the formation of a FN results from the sweeping up of the remnant of the circumstellar 
envelopee formed during the AGB phase by a fast wind emanating from the central star of a FN, to derive the 
radioo cont inuum temperature 7], of the FN and of the central star T*. Using further Schönberner's (1981, 
1983;; Blocker & Schönberner 1990) post-AGB evolution tracks, ZK derived the FNN mass distribution by 
compar ingg model calculations and observations in the 71 vs. T, diagram. This diagram provides an unique 
oppor tun i tyy to derive the core mass for individual PNe directly from their (71, T*) position without the 
needd to know their distances (see further ZK; Zhang 1993). 

Thee observed mass distr ibution of 303 PNN derived by ZK is shown in Fig. 4.70 (rebinned to 0.05 M,., 
bins)) as well as in Fig. 4.71 at a resolution of 0.01 M 0 bins. The resulting distribution peaks at ~0.6 M<;). 
Thiss is somewhat different from that found by Schönberner (1981) for which the PNN mass distribution 
peakss at mW D = 0.55 M e , and from that for PNN in the Galactic bulge as presented by TSAS which shows 
aa max imum at ~0 .58 M 0 (see Fig. 4.71). Since PNN are associated with visible PNe they must have 
beenn formed dur ing the most recent TpN = 2 104 yr which is approximately the characteristic lifetime of a 
FNN in the SNBH before becoming invisible due to dispersion into the ISM (e.g. Pottasch 1992). However, 
PNNN with masses below m W D = 0.55 M Q cannot be observed since for smaller core masses the evolution 
awayy from the AGB probably is slowed down so much that the nebulae are dispersed before the PNN is hot 

_ ll I 

11 I— —I ' 
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enoughh to ionize them (Schönberner 1983). As a consequence, WDs with masses between 0.45—0.55 M(., 
usuallyy do not go through a stage with a visible PN and are therefore excluded in the PNN samples. The 
fractionn of WDs born without a visible PNe is est imated to be 30—45% (cf. Weidemann k Koester 1984). 

Resultss for individual PNN in common with samples from Mendez et a!. (1992) and by Tylenda et al. 
(1991)) compare remarkably well and inidividual errors in the derived PNN masses are quoted to be less than 
~0.022 Mc:,. Unfortunately, no at tempt has been made to account for inhomogeneity and incompleteness of 
thee sample. Since detectabil i ty both in the radio-continuum and in the far-IR is the major selection criterion 
forr the PNN included, the sample cannot be complete at the end of the fainter nebulae due to the sensitivity 
l imit ss of the instruments used. Therefore, we expect that the true PNN mass distribution: 1) peaks less 
severee than in the actual PNN sample, and 2) has a maximum at less massive remnants than in the actual 
sample. . 

Thee sample of PNN present in the Galactic bulge studied by TSAS is predominantly based on spectro-
scopicc surveys from Acker et al. (1990) and Stasinska et al. (1990). Since the evolution of PNN is extremely 
sensitivee to their mass, comparison of observations with post-AGB evolutionary tracks may be used to esti-
matee the PNN mass. The post-AGB tracks from Schönberner (1983) used by TSAS were corrected for the 
presencee of the nebula surrounding the PNN as were the observations. Assuming a PN expansion velocity 
off  20 km s- 1 and a distance of 7.8 kpc to the Galactic center (Feast 1987), TSAS derived a PNN mass 
distr ibutionn for which about 50% of the PNN have masses below 0.585 M 0 (cf. Fig. 4.70). The bulge 
PNNN mass distr ibution has an average of < m w D> = 0.593 M(;) with standard deviation of 0.025 M ( ) . The 
distr ibutionn apparently peaks at lower PNN masses around ~0.58 M(:}  compared to the IR + Radio selected 
PNNN sample from ZK as can be seen from Fig. 4.70. A rather restricted PNN mass range between 0.55 M ^ 
andd 0.67 M^ is found which is much narrower than obtained for the ZK sample. However, al the low mass 
endd strong selection effects operate while at the high mass end the total luminosity of a PNN drops rapidly 
andd the nebulae fall below the detection limi t of the present survey (TSAS). In addition, high-mass PNN 
aree difficul t to observe because they are hot (log (T*[K] ) > 5) so that most of the time they have a faint 
visuall  continuum compared to the nebula (TSAS). 

Sincee the stellar population of the Galactic bulge and disk are different one may expect their PNN mass 
distr ibutionn to be different too (cf. TSAS). Unfortunately, both samples suffer from severe observational 
selectionn effects which are quantitat ively not well known and prevent a detailed comparison between the 
twoo samples. When rebinned to 0.05 M(;) bins both distr ibutions seem to be consistent in the sense that 
thee majority (i.e. > 75%) of the observed PNN fall in the mass range ~0.55 M(;) to 0.65 M<;) while both 
distr ibutionss peak around 0.55—0.6 M Q . Furthermore, both PNN distr ibutions tend to be on average more 
massivee than the DA WD mass distribution which is consistent with discussion above. 

Althoughh the remnant mass distr ibutions compared above are among the most accurate and extended 
sampless currently available, we emphasize that these samples probably are still far from being statistically 
completee and severe selection effects may be present. We estimate the total number of WDs present in the 
Galacticc disk to be of the order of 1010 (see Sect. 4.3.6) while for a current PN birth rate of ~1 y r - 1 and 
rpNN ~ 2 104 yr (e.g. Pottasch 1993; Peimbert 1993; Pottasch 1996), the total number of PNe in the disk is 
nearlyy two orders of magnitude larger than the most complete sample currently available. For the Galactic 
bulge,, the total number of PNN with ages rpN < 2 104 yr is estimated to be 600—700 (Stasinska et al. 1991) 
afterr a careful correction for possible selection effects. This number suggests that at present about 40% of 
alll  the Galactic bulge PNe have been identified optically and about 15% has been included in the sample by 
TSAS. . 

Sincee PNe are very diverse in their appearance, while both detector sensitivies and interstellar ex-
tinctionn probably play an important role in causing severe selection effects, it is a difficul t task to get a 
subsamplee that is representative for the present-day population of PNN in the Galactic disk at least with 
respectt to their mass distr ibution. We consider the bulge sample of PNN to be the most representative 
subsamplee currently available with respect to its mass distribution (although this sample is perhaps not the 
mostt accurate and complete one currently available). Keeping these l imitations in mind, we investigate the 
dependencee of the theoretical WD and PNN mass distr ibutions on the assumed star formation history and 
IMF ,, and compare the predicted with the observed remnant mass distr ibutions. 

M o d ell  a s s u m p t i o ns 

Loww and intermediate mass single stars (m ^ 8 M w ) lose the largest part of their mass on the AGB (see 
Sect.. 3.3). Since mass loss on the AGB is found to be sensitive to the stellar metal-abundance on the 
main-sequencee (e.g. Knapp 1985; see also Groenewegen k de Jong 1992; see Sect. 3.3), the remnant mass of 
aa star of initial mass m depends on the metallicity of the progenitor star as well. For single AGB stars, the 
WDD remnant mass ranges between the critical mass for core helium ignition, i.e. ~0 .45 -0 .5 M(;> and the 
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Chandrasekharr limi t for the formation of a neutron star, i.e. ~1.4 M,:,. 

Ass a consequence, stars of initial mass m which evolve off the AGB during the lifetime of the Galactic disk 
producee a range of remnant masses. Fig. 4.72 shows the WD mass left by a star of initial mass m vs. the 
agee tb at which the progenitor star was born in the Galaxy (with metallicity Z, = Z(tb)). To obtain Fig. 
4.722 we used the theoretical AM R from model A selected in Sect. 4.2 together with the remnant masses 
fromm the AGB evolution model from Groenewegen & de .Jong (1993; see also Sect. 3.3). We note that Fig. 
4.722 is identical for all models which are consistent with the AM R observed for stars in the Galactic disk. 
Inn part icular, quanti t ies related to the SFR and IM F are not incorporated in Fig. 4.72. 
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F igu ree 4.71 Theoretical WD remnant mass (greyscale) for stars of initial mass m born at Galactic age tb with 
correspondingg metallicity Z, - Z(tb). Greyscale varies between mWD = 0.545 M 0 (white) and mWD ~ 1.2 M,., 
(black;; cf. legend bottom right). Vertical axis: log i[Gyr] = 8., 8.5, 9., 9.6 and 10.15 corresponding to initial 
metallicitiess (Z/Z,o) = 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3 and 1.5, respectively. Horizontal axis: progenitor mass between the current 
turnofff  mass ?n0(14 Gyr) ~ 0.82 M„ and 7n^GB (plotted on a non-linear scale). Solid curve illustrates the contour 
off  constant remnant mass mWD = 0.6 M Q. Dotted line indicates the variation of the turnoff mass m0 with Galactic-
agee t. 

Thee WD remnant mass increases with progenitor mass at all galactic evolution times (i.e. initial metallic-
ities).. This can be seen also from the bot tom histogram in Fig. 4.72 which displays the remnant mass vs. 
initiall  mass averaged over all age bins (sensitive predominantly to the AMR) . The predicted range in WD 
masss is largest for progenitor stars with m ~ 3.5 M(., which leave remnants with masses between 0.65 M H 

andd - 0 . 95 M 0 . 

Inn contrast, m wn decreases with increasing initial metallicity. For instance, a progenitor mass of 
2.55 M 0 leaves a WD remnant with mr 0.88 and ~0.6 M f ) when born with Z, ~10"2Z ( ., and 

ZZrr w Z 0 , respectively (see also Fig. 4.72; top right histogram which displays the remnant mass vs. Galactic 
agee averaged over all mass bins). The solid curve in Fig. 4.72 shows the contour of remnants with masses 
"iW DD = 0.6 My . Progenitor stars in the mass range 7» = 1.25 M e to ~ 2.8 M 0 wil l leave a ~0.b' M,., 
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WDD remnant depending on their initial metallicity. The variation of the turnoff mass with Galactic age 
determiness the instant at which stars of a given mass m start to evolve off the AGB and contribute to the 
Galacticc present-day WD mass distr ibution. For instance, stars with m £, 1 M Q , born with low metall icit ies 
Z**  ~ 10~2Z(.) do not contribute to the WD mass distribution until a Galactic age of ~7.5 Gyr has been 
reachedd after the onset of star formation in the Galaxy. 

Forr single WDs, the progenitor mass ranges between the present-day turn-off mass from the AGB 
~~ m0(tew) and the assumed upper stellar mass that leaves a WD remnant, i.e. m ^ ( , B — 8 M ( ) . If we assume 
alll  AGB stars to leave a WD remnant at the end of their evolution, the WD mass-distribution A / W D ^ ' I , f*u, T), 
definedd as the total number of remnants with masses between r\ and ru at galactic age t =T, can be written 
as: : 

JVwi>( r i , r u ,T )== ƒ / "' $(t - rAGB{m, tb))M{m) dm dt (4.32) 
J0J0 JG(r,,£b) 

wheree TACB(m, tb) is the stellar lifetime up to the end of the AGB of a star of initial mass m born at a 
metall icityy Z*  = Z(tb). The stellar birth t ime th is related to the galactic age by tb — i - TAC;B(»J, * b ) , and 
Cr(m\vDii  ^b) is the progenitor mass m of a remnant with mass mwD formed at galactic age t. 

Wee neglect the stellar evolution t ime spent in the post-AGB phase, i.e. during which the star leaves 
thee AGB and ult imately forms a WD (usually accompanied by the formation of a PN). Since the stellar birth 
agee tb in Eq. (4.31) needs to be computed iteratively as stellar lifetimes depend on the initial metallicity, it 
iss more convenient to integrate over tb instead of galactic age t — tb -\- TA(in{m,tb) and to rewrite Eq. (4.31) 
inn the form: 

i V w i ) ( r i , r u , T )== f (S{th)M{m) dmdtb (4.33) 
JtJthh=o=o JD 

wheree the inner integral integrates over the mass range D defined as the intersection of the respective ranges 
(m0(TT — tb), m ^( , B ) and {G(r\,th), G{r\,th)). The former mass range comprises stars born at t = tb evolving 
offf  the AGB at galactic age t = T. The latter mass range includes all progenitor stars born at t — th which 
ult imatelyy end as a WD with mass between mwD = r\ and ru. We ignored the possibility that some stars 
mayy leave multiple times a PN (e.g. Pottasch 1996). 

Too compare the theoretical WD mass distribution to the observed distribution we have normalised 
A\vi)(n ,, 7'u) T) in Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32) to the total number of WDs present in the Galactic disk as 
predictedd by the adopted SFR model. To derive the theoretical mass distribution of the central stars of 
visiblee planetary nebulae we used an equation similar to Eq. (4.32) except for integrating from /,ev — TF>N to 
ttevev,, i.e. including only WD remnants formed during the most recent T>N ~ 2 104 yr (e.g. Pottasch 1992) and 
assumingg i ev = 14 Gyr. We refer the reader to Sect. 4.3.5 for the uncertainties related to the assumption 
off  a constant value of TPN (e.g. independent of galactic age, PN and WD masses). We note that relations 
similarr to Eq. (4.32) can be derived for the metallicity, age, and luminosity distr ibutions of PNe and WDs. 

R e s u l ts s 

Wee have computed the age-integrated WD mass distribution and present-day mass distribution of the nuclei 
off  PNe for several SFR and IM F models discussed in Sect. 4.2. This has been done while neglecting 
correctionss for the increase in the vertical diffusion of the Galactic stellar disk or for stellar orbital diffusion 
inn general (see Sect. 4.1). Since we wil l compare the results with the mass distribution of PNN in the 
Galacticc bulge (Tylenda et al. 1991), such corrections are uncertain and probably are of minor importance 
comparedd to those involved with the mass determination of PNN in the Galaxy (e.g. distances, post-AGB 
evolutionn tracks). 

Thee mass distr ibution of bulge PNN may be biased towards progenitors with large initial metallicities. 
Inspectionn of Fig. 3.3 reveals that WD remnant masses of single stars decrease with increasing metallicity. 
Therefore,, the mass distribution of bulge PNe is expected to have a mean remnant mass substantial ly less 
massivee (by ~0.1 M^) than that for PNN associated with stellar populations formed in the SNBH. However, 
thee metallicity effect on the mass distribution of PNe is much smaller than suggested above because: 1) the 
formationn probabil ity of low-mass stars (m ~ I M H ) is relatively large due to IM F effects, 2) the low-mass 
progenitorss of PNe were formed ^ 7.5 Gyr ago when the metallicity in the Galactic ISM was substantial ly 
lesss than at present, and 3) the metallicity dependence of the initial-final mass relation for low-mass stars is 
weakk (see Fig. 3.3). 

Wee wil l compare the mass distribution of bulge PNN both with the time-integrated WD mass distri-
butionn and the PNN mass distribution. The present-day PNN mass distribution peaks at smaller remnant 
massess than the WD mass distribution due to: 1) the finite period of t ime during which a FN remains visible 
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F igu ree 4.72 a) Remnant mass distribution of low and intermediate mass stars: effect of the SFR. Left panels: 
Resultingg mass distribution of the nuclei (PNN; solid lines) of the planetary nebulae formed in the Galaxy during the 
lastt rpN = 2 104 yr for the SFR models (label A - C) selected in Sect. 4.2. A Salpeter IMF and model parameters 
ass in Table 3.3 were assumed. R ight panels: Corresponding WD mass distribution integrated over the lifetime of 
thee Galaxy. Mean PNN and WD masses predicted are indicated in the top right corner of each panel, respectively. 
Forr comparison, observational data are shown for PNN in the Galactic bulge (Tylenda et al. 1991; dotted). Note the 
differentt bin sizes for the left and right panels. 

(rpNN -— 1 104 yr) before it disperses into the ISM, 2) most PNe with massive progenitors formed in the past 
havee been dispersed completely, and 3) combined IMF, SFR, and stellar lifetime effects lead to the result that 
mostt PNe nowadays observed are associated with low-mass stars (which leave relatively low-mass remnants; 
seee Fig. 3.3). In fact, the contribution by low-mass stars to the present-day remnant mass distribution 
rapidlyy increases with Galact ic age. As a consequence, the average mass of recently formed WDs is con-
siderablyy less than that of the WDs which formed several Gyr ago. Metallieity effects do not alter this result. 

 Predicted remnant mass distributions: dependence on SFR 

Fig.. 4.73 shows the resulting PNN and WD mass distributions for the SFR models selected in Sect. 4.'2. 
Forr all SFR models, the remnant mass at max imum in the PNN and WD mass distributions are in good 
agreementt with the observations, i.e. m™™ ~ 0.58 M 0 . In all cases, the PNN mass distribution predicted 
containss substant ial ly less high-mass remnants with mr e nl £ 0.58 M 0 than observed. This discrepancy is 
probablyy related to selection effects which favour the more massive, more luminous PNe in the Galactic 
bulgee in the sample from Tylenda et al. (1991). Therefore, we expect that resulting PNN mass distr ibutions 
whichh produce substant ial more low-mass remnants (mr em <>  0.58 M 0 ) are in better agreement with the 
actuall  PNN mass distr ibut ion in the Galaxy than models which perfectly match the Tylenda et al. data 
inn this mass-range. This is also justified by the fact that the application of corrections for stellar orbital 
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Figuree 4.73 b) Same as a) but for SFR models (D —F) selected in Sect. 4.2. 

diffusionn mainly wil l enhance the PNN mass distribution at the low-mass end since the long-living, low-mass 
starss produce relatively low-mass remnants. Thus, in spite of the good agreement between the observed and 
predictedd PNN distribution of the bimodal SFR, (model D), this model can be excluded for these reasons. 
Sincee the magnitude of the selection effects towards more massive PNe is not well known, a clear distinction 
betweenn the different SFR models considered on the basis of the PNN mass distribution is difficult . However, 
SFRR models A, B, and F may be reasonable predictions of the actual mass distribution of PNN in the Galact ic 
disk. . 

Forr the WD mass distr ibution, we use a bin width in remnant mass equal to that used by BSL. 
Inn general, good agreement between the predicted WD mass distribution and the observed PNN mass 
distributionn is found for the models considered here. However, we emphasize that comparison with the ZK 
samplee of PNN (or the WD mass distribution from BSL) reveals that marked differences exist between these 
observationss and the model predictions. The PNN masses derived by ZK may be even more strongly biased 
towardss massive PNe than for the TSAS sample and the disagreement of the predicted mass distr ibutions 
iss not worrying. In contrast, the mass distribution derived by BSL extends down to mr em ~0 .3 M(.) while 
aboutt half of the sample WDs have masses less than ~0.55 M ( ) . Our models do not predict WD masses 
muchh less than 0.54 M Q . This suggests that: 1) the initial-final mass relation predicted for low-mass A(JB 
starss is considerably in error, 2) another mechanism is required to explain WD masses ^0.55 M Q , and/or 3) 
thee surface gravities (and WD masses) determined by BSL are considerably underestimated. 
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Althoughh the latter possibility cannot be excluded, we favour the idea that such low-mass WDs are produced 
byy low-mass stars which do not reach the AGB but loose substantial amounts of their envelope earlier in 
theirr evolut ion5. 

Thiss process may be uncommon unless a large population of very low-mass WDs (m <, 0.55 M..,) is 
presentt in the Calaxy. The existence of large numbers of these WDs cannot be excluded since these faint 
W D ss are not associated with PNe (perhaps they may be observed as dwarf novae). The observed WD mass 
distr ibut ionn from BSL predicts a substantial number of such WDs and this raises the question why the BSL 
samplee would be strongly biased towards these low-mass WDs. Perhaps the answer is in part that such WDs 
aree much more common than previously thought. Also, these very low-mass WD remnants may be produced 
predominant lyy in binary systems. 

Wee recall from Fig. 4.72 that remnants with mr em ~0.55 M 0 are left by ~1.4 M<:> stars formed 
recentlyy (i.e. ~2 Gyr ago) with rnetallicities Z» » Z0) or by —0.85 M 0 stars formed about 12.5 Ciyr 
agoo with low rnetallicities Zm sa 0.1Z(O. Therefore, the present-day WD mass distribution NWD(ruru,T) 
cannott provide detailed information about the Galactic star formation history since even strong bursts of 
starr formation are readily smeared out in the remnant mass distribution (cf. Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32)). 

 Predicted remnant mass distributions: dependence on IMF 

Fig.. 4.74 i l lustrates the effect of the IM F on the PNN and WD mass distr ibutions in case of the standard 
SFRR (model A) . We find that the resulting mass distributions for the Scalo and Kroupa IM F models are 
consistentt with the observations. In contrast, an IM F with slope 7 = 2.7 predicts too many low-mass PNN 
inn a manner probably inconsistent with the expected impact of the selection effects on the observations 
discussedd above. Even though the adopted IM F strongly influences the theoretical PNN mass distribution 
(e.g.. Yuan 1989), it appears very unlikely that the high-mass end of the PNN distr ibution of the Galactic-
diskk or bulge is as impor tant as indicated by the TSAS distribution (unless the IM F and/or stellar mass 
l imit ss at birth in the bulge are significantly different from that usually found in the Galactic disk; see Chap. 
2).. In this case, e.g. the stellar lower mass limi t would need to be rather large (i.e. m\ ^ 0.5 M(.,) in 
combinat ionn with a flatter IMF, or the SFR would need to increase with Galactic age which is not supported 
byy the observations (see Sect. 4.3.4). 

 Tota l number and present-day format ion rates of WDs 

Tablee 4.13 lists the total number, present-day bir thrates, and average masses of PNN and WDs for the SFR 
andd IM F models discussed above. An average lifetime of PNe in the Galactic disk of rpN = 2 104 yr was 
assumed.. The mean PNN and WD masses are ~ 0.58 1 M 0 and - 0 . 62 5 M<:,, respectively, for all 
modelss except the bimodal SFR (model D). This may be compared to <mP N N) =0.593  0.025 M{:s (TSAS) 
andd ( m w o) = 0.56  0.14 M(;, (BLS) as obtained from the observations. Considering the selection effects 
andd uncertaint ies present in the observations, the agreement is satisfactory. For the mean PNN mass, the 
agreementt is surprising because: 1) observational selection effects operate against low-mass PNN, and 2) 
PNNN with masses below ~ 0.55 M(;, are difficul t to detect as the planetary nebula may be dispersed before 
thee central star is hot enough to ionize the nebula. 

Tab lee 4.13 Predicted total number, present-day formation rate, and average mass of PNN and WDs 

Model l 

A A 
A l l 

A 2 2 
A 3 3 
B B 

C C 

D D 
E E 
F F 

<m> > 

[Md,] ] 
0.35 5 

0.85 5 
0.50 0 
0.24 4 

0.35 5 
0.35 5 
0.26 6 
0.35 5 
0.27 7 

A/PNN N 

[104] ] 
4.6 6 

6.5 5 
7.4 4 
2.4 4 

4.7 7 

1.9 9 
3.8 8 

0.3 3 
2.8 8 

( " I P N N ) ) 

[M,:,] ] 
0.578 8 
0.579 9 

0.576 6 
0.574 4 
0.580 0 
0.577 7 
0.611 1 

0.584 4 
0.571 1 

NWD NWD 

[1010] ] 

2.6 6 
7.3 3 

4.0 0 
1.5 5 
2.4 4 
22 7 
4.2 2 

1.4 4 
1.6 6 

RwD RwD 
y r^ 1 1 

2.3 3 

3.4 4 
3.7 7 
1.2 2 

2.4 4 
0.9 9 

1.9 9 
0.1 1 

1.4 4 

( ' " • W D ) ) 

[M(:,] ] 
0.625 5 
0.620 0 
0.617 7 
0.626 6 
0.621 1 
0.624 4 
0.626 6 
0.625 5 
0.624 4 

5Forr WDs with masses £ 0.55 M(:,, the progenitors may not have passed through the luminous A(iB or Mira phases as 
discussedd in Sect. 3.3 (see also BSL) but may have experienced sufficiently higher rates of mass loss that truncate evolution 
onn the "early" ACJB or even at the horizontal branch. White dwarfs with mWD ~ 0.5 M(:, may originate in subdwarf B and 
perhapss subdwarf () stars if such stars are core helium burning objects on the "extended" horizontal branch. It is known that 
thesee hot subdwarfs exist in large numbers in the Galaxy (see Saffer, Liebert Sc Green 1992). 
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Figuree 4.74 Predicted remnant mass distribution of low and intermediate mass stars: effect of the IMF. Left 
panels:: Resulting mass distribution of the nuclei (PNN; solid lines) of the planetary nebulae formed in the Galaxy 
duringg the last rPN = 2 104 yr for the standard SFR (model A) with: 1) the Salpeter IMF (labeled A), 2) the IMF 
computedd iteratively from the PDMF presented by Scalo (1986; A l ) , 3) the empirical IMF from Kroupa et al. (1993; 
A2),, and 4) a power law IMF with slope 7 = 2.7 (A3). Right panels: Resulting WD mass distribution integrated 
overr the lifetime of the Galaxy. Mean WD and PNN masses predicted are indicated in the top right corners of each 
panel,, respectively. For comparison, observational data are shown for PNN in the Galactic bulge (Tylenda et al. 
1991;; dotted). 
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F'redictedd total numbers of PNN and \VI')s are given for comparison. The bir thrate of the immediate 
progenitorss of WDs such as PNe, post-AG B objects and post-HB stars, is estimated to be ].(j I0~3 pc_ : j 

G y r _ ii (cf. Drillin g &: Schönberner 1985). This corresponds to a present-day WD birthrate of about Ü.4 to I 
y r - 11 and a WD total number of A\V D ~ {5—14) 10£' in the Galactic disk (assuming a disk radius of 20 kp<\ 
aa disk stellar scale height, at birth of 100 jx \ tev ~ 14 (iyr, and a mean WD formation rate abouth 1/3 of 
thee present-day formation rate of WDs independent of location in the disk). 

Wee note that the present-day bir thrate of WDs is much larger than the bir thrate of WDs in the past. 
Th iss is due to the fact that the mean progenitor mass of the oldest dwarfs in the Galaxy must be considerably 
largerr than the mass of the oldest stars nowadays on the main-sequence (e.g. I ben k Tutukov 1984). Both 
thee IM F and Galact ic star formation history intensify this effect. 

Thee present-day formation rate of PNN predicted by standard SFR model is ftpNN = 2.3 y r _ i and 
appearss somewhat too large compared to the observed rate of / ÏPNN ~ 0.5—2 y r - 1 {Pottaseh 1992; this value 
iss similar to the present-day birthrate of WDs previously est imated). However, in our models we assumed 
alll  s tars with masses between m0(tev) ~ 0.82 and 8 M ., to reach the AGB and to leave a PN while, in fact, 
aa substant ial fraction (~ U0 - 40 %) of these stars may end as WDs without associated (or visible) PNe. 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summar ize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• the agreement between the observed and predicted mass distributions of WDs and PNN as well as 
theirr formation rates in the Galaxy is satisfactory. However, severe selection bias in the observations 
preventss a clear distinction between different models on the basis of these constraints; 

•• our models do not predict WD remnants less massive than ~ 0.54 Mc:,. This appears inconsistent 
withh the observed W D mass distribution derived by Bergeron, Saffer, &  Liebert (1992). These authors 
proposee tha t such WDs originate from low-mass stars which experience substantial mass-loss during 
thee helium flash at the end of the horizontal branch. Alternatively, it has been suggested that such 
low-masss WDs may be formed in binary systems. If indeed true, our models would predict too massive 
W DD remnants , in par t icular for low-mass stars (m ^ 1 M(.,). This result would be consistent with that 
derivedd for the W D L F (see Sect. 4.3.6). However, we emphasize that uncertainties in the observed 
remnantt mass dis tr ibut ion at low masses are relatively large and prevent a conclusion; 

•• mean PNN and W D masses in the Galaxy are predicted as m P N N ~ 0.58 1 M(0 and mWD —0.62 
55 M 0 , respectively, for an assumed average lifetime of PNe in the Galactic disk of rp N = 2 104 yr; 

•• the present-day remnan t mass distribution of intermediate mass stars cannot provide detailed tests of 
thee Galact ic s tar formation history since, depending on the initial metallicity of the progenitors, the 
effectss of s tar formation bursts are spread over a wide range in remnant mass. 
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4.3.88 Metallicity and age distributions of long-living stars 

Thee age and metallicity distr ibutions of long-living stars observed in the solar neighbourhood provide tight 
constraintss on the star formation history and chemical evolution of the local Galactic disk. We here give 
aa brief summary of recent observational abundance data on F, G, and K dwarfs and describe the model 
adoptedd to compute the age and metallicity distr ibutions for stars covering a given range in spectral type. 
Too allow for a meaningful comparison with the observations, we study the effect on the resulting metall icity 
andd age distr ibutions of: 1) the inflation of the scale height of the Galactic stellar disk with age, 2) the large 
abundancee inhornogeneities observed among similarly aged F and G dwarfs in the SNBH (Edvardsson et al. 
1993;; see ( 'hap. 5), and 3) the metallicity dependence of the range in initial mass of stars with present-day 
effectivee temperatures (spectral types) within a given range. We compare the observed [Fe/H], [O/H] and 
age-distr ibutionss of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs in the SNBH with the corresponding distr ibutions 
predictedd by the SFR models selected in Sect. 4.2 while taking into account the metallicity dependence of 
thee stellar yields and lifetimes. We discuss our results in the context of the many solutions that have been 
beenn proposed in the past to explain the classical G-dwarf problem. 

I n t r o d u c t i on n 

Simplee models for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy have long been found inconsistent with the observed 
abundancee distr ibutions of disk G dwarfs (e.g. Pagel h Patchett 1975; Twarog 1980; Pagel 1987; Guzik k 
Struck-Marcelll  1988; Gasuso k Beekman 1989; Francois et al. 1990; Sommer-Larsen k Yoshii 1990; Tayler 
1990;; Sommer-Larsen 1991a,b; Meusinger 1994) in the sense that such models usually predict too many 
metal-deficientt stars, a problem which is known as the G-dwarf problem (see for a recent review Pagel 1992). 
Duringg the last decades, many possible explanations have been proposed: 

•• metallicity dependent stellar ages (Bazan k Mathews 1990): evolution away of the oldest stars (cf. 
Mouldd 1976). 

•• prompt initial enrichment (Talbot & Arnett 1972; Pagel k Patchett 1975) from the halo and the 
bulge:: first halo star formation with subsequent infall to the Galactic disk (Ostriker and Thuan 
1975;; Koppen k Arimoto 1991); 

•• metal-enhanced star formation (Talbot 1974); 

•• movement of the oldest stars either towards the Galactic centre (Grenon 1989) or away from the 
Galacticc disk reaching such large scale heights that they are missed in local samples even after 
weighingg by velocity perpendicular to the Galactic plane (Pagel 1987); 

•• inhomogeneous chemical evolution of the Galactic disk with intermit t ing periods of remixing (Ma-
l inieett al. 1993); 

•• larger yields at lower metallicities either by effects on stellar evolution (Maeder 1991) or to the IMF 
(Schmidtt 1963); 

•• gradual formation of the Galactic disk: inflow of (nearly) unprocessed material (Twarog 1980; Pagel 
1989,, 1992; Sommer-Larsen 1991); 

•• bimodal star formation, i.e. different star formation histories for low and high-mass s tars either 
byy different SFRs (Larson 1986; Wyse k Silk 1987; Francois, Vangioni-Flam, and Audouze 1991) 
orr by different IMFs (e.g. by an SFR enhanced lower mass limit as earlier suggested to explain 
observationss of starburst galaxies (Rieke et al. 1980, 1985; Silk 1987; Larson 1988) and for massive 
OB-starss observed in giant molecular clouds in the Galactic disk (Myers et al. 1986; Blitz k Stark 
1986). . 

Untill recently, the observed G-dwarf metallicity distribution has been based predominantly on UBV pho
tometryy da ta originally collected by Pagel k Patchett (1975) which has been revised by Sommer-Larsen 
(1991)) and Pagel (1989, 1992). Recently, new da t a on the local G-dwarf abundance distribution have been 
presentedd by Gilmore k Wyse (1995) and Rocha-Pinto k Maciel (1996). These da t a are based on Strömgren 
photometryy da ta adopted from the Third Gliese Catalog and allow for a more reliable abundance determi
nationn than in the case of UBV photometry. Also, accurate abundance da ta have become available recently 
forr K dwarfs in the SNBH (e.g. Flynn k Morel! 1996). 

Inn this section, we present results for the age and abundance distributions of long-living stars in the 
Galaxyy using the galactic chemical evolution model discussed in Chap. 3. We compare these results with 
neww observational da ta on the abundance and age distributions of F, G, and K dwarfs in the SNBH. In 
particular,, we show that no G-dwarf problem is encountered by our models. We consider this impor tan t 
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result,, in detail and discuss to what extent the observed abundance and age distributions can be used to 
constrainn models for the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. 

O b s e r v a t i o ns s 

Wee concentrate on the best samples available to date of F, G. and K main-sequence dwarfs observed in the 
SNBH.. Table 4.14 lists the selection criteria and characteristics for a number of samples adopted from the 
l i terature.. Sample reference, number of sample stars, ranges in effective temperature Te f f . spectral type, and 
metall icity,, selection criterion, da ta homogeneity, and literature source are given subsequently. In principle, 
thee age and metall icity distr ibutions of the stars in these samples provide independent constraints on the 
chemicall  evolution of the Galactic disk. We note that for stars with spectral types much later than G, the 
sampl ingg volume in the Galaxy decreases rapidly (e.g. samples of M dwarfs are not well suited for Galactic 
diskk studies according to the actual generation of detectors). 

Tab lee 4.14 Selected samples of F and G main-sequence dwarfs 

Sample e 
PAG G 
MRS S 

EDV V 
SCH H 
RPM M 
FLM M 
RAB B 

# # 
132 2 
536 6 

446 6 

1214 4 
287 7 
87 7 
60 0 

AT eff[K ] ] 
5400-5850* * 
5500-6760 0 
5600-6800 0 
2620-6980* * 
5190-5920* * 
4650-5190* * 
3900-5190* * 

Sp.. Type 
G2V-G8V V 
FF (-10% G) 
FF ( -25% G) 
~ F -M M 
G0V-G9V V 
K0V-K3 V V 
K0V-K9 V V 

A[Fe/H] ] 
-1 .2 /+0.2 2 
-1 .8 /+0.4 4 
-1.2/+0.45 5 
-2 .0 /+0.5 5 
-1 .2 /+0.4 4 
-1 .4 /+0.6 6 
-1 .1 /+0.4 4 

Selection n 
withinn ~25 pc from Sun 
magnitudee mv £*>  6.5 
withinn ^40 pc from Sun 
high-velocityy stars 
withinn ~25 pc from Sun 
withinn ~25 pc from Sun 
variouss criteria 

1/ / 
I I 
I I 

H H 
H H 
H H 
I I 
I I 

Notes:: I indicates inhomogeneous sample from different sources, H indicates homogeneous sample; * range in 
Tef!! estimated according to Harmanec (1988). References: 1) Paget k Patchett (1975); Pagel (1989, 1992), 
2)) Meusinger et al. (1991), 3) Edvardsson et al. (1993), 4) Schuster et al. (1993) 5) Rocha-Pinto h Marie! 
(1996),, 6) Flynn k Morell (1996), 7) Rana & Basu (1991) 

Inn Fig. 4.75 we compare the observed [Fe/H] and age distr ibutions of main-sequence F+G dwarfs 
inn the SNBH from Meusinger, Reimann & Stecklum {1991; hereafter M R S ) and Edvardsson et al. (1993; 
hereafterr E D V ) . Both samples contain internal errors less than ~0.1 dex in [Fe/H] and ~2 Gyr in age. 

Thee sample of M R S is essentially based on two earlier samples described by Twarog (1980) and 
Garlbergg (1985). However, several improvements in the reduction and analysis of the combined data were 
madee by MRS. The magni tude limited sample of MRS (mv £ 6.5) comprises 536 stars with - 2 ^ [Fe/H] 
<><>  +0.4 and Teff = 5500 to 6760 K. According to the spectral type classification by Harmanec (1988), we 
findd that about 40 G-dwarfs are included in the sample. Thus, the MRS sample is strongly dominated by F-
dwarfs.. Since the absolute magni tude of a star depends on its initial metal-abundance, each star contribution 
wass weighed by the inverse of the volume of the sphere with radius equal to the maximum distance at which 
thee star can be placed and still falls within the apparent magnitude limi t of the sample (see further MRS). 
Thee normalised [Fe/H]-distr ibution (bin width 0.1 dex) peaks at [Fe/H] as -0 .05 (cf. Fig. 4.75). The 
correspondingg age distr ibut ion is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.75. The age distribution peaks towards 
smalll  ages since the fraction of F+G dwarfs (i.e. with m ~ 0.96 to 1.2 M 0 ) nowadays on the main-sequence 
iss larger for more recently formed stars. This is true in spite of observations which strongly suggest that the 
averagee past SFR has been considerably higher than at present (e.g. Mayor & Martinet 1977; Dopita 1990; 
seee Sect. 3.1). 

Inn the recent paper by EDV, the authors discuss a sample of 446 stars with distances less than 40 pc 
too the Sun for which accurate [Fe/H] ratios have been determined. The EDV sample appears to be volume 
completee and contains approximately 2 0 - 2 5% G-stars. Both the [Fe/H] and age-distributions of the EDV 
samplee are roughly consistent with that of MRS considering the different fractions of G-dwarfs. The [Fe/H] 
distr ibut ionn of the EDV sample is somewhat flatter than that of MRS and shows a maximum around [Fe/H] 
== - 0 . 1 5. The corresponding age distr ibution extends to older ages. This is mainly due to the different age 
cal ibrat ionn used by EDV and because of the larger fraction of G-dwarfs in the EDV sample. In order to 
derivee the age distr ibut ion of the EDV volume complete sample of stars, we corrected the age distribution 
off  the well studied EDV subsample of 189 stars for incompleteness according to the local volume correction 
factorss given by EDV. These corrections were applied also in a consistent manner when obtaining the [O/H] 
distr ibut ionn of these stars. We emphasize that both the MRS and EDV distributions are not corrected to 
thee solar cylinder but refer to a small volume around the Sun (see below). 

http://ia.la.ctic
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F iguree 4.75 Observed [Fe/H] (left panel) and age (r ight panel) distributions of field F+G main-sequence dwarfs 
fromm Edvardsson et al. (1993; dotted line) and Meusinger, Reimann fc Stecklum (1991; solid). 
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Figuree 4.7G Left panel: Observed [Fe/H] distributions of G main-sequence dwarfs in the solar vicinity from Pagel 
(19X9;; full dots) and for all main-sequence stars independent of spectral type from Schuster et al. (1993; solid line). 
Notee that the bin width in [Fe/H] is 0.15 and 0.1 dex for the SCH and PAG samples, respectively. Right panel: 
Correspondingg [O/H] distribution for the G-dwarfs shown in the left panel adopted from Pagel (1989; full dots) and 
correctedd to the solar cylinder by Sommer-Larsen (1991ab; solid line). 

Thee [Fe/H]-distributions of combined samples of F and G dwarfs discussed above can be compared 
too the corresponding distributions for G-dwarfs (132 stars; Pagel & Patchett 1975; Pagel 1989; P A G ) and 
main-sequencee stars of all spectral types (1214 stars; Schuster et al. 1993; SCH) as shown in Fig. 4.76. 
Thee empirical [Fe/H] distribution of G-dwarfs by Pagel & Patchett, and revised by Pagel (1989) has not 
beenn corrected to the solar cylinder (i.e. not weighed by the modulus of the stellar velocity perpendicular 
too the Galactic plane; see also Rana 1991). G-dwarfs with metallicities below [Fe/H] w —1.2 are not present 
inn the P A G sample. The SCH sample consists of high-velocity disk and halo stars (the halo stars in this 
samplee appear at values of [Fe/H] Js —1.2; stars with [Fe/H] ^ — 1.5 were excluded in Fig. 4.76). These 
kinematicallyy excited stars are expected to be relatively old (compared to all main-sequence disk stars) 
andd thus predominantly late in spectral type. This is also suggested by the fact that the Schuster et al. 
samplee appears similar to the PAG and EDV samples (which include both F and G dwarfs). Consequently, 
thee bias in the SCH sample is mainly a kinematical one (and not related to e.g. metallicity) since stars 
withh orbital velocities similar to that of the local standard of rest are excluded by the selection criteria. 
Thus,, the Schuster distribution is expected to refer to a considerably larger volume of the local Galactic 
diskk compared to the distributions discussed before. Furthermore, the SGH sample may contain post main-
sequencee stars. The SCH distribution peaks at [Fe/H] values of —0.1 dex, while stars with [Fe/H]-ratios 
betweenn —1.2 and —1.5 are argued to be either halo or disk stars. We emphasize that the selection bias of 
thee kinematically selected (proper motion limited) samples is rather different from that of spectroscopically 
selectedd (magnitude limited) ones. In particular, preferential selection of the younger, more luminous stars 
mayy give rise to significant incompleteness corrections at low metallicities which would alleviate the G-dwarf 
problem. . 
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F igu ree 4.77 Left panel: Observed [Fe/H] distributions of G main-sequence dwarfs in the solar vicinity from Pagel 
(1989;; full dots) and Rocha-Pinto k Maciel (1996; solid line). Right panel: Observed [Fe/H] distributions of K 
mam-sequencee dwarfs in the SNBH from Flynn & Morel] (1996; dotted line) and Rana & Basu (1990; solid line). 

Inn Fig. 4.77 we compare the normalised [Fe/H] distributions of G and K dwarfs in the solar vicinity 
(nott corrected to the solar cylinder). The data for G dwarfs have been adopted from Rocha-Pinto and Maciel 
(1996;; R P M ) and differs considerably from the sample of Pagel (1989), in particular at metallicities [Fe/H] 
== - 0 .3 to +0 .2. The RPM stars have been selected from the Third Catalogue of Nearby Stars (Gliese 
kk Jahreiss 1991) and Strömgren photometry have been obtained from the catalogues of Olsen (1990) and 
Hauckk k Mermil l iod (1990). To exclude subgiants and white dwarfs, a visual absolute magnitude criterion 
wass applied for stars with uncertain classifications (similar to that used by Pagel k Patchett 1975). To obtain 
thee stellar metall icity using Strömgren photometry da ta of main-sequence stars, the metallicity calibrations 
fromm Schuster k Nissen (1989) were used. These calibrations allow for more accurate stellar metallicity 
distr ibut ionss as compared to the metall icity distributions obtained by Pagel k Patchett (1975) and Pagel 
(1989)) which were based on UBV photometry (see further RPM). Stars with [Fe/H]£ - 1 .2 were excluded 
ass halo stars by RPM (only few stars with [Fe/H]£ - 0 .8 and [Fe/H]£ - 1 .2 were found depending on the 

metall ictyy calibration used). While the RPM da ta peak at values of [Fe/H] 0.2 , the PAG data show 
aa min imum in the G-dwarf metall icity distr ibution at these metallicities. Clearly, marked differences are 
presentt between the two distr ibut ions. We note that the metallicity distribution of the sample of local disk 
GG dwarfs presented by Wyse k Gilmore (1995) is in good agreement with that of the RPM sample (both 
sampless were selected in a similar manner). 

Forr comparison, the [Fe/H] distr ibutions of K-dwarfs presented by Flynn k Morell (1996; FLM) and 
Ranaa k Basu (1990) are shown. These data sets are subject to severe selection effects as discussed by FLM 
butt appear in overall agreement. In the following, we wil l use the Rocha-Pinto and Maciel (1996) data for 
(i-dwarfss and the Flynn k Morell (1996) for K-dwarfs when a comparison is made with the model results. 

Inn addit ion to the [Fe/H] and age distr ibut ions discussed above, it is interesting to consider the [O/H] 
distr ibut ionn of long-lived stars in the SNBH. In principle, the [O/H] distribution can be considered as 
ann independent observational constraint for models that do not incorporate the instantaneous recycling 
approximat ionn and predict the [Fe/H] distr ibution independently. Unfortunately, the number of long-lived 
starss for which accurate oxygen abundances are available is yet low. For instance, the sample presented 
byy Edvardsson et al. contains only ~80 stars for which [0/H]-rat ios have been determined accurately. To 
overcomee this problem, [Fe/H]-abundances of stars are usually converted to [0/H]-rat ios using an empirical 
relationn for the variation of [O/H] with [Fe/H] in the local disk ISM (e.g. Sommer-Larsen 1991a l r Pagel 
1992): : 

[O/H] ] [Fe/H]]  + 0.6 for [Fe/H] £ - 1 .2 
0.55 [Fe/H] otherwise 

Inn spite of the fact that such conversions may lead to erroneous results (see Sect. 4.1), we here choose to apply 
suchh a conversion to the [Fe/H] abundance distr ibution of G dwarfs from Rocha-Pinto and Maciel (1996). 
Thee [O/H] distr ibut ion for nearby G dwarfs derived in this manner wil l be used below as an independent 
observationall  constraint. 

Ourr al ternat ive is to compare the predicted [O/H] distribution of G dwarfs in the SNBH to the early-
da taa from Pagel k Patchett (1975) and Pagel (1989) which was analysed with relatively inaccurate (and 
somewhatt out-of-date) metallicity cal ibrations (see above). For comparison reasons, we show this distribution 
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inn Fig. 4.76 (right panel). The empirical [0/H]-distr ibut ion of G-dwarfs is considerably more narrow than 
thatt of the corresponding [Fe/H]-distribution. This is mainly due to the fact that the oxygen enrichment 
duringg the early evolution of the Galaxy proceeded much more rapidly than that of iron because: 1) oxygen 
iss about one order of magni tude more abundant in SNII ejecta than is iron (see Sect. 3.3), and 2) SNIa 
progenitorss usually have lifetimes much larger than SNII progenitors (see Sect. 4.3.4). After star formation 
ceasedd in the Galaxy, the disk interstellar [Fe/H]-ratio increased at much higher rate than [O/H] . 

Thee distr ibutions discussed above all refer to a local volume around the Sun. The G-dwarf da ta 
correctedd to the solar cylinder is clearly different from the original data. However, we emphasize that, the 
magni tudee of these corrections strongly depend on the adopted kinematical model for the Galactic stellar 
disk.. As an example, we show in Fig. 4.76 the resulting [0/H]-distr ibut ion of G dwarfs from F'agel (1989) 
afterr applying corrections for the evolution of the disk vertical structure from Sommer-Larsen (1991a,b). 
Correctionss for stellar orbital diffusion in galactocentric distance may also affect the data significantly (see 
Sect.. 4.1). We wil l discuss the influence of such corrections below. 

M o d ell  a s s u m p t i o ns 

Thee abundance distr ibution of stars of a given spectral type (e.g. G-stars) at. t ime t within a specific Galact ic 
regionn can be derived theoretically if one knows: 1) the star formation history and the chemical history (e.g. 
gass infall, radial flows, mixing processes) of the region of interest, 2) the orbital evolution of the stars born 
inn this region, and 3) a conversion relation between the spectral type of the main-sequence stars considered 
(essentiallyy measured by the effective temperature Teff) and the initial stellar mass m. 

AA simple expression for the total number of stars born at Galactic ages between t — t\ and tu, which 
aree still on the main-sequence at t =T is: 

N(tN(tuuttuu,T)=,T)= ƒ ƒ S(t)M{m) dmdt (4.34) 

wheree mi is the stellar lower mass limi t and m0 ( T — t,Z*) the turnoff-mass of a stellar population, born at 
metall icityy Z*(t), with age (T-/,). Since Galactic evolution times can be simply transformed into stellar ages 
andd abundances, Eq. (4.33) can be used to derive theoretical distr ibutions over metallicity and stellar age. 
Abundancee ranges (e.g. in terms of [O/H] and [Fe/H]) can be converted to stellar birth times according to 
thee corresponding age-metallicity relations (AMR) . These conversions are straightforward both for AMRs 
increasingg monotonically and AMRs varying in non-monotonic ways. By intersecting the inner integral with 
aa specific range in stellar mass, Eq. (4.33) can be applied to stars confined to a part icular spectral type, e.g. 
G-stars. . 

Inn general, samples of normal main-sequence stars with different spectral types trace the evolution of 
thee Galaxy during different epochs. Taking into account the metallicity dependence of the stellar lifetimes, 
F-starss can provide information about the Galactic star formation history during the last ~6-7 Gyr. This 
maximumm look-back t ime increases towards later spectral types. For e.g. G-stars, the look-back t ime is ~12 
Gyr,, i.e. about twice as long as for F-stars (cf. Schaller et al. 1992). Distributions of main-sequence stars 
thatt cover a wide range in spectral type (or initial mass) are usually not suited to determine in detail the 
variationn of the SFR with galactic age. To allow for a comparison with the observations, model results 
aree normalised to the predicted total number of stars (of the spectral type of interest.) that are still on the 
main-sequencee at the present epoch. We emphasize that the normalised distr ibutions usually depend on 
variationss of the SFR during the period of Galactic evolution over which the stars of interest are formed, i.e. 
forr F stars during the past 6-7 Gyr. 

 Spectral type vs. initial mass conversion 

Forr the m vs. Teff relation of main-sequence stars, we adopt the accurate da ta presented by Harmanec (1988) 
basedd on stars observed in eclipsing binaries. We assumed F-stars to have effective temperatures in the range 
Tefff  = 6980 to 5920 K and G-stars between Teff = 5920 and 5190 K. According to these data, main-sequence 
FF and G-dwarfs have initial masses [M (.,] in the ranges (1.19 to 1.50) and (0.96 to 1.19), respectively. These 
valuess differ somewhat from the values given e.g. by Bowers and Deeming (1984; based on Allen 1973) which 
aree (1.10 to 1.69) and (0.77 to 1.10) for F and G-dwarfs, respectively. To compare results with the K-dwarf 
dataa from Flynn k Morell (1996), we wil l consider dwarfs with spectral-type K 0 V - K 3 V to have masses in 
thee approximate range (0.69 to 0.96). 

Inn principle, the conversion of Teff (spectral type) to initial stellar mass requires knowledge of how 
Tefff  varies with initial metallicity. The relation between Teff and spectral type itself is sensitive to log y (i.e. 
stellarr mass), age, and metallicity so that it is in general not justified to assume that stars of a given spectral 
typee have a fixed range in initial mass. A detailed discussion of how the initial mass range of stars of a given 
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Figuree 4.78 Theoretical dependence of initial mass range of stars with present-day effective temperatures within a 
specifiedd interval (spectral type) on stellar age and initial metallicity. Top panels: Initial mass range for stars with 
present-dayy TefF = 5920—69X0 K (approximately spectral type F) both for main-sequence stars (MS; left panel) and 
starss in any evolutionary stage including post main-sequence phases (All; right). The initial mass range is delimited 
byy lines of the same texture for stars born with Z = 0.02 (solid curves) and Z = 0.001 (dotted). Cen ter panels: As 
topp panels but for stars with present-day Ten = 5190 — 5920 K (approximately spectral type (!). Bottom panels: 
Ass top panels but for stars with present-day Teff = 4650—5190 K (approximately spectral type KOV — K.'fV). Hatched 
areass indicate the initial stellar mass range (for stars with effective temperatures as given in the top left corner of 
eachh panel) according to the empirical relation of Harmanec (1988). 
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spectrall  type varies with e.g. stellar age and metallicity is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we 
lik ee to emphasize that large uncertainties are involved with this conversion which can significantly alter the 
resultingg abundance and age distributions of long-living stars. To i l lustrate this effect, we used the Geneva 
trackss to derive the initial mass range A m of stars with present-day effective temperatures in a given range 
AT^ff ,, both as a function of stellar age and initial metallicity. This non-trivial conversion was made both for 
main-sequencee stars and stars in any evolutionary stage and is shown in Fig. 4.78 for fixed ranges in effective 
temperaturee for F, G, and K dwarfs according to the empirical relation from Harmanec (1988) discussed 
above.. Fig. 4.78 shows that: 1) Am(AT cff ) is strongly dependent on of both stellar age and metallicity, 2) 
AmfATeff )) deviates considerably from the fixed mass range given by Harmanec (1988) for stars of a given 
spectrall  type (i.e. with Tefr in a given range). Although at solar metall icity reasonable agreement is found 
betweenn the derived values of Am(ATeff ) and that predicted by Harmanec (1988), large discrepancies are 
presentt at low metallicities. 

Wee conclude from Fig. 4.78 that it is erroneous to assume that stars of a given spectral type have a 
fixedd range in initial mass since this mass range strongly depends on the age and initial metallicity of the stars 
involved.. This implies that very careful selection of observational samples of stars in terms of their spectral 
type,, age, and metallicity is required to allow for a meaningful investigation of their age and abundance 
distr ibutions.. In particular, to prevent contamination by old, low-metallicity stars and post main-sequence 
stars,, the effective temperature criterion is insufficient and addit ional selection criteria are needed. We wil l 
brieflyy consider below to what extent these discrepancies affect the resulting abundance and age distr ibut ions 
off  e.g. F, G, and K dwarfs. Nevertheless, unless stated otherwise, we wil l ignore any dependence of the m vs. 
Tetff  relation on other quantit ies and assume for convenience the empirical conversion relation from Harmanec 
(1988). . 

Wee recall that in order for the metallicity distr ibution of long-living stars to provide an unbiased ob-
servationall  constraint to the chemical evolution of a Galactic region, the sample stars must be representative 
off  the majority of stars ever formed in that region with the same properties, e.g. with respect to mass, age, 
andd metallicity. Thus, a suited sample must not contain a significant number of stars formed outside the 
Galacticc region of interest, or in an evolutionary phase not representative of the majority of stars formed 
inn that region. For instance, a sample of long-living stars that is used to study the chemical evolution of 
thee Galactic disk must not include a considerable contribution by e.g. halo stars or post main-sequence 
stars.. Clearly, selection of stars with spectral types in a restricted range does not achieve this (e.g. Wyse & 
Gilmoree 1995) and addit ional (e.g. chemical, kinematical, age) criteria are required to allow for a convenient 
andd useful comparison with theoretical age and metallicity distr ibutions of long-living stars. 

 Dispersion and orbital diffusion corrections 

Thee samples of F, G, and K dwarfs discussed above refer to a small volume around the Sun. No corrections 
weree made for the effect of inflation of the vertical scale height in the SNBH. Such corrections are necessary 
whenn converting observed local volume densities of stars in the SNBH to z-integrated volume (or surface) 
densitiess for stars in the entire solar cylinder to which model calculations generally refer. To correct volume 
limitedd stellar samples to the entire solar cylinder, a kinematical model for the variation of the disk stellar 
scalee height with age is needed. Correction factors ƒ for the solar cylinder can then be determined as a 
functionn of metall icity using the observed [Fe/H] vs. age relation (see Sect. 4.1). 

Inn principle, high-velocity stars which spend only a small fraction of their orbit in the vicinity of the 
Sunn wil l be under-represented in local samples of long-living stars (e.g. Wyse Sz Gilmore 1995, hereafter 
W G ) .. To correct for this, a kinematical weighing factor has to be applied which is proportional to the 
productt of (WG): 1) the vertical speed of the star when passing through the plane of Galactic disk, and 2) 
thee vertical oscillation period of the orbit of the same star. 

Inn an harmonic Galactic gravitational potential model, the density distr ibution of the gravi tat ing 
materiall  is constant with height above the Galactic plane so that the vertical orbital period of a star is 
constantt as well. This may be a reasonable approximation for low-velocity stars that do not reach much 
beyondd one disk scale height. In this case, weighing by the the mean vertical velocity of stars in a given 
metallicityy bin may be an adequate correction. For high-velocity stars, however, which reach large distances 
abovee the Galactic plane and for which the weighing is most important, the assumption of an harmonic 
potentiall  is a rather poor assumption (see WG). In an nonharmonic potential model, the vertical potential 
gradientt causes the vertical oscillation period of stars, in part icular those with high velocities at the disk 
plane,, to be considerably longer than in case of an harmonic potential model (up to a factor ~ 3, cf. WG; 
Kuijkenn h Gilmore 1989) . In a more detailed comparison, one accounts also for the variation of the disk 
verticall  potential with galactic age. 
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I tt is clear that the assumption of an harmonic potential may considerably underest imate the contribu-
tionn by high-velocity (i.e. relatively old, metal-poor) stars in the observed age and metallicity distributions 
discussedd above. Nevertheless, we wil l not correct for this effect since such corrections depend strongly on the 
spreadd in the vertical oscillation period among the sample stars. Furthermore, the metallicity distribution 
off  the local sample of G dwarfs presented by Wyse & Gilmore (1995; who have corrected for the vertical 
periodd effect) is similar to that presented by Rocha-Pinto & Maciel (1996; uncorrected). Thus, we wil l only 
deall  with (scale height) corrections related to the vertical speed of a star at the disk plane. 

Sincee observational samples suffer both from intrinsic and artificial dispersions in metallicity, the 
observedd distr ibut ions need to be deconvolved before scale height corrections for the contents of different 
metall icityy bins can be applied (cf. Rana 1991). In principle, the best way to correct an observed local 
metall icityy distr ibut ion for the disk vertical inflation would be to weigh each star according to the increase 
inn scale height of the stellar disk (at the Galactocentr ic radius the star was born) during the lifetime of the 
star.. However, the result ing scale height corrections would be erroneous since the absolute ages of the stars 
includedd in the above samples are inaccurate with common errors of a few Gyrs (with larger uncertainties 
forr the older stars; see Sect. 4.1). The result after deconvolving the observations may not be unique and in 
factt may depend both on the accuracy of the observational data and on the deconvolution method used. 

Wee decide to use the following method to compare the model results with the observations. Since 
thee model stars have metall icit ies according to a single valued AMR, we first convolve the model predicted 
contr ibut ionss with a Gaussian dispersion in metall icity (or equivalently stellar age in our models) to account 
bothh for observational and intrinsic spread in the abundances of stars born at the same age. We use constant. 
Gaussiann standard deviat ions of <X[EI/H] = 0-2 dex for El = Fe and O, and crARe = 2 Gyr, i.e. independent of 
initiall  stellar metall icity (or age). The spread in the abundances and ages of stars in e.g. the sample from 
Edvardssonn et al. (1993; see Sects. 4.1—2) may be larger but the above values are suited to il lustrate the 
effect. . 

Subsequently,, we apply inverse scale height corrections to the convolved model da ta in order to convert 
thee theoretical distr ibut ion to a local volume around the Sun (instead of refering to the entire solar cylinder). 
Wee here wil l apply the scale height correction factors presented by Sommer-Larsen (1991a,b) which are 
basedd on two distinct kinematical models for the evolution of the vertical structure of the Galactic disk (cf. 
Sect.. 4.1). In principle, the dispersion convolved and scale-height corrected theoretical distr ibutions can be 
comparedd directly with the observed age and metallicity distr ibutions of stars born within a local volume 
aroundd the Sun. 

Thee samples discussed above are not subdivided according to e.g. stellar galactocentric birthplace so 
thatt these samples probably contain stars that are nowadays observed but were not, necessarily born in the 
SNBH.. We expect that corrections for radial orbital diffusion of the sample stars wil l not alter significantly 
thee qual i tat ive results presented below. However, depending on the sample selection criteria and on the 
meann effect of stellar orbital diffusion, such corrections tend to reduce the number of the relatively old, high-
metall icityy stars that moved outwards from the more central regions of the Galactic disk to the SNBH during 
theirr lifetimes (see Sect. 4.1). Consequently, mean corrections for radial orbital diffusion are likely to shift 
thee age and metall icity distr ibut ions of long-living stars to somewhat smaller ages and lower metallicities. 

R e s u l ts s 

Wee investigate the sensitivity of the resulting present-day age and metallicity distr ibutions of F, G, and K 
main-sequencee dwarfs in the Galactic disk to: 1) the A m vs. ATeff relation, 2) the scale height and dispersion 
corrections,, and 3) the underlying star formation history and IM F assumed. For the star formation history, 
wee wil l adopt the SFR. models selected in Sect. 4.2 together with the resulting AMRs, e.g. for oxygen and 
iron.. We neglect radial flows and large scale mixing of interstellar gas (i.e. the ISM is homogeneous at all 
evolutionn t imes). Furthermore, we relax the instantaneous recycling approximation and compute the ISM 
abundancess for each element explicitly. In this manner, the oxygen and iron abundance distr ibutions of stars 
observedd in the SNBH provide independent constraints to our models (see e.g. Tayler 1990). 

•• Effect of A m vs. ATetf relation asumed 

Fig.. 4.79 illustrates the impact of the detailed metallicity and age dependent A m vs. ATeff conversions 
derivedd from the Geneva tracks on the resulting age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K dwarfs. In 
general,, these conversion relations result in a substantial contribution by old, metal-poor stars in contrast 
too the case of a constant A m vs. ATett- relation. These old, rnetal-poor stars have present-day effective 
tempera turess in the range derived by Harmanec (1988) for spectral types F and G. For K dwarfs, the impact 
onn the resulting age and abundance distr ibutions is relatively small. 
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Wee conclude from Fig. 4.79 that the present-day age and metall icity distr ibutions of F and G main-
sequencee dwarfs in the SNBH are substantial ly altered when one accounts for the detailed metall icity and 
agee dependence of the Am vs. ATeff relation. Thus, the initial mass range of stars observed and classified 
ass e.g. (i dwarfs depends in a complex manner on the metallicities and ages of the sample stars. This has 
twoo important consequences: 1) the usual assumption of a constant A m vs. ATeff relation in the context 
off  age and abundance distr ibution studies introduces errors, e.g. by excluding a significant contribution by 
old,, low-metallicity stars, and 2) apart from effective temperature, addit ional observational selection criteria 
aree required to select a sample of stars suited to study in detail the age and metallicity distr ibutions of 
long-livingg stars in the SNBH. In part icular, a star 's spectral type cannot be simply translated in terms of 
initiall  stellar mass in the absence of both age, metallicity, and log g da ta of the star. 
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Figuree 4.79 Age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs: effect of Am vs. ATefi relation 
asumed.. Results are shown for the standard SFR (model A) with: 1) constant Am vs. ATen (spectral type) 
conversionss as given by Harmanec (1988; solid curve), and 2) with the stellar metallicity and age dependent Am vs. 
ATefff  conversions derived from the Geneva tracks (dotted curve) as discussed in the text. 

Althoughh these consequences can be important, we wil l assume in the following that stars of a given 
spectrall  type have masses within the constant initial mass range derived by Harmanec (1988) for each 
samplee listed in Table 4.14. The reason is that, in general, it is unclear to what extent these samples are 
contaminatedd by stars with masses outside the mass range derived by Harmanec (1988) for the spectral 
typee of interest (see Fig. 4.78). Therefore, it is not possible to correct for such effects without additional 
informationn about the sample stars (e.g. age, mass, and metall icity). Nevertheless, comparison with the 
observationss suggests that F stars with [Fe/H] ^ —0.8 and G stars with [O/H] ^ —0.5 are not observed (cf. 
Figs.. 4.75 and 4.76). This indicates that the observational selection criteria used have been sufficiently tight 
too exclude stars with masses outside the mass ranges of F and G main-sequence dwarfs derived by Harmanec 
(1988).. This may partly justify the usual assumption of a constant ATett- vs. A m relation. 

Wee emphasize that the detailed variation of the ATefr vs. A m relation with e.g. stellar age and 
metallicityy has not been considered before. However, in the absence of an adequate conversion of the 
observationall  selection criteria (e.g. ATen- or spectral type) to theoretical criteria (e.g. Am), the effect of 
suchh variations can be important and should be kept in mind when a comparison is made between the 
theoreticall  and observed age and metallicity distributions of in particular F and (i stars. 
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 Effect of scale height and dispersion corrections 

Fig.. 4.80 shows the resulting present-day [Fe/H] distributions of main-sequence stars of F, G, K. and all 
spectrall  types in case of the standard SFR (model A) selected in Sect. 4.2. In addit ion, the age and [O/H] 
distr ibut ionss of, respectively, F and G stars are shown. When dispersion corrections (<raRe = 2 Gyr, «Tr î/m 
== 0.2 dex) and scale height corrections are applied to the model data, the resulting distributions are consid-
erablyy reduced at low values of [Fe/H] and [O/H] , in particular for stars with G, K, and all spectral types. 
Dispersionn corrections predominant ly smooth the data over a wider range in metallicity (or age) than the 
originall  distr ibut ion, while scale height corrections decrease the predicted number of stars at low metallicities 
andd large ages. The effects of these corrections on the age and [O/H] distr ibutions of F and (i stars are 
usuallyy small. For stars of spectral type F (and earlier), scale height corrections are usually negligible since 
thesee stars have main-sequence lifetimes which are too short for the stars to move to large scale heights (<; 
1000 pc). Scale height corrections for stars with spectral types later than G are similar in magnitude. 
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F igu ree 4.80 Age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs: effect of scale-height + dispersion 
corrections.. Results are shown for the standard SFR (model A) before (solid curve) and after (dotted) applying 
correctionss to the model data. Corrections were made as follows (in order): 1) age and abundance dispersion 
correctionss (with Gaussion dispersions <TAge = 2 Gyr and <7[EI/H] = 0.2 dex for the contents of each age and [El/H] 
bin,, respectively), and 2) scale height corrections for the vertical dispersion of the Galctic stellar disk with age 
(Sommer-barsenn 1991; see Sect. 4.1). 

Insteadd of applying these corrections to each of the resulting distr ibutions presented below, we prefer 
too compare the uncorrected model da ta with the observations. This may be partly justified as it is unclear 
too what extent the observational da ta are subject to different kinds of selection effects and how corrections 
forr these effects would alter the da ta (see above). We will keep in mind the magnitude and behaviour of 
thee effects of dispersion and scale height corrections on the model data discussed here. In the following, we 
investigatee the effect of the underlying SFR and IM F on the resulting age and metallicity distr ibutions. 

 Dependence on SFR 

Inn principle, the SFR history weighed by the AM R (or present-day stellar age) determines the metallicity (or 
age)) distr ibut ions of long-living stars nowadays observed in the Galaxy. Fig. 4.81 demonstrates the effect, of 
thee star formation history on the metall icity and age distributions of F, G. and K dwarfs for different SFR 
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Figuree 4.81 Age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs: effect of SFR. Results are 
shownn for SFR models selected in Sect. 4.2 as follows: 1) density dependent SFR without infall (model A; solid 
curve),curve), 2) as 1) but with infall (model B; dotted), and 3) bimodal SFR model (model D; dashed). A Salpeter IMF 
andd model parameters as in Table 3.3 were assumed. No corrections were made for dispersions in abundance/age or 
inflationn of the stellar disk. 

modelss selected on their ability to explain the observed AMR. of iron (cf. Sect. 4.2). We here consider the 
modelss computed with the Geneva/Nomoto yields only, since these appear in somewhat better agreement 
withh the observed distr ibutions than the same models computed with the Woosley/Weaver yields. This 
particularr choice of stellar yields does not affect the qualitat ive conclusions given below. 

I tt can be seen from Fig. 4.81 that the resulting distr ibutions for the different SFR models shown 
aree similar. However, depending on the metallicity in the ISM at which the SFR exhibits its maximum, 
thee metallicity distributions differ considerably, in particular for stars with spectral types later than G. For 
instance,, in case of the bimodal SFR model for which the formation rate of low-mass stars (m Sa 1 M(.,) is 
assumedd to be constant with galactic age, relatively large number of high-metallieity stars of late spectral 
typess are predicted. For all other models, metallicities and ages at maximum are comparable. In case of the 
standardd SFR, model with infall (model B), the maxima in the metallicity distr ibutions occur at somewhat 
lowerr metallicities than in the same model without infall (model A) . For SFR models that fi t the observed 
AM RR of iron, the resulting metallicity and age distr ibutions of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs are found 
too be similar (especially after correcting for the intrinsic dispersion in metall icity observed). 

Forr long-living, low-mass stars, the predicted metallicity (or age) distr ibutions peak at values [El/H] (or 
stellarr ages) at which the SFR, was relatively high and the metallicity dependent lifetimes of the stars of the 
spectrall  type of interest are such that the majority of these stars nowadays are still on the main-sequence. 
Bothh metallicity and age distr ibutions are sensitive to the underlying AM R by means of the metallicity 
dependentt stellar lifetimes. For models with AMRs and SFRs nearly constant over the past 10 Gyr or so, 
thee resulting age distr ibutions of stars with spectral types earlier than ~F merely reflect the metallicity 
dependencee of the stellar lifetimes. 

Inn Fig. 4.82 we compare the o b s e r v ed present-day age and metall ity distributions of F, G, and K 
main-sequencee dwarfs with those predicted by the standard and Dopita SFR models selected in Sect. 4.2. 
AA Salpeter IM F was assumed. Considering the observational uncertainties and selection effects, the model 
resultss are found to be in remarkably good agreement with the observations. For all distributions, abun-
dance+agee dispersion corrections wil l further improve the agreement with the observations as demonstrated 
inn Fig. 4.80, for reasonable values of U[Fe/H] ~ 0.2 - 0.3 dex, C[o/H] ~0.1 dex, and <7Age ~ 2 -4 Gyr. Scale 
heightt corrections somewhat reduce the agreement with the observations in case of the [Fe/H] distr ibutions 
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F igu ree 4.82 Age and metallicity distributions of F, (i, and K inain-seciuence dwarfs. Results are shown for the 
standardd SFR (model A; solid curves shown in the upper six panels and for the Dopita SFR (model E; solid curves 
inn the bottom six panels. For comparison, observational data (dash-dotted) has been included from the following 
sources:: 1) Meusinger et al. (1991; F dwarfs, both age and [Fe/H]), 2) Flynn & Morel] (1996; K dwarfs, [Fe/H]), 
3)) Rocho-Pinto & Maciel (1996; G dwarfs, both [Fe/H] and [O/H]), and 4) Schuster et al. (1994; all spectral types, 
[Fe/H]). . 
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off  stars with K and all spectral types. For the observational da ta from Schuster et al. (1993), which is a 
properr motion selected sample of stars of all spectral types, we expect the older, more metal-deficient stars 
too be over-represented compared to our predictions. This can explain why scale height corrections applied 
too the model data would not improve the agreement with the Schuster et al. da ta substantially. For the 
K-dwarff  data, metal-weak stars are argued to be over-represented as well (see Flynn &; Morell 1996), so that 
scalee height corrections would further improve the agreement when such selection bias is taken into account. 
Thus,, we find that our models are in very good overall agreement with the present-day age and metallicity 
distr ibutionss of F, G, and K dwarfs observed in the SNBH. 

Interestingly,, no "classical G-dwarf problem" is encountered in any of the metallicity distr ibutions 
resultingg from the SFR models selected in Sect. 4.2. Since the models cover a wide range in star formation 
andd gas infall histories, this suggests that the inclusion of the metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes and 
yieldss in our model calculations are the main reason for the absence of the otherwise so evidently present 
G-dwarff  problem. This is true also for the metallicity distr ibutions of both F and K dwarfs. 

Thee impact of metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes on the G-dwarf problem has been earlier studied 
byy Bazan Sc Mathews (1990). They concluded that inclusion of the metal-dependent lifetimes could explain 
(att least) part of the G-dwarf problem. However, they incorporated the instantaneous recycling approx-
imationn and further used the different set of metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes from van den Berg ik, 
Lasheridess (1987) and from Mengel et al. (1979). Also, they did not use metallicity dependent stellar yields. 
Furthermore,, they assumed upper and lower mass limit s for G-dwarfs of 1.09 and 0.79 M^ , respectively, 
givenn by Bowers fe Deeming (1984). These values differ somewhat from the 1.19 and 0.96 M ^ limit s used 
heree (see above). In addit ion, Bazan fe Mathews used the Miller-Scalo IM F (1979) which is markingly 
different,, from the Salpeter IM F applied here. A l together, these differences can explain why we arrive at 
thee distinct, conclusion that the metallicity dependent set of stellar yields and lifetimes do not lead to the 
G-dwarff  problem encountered in previous investigations. 

Comparisonn of the results for the standard and Dopita SFRs reveals that these SFR models predict 
similarr age and metall icity distr ibutions. Overall, for the Dopita SFR model the agreement with the ob-
servationss is somewhat bet t ter but a firm conclusion is prevented by the observational uncertainties. We 
concludee that, our SFR models, which were selected on the basis of their ability to fi t the observed AM R of 
ironn and were computed while accounting in detail for the metallicity dependence of the stellar lifetimes and 
yields,, are in extremely good agreement with the observed age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K 
dwarfss in the SNBH. In particular, no "classical G-dwarf problem" is found for stars of these spectral types. 

 Dependence on IMF 

Finally,, we investigate whether it is possible to constrain the IM F by the observed stellar age and metall icity 
distr ibutions.. Fig. 4.83 il lustrates the dependence on the IM F of the present-day age and metall icity 
distr ibutionss of long-living stars in the Galaxy for the standard SFR model. Comparison with Fig. 4.82 
revealss that the effect of the IM F on these distr ibutions is much larger than that of the underlying star 
formationn history. However, the IM F models shown were not tuned to fit the observed AM R of iron and, 
inn fact, Fig. 4.83 shows the sensitivity of the resulting distr ibutions to the AMR. Since the models shown 
weree computed with input parameters as listed in Table 3.3, there seems to be no obvious way to fi t the 
observedd age and metall icity distr ibutions for models with either very steep IMFs (e.g. j = 2.7) or for 
thee IM F computed iteratively from the PDMF presented by Scalo (1986). In contrast, the Kroupa IM F 
modell  appears in reasonable agreement with the observations (apart from the effects of dispersion and scale 
heightt corrections). We conclude that the observed age and metallicity distr ibutions are very sensitive to 
thee underlying AM R and, in principle, can be used to distinguish between the IM F of the population of 
long-livingg stars formed in the Galaxy. 
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F igu ree 4.83 Age and metallicity distributions of F, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs: effect of IMF. Results are 
shownn for the standard SFR (model A) in case of: 1) the IMF computed from the PDMF presented by Scalo (1986; 
dotteddotted line), 2) the empirical IMF from Kroupa et al. (1993; thick solid), and 3) a power-law IMF with 7 = 2.7 (thin 
solid).solid). No corrections were made for dispersion in abundance/age or inflation of the stellar disk. 

C o n c l u s i on n 

Wee summar ize the main results obtained in this section as follows: 

•• our models are in very good agreement with the present-day age and metallicity distributions of F, G, 
andd K dwarfs observed in the SNBH. This is true for values of <7[Fe/H] ~ 0 . 2 - 0 . 3 dex, qo/H] ~ 0 . 1 - 0 . 1 5 
dex,, and <TAge ~2—4 Gyr, and scale height corrections as derived by .Somrner-Larsen (1991). We 
emphasizee tha t this result was achieved without correcting for: 1) the dependence of the spectral type 
vs.. initial mass range relation on initial metallicity and age of the sample stars (we simply assumed 
thee constant ATeff vs. Am relation from Harmanec 1988), and 2) the spread in the vertical oscillation 
periodd of the Galactocentr ic orbit among the sample stars (this may overstimate the contribution by 
high-velocityy - relatively old, metal-poor - stars to the theoretical distributions). The magnitude of 
thesee corrections is uncertain due to observational uncertainties; 

•• no "classical G-dwarf problem" is encountered for any of the SFR models studied here6 . We conclude 
tha tt the inclusion of the metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes and yields in our model calculations 
areare the main reason for the absence of the G-dwarf problem. This is true also for the metallicity 
distr ibutionss of both F and K dwarfs. This conclusion is in contrast with that from Bazan k Mathews 
(1990)) who demons t ra ted that the inclusion of metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes can explain only 
aa limited par t of the G-dwarf problem. However, their model assumptions and stellar input da ta used 
differss strongly from the stellar evolution da ta applied here; 

66 We n o t e t h a t W y s e & G i l m o r e (1995) have recen t ly a r gued t h a t a la rge f rac t ion (~45%) of t h e m e t a l - p o o r s t a r s wi th [Fe/H] 
~~ — 1 dex in t h e S N B H is a s soc i a t ed wi th t h e t h i n disk (i .e. the k i n ema t i c s of these s t a r s confine t h e m close to t h e p l ane 
off t h e G a l a c t i c d i s k ) . T h i s imp l i e s t h a t p r ev i ou s a t t e m p t s t o de r ive the c o l umn - i n t e g r a t e d a b u n d a n c e d i s t r i b u t i on of long- l iv ing 
s t a r ss n e a r t h e Sun (by k i n ema t i c -we i gh i ng of t h e local s a m p l e d a t a ) will ove r - e s t ima t e the t r u e n u m b e r of m e t a l - p o o r s t a r s in 
t h ee G a l a c t i c d i sk . In t h e s e cases , for s t a r s wi th me ta l l i c i t i e s [ F e / H ] $ - 0 . 4 dex th ick-d isk k i n ema t i c s were used in t h e weighing 
a pp l i e dd t o c o r r e c t t h e a b u n d a n c e d i s t r i b u t i o n s of t h e s e s t a r s to t h e solar cy l inde r . Rect ic i f ica t ion of th i s will r educe t h e to ta l 
n u m b e rr of m e t a l - p o o r s t a r s p r e s en t in t h e so la r cy l i nde r a n d will agg rava te t h e G-dwar f p rob lem e.g. e n coun t e r ed by t h e s imple 
m o d e l . . 

http://~0.1-0.15
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•• for long-living, low-mass stars, the predicted metallicity (or age) distributions peak at values [El/H] 
(orr stellar ages) at which the SFR was relatively high and the metallicity dependent lifetimes of the 
starss of the spectral type of interest are such that the majority of these stars nowadays are still on 
thee main-sequence. Both metallicity and age distributions are sensitive to the underlying AMR by 
meanss of the metallicity dependent stellar lifetimes. For models with AMRs and SFRs nearly constant 
overr the past 10 Gyr or so, the resulting age distributions of stars with spectral types earlier than ~ F 
merelyy reflect the metallicity dependence of the stellar lifetimes. The age and metallicity distributions 
off long-living stars nowadays observed in the Galaxy are determined by the the SFR history weighed 
byy the AMR (or stellar ages); 

•• for SFR models that fit the observed AMR of iron, the resulting metallicity and age distributions of 
F,, G, and K main-sequence dwarfs are found to be similar (especially after correcting for the intrinsic 
dispersionss in age and metallicity observed e.g. in the Edvardsson et al. (1993) data). From the 
observationall data currently available it is not possible to draw strong conclusions about the underlying 
SFRR model provided that such models fit the observed AMR. For instance, we find that models with 
andd without infall can equally well explain the observed G-dwarf abundance distribution (in contrast 
too the finding of Rocha-Pinto and Maciel (1996) which favours infall models). Since the age and 
metallicityy distributions of long-living stars are very sensitive to the underlying AMR, the observed 
distributions,, in principle, can be used to distinguish between IMFs appropriate for the population of 
long-livingg stars formed in the Galaxy. For the adopted set of metallicity dependent stellar yields, we 
findd that the Salpeter (1955) and Kroupa (1993) IMFs are consistent (and the Scalo IMF and 7 = —2.7 
powerr law IMF are inconsistent) with the observed abundance and age distributions of long-living stars 
inn the SNBH. 
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4.44 Discussion and Conclusion 

Inn the previous sections, we have modelled a large set of observational data related to the chemical evolution of 
thee Galact ic disk and halo using a comprehensive and up-to-date galactic evolution model which incorporates 
metall icityy dependent stellar yields, lifetimes and remnant masses. In this section, we wil l restrict ourselves 
too the main results obtained in Sect. 4.3.4 where we modelled the element abundances and abundance-
abundancee variations observed among stars in the Galaxy. We briefly discuss how these results compare 
too the results obtained in several recent studies concerning the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. 
Thiss comparison is far from being complete and is meant to address the present state of Galactic chemical 
evolutionn models and to highlight some of their main results in common. 

Wee emphasize that the model used here is one of the state-of-the-art models currently available to 
investigatee the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk. In Chap. 3, particular attent ion was paid to describe 
inn detail the major assumptions and model ingredients involved. In combination with the extensive results 
derivedd in the previous section for a wide range of observations, this model is currently one of the best, 
documentedd Galact ic chemical evolution models available. We note that interpretation of a direct comparison 
off  our results with those presented in previous Galactic evolution studies is often hampered by differences in: 
1)) the stellar input da ta (e.g. yields, evolution tracks), 2) the choices of parameter values (e.g. upper mass 
l imi tt of SNII, Galactic age) and assumptions (e.g. relaxation of the instantaneous recycling approximation, 
thee number of distinct Galactic components considered), 3) the implementation and parametr izat ion of 
modell  ingredients (e.g. infall, SNIa contr ibution, IMF, star formation history), and 4) the method of solving 
thee galactic chemical evolution equations (e.g. iteratively, adaptive stepsize inclusion, accuracy). 

T immess et al. (1995) considered a dynamical evolution model with infall on a 4 Gyr e-fold ing t ime 
scalee onto an exponential disk and 1/r2 bulge, a Salpeter IMF, and quadrat ic Schmidt (1955) law for the 
SFR.. In order to prevent overproduction of oxygen, an upper limi t of m^N H = 30 M(:; was derived of stars 
thatt eject all material external to the iron core. Such a cutoff in the mass stars that ult imately end as SNII is 
alsoo suggested by the observed hel ium-to-metal enrichment rat io A Y / AZ ~4 (see e.g. Maeder 1992; Schaller 
ett al. 1992; Sect. 3.2.2). However, Giovagnoli k. Tosi (1995) pointed out that the latter observation does not 
providee a direct constraint because of the usual but erroneous assumption of a linear relation between the 
stellarr oxygen abundance and Z. Apart from this, different slopes are used by different authors and careful 
interpretat ionn of this constraint is needed. 

Ourr results confirm earlier results (e.g. Maeder 1992; T immes et al. 1995; Giovagnoli k Tosi 1995) 
thatt in order to avoid over-production of heavy elements, an upper limi t for massive stars that explode as 
SNIII  of m „ N " ~ 25—30 M,;, is required. This value may imply a lower mass limi t for black hole formation 
largerr than ~ 25 Mc:> in order to prevent over-production of oxygen. Alternatively, this may indicate that 
starss more massive than ~ 25 M(.j lose large parts of their envelopes before they ult imately collapse. In 
eitherr case, we emphasize that the precise value of the mass cutoff is sensitive to the detailed variation of 
thee heavy element yields of stars with m ^ 8 M 0 with initial metallicity and stellar mass (as determined by 
e.g.. mass-loss history, fraction of binary stars, ratio of SNlb/c and SNII), as well as on the adopted stellar 
IM FF at birth and its possible variation with Galactic age. It must be noted that T immes et al. did not 
takee into account the contr ibut ion by SNIb/c (which have considerably smaller [O/Fe] ratios in their eject a 
thann SNII), so that the precise cutoff in the mass of stars that become SNII in fact may be larger than 
obtained.. In addit ion, it was found that reduction of the yields of SNII would improve the agreement with 
thee observations for most elements. 

Pagell  & Tautvaisienè (1995; hereafter PT) modelled analytically the abundance-abundance variations 
observedd among both Galactic disk and halo stars using the gas inflow formalism of Clayton (1985; see 
Sect.. 4.2.3) and the delayed production approximation introduced by Pagel (1989). In this method, the 
IMF-weightedd effective yields of massive stars are derived from fitting the observations while assuming that 
thesee yields do not depend explicitly on initial composition. PT found no evidence for a change in the yields 
off  stars formed in the SNBH and those formed in the inner galaxy. As an order of magni tude estimate, PT 
derivee that a SNIa delay of about 1.3 Gyr is necessary to explain the observations. Furthermore, they derive 
aa ratio of the present-day SNIa and SNII rate of (] = 0.11-0.22 (deduced from the predicted nucleosynthesis 
off  different elements plus the Galactic chemical evolution model) in good agreement with the observations 
(seee Sect. 4.3.2). This implies a present-day contribution of the iron enrichment of the disk ISM by SNIa of 
~ 6 5 %.. This value is similar to the ~ 5 0% predicted by Timmes et al. (1995) and the value of ~ 7 5% obtained 
heree for model E+ (with rsNia ~3 Gyr and ei ~ 0.08; cf. Table 4.12). 

Yoshiii  et al. (1996) applied an exponentially decaying infall model, a Schmidt (1963) like SFR, and 
Scaloo IM F for the chemical evolution of the local disk with essentially two parameters, i.e. rmf and the SNIa 
delayy t ime rsNia, to fit  the observations. For an argumentat ion of the different choices of model parameters 
(i.e.. lifetime of the Galaxy, infall t ime scale, lifetime of SNIa progenitors, power index of the SFR) we 
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referr the reader to Yoshii et al. (1996). From the break in the observed [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relation and 
thee behaviour of the rnetal-poor tail in the abundance distribution of long-living stars, these authors derive 
bestt agreement for rmf = 5 Gyr and T$Nia = 0 .5 -3 Gyr {typically rSNia = 1.5 Gyr) assuming a Galactic 
lifetimee of 15 Gyr. In particular, Yoshii et al. argue that infall does not need to be completed before SNla 
contributedd significantly to the iron enrichment of the Galactic disk ISM. These results are similar to the 
preferredd values of rmf = 3 Gyr and rsNia = 1—3 Gyr obtained here. We recall, however, that the t ime 
scaless derived are very sensitive to: 1) the adopted age of the Galaxy since the onset of star formation, 2) 
thee heavy element contribution by massive stars during early evolution epochs (m ^ 8 MH; as determined 
byy e.g. the assumed IMF, stellar mass loss rates, and binary fraction), 3) the detailed star formation and 
enrichmentt history of the Galaxy before the onset of star formation in the disk, and 4) the gas infall and 
accretionn history of the disk (see also Sect. 5.5.1). 

Miharaa k Takahara (1996) argued that the chemical evolution of the SNBH is best modelled using 
thee Scalo IMF, exponentially decaying gas infall (r,nf = 5 Gyr) with primordial abundances in the infalling 
mat ter,, and a fraction of close binary systems that ult imately ends as SNla of about 0.01—0.05 with t t ~ 0 . 1. 
Thesee results are consistent with the results obtained in Sect. 4.3.4. In contrast, these authors find that 
thee Salpeter IM F models result in amounts of helium insufficient to reproduce the solar helium abundance. 
Thiss is not supported by our results (see e.g. Tables 4.8 and 4.9). 

Garigii  (1994) considered a model with an SFR proportional to the surface mass gas density, decreasing 
infalll  rate with e-folding t ime 3.5 Gyr, Scalo IMF, and inclusion of the dependence of the stellar yields on 
initiall  metall icty (with two classes of SNIb progenitors, WR stars, and binary evolution). She found that 
thee models with the Salpeter IM F cannot reproduce the observed abundance patterns in the SNBH and that 
best,, agreement with the observations is obtained with the Scalo IM F (although e.g. C and [G/Fe] disagree 
withh the observations). 

Giovagnolii  & Tosi (1995) have argued that a significant amount of gas must have been accreted by the 
Galacticc disk over its lifetime. They argue that models without infall must be rejected (see also Tosi 1988) 
becausee they do not allow to solve the G-dwarf problem or to fi t the O and G abundances. Although these 
motivationss for gas infall are not supported by our results (see also Sect. 4.3.8), our results do favour infall 
off  gas onto the Galactic disk over its lifetime. The need for strong infall at early Galactic evolution times 
iss also supported by the models of Meusinger (1994). He argues that a decreasing SFR, which is nearly 
constantt over the second half of the disk evolution, combined with gas infall with a similar temporal run as 
thee SFR is in best agreement with the observations (including the observed WDLF) assuming a disk age of 
122 Gyr. 

Inn the model of Frantzos k Aubert (1995), the disk is subdivided in independent concentric rings 
whichh are built up gradually by infall of primordial gas (neglecting complicated effects of radial inflows or 
thee interaction of gas and stars; see also Matteucci 1990). An infall t ime scale rmf = 3 Gyr, Schmidt (1963) 
lik ee SFR with an extra dependence on galactocentric distance based on spiral wave theory (e.g. Onihishi 
1975;; Wyse k Silk 1989), and Kroupa et al. (1993) IM F is assumed. The model is able to explain several 
observationall  constraints including the evolution of G and O isotope abundances. For a comprehensive 
discussionn of the uncertainties involved in the stellar nucleosynthesis of C and O we refer the reader to 
Frantzoss (1996). 

Inn general, it is found that the inclusion of the metallicity dependence of the stellar nucleosynthesis 
yieldss and stellar mass loss strongly affect galactic chemical evolution results (e.g. Maeder 1992; Garigi 
1994;; Giovagnoli k Tosi 1995; T immes et al. 1995; Portinari 1996; Ghiappini et al. 1996; Prantzos et al. 
1996).. Gonsequently, the IM F and SFR derived from fittin g e.g. the abundances and abundance-abundance 
variationss observed among Galactic disk and halo stars depend strongly on the adopted set of stellar yields 
andd associated model parameters. It is clear that the ability of a Galactic chemical evolution model to fi t 
thesee observational constraints does not garantee the adequateness of the model. In other words, the relative 
successs of a given Galactic evolution model does not prove the validity of the underlying assumptions, i.e. 
essentiallyy the adopted IM F and SFR (Prantzos et al. 1996). 

Apartt from the adopted set of stellar yields, galactic evolution models can be distinguished according 
too the different Galactic regions to which they are applied as well as the underlying formation and evolution 
scenarioss adopted for these regions. Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage (1962; hereafter ELS) proposed that 
thee Galaxy formed in a single large rotat ing gas cloud in which the halo collapsed dissipatively to form 
thee disk. Toomre (1977) and Searle k Zinn (1978) argued that the Galaxy formed by a merger of several 
chemicallyy distinct and unique fragments and that the Galactic halo consists of dwarf systems that have been 
capturedd over an extended period of t ime. These scenarios probably lead to rather different star formation 
historiess and chemical evolution paths of the Galactic halo, thick disk and thin disk components. Recent 
modelss for the Galaxy a t tempt to account in detail for such differences in evolution (see below). 
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Ann impor tant aspect for such models is the distinction between stars that belong to different Galactic 
regions.. It has been argued recently that the distinction between e.g. thick disk and halo stars is possible only 
onn the basis of both kinematical and chemical properties (e.g. Schuster et al. 1993; Wyse k Gilmore 1995; 
PT ).. Also, the spheroidal (bulge and halo) and disk (thick and thin disks) components of the Galaxy have 
substant iall  different angular momentum distr ibut ions (Wyse k Gilmore 1992; Ibata k Gilmore 1995). Apart, 
fromm these propert ies, stellar age may be an important quanti ty to distinguish between different Galactic 
regionss at bir th. This is t rue provided that stars associated with different regions were formed at different 
epochss in Galact ic evolution. Observations reveal that the thick disk population extends to low rnetallicities 
soo that stars which were previously classified as halo stars on the basis of their low metall ity actually belong 
too the disk (e.g. Wyse k Gi lmore 1995; PT; see Sect. 4.1.6). 

Inn principle, mult i -phase models for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy should be constrained by the 
observationall  characteristics of the stars associated with different regions in the Galaxy, i.e. by considering 
sampless of stars that were formed (but not necessarily are nowadays observed) in each region. Such samples 
aree still rare and often prevent a detailed comparison of model predictions with the observations for stars 
belongingg e.g. to the halo, thick, and thin disk (as well as for stars born at different, ranges in galactocentrie 
distancee in the Galactic disk). Therefore, the current generation of Galactic chemical evolution models is 
restrictedd to a very limited set of observations dealing predominantly with stars nowadays observed in the 
locall  Galactic disk and halo. This apparently prevents one to draw strong conclusions about the chemical 
evolutionn of the halo, thick and thin-disk regions as well as about their mutual interactions during Galactic 
evolution.. Nevertheless, we like to discuss briefly several interesting and promising models for the chemical 
evolutionn of the Galact ic disk. These models tend to converge to a model in which both the kinematical and 
chemicall  properties of stars as a function of Galactic age and location are modelled simultanously. 

Thee chemical evolution of a self-gravitating, star forming viscous disk has been studied by Tsujimoto 
ett al. (1995). Such a disk is able to reproduce the exponential distribution of the surface density of stars in 
thee Galactic disk as well as a flat rotat ion curve in the disk. The main chemical properties of the Galactic 
disk,, e.g. the radial abundance variations of O and Fe and the dispersion in the [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram, 
cann be explained adequately in the framework of the star-forming viscous disk model (see also Yoshii k 
Sommer-Larsenn 1989). In this model, the metal enrichment of the bulge is enhanced by viscosity driven 
radiall  inflow of metal-rich gas over an extended period of a few Gyr. 

Pardii  & Ferrini (1994) considered the effect of different halo collapse times and star formation effi-
cienciess in the disk. From modell ing a wide range of observational constraints including the PDMF, these 
authorss argued that the SFR in the Galaxy did rise slowly during the first ~2 Gyr and thereafter decreased. 
Further,, they argued that the disk formed from the halo on a t ime scale ^;5 Gyr so that, the slow collapse 
natural lyy allows for a thick-disk phase with abundances intermediate to that of the thick disk population and 
oldd populat ion II stars. For a density dependent SFR, the initial rise of the SFR and its subsequent decay 
iss determined by the rate of gas accumulat ion from the halo in the disk. Self-regulation of the SFR, leads 
too a constant low SFR over the last few Gyr. The Dopita SFR and burst models discussed in Sect. 4.3.4 
givee very similar results. As discussed by Pardi k Ferrini (1994), an important difference between constant 
SFRR and burstl ike SFR models is that the latter models imply much shorter t ime scales for the enrichment 
off  the disk ISM. For this reason, it is impor tant to determine accurately the ages and kinematical properties 
att birth of the sample stars in order to derive this t ime scale observationally and to tightly constrain the 
models. . 

Inn a subsequent study, Pardi et al. (1995) considered a mult iphase three zone description of the 
Galaxy:: halo, thick and thin disk, as coupled but separate components. They consider the formation of the 
Galaxyy as the continuous collapse process during which the formation and evolution of the different, galaxy 
componentss are connected. From modell ing the metallicity distr ibutions of long-living stars associated with 
eachh component, Pardi et al. argue that star formation ceased in the halo within <>2  Gyr, in the thick 
diskk within i>8 Gyr, while in the thin disk star formation is still in progress. In this manner, the different 
Galaxyy components experienced different star formation histories. While in the halo and thick disk the star 
formationn is very intense at the beginning and then declines rapidly, star formation in the thin disk rises 
moree slowly and declines more smoothly. The possible delays between the main star formation episodes in 
eachh phase are a natural consequence of the formation of density enhancements throught the accumulation 
off  diffuse gas. Such delays in main episodes of star formation lead to different enrichment paths (e.g. [O/Fe]) 
forr each dynamical ly distinct, Galaxy region. In this manner, there is considerable overlap between the stars 
belongingg to the different, components, at least concerning the chemical properties of the stars as is indicated 
byy the observations (e.g. Wyse k Gilmore 1995). Similarly, it is argued that the presence of these distinct 
stellarr populat ions can provide a natural explanation for part of the abundance spread among stars observed 
inn the SNBH. 
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Chiappinii  et, al. (1996) consider two main episodes of infall for the formation of the thick disk and 
thinn disk. In their model, the formation of the thin disk occurs much later than that of the thick disk. 
Thesee authors propose that most of the thin disk was formed by accretion of extra-galactic mater ial. They 
arguee that a revision is needed of the common picture in which the gas shed from the halo was the main 
contributorr to the material out of which the thin disk formed. As has been argued by Wyse & Gilmore 
(1992),, the angular momentum distribution of halo stars makes it unlikely that halo gas ended up anywhere 
nearr the local disk. This may imply that the chemical evolution of the SNBH started from scratch without 
anyy initial contribution from halo gas (see Pagel k Tautvaisiené 1995). The assumed decoupling of the rate 
off  gas lost from the halo/thick-disk and that of gas falling onto the thin disk allows for much longer formation 
t imee scale of the thin disk (~8 Gyr) as compared to that of the halo/thick disk (^ 1 Gyr). Ln addit ion, a 
thresholdd in the star formation process was assumed. This threshold natural ly produces a t ime gap in the 
SFRR at the end of the thick disk phase as may be indicated by the observations (e.g. Gratton et al. 1996). 
Thee threshold limit s the star formation in the halo and allows for the delay in the onset of star formation in 
thee thin disk. This delay model is different from that of Pardi et al. (1995) in which simultaneous evolution 
off  and star formation in all Galactic components occurs but at different evolutionary rates. Furthermore, 
thee assumption of a threshold in the gas density prevents the growth of abundances in the outer regions of 
thee exponential disk and results in: 1) the inner abundance gradients to steepen with Galactic, age. and 2) 
thee abundance gradients in the inner disk to be steeper than in the outer disk. 

Raiterii  et al. (1996) presented N-body hydrodynamical simulations to investigate the chemical evolu-
tionn of the Galaxy. They assumed that the Galaxy formed by the collapse of a rotating cloud of gas and 
darkk mat ter. Dissipative effects lead to the formation of a gaseous disk wherein stars are allowed to form in 
locallyy unstable regions. The gas radiates away efficiently the energy gained during the collapse and settles 
intoo a rotationally supported disk. The local enrichment of gas clouds can be followed in detail and the 
conceptt of a star formation threshold can be applied in a relatively simple manner. This kind of model 
enabless the simultaneous study of the chemical enrichment and dynamical evolution of the Galaxy and can 
providee an adequate explanation for the scatter in the [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] relation discussed in Sect. 4.1 (see 
alsoo Ghap. 5). Such models seem very promising for detailed Galactic evolution studies in the near future. 

Apartt from the recent developments in modelling the chemical evolution of the Galaxy, there are several 
aspectss which have not yet been (fully ) accounted for in the models but which may play an important role: 

•• the impact of the accretion of satellite galaxies (e.g. Quinn et al. 1993; Ibata et al. 1994) 

•• radial mixing and gas flows 

•• variations in the IMF of s tars at birth with Galactic age (see e.g. Sect. 4.3.4) 

•• a delay of several Gyr in the formation of the thin disk due to the energy deposited by supernovae 
(e.g.. Burkert et al. 1992). 

•• the dynamical interaction between gas and stars 

•• metal-rich outflow of gas from the disk into the halo 

•• effects of sequential stellar enrichment and infall induced star formation (see Ghap. 5) 

•• the effects of spiral arms on Galactic chemical evolution 

•• effects of stellar orbital diffusion (e.g. Wielen et al. 1996) 

•• simultaneous modelling of the widest range of observational constraints possible 

•• variations in the upper mass limit of stars ending as SNII (see Sect. 4.3.4) 

•• the inclusion of binary star evolution 

•• the inclusion of the dependence of stellar yields, lifetimes, and remnant masses on the abundances 
off individual elements such as He, O, and Fe (instead of the heavy-element integrated metallicity 

Z) ) 

•• the influence of the evolution of the bulge and central par ts of the Galaxy 

Inn general, we find that it is a rather complex task to obtain hard results concerning the chemical evolution of 
thee Galactic disk due to the many observational and theoretical uncertainties still involved. In this chapter, 
wee have shown the kind of problems encountered when modelling different aspects of Galactic chemical 
evolution.. In particular, we have illustrated, for a wide range of observational constraints, the sensitivity 
off our results to the main parameters and assumptions inherent in such models. We hope tha t the results 
obtainedd here can be used in conjunction with other Galactic chemical evolution studies and may help to 
convergee to a consistent and adequate model for the chemical evolution of the Galaxy as a whole. 




